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Introduction  1 
   
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Tellurides - an interesting class of materials  
 
Tellurium minerals mainly comprise tellurides of noble metals, bismuth or lead, often in 
multinary variants. Although tellurium itself is named after the latin word tellus meaning earth, 
such minerals are extremely rare, as tellurium is one of the least abundant elements in the 
lithosphere. Nevertheless, this chalcogenide has gained increasing importance in modern society 
as many tellurides are small band gap semiconductors interesting for diverse technical 
applications. For example, it is well known that CdTe is used in thin-film solar cells to harvest  
energy of the sun [1,2] and most commercial thermoelectric heat-to-electrical-energy converters 
are based on compounds such as PbTe or Bi2Te3.[3,4] It is less known that alloys containing 
elements such as Ag, In, Ge, Sb in combination with Te, such as Ge2Sb2Te5 or 
Ag5In5Sb60Te30,[5,6] dominate the field of phase-change materials which are essential for new 
rewriteable data storage technologies. Tellurides therefore play an important role in our energy 
management, but also allow one to address the ever increasing need to efficiently handle huge 
amounts of information. With respect to the application as thermoelectric as well as phase-
change materials, multinary pnicogen tellurides are the most promising materials. Their 
structural diversity is huge and ranges from amorphous phases to crystalline modifications with 
simple average structures as well as long-periodic layered structures (cf. Chapter 1.2). The 
properties of these materials are strongly related to their atomic structures (cf. Chapter 1.3), 
including disorder on various length scales ranging from nano- to microsctructures in stable and 
metastable materials. Nowadays, the study of structure-property relationships need not be 
restricted to the average structure of materials (cf. Chapter 1.4) but can also include effects of the 
real structure on a material's properties. However, due to the complexity of such investigations, 
the scientific significance, i, e.the question "What can one learn from such studies?" needs to be 
evaluated in advance.  Pnicogen tellurides are a class of materials for which a better 
understanding of the material properties can be anticipated based on real structure-property 
relationships by both ex situ and in situ investigations. 
 
 
 
2  Introduction 
   
 
1.2 Structural chemistry of pnicogen tellurides  
 
Many multinary pnicogen tellurides exhibit at least one highly disordered modification 
crystallizing in a simple structure type. Typical structures with only one Wyckoff site for the 
average structure of disordered compounds can be derived from the simple cubic α-Po structure 
type by rhombohedral 
distortion leading to the 
α-Hg type. Doubling the 
unit cell can be 
accompanied by atom 
displacements to form 
layers in the gray arsenic 
(A7) type. Simple AB 
structures in this class of 
compounds are 
characterized by cation-
anion separation. The 
simplest one is the NaCl 
type which can be 
rhombohedrally distorted 
(so-called CuPt type). 
The additional formation 
of layers involves the loss 
of centrosymmetry and 
leads to the GeTe type. 
Figure 1 depicts the 
group-subgroup relation-
ships that interrelate the 
simple structure types. In 
these simple average 
structures, several atom 
types and possibly 
additional vacancies 
 
Figure 1. Structural relation between simple structure types that 
can be derived from the cubic α-Po structure type; the unit cells in 
trigonal and cubic settings are depicted as continuous or 
fragmented lines. For binary variants one coordination sphere of 
the cations is shown as grey polyhedra; gray bonds indicate which 
atoms are affected by layer formation; atoms are depicted yellow; 
for binary variants cations are depicted orange and anions blue.
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share only few Wyckoff positions.[7,8] At first glance, it is somewhat surprising that positively 
and negatively polarized atoms as well as additional vacancies share the same crystallographic 
sites, and a plethora of short-range ordering effects can be expected. In fact, many of these 
modifications are metastable, although some have been reported to be stable. For example, 
In3SbTe2 exhibits rocksalt-type structure that is stable at room temperature, whereas for phases 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n  3) the rocksalt-type modifications are stable only at elevated 
temperatures.[9,10] For Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 and Ge7.1Sb76Te16.9 a metastable gray As type was 
found, whereas their high temperature polymorphs exhibit an α-Hg type.[7,8] Metastable 
Au25Ge4Sn11Te60 exhibits a metastable α-Po structure which was also reported for metastable 
GeBi2Te4.[7,8] As discussed in Chapter 4.3, samples of GeBi2Te4 obtained by high-pressure high-
temperature synthesis crystallize in a CuPt-type structure, and as demonstrated in Chapter 5.2 
quenched crystals Ge0.7Sb0.2Te can be described with a GeTe-type average structure. 
Interestingly, some structural features of the simple average structures are also found in long-
periodically ordered layered structures of binary or multinary pnicogen tellurides (e.g. on the 
pseudobinary lines Sb-Sb2Te3, Bi-Bi2Te3, GeTe-Sb2Te3, PbTe-Bi2Te3,...) which in many cases 
represent the polymorphs stable at room temperature.[11-14] A schematic overview of such layered 
structures is given in Figure 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. Long-periodic layered structures (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m (right) and (M’2Te3)m(M’2)k (left); 
cations are depicted yellow, red and orange, anions blue; the structures can be formally derived 
from a tetradymite structure M’2Te3 (centre) by insertion of M' layers in the van der Waals gap 
or by extension of the alternating sequence of cations and anions in the rocksalt-type slabs with 
additional layers MTe.  
 
In phases (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m (M = Ge, Sn, Pb; M’ = As, Sb, Te), 2D infinite slabs of a distorted 
rocksalt-type structure are present whose thickness, i. e. the number of alternating cation and 
anion layers, depends on n and m.[15] The frequency of van der Waals gaps between the Te-atom 
layers terminating these slabs determines the periodicities and thus the structure type of the 
layered structures. Although the hypothetical number of such ternary layered structures is very 
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large, the number of discrete compounds recorded in crystallographic databases like PCD 
(Pearson's Crystal Data) and ICSD (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database) is rather small as the 
number of stable compounds depends on the element combination.[16,17] The series 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m is the most comprehensive one whereas in other systems, the pseudobinary 
sections MTe-M'2Te3 are dominated by the compounds MM'2Te4, and no comparable phases in 
the systems Sn-As-Te or Pb-As-Te have been reported yet. In general, an increasing number of 
discrete compounds is found with increasing atomic number of the group V element. In binary 
phases (M’2Te3) (M’ = Sb, Bi), the rocksalt-type slabs contain 5 alternating cation and anion 
layers, and hence resemble those of tetradymite (Bi2Te2S, sulfur atoms formally being replaced 
by additional Te atoms) which is homeotypic with Sb2Te3 and Bi2Te3.[18,19] In contrast to the 
ternary compounds (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m, the binary phases (M’2Te3)m(M’2)k contain k corrugated 
gray-arsenic type layers between consecutive rocksalt-type slabs. These gray-arsenic type layers 
are similar to the layers in the structures of the elements Sb and Bi.[15] Similar to the ternary 
phases, van der Waals gaps interconnect the different slabs. For both series of compounds, these 
gaps between the different slabs significantly influence the neighboring atom layers, e.g. the 
interatomic distance set as well as the element distribution. The interatomic distances between 
atoms across the gap, i.e. Te-Te atom distances in ternary phases or Te-M' (M' = Sb, Bi) atom 
distances in binary ones, are slightly smaller than the sum of van der Waals radii, which 
indicates a certain degree of covalence. Cation positions in the vicinity of the van der Waals gap 
are displaced towards the gap, leading to a 3+3 coordination in the [MTe6] octahedra of the 
distorted rocksalt-type blocks that decreases with increasing distance from the gap. In a similar 
way, the inter- and intra-layer atomic distances of gray-arsenic type layers which neighbour 
M'2Te3 blocks are influenced, although the resulting atom displacements are less pronounced. In 
all ternary layered structures, the cation positions are occupied by M and M’ - usually in a 
disordered fashion - the anion positions are occupied by Te. In general, the group V elements 
prefer to occupy the cation positions next to the van der Waals like gap which probably results 
from the interaction with Te-atoms terminating the slabs which are coordinated by cations from 
one side only. 
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1.3 Pnicogen tellurides as phase-change materials and 
thermoelectrics - Synthesis and required properties  
 
Compounds which are potential candidates for an application as thermoelectric generators or 
Peltier elements need to simultaneously fulfill various demands that are, at least in part, also 
crucial for phase-change materials in data-storage technology.[3-5,20-26] As thermoelectrics rely on 
a temperature gradient in order to interconvert heat and electrical energy, it is evident that these 
materials need to exhibit sufficient electrical conductivity σ whereas heat flow due to the 
temperature gradient across the material needs to be hindered by a low thermal conductivity κ. In 
addition, a high Seebeck coefficient S, which specifies the magnitude of the voltage induced by 
the thermal gradient across the material, is required. The efficiency η of a thermoelectric material 
is given by a combination of its figure of merit ZT defined according to ZT = σ S2/ κ and the 
Carnot efficiency ΔT/Thot according to  
 
hot
cold
avg
avg
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T
TZT
ZT
T
T
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11  
where Thot and Tcold are the temperatures of the hot and cold ends in a thermoelectric module, 
respectively, ΔT is the corresponding difference and Tavg is the average temperature. This 
definition implies that a high efficiency requires a large figure of merit ZT and a large 
temperature gradient across the thermoelectric material. 
In the past decades, fundamental research has focused on the search for compounds with high 
figures of merit and simultaneously increasing interest has been attributed to the optimization of 
known thermoelectrics. Both approaches are challenging: On the one hand, “design rules“ that 
guide the developement of new materials are sparse; on the other hand there are few “adjusting 
screws” regarding the properties. Whereas the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient 
as well as the electronic part of the thermal conductivity depend on the charge carrier 
concentration and thus cannot be varied independently, the phononic part of the thermal 
conductivity strongly depends on the structure of the material which often can be optimized with 
respect to the thermal conductivity without significantly influencing the electronic structure. For 
example, the introduction of phonon scattering centers, e.g. point defects or grain boundaries, as 
well as large lattice periodicities, i.e. large unit cell parameters, provides short mean path lengths 
for heat carrying phonons and therefore significantly influences the thermal conductivity. 
Compounds that feature "rattling" atoms in structural cages also may exhibit reduced thermal 
condictivities; such materials are known as phonon glass electron crystals. Hence, various 
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synthetic approaches have been used to prepare new nano- or microstructures of known 
thermoelectrics, the most important ones beeing layer-by-layer deposition of “superlattice” 
structures as thin films, cold and hot pressing of ball-milled bulk material or the preparation of 
nanocomposites to name only a few.[27-31]  
Comparable to thermoelectrics, phase-change materials for rewriteable data storage need to unite 
several requirements. These compounds exhibit a reversible transition between an amorphous 
and a crystalline polymorph which can be induced by providing a precisely controlled amount of 
heat through local application of laser irradiation or electrical currents.[5,6,26,32,33] The phase 
transition is accompanied by a large change in the optical reflectivity or electrical resistivity, 
which ensures that two distinguishable logical states - represented by amorphous and crystalline 
areas in the storage media - can be defined and used for the read process. Write-erase cycling 
involves a complex interplay of thermodynamics and kinetics. Whereas high cooling rates of 
about 1010 K/s ensure that molten spots can be quenched to yield amorphous recording marks, 
crystallization proceeds within several nanoseconds if the small amorphous areas are heated to 
elevated temperatures.[25] At these temperatures, the atom mobility is high enough for structural 
rearrangements that only require small diffusion pathways. These are sufficient as the crystalline 
phases exhibit simple average structures whose local structures may be comparable to the 
amorphous modifications. However, in order to ensure data retention and cyclability, the 
crystallization kinetics of phase-change materials must meet the demand that the transition 
between amorphous and crystalline modifications does not take place at ambient conditions and 
that no irreversible structural changes, e.g. chemical reactions with the environment or 
decomposition into different compounds occur during the read-write-erase cycles or the storage 
of the media for many years. Since phase-change recording is the state-of-art technique for 
rewritable optical data storage discs (e.g. CD-RW, RW-DVD, or BD-RE), the synthesis has 
focused on thin-film layers for which sputter deposition (physical vapor deposition) is the 
preferred fabrication technique. However, with the upcoming application as non-volatile solid-
state random access memory (PCRAM), alternative methods for the deposition of phase-change 
materials have been investigated, which include for example chemical vapor deposition, 
electrodeposition or solution-phase deposition. [5,23,34,35] All these techniques have the advantage 
that amorphous as well as crystalline phases can be obtained (depending on the deposition 
conditions) and stable as well as metastable phases can be accessed. However, all thin-film 
samples share the disadvantage that the range of applicable characterization techniques is 
limited, e. g. the measurement of properties often requires bulk samples and the powerful tool of 
single-crystal diffraction (cf. Chapter 1.4) can not be applied.  
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1.4 Structure elucidation of disordered materials 
 
A century ago, the discovery of X-ray diffraction on crystalline materials opened a new world of 
structure determination techniques for solid-state scientists which has been explored and 
developed ever since. Nowadays, single-crystal X-ray structure determination from Bragg 
reflection intensities - resulting from diffraction on a three-dimensionally long-range ordered 
arrangement of unit cells - has become a standard technique for all but the most complex 
questions. Remaining challenges concern the description and structure elucidation of aperiodic 
crystals without 3D translational symmetry, e.g. quasicrystals, incommensurately modulated 
crystals or incommensurate composite compounds that require the application of superspace 
symmetry.[36] Chemical disorder or local distortions, e.g. short-range order even leads to 
statistical deviations from 3D translational symmetry and gives rise to diffuse scattering, i.e. 
intensity distributed between the Bragg reflections.[37] In general, diffuse scattering is several 
orders of magnitude less intense than Bragg reflections; however, due to the advent of efficient 
X-ray optics and optimized detection systems, it has become feasible to collect this continuously 
distributed intensity. Its interpretation often requires a detailed understanding of the structural 
chemistry of the compounds investigated and although the analysis of diffuse scattering is still 
far from routine it can yield structural information that reaches far beyond the average structure.  
Experimental challenges of modern crystallography include the differentiation of elements with 
similar atomic number and the characterization of microcrystalline or heterogenous samples but 
also concern for example the characterization of materials under extreme conditions or time 
resolved structural investigations. Many complex questions can be addressed by X-ray 
diffraction if it is supplemented by additional knowledge, e.g. obtained by a range of theoretical 
methods or other experimental techniques such as electron microscopy, neutron diffraction or 
spectroscopic methods. X-ray diffraction, however, is an essential pillar for structure 
determination.  
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2 Challenges in the structure elucidation of 
layered tellurides  
 
2.1 Overview 
 
At ambient conditions, thermodynamically stable phases of compounds on the pseudobinary 
sections MTe – Sb2Te3 (M = Ge, Sn, Pb) and Sb - Sb2Te3 (including substituted variants thereof) 
exhibit long-periodically ordered layered structures as discussed in Chapter 1.2. They can be 
prepared by slow cooling stoichiometric melts, by quenching stoichiometric melts and 
subsequent annealing or by chemical transport reactions in the stability range of the 
corresponding phases. These stability ranges can be extracted from the phase diagrams, which 
also indicate if quenching is necessary to hinder peritectic decomposition upon slow cooling.[1-6] 
Simple rules based on homology principles have been derived that allow one the prediction of 
the layer types, stacking sequences and space groups from the composition.[7] These rules can be 
used as guidelines for structure solution as well as for the evaluation of structure refinements; 
however, as will be shown in the following sections they also show some exemptions and can 
not be used for all questions arising during structural characterization of compounds constituting 
the series (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m and (M’2Te3)m(M’2)k.  
For example, in all ternary layered structures, positional disorder on cation positions is observed. 
One important task of the structure analysis, hence, is the determination of the element 
distribution. However, this becomes challenging when elements with small scattering contrast 
for laboratory X-rays or neutrons are present. In this work, resonant scattering techniques with 
synchrotron radiation were used to distinguish elements with similar atomic number that share  
the same crystallographic sites, e.g., in 21R-SnSb2Te4 (cf. Chapter 2.2). For the simultaneous 
refinement (R3m, a = 4.298(1), c = 41.50(1) Å, R1 = 0.028) of mixed site occupancies and 
anisotropic displacement parameters, multiple high-resolution data sets collected at the Sn-, Sb- 
and Te-edges (29.20 keV, 30.49 keV, 31.81 keV) and at wavelengths far away from the edges 
were used. The manual variation of correction terms Δf’ and Δf’’ interpolated from various 
databases and compared to calculated values did show that the refined element distribution is 
very robust and does not change more than a few standard deviations when Δf’ is changed by 
±0.5. Therefore Δf’ for those values that are strongly affected by resonant scattering were 
refined, whereas all others were kept as an average from different calculations. The analysis 
indicates the absence of significant amounts of Sb-Te or Sn-Te anti-site defects. Mixed site 
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occupancies on cation positions are comparable to those of 21R-GeSb2Te4 and 21R-PbSb2Te4 
and show that antimony prefers cation positions close to the van der Waals gaps between 
rocksalt-type slabs. Resonant scattering proved to be an elegant method to enhance the scattering 
contrast in pnicogen tellurides that contain elements with similar atomic number. It allows one to 
unequivocally determine the elemental ratios on crystallographic sites also in more complex 
cases as discussed in Chapter 3.4. 
The ratio between different cations sharing crystallographic sites in the long-periodic layered 
structures is slightly variable and therefore allows for certain compositional homogeneity ranges 
of individual structure types. However, due to such homogeneity ranges, minute deviations from 
ideal compositions or small defect concentrations may lead to samples with unexpected 
structures that are not in accordance with the simple rules for structure prediction. For example, 
for Ge4Sb2Te7 a 39R-type layered structure with rocksalt-type slabs comprising 13 alternating 
cation and anion layers is expected.[7] In contrast to this prediction, single-crystal diffraction 
revealed a 33R layer stacking (R3m, a = 4.1891(5) Å, c = 62.169(15), R = 0.047) of rocksalt-
type slabs which comprise 11 cation and anion layers each (cf. Chapter 2.3). This 33R-type 
structure is known for Ge3Sb2Te6 with similar metrics (R3m, a = 4.2128(2), c = 62.309(3) Å),[8] 
which exhibits a closely related interatomic distance set, but different site occupancies. On the 
one hand, this indicates that different compositions and variable degrees of Ge/Sb disorder can 
exist for the same structure type. Structure predictions based on the composition therefore need 
to be further corroborated, e.g. by comparison of experimentally determined and predicted 
metrics. On the other hand, this finding implies that interatomic distance sets derived from 
single-crystal or powder diffraction data are characteristic for the corresponding structure type 
and can be used to identify structural building units found in layered pnicogen tellurides.  
The interatomic distance set of a structure and the scattering density on its Wyckoff sites can be 
unambiguously derived from the corresponding diffraction pattern. However, two non-congruent 
interatomic distance sets between atoms weighted with the product of their form factors might 
yield the same Patterson function, resulting in identical diffracted intensities. This problem, 
known as homometry, has already been realized by Patterson himself,[9,10] but occurs very 
seldom during practical structure determination. Crystals of binary and Pb doped phases 
(Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m (m = 1, and k = 8 or 6, respectively), however, exemplify that ambiguities in the 
interpretation of both single-crystal and powder diffraction data of pnicogen tellurides can arise 
from pseudo-homometry (cf. Chapter 2.4). Initial structure solutions and crystal chemical 
considerations yielded different non-congruent structure models for 39R-Sb10Te3 (R3m, 
a = 4.2874(6), c = 64.300(16) Å, R1 = 0.0298) and 33R-(Sb0.978(3)Pb0.022(3))8Te3 (R3m, 
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a = 4.2890(10), c = 75.51(2) Å, R1 = 0.0615). Correct and wrong models exhibit reasonable 
interatomic distances. Therefore, the almost homometric structure models can only be 
distinguished by chemical analysis, because structure analysis in such cases is ambiguous. The 
correct and wrong models can be equally well refined on experimental single-crystal diffraction 
data; the refinement of the wrong structure models on calculated data of the correct models 
yields residuals R < 0.01. The ambiguities of the correct interpretation of diffraction data are 
further enhanced if variations in the stacking sequence of building units are assumed in a more or 
less disordered fashion. Different polytypes might yield rather similar diffraction patterns, and 
simulations of powder patterns show that certain reflections characteristic for the periodicity of 
long-peridocally ordered structures weaken with increasing block disorder. The average structure 
then corresponds to a simple α-Hg type which might be erroneously be interpreted in terms of a 
3D randomly disordered arrangement of all atom types, although the structure contains distinct 
building units arranged in a disordered fashion.  
The structure elucidation of layered compounds (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m and (M’2Te3)m(M’2)k is not 
only interesting from a crystallographic point of view but also leads to a deeper understanding of 
the structural chemistry of pnicogen tellurides. Such knowledge is obviously essential if 
structure-property relationships are to be investigated but can also be helpful during the search 
for new compounds and the characterization of disordered phases. The results presented in the 
following chapters therefore fundamentally rely on the knowledge of typical element 
distributions and interatomic distance sets of characteristic structural building units. Not only the 
structural characterizations of novel long-periodic layered phases which combine structural 
elements of the both series (MTe)n(M’2Te3)m and (M’2Te3)m(M’2)k, respectively, (cf. Chapter 3) 
but also the analysis of diffuse scattering from metastable samples (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n ≥ 3) were 
based on the information about homogeneity ranges of pnicogen tellurides or the influence of 
one dimensional disorder on the diffraction patterns of long-periodic layered structures.  
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2.2 Atom distribution in SnSb2Te4 by resonant X-ray 
diffraction 
 
Oliver Oeckler, Matthias N. Schneider, Felix Fahrnbauer, and Gavin Vaughan 
Solid State Sciences 2011, 13, 1157-1161. 
 
Abstract 
 
The atom distribution in SnSb2Te4 (R3m, a = 4.298(1) Å, c = 41.57(1) Å) has been elucidated by 
resonant single-crystal diffraction using synchrotron radiation with wavelengths near the K 
absorption edges of the elements present and additional non-resonant data. Refinement of site 
occupancies for all atoms on all sites was done with a joint refinement using five datasets. It 
shows that there is almost no anti-site disorder and no significant amount of vacancies. The 
cations are neither fully ordered nor randomly distributed. The 21R-type structure consists of 
rocksalt-type blocks separated by van der Waals gaps. Each block consists of four anion and 
three cation layers. Sn atoms are distributed over all cation sites but cluster in the middle of the 
blocks. 
 
Keywords: tin antimony telluride, element distribution, resonant scattering 
Copyright: © 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS
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2.2.1 Introduction 
 
In recent years, multinary chalcogenides have attracted attention as materials for various 
applications such as phase-change materials for data storage or promising thermoelectrics with 
high figures of merit.[1-6] Most of these compounds exhibit disordered crystal structures, so the 
relevant properties strongly depend on real-structure effects such as partial vacancy ordering and 
the associated local distortions. Very often, the compounds contain chemical elements with 
similar electron counts, so the element distribution over the crystallographic positions cannot be 
assigned ab initio by conventional X-ray diffraction. This problem is the same in electron 
diffraction and imaging; moreover, many heavy elements like In, Sn, Sb and Te also exhibit 
rather similar neutron scattering lengths. Therefore, even if conclusions about the element 
distribution can be drawn from interatomic distances, mixed site occupancies cannot be refined 
and effects like anti-site disorder cannot be analyzed. 
A solution to this problem is the use of resonant (also called “anomalous”) scattering when 
radiation close to absorption edges of the elements is used. The large change of the dispersion 
correction for atomic form factors, especially Δf’, close to absorption edges allows to enhance 
the scattering contrast and hence to study the distribution of atoms with similar electron count on 
the crystallographic sites. “Traditional” δ-syntheses [7-9] show the distribution of the anomalous 
scatterers in the structure, in the same way that a difference Fourier synthesis shows residual 
electron density. This method is based on a Fourier synthesis from F – F’ and phases calculated 
from the structure model (structure factors F measured far from absorption edges, i.e. not 
significantly affected by resonant scattering; F’ on the low-energy side of the absorption edge of 
the lighter element in order not to not significantly change Δf’’ and to keep absorption effects 
similar for both datasets). Concerning δ-syntheses, the relative scaling of both datasets is 
problematic and the dispersion correction factors need to be calculated. However, the drastic 
change of Δf’ close to absorption edges, which furthermore depends on the chemical 
environment of the atoms, makes its refinement very desirable. On first glance, refining Δf’ 
seems to bias the refinement of the element distribution as a resonant scatterer appears as a 
“lighter” atom, however, this correlation is not very pronounced as Δf’ does not depend on the 
resolution sin/λ. In cases where three elements with similar electron count need to be 
distinguished, the δ-synthesis method is not applicable. Instead, the structure model should be 
simultaneously refined on datasets measured at the corresponding absorption edges. 
In this paper, we address the distribution of Sn, Sb and Te in 21R-SnSb2Te4. This structure type 
is observed for many compounds AB2E4 (A = Ge, Sn, Pb; B = As, Sb, Bi; E = Se, Te), 
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representing the middle of the pseudobinary phase diagrams (AE)n(B2E3)m with n = m = 1.[10-18] 
The structure contains rocksalt-type blocks composed of seven alternating cation and anion 
layers, respectively, that interact through van derWaals gaps between hexagonal anion layers 
terminating the blocks. The unit cell contains three of these blocks as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Projection of the unit cell of 21R-type compounds AB2X4 along [100] (left), 
fragmented lines show longer distances within the rocksalt-type seven-layer block (right).  
 
In compounds like GeSb2Te4,[10,11] the Te atoms terminating the blocks at the van der Waals gaps 
are chemically different from  the Te atoms within the blocks. This leads to a 3 + 3 coordination 
of the cations with shorter and longer bond lengths in the [(Ge/Sb)Te6] octahedra and also 
influences the atom distribution on the two different cation sites (see below). It has been shown 
in several investigations that SnSb2Te4 exhibits a similar 21R-type layered structure.[13-17] 
However, as the three elements cannot be distinguished by conventional diffraction or imaging 
techniques, the element distribution in the structure, especially the metal distribution on cation 
positions, has been controversially discussed. By means of electron diffraction and high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy, a stacking sequence of the atom layers in the 
rocksalt-type blocks [Sn-Te-Te-Sb-Sb-Te-Te] has been favored, but the sequence [Te-Sb-Te-Sn-
Te-Sb-Te] has also been discussed.[13] X-ray diffraction experiments confirmed the 21R-type 
structure but assumed the stacking sequence [Te-(Sn/Sb)-Te-(Sn/Sb)-Te-(Sn/Sb)-Te] with a 
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random distribution of Sn and Sb on the cation positions,[17] although the experimental data of 
course cannot exclude an ordered distribution [Te-Sb-Te-Sn-Te-Sb-Te] with Sb on 6c and Sn on 
3a. This ordered distribution has been corroborated by the results of 119Sn Mößbauer 
investigations [16]. These indicate that the local environment of Sn is not significantly distorted. 
Thus, it has been concluded that the 6c cation site next to the van derWaals gap with a 3 + 3 
coordination is occupied with Sb and the more symmetrically surrounded 3a site in the center of 
the blocks is occupied by Sn. This ordered distribution would match the overall composition 
SnSb2Te4. In addition to the questions of cation distribution, some comparable tellurides like 
Sb2Te3 or ternary compounds Ge-Sb-Te and Pb-Sb-Te [13,19,20] show certain amounts of anti-site 
defects. The purpose of our investigation on 21R-SnSb2Te4 is to clarify these open questions on 
the atom distribution and to establish a straightforward way for the interpretation of resonant 
X-ray diffraction data as the method of choice for the system Sn-Sb-Te and comparable 
materials. 
 
2.2.2 Experimental section 
 
2.2.2.1 Sample preparation and characterization 
 
Bulk samples were prepared by melting stoichiometric amounts of the pure elements Sn 
(99.999%, Smart Elements), Sb (99.999%, Smart Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) at 
950 °C in sealed silica glass ampoules under argon atmosphere and subsequent annealing at 450-
500 °C for two to five days. Representative parts of the samples were crushed to powders and 
fixed on Mylar foils with silicon grease to collect powder diffraction patterns on a Huber G670 
powder diffractometer equipped with an imaging plate detector (Cu-Kα1 radiation, Ge 
monochromator, λ = 1.54051 Å) in Guinier geometry. The powder data were evaluated using the 
program WINXPOW [21] and indicate homogeneity of the samples. The metrics a = 4.298(2) Å and 
c = 41.57(2) Å was determined by a Pawley fit using the program TOPAS.[22] 
Single crystals suitable for data collection have been grown within three days from powdered 
SnSb2Te4 by chemical transport in evacuated silica glass ampoules using 10 weight percent SbI3 
as transport agent; a temperature gradient from 600 °C to 400 °C was employed. Hexagonal 
plate-like single crystals were obtained and residual SbI3 was washed off with acetone. The 
crystals were fixed on glass fibers with silicone grease. Quality assessment was performed by 
Laue photographs on a Buerger precession camera. Diffuse streaks indicative of stacking 
disorder were not observed. The composition of the single crystals was confirmed by energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy on planar crystal faces using a JSM-6500F scanning electron 
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microscope (Jeol, USA) with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). 
The results were averaged from 4 point analyses (in atom%): Sn 14.9(2), Sb 28.6(2), Te 56.5(5), 
calculated for SnSb2Te4: Sn 14.3, Sb 28.6, Te 57.1. According to the phase diagram,[23] SnSb2Te4 
exhibits a certain range of homogeneity. As shown by the chemical analysis and the lattice 
parameters of the single crystals, which match well with those of the powder sample, the 
composition of our single crystals does not deviate significantly from the idealized one.  
 
2.2.2.2 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data collection and processing 
 
Laboratory single-crystal datasets were collected on an STOE IPDS-I diffractometer with 
imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71073 Å). 
Synchrotron data of the same single crystal were collected at beamline ID11 at the ESRF 
(Grenoble) on a heavy duty Huber diffractometer with vertical rotation axis equipped with a 
Frelon2K CCD detector.[24] The X-ray optics at the undulator beamline give a good stability of 
the beam in the required energy range from 29 to 32 keV (0.42-0.39 Å) at the K-edges of Sn 
(29.200 keV, 0.424607 Å), Sb (30.491 keV, 0.406629 Å) and Te (31.814 keV, 0.389700 Å) and 
the small band pass required for resonant single-crystal scattering experiments. High-resolution 
resonant scattering data were obtained at the Sn, Sb and Te edges and at a wavelength far away 
of the edges. A detector offset was used to obtain high-angle data. After conversion of the 
frames, the data were indexed using SMART and integrated using SAINT.[25,26] 
Semiempirical absorption corrections based on equivalent reflections were applied to the 
laboratory data.[27] Due to different detector settings and some technical problems, the 
synchrotron data consisted of several partial datasets. These were scaled, combined and 
corrected for absorption for each wavelength using SADABS.[28] For these corrections, the Laue 
symmetry 3m was assumed. The process of multi-scan absorption corrections (incl. scaling) 
describes the absorption surface using spherical harmonics (maximum order 8).[29] The internal R 
value decreases to about half of the value for uncorrected data. The scaling process includes the 
anisotropy of absorption, the absolute value is introduced by a subsequent spherical absorption 
correction. Different other types of absorption corrections, including numerical ones based on 
the crystal shape, have been thoroughly tested for the laboratory data, they do not yield 
significantly different results for interatomic distances and anisotropic displacement parameters. 
This corroborates that there is no problem with the absorption correction process. The programs 
JANA2006 [30] and SHELX97 [31] were used for full-matrix least-squares refinement of both the 
dispersion correction factors as well as the 21R-type structure model taken from the 
literature.[16,17] The procedure is discussed in the following section. Further information may be 
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obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen 
(Germany), by quoting the deposition number CSD-421909, the names of the authors, and the 
citation of the paper. As there is no cif standard for multiple-wavelength joint refinements, the 
data that vary for different wavelengths (e.g. the absorption coefficient), have been given for 
λ = 0.3897 Å in the deposited data, whereas the atomic parameters result from the joint 
refinement. Details on the individual data collections and refinement results are summarized in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Table 1. Crystallographic data on the structure refinement of 21R-SnSb2Te4 at 293 K. 
  
Formula SnSb2Te4 
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 872.59 
 
Crystal system / Space group 
 
trigonal, R3m 
Cell parameters (in Å) a = 4.298(1), c = 41.57(1) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 665.0(3) 
Formula units (per unit cell) 3 
F(000) 1080 
Crystal shape and size platelet, 0.25 x 0.20 x 0.02 mm³ 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.493 
Parameters / restraints 29 / 4 
Resolution 0.75 Å, sin/λ = 0.666 
R1 [all data in all datasets](a) 0.0283 
wR2 [all data in all datasets](b) 0.0710 
Wavelength (in Å) 0.389700 0.406629 0.424607 0.432758 0.71073 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 23.8 13.6 8.4 5.6 21.8 
Measured / independent reflections 3330/254 3160/257 2789/253 2671/255 1390/241 
Rint 0.065 0.055 0.051 0.072 0.089 
Rσ 0.034 0.041 0.035 0.038 0.043 
R1 [I>2σ(I)](a) 0.0229 0.0228 0.0190 0.0324 0.0372 
R1 [all data](a) 0.0230 0.0228 0.0191 0.0349 0.0398 
wR2 [I>2σ(I)](b) 0.0552 0.0608 0.0555 0.0830 0.0938 
wR2 [all data](b) 0.0552 0.0608 0.0557 0.0842 0.0945 
GooF [all data] 0.868 0.985 0.905 1.293 1.411 
Residual electron density  
(min. / max.) (in eÅ-3) 
-0.90/1.23 -1.31/1.04 -0.99/1.09 -1.81/1.24 -3.43/3.68 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (0.0331P)² + 5.0P] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
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Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, equivalent isotropic temperature factors and anisotropic 
displacement parameters (in Å²) for 21R-SnSb2Te4; the positions are named after the atom types with the highest 
occupancy factors, all refined site occupancies are given in Fig. 2. 
 
atom Wyck. x y z Ueq U11 = U22 = 2 U12 U33 U13 = U23 
Sn/Sb1 3a 0 0 0 0.0249(2) 0.0239(3) 0.0268(3) 0 
Sn/Sb2 6c 0 0 0.427255(11) 0.02603(17) 0.0245(2) 0.0291(2) 0 
Te3 6c 0 0 0.133695(10) 0.02152(16) 0.02235(17) 0.0198(2) 0 
Te4 6c 0 0 0.289024(7) 0.01910(16) 0.01982(18) 0.0177(3) 0 
 
2.2.3 Results and discussion 
 
2.2.3.1 Diffraction data analysis 
 
In order to obtain strong resonant scattering effects, the data were collected very close to the 
absorption edges. Tentative refinements using just one dataset clearly show that the distribution 
of the element near the corresponding absorption edge strongly influences R values and that the 
refinement of the corresponding site occupancy is highly significant. The aim of the final 
refinement was to refine the site occupancy of each element on all crystallographic positions, 
regardless of its value (e.g. if it is significantly larger than zero or not), in order to prove the 
element distribution ab initio and to employ as few presumptions as possible. In order to 
suppress the correlation with the overall scale factor, it proved sufficient to fix the overall 
composition (element ratios) according to the formula SnSb2Te4 (but not the total number of 
atoms in the unit cell). Vacancies were allowed on the cation positions. It is possible to also 
allow anion vacancies, however, such refinements yield slightly negative site occupancies for 
some atoms on some sites (but all of them are zero within their standard deviation). For the sake 
of positive site occupancies, which are required in refinement input files, the anion sites were 
constrained according to full occupancy, which is chemically reasonable as cation vacancies are 
much more likely than anion vacancies in comparable compounds. The dispersion correction 
factors Δf’ and Δf’’ were calculated with the program CROSSEC implemented in the CCP4 
program suite [32] and compared to values interpolated from various databases.[33,34] Manually 
varying the values for Δf’ in joint refinements shows that the refined element distribution is very 
robust and does not change more than a few standard deviations when Δf’ is changed by about 
±0.5. Therefore, the overall result does not depend significantly on the exact values used. The 
best option was the refinement of Δf’ for those values that are strongly affected by resonant 
scattering (Sn at the Sn-K edge etc.) using JANA2006 [30] and to keep all others as an average 
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from different calculations. The refinement did not change the calculated values in an 
unreasonable way (max. 1.5 electrons). It is remarkable that increased absorption and 
fluorescence do not pose a serious problem even when data were collected at the Te-K edge 
which also means significant resonant scattering for Sn and Sb. The absorption coefficient for 
this unfavorable situation is still in the same range as for a normal laboratory measurement with 
Mo-Kα radiation. 
The final refinement (SHELX) converged at R1 = 0.028 for all five datasets. All site occupancies 
could be refined independently (Table 2). The precision of site occupancies is about 1%. The 
correlation between site occupancies is about 60-65%. In the same final refinement, all atoms 
have been refined anisotropically; the correlation between site occupancies and displacement 
parameters does not exceed 65%. Although the amount of Sn and Sb on the anion positions as 
well as the concentration of cation vacancies turns out not to be significant, the corresponding 
parameters have not been fixed to zero in order to demonstrate the stability of the refinement and 
to evaluate the standard deviations.  
 
2.2.3.1 Structure description 
 
In accordance with literature,[14-17] the structure of 21R-SnSb2Te4 exhibits three rocksalt-type 
blocks with 7 alternating cation and anion layers each as shown in Fig. 1. The distance between 
Te anion layers (distance Te-Te: 3.6973(7) Å) at the van der Waals gap points to a partially 
covalent character as it is significantly shorter than the sum of van der Waals radii (4.0 Å). The 
Te atoms in these Te layers show a unifacial cation coordination which leads to a stronger 
interaction with the cations in the [Sn/SbTe6] octahedra next to the gap. The cations form shorter 
bonds toward the gap and longer bonds toward the block center, leading to the 3 + 3 coordination 
with bond lengths of 2.9818(6) Å and 3.2266(7) Å. The [Sn/SbTe6] octahedra in the center of the 
blocks are more regular with bond lengths of 3.0905(5) Å. These bond lengths are in accordance 
with the results reported in the literature. 
The refinement shows that cations and anions are almost perfectly separated in the structure 
(cf. Fig. 2). There is no anti-site disorder except for a small amount of Te on one cation position. 
Although it is statistically significant, this should not be over-interpreted (small systematic errors 
might occur in any refinement and are not represented by standard deviations based on counting 
statistics only). Sn and Sb are disordered on the cation positions, however. The disorder is not 
random. Sn concentrates on the 3a position in the center of the blocks while Sb is enriched on 
the 6c position near the van der Waals gaps. Probably, the higher formal charge of SbIII 
compared to SnII is better suited to saturate the coordination of Te positions unifacially 
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surrounded by cations. This result is in accordance with the mixed site occupancies reported for 
the isotypic phases GeSb2Te4 and PbSb2Te4, which also show a preferred occupation of the 6c 
position with Sb and a preferred occupation of the 3a position with Ge or Pb, respectively.[10-13] 
The interatomic distances in these compounds vary in the same way with respect to their position 
in the blocks (cf. Fig. 2). This means that the Ge, Sn and Sb compounds are strictly isotypic also 
with respect to the cation distribution. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Atom distribution (occupancy factors for the elements in each compound, top right, 
arrows indicate the corresponding atom position) and selected interatomic distances (bottom 
right, the corresponding “bonds” are indicated) in the refined model of SnSb2Te4 (left, 
displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 90 % probability level). For comparison, the corresponding 
values are given for GeSb2Te4 [10] and PbSb2Te4.[12,13] 
 
2.2.4 Conclusion 
 
High-resolution synchrotron data at the absorption edges of all elements involved allowed the 
simultaneous refinement of site occupancies and anisotropic displacements in 21R-SnSb2Te4. 
Although the application of resonant scattering is rather time-consuming, it is clearly the method 
of choice to increase the scattering contrast of Sn, Sb and Te, and can be applied to many 
compounds with similar element combinations when the element assignment is ambiguous.  
The joint refinement using five datatsets indicates no significant anti-site disorder or cation 
vacancies in SnSb2Te4. The cation distribution is very similar to that in the isotypic compounds 
GeSb2Te4 and PbSb2Te4. It is neither completely random nor fully ordered. A preferred 
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occupation with Sb is observed for the 6c position in the vicinity of the van der Waals gap 
whereas the 3a position is preferably occupied by Sn. This result seems to contradict the results 
obtained by 119Sn Mößbauer spectroscopy.[16] Although it cannot be excluded that the Bridgman 
grown crystal used in the Mößbauer study exhibits another element distribution than the crystal 
obtained from the gas phase, it seems unlikely that this is the case as both methods usually yield 
the thermodynamically stable materials. However, Mößbauer spectroscopy probes the local 
environment on the Sn atoms. The distortion around the 6c site derived from diffraction data is a 
space-averaged situation. If Sn atoms occupy this position, the local environment can be more 
regular, whereas it is a bit more distorted when Sb is present. Such variations might cause the 
slightly prolate displacement ellipsoids observed. 
As the crystals have been slowly grown by chemical transport, they probably exhibit the 
thermodynamically stable element distribution, which in this case as well - as in the isotypic Ge 
and Pb compounds - is partially disordered. Such cation disorder has in fact been reported for 
many similar ternary tellurides such as Ge2Sb2Te5, Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x, y ≈ 0.1), GeSb4Te4 or 
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5Sb8 (x = 0.43).[35-38] It would be interesting to investigate the influence of different 
synthesis conditions and temperature treatment on the cation distribution. The high tendency 
toward cation disorder probably plays an important role concerning the thermoelectric 
characteristics of such materials. Although the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of SnSb2Te4 is 
only 0.009 at 300 K,[39] it might be worthwhile to investigate the corresponding structure 
property relationship. 
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2.3 Unusual solid solutions in the system Ge-Sb-Te: 
The crystal structure of 33R-Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x, y  0.1) 
is isostructural to that of Ge3Sb2Te6 
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Abstract 
 
Whereas for a series of layered compounds with the general formula (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m the 
stoichiometry allows to predict the structure type and the average thickness of the hexagonal 
atom layers, these rules are not generally applicable for GeTe-rich compounds like Ge4Sb2Te7. A 
39R layer stacking is expected, however, single crystal diffraction studies reveal a 33R layered 
structure (R3m, a = 4.1891(5) Å, c = 62.169(15) Å, R = 0.047) closely related to that of 
Ge3Sb2Te6. This is also corroborated by the average layer thickness that can be determined from 
the strong reflections of powder patterns and exhibits a direct relation to the structure type. 
Mixed occupancy of cation positions with Ge and Sb and possibly defects allow this unusual 
range of homogeneity. Bulk material of the kinetically stable compound can be synthesized by 
quenching stoichiometric melts of the pure elements and subsequent annealing. 
 
Keywords: germanium antimony tellurides; phase-change materials; thermoelectrics; phase 
homology; crystal structure determination 
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2.3.1 Introduction 
 
The phase-change behaviour of germanium antimony tellurides, which is of great importance for 
modern data storage technologies,[1-3] as well as their thermoelectric characteristics [4-6] have put 
this class of compounds into a focus of materials research and development. Both applications 
strongly depend on the compounds’ structures which depend on synthesis conditions and 
composition. The knowledge of the exact atomic structures as a basis for the understanding of 
structure-property relationships and also for meaningful theoretical calculations is an important 
step to boost the efficiency of this class of materials. The goal is, of course, the prediction of new 
phases for future appliances.  
Whereas in phase-change materials, amorphous and pseudo-cubic metastable phases are 
important, most well-characterized thermodynamically stable ternary compounds in the system 
Ge-Sb-Te have been found on the pseudobinary section GeTe - Sb2Te3.[7-9] They constitute a 
homologous series (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m that includes, for example, the known compounds 
GeSb4Te7, GeSb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5 and Ge3Sb2Te6.[10] Their structures follow the same principles 
as those of the stable compounds in analogous systems, e.g. with Sn or Pb substituting Ge and Bi 
or As replacing Sb.[11-14] The trigonal structures can be formally described as “cubic” ABC 
stacking sequences of hexagonal layers. Each layer consists either of cationic (Ge, Sb) or anionic 
(Te) atoms. Of course, the c/a ratio strongly deviates from that of a cubic lattice in trigonal 
setting. Therefore, cations are octahedrally coordinated and might be viewed as centering 
octahedral voids in a fcc Te lattice. However, this rocksalt type structure is present only in slab-
like Te-[(Ge/Sb)-Te-(Ge/Sb)]n-Te building blocks that are stacked along [001]. These are not 
separated by layers of “empty” octahedral voids but shifted against each other to enable Te-Te 
bonding. Therefore, the complete Te partial structure does not correspond to a close sphere 
packing.  
According to the literature,[10, 11, 15, 16] the structures of the thermodynamically stable compounds 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m can be derived by rather simple rules, which can be used to interpret powder 
patterns as well as to predict reasonable models for structure refinement. Sb2Te3 itself  
crystallizes in the tetradymite (Bi2Te2S) structure type with three slabs per translation period, 
each containing an alternating sequence of three Te and two Sb layers (space group R3m, 
a = 4.264(1) Å, c = 30.46(1) Å), which yields three Te-Te contacts per unit cell as shown in 
Figure 1. [17]  
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Figure 1. Formal insertion of GeTe-units into Sb2Te3 slabs leads to compounds 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m.  
 
Depending on the exact composition, differently sized building blocks can be obtained by formal 
insertion of n GeTe units in m Sb2Te3 slabs (cf. Fig. 1). Cation positions in these rocksalt-type 
slabs have been reported to be statistically occupied by Ge and Sb.[10, 18, 19] The number N of 
anionic or cationic layers per translational period is a multiple of the number of atom layers 
within one building block. One formula unit GeTe contributes 2 layers to each block, whereas 
5 layers must be taken into account per Sb2Te3 unit. As the pseudo-cubic ABC stacking sequence 
superimposes a periodicity that is a multiple of 3, one translational period comprises three slabs 
if 2n + 5m is not a multiple of 3. Then the space group is R3m (with Z = 3), whereas it is P3m1 
(with Z = 1) in case 2n + 5m is a multiple of 3. 
Whereas the a lattice parameter is almost constant for all compounds, the c parameters of the 
trigonal structures strongly depend on the number of layers N/Z per building block and thus the 
bonding situation. The average thickness c/N of a single atom layer lies between the formal 
thickness of a single layer in the end members GeTe (c/N = 1.78 Å)[20] and Sb2Te3 (c/N = 
2.03 Å)[21] of the pseudobinary section. The averaged “basic” lattice parameters c/N do not 
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follow a simple Vegard’s law depending on the formal ratio of the end members in a specific 
compound as the Te-Te bonding between the building blocks is partly of Van der Waals 
character and therefore the distances Te-Te are much longer than the distances between cationic 
and anionic layers within the blocks. As N can be derived from the chemical formula, the lattice 
parameters (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m can be predicted if the relationship between the average layer 
thickness and the cation/anion ratio, which directly relates to the number of Te-Te contacts per 
unit cell, is known.[10] 
)(/ xfNc   with 
atoms Te ofnumber 
atoms Sb and Ge ofnumber 
)3(
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Figure 2. Relation between average layer thickness c/N and composition; the phases 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m with n = 1, 2 , 3 and m = 1 as well as n = 1 and m = 2, 3 were taken into 
account  to calculate the line of best fit. 
 
c/N can easily be determined if only the strong reflections of powder patterns are considered. 
Owing to the ABC stacking sequence of individual layers, they correspond to a rhombohedral 
basic structure that can be viewed as an extremely distorted fcc lattice compressed along the 
stacking direction. Significant alternation between cation and anion layers suggests a 
rhombohedral unit cell that, in hexagonal setting, contains six atom layers per translation period 
along c. The strong reflections belonging to this basis maybe viewed as family reflections of 
different kinds of polytypic superstructures, although in contrast to OD structures the stacking 
cannot be viewed as more or less ordered sequence of almost equivalent layers. From samples 
with x between 0.71 and 0.86, Karpinsky and Shelimova [10] derived c/N (x) = 2.604 - 0.8614 x, 
which is in good agreement with our own result c/N (x) = 2.6009 - 0.8575 x (cf. Fig. 2). 
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On the GeTe rich side of pseudobinary line GeTe - Sb2Te3, additional members of the series can 
be found, but to our knowledge no single phase samples have been obtained so far. Those phases 
are expected to follow the simple linear equation described above; this has already been used to 
predict their structural parameters.[10] In contrast to these results we observed a deviation from 
the relationship for a phase with the nominal composition Ge4Sb2Te7 (x = 0.86). Single crystal 
diffraction studies reveal that the sample of “Ge4Sb2Te7” crystallizes in a 33R type known from 
Ge3Sb2Te6 which has a lower GeTe content. 
 
2.3.2 Results and discussion 
 
2.3.2.1 Characterization of Ge4Sb2Te7 samples 
 
Applying the rules for structure prediction described above, Ge4Sb2Te7 is expected to form a 
39R layer structure (space group R3m). Extrapolating c/N to x = 0.86, the cell parameters are 
predicted to be a = 4.18 Å and c = 73.46 Å (from our own results, see above). This structure type 
has been reported for Ge4As2Te7 from studies using transmission electron microscopy, but a 
local variation of layers per building block was observed [13, 14] and analogous stacking disorder 
can be found for the compounds of the system Ge-Sb-Te.[19] However, c/N = 1.884 Å determined 
from the strong reflections of the powder pattern of our sample with the nominal composition 
Ge4Sb2Te7 does not correspond to the value expected for this composition based on the linear 
relationship mentioned above (c/N = 1.866 Å, cf. Fig. 2), but to a 33R layer structure (space 
group R3m) with cell parameters of a = 4.189(1) Å and c = 62.17(2) Å. This corresponds to the 
phase Ge3Sb2Te6,[19, 21] whereas EDX spectroscopy clearly confirmed the composition of 
Ge4Sb2Te7. Furthermore, the powder pattern corresponds to that calculated from single-crystal 
data (see below), no reflections from impurity phases can be detected. Also the weak reflections 
match better with simulations of the 33R type than with those of the 39R type (calculated from 
data on the phase Ge4As2Te7 [22]) as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the experimental powder pattern with calculated patterns based on the 
33R and 39R types, respectively; lattice parameters were calculated from the experimental c/N 
(from strong reflections) for both types. 
 
2.3.2.2 Single crystal structure determination 
 
Single-crystal diffraction is the best method to analyze the discrepancy between well-known 
structural relationships, composition, and the powder diffraction pattern. The cell parameters 
determined from several crystals (a = 4.203-4.209 Å, c = 62.3-62.5 Å) confirmed the presence of 
the 33R type as suggested by the powder pattern. The metrics corresponds to the model of 
Ge3Sb2Te6 in the space group R3m, which has been determined by the Rietveld method from 
powder diffraction data.[21] This structure type was used as a starting model for structure 
refinement. Refined lattice parameters from our powder data were used instead of the rather 
imprecise values determined from the crystals. The refinement including anisotropic 
displacement factors converged at R1 = 0.048. Crystal data and details of the refinement are 
summarized in Table 1. Atomic parameters are listed in Table 2, and anisotropic displacement 
factors are given in Table 3. 
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Table 1. Crystallographic data and structure refinement of 33R-Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x  y  0.1) at 
293 K. 
 
Formula Ge3.43(4)Sb1.71(4)Te6 (^= Ge3.93(4)Sb1.90(4)Te7) 
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 1208.68 
Crystal system / Space group trigonal / R3m 
Cell parameters (in Å) a = 4.189(1) 
c = 62.17(2) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 944.8(4) 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.373(3) 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 24.97 
Formula units (per unit cell) 3 
F(000) 1509 
Diffractometer IPDS I 
Radiation MoKα (λ = 0.71073 Å) 
2Θ range (in °) 9.8>2Θ>55.0 
Rint / Rσ 0.062 / 0.048 
Absorption correction /  semiempirical  
Transmission (max. / min.) 0.287 / 0.067 
Measured reflections 1289 
Independent data / parameters 340 / 21 
Refinement full-matrix least-squares on F²  
R indices [I>2σ(I)](a,b) R1 = 0.048, wR2 = 0.121 
R indices [all data](a,b) R1 = 0.051, wR2 = 0.124 
GooF [all data] 1.026 
Δmin / Δmax  (in eÅ-3) +2.1 / -3.0 (0.6 Å from Te2) 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (aP)² + bP] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
 
Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy and equivalent isotropic 
displacement factors (in Å²) for 33R- Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x  y  0.1). 
 
atom Wyckoff positon x y z f.o.f. Ueq. 
Ge1/Sb1 3a 0 0 0 0.73(2)/ 0.27(2) 0.0340(9) 
Ge2/Sb2 6c 0 0 0.27452(3) 0.77(2)/ 0.23(2) 0.0325(7) 
Ge3/Sb3 6c 0 0 0.45227(3) 0.55(1)/ 0.45(1) 0.0300(6) 
Te1 6c 0 0 0.085000(16) 1 0.0238(4) 
Te2 6c 0 0 0.189440(18) 1 0.0276(4) 
Te3 6c 0 0 0.361680(13) 1 0.0228(5) 
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Table 3. Anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 33R-Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x  y  0.1). 
 
atom U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Ge1/Sb1 0.0301(9) 0.0301(9) 0.0417(15) 0.0151(5) 0 0 
Ge2/Sb2 0.0300(8) 0.0300(8) 0.0374(12) 0.0150(4) 0 0 
Ge3/Sb3 0.0277(6) 0.0277(6) 0.0346(9) 0.0138(3) 0 0 
Te1 0.0230(5) 0.0230(5) 0.0252(7) 0.0115(2) 0 0 
Te2 0.0270(5) 0.0270(5) 0.0288(8) 0.0135(2) 0 0 
Te3 0.0218(5) 0.0218(5) 0.0250(8) 0.0109(2) 0 0 
 
The structure can be described as an ordered stacking sequence of hexagonal atom layers with 
three building blocks of 11 layers each in the unit cell. Fully occupied Te layers alternate with 
cationic layers that exhibit mixed Ge/Sb occupancy. The building blocks are stacked along [001] 
and interconnected via Te-Te contacts. Each atom position within a building block is coordinated 
by an octahedron of six neighbouring atoms. All interatomic distances within the (001) planes 
correspond to the lattice parameter a = 4.189(1) Å. The distance between Te atoms of adjancent 
blocks is 3.724(1) Å, which is significantly smaller than the sum of the Van der Waals radii 
(about 4.00 Å) and indicates a partially covalent character. Within the 11-layer slabs, an almost 
regular (Ge/Sb)Te6 octahedron with a (Ge/Sb)-Te bond length of 2.992(1) Å can be observed 
only in the centre around Ge1/Sb1. The distortion of the (Ge/Sb)Te6 octahedrons increases from 
the inversion centre in the middle of each block element towards the gap between adjacent 
blocks as depicted in Figure 4. The longer bonds are located towards the block centre 
(3.072(1) Å at Ge2/Sb2, 3.209(2) Å at Ge3/Sb3) and shorter bonds face the block boundary 
(2.915(1) Å at Ge2/Sb2, 2.873(1) Å at Ge3/Sb3). This asymmetry is due to the growing 
influence of the “unsaturated” coordination sphere of Te atoms in the layers terminating each 
11-layer slab. They obviously compensate their formal charge by forming stronger bonds to the 
cations, resulting in a 3 + 3 coordination which leads to polar (Ge,Sb)-Te double layers as they 
are known from α-GeTe.[17] Due to the inversion centre of each layer no polarity remains on a 
macroscopic scale. 
In addition, the unifacial coordination of the terminal Te atom layers by cations also influences 
the ratio of Ge and Sb on the cation sites. The higher formal charge of SbIII compared to GeII 
makes it more suitable to occupy cation positions neighbouring terminal Te layers. Cation 
positions close to the gap between adjacent blocks therefore exhibit a lower Ge/Sb ratio (cf. Fig. 
4). 
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Figure 4. Projection of the crystal structure of 33R-Ge4-xSb2-yTe7 (x  y  0.1) along [010]: 
displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 90 % probability level and interatomic distances and site 
occupations are indicated. 
 
As discussed above, the cation / anion ratio has been reported to have a strong impact on the 
crystal structures. In ideal 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 [22] and 39R-Ge4Sb2Te7 this ratio is 0.83 and 0.86, 
respectively. For the 33R structure of “Ge4Sb2Te7” reported here, this ratio is 0.83 by definition 
if we assume full occupancy of all positions. The exact composition Ge4Sb2Te7 can only occur if 
either defects are present in the Te anion partial structure or if anti-site disorder is assumed 
(since the electron count of Sb and Te is very similar, this can not be completely excluded by 
X-ray diffraction methods). However, a very slight deviation from the ideal composition is more 
likely. The structure refinement (assuming fully occupied Ge/Sb cation and Te anion positions) 
yields the composition Ge3.43(4)Sb1.71(4)Te6 = Ge3.93(4)Sb1.90(4)Te7 which is very close to the bulk 
material’s composition, both according to the mixture of starting materials as well as confirmed 
by EDX. As neither the structure models considered here nor experimental and refined 
compositions differ significantly when the standard deviations are taken into account, it is not 
mandatory to assume an unusually large amount of voids or non-stoichiometry. Minute amounts 
of Ge and Sb that might have separated from the material are certainly below the detection limit 
of EDX or powder diffraction. 
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2.3.3 Conclusion 
 
We have shown that for m/n > 0.33, i. e. for high Ge contents, the structures of pseudobinary 
phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m cannot be predicted well on the basis of a homologous series taking 
into account only the stoichiometry. However, detailed analysis of powder patterns and common 
structural principles allow the reliable prediction of the block thickness, i. e. the number of atom 
layers in one slab. Contrary to simple rules, “Ge4Sb2Te7” does not form a 39R structure with 
13-layer slabs. Owing to small amounts of defects or slight deviations from the ideal 
composition, the compound occurs in the 33R structure type known from Ge3Sb2Te6. This means 
that the homogeneity range of this type is much larger than that of other pseudobinary 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m phases. The compound synthesized might be metastable from a 
thermodynamical point of view, and the 39R type might be found under other conditions, but the 
33R type is at least kinetically stable when annealed at 550 °C for several days. Therefore, 
different compositions and variable degrees of Ge/Sb disorder can exist in the same phase. This 
homogeneity range, including metastable structures, could be a major step towards a selective 
adjustment of the material’s properties. Furthermore, the disordered stable phases are very 
interesting model systems for metastable phases. In fact, the structure of one rocksalt-type block 
more or less corresponds to the structure of metastable pseudocubic phases of Ge-Sb-Te phase-
change materials. Therefore, some conclusions drawn from this structure may be of general 
importance: 
1.) Octahedral voids within the slightly distorted Te fcc sublattice are preferably occupied by Sb 
cations if they are closer to Te layers that are coordinated by cations from only one side. In 
addition, cations are generally displaced towards a Van der Waals gap between two adjacent Te 
layers. 
2.) There is a strong tendency to avoid cation vacancies within the building blocks. Cation 
vacancies only formally concentrate in ordered layers between adjacent blocks, in fact Te-Te 
bonding leads to a shift of the blocks so that Te atoms form no continuous fcc sublattice. 
3.) Slight non-stoichiometry due to a variable Ge/Sb ratio on cation sites allows to avoid extreme 
long-range order, i.e. the occurrence of very thick building blocks. 
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2.3.4 Experimental section 
 
2.3.4.1 Synthesis 
 
Bulk samples of the compounds were prepared by melting stoichiometric amounts of the pure 
elements Ge (99.999 %, Sigma Aldrich), Sb (99.999 %, Smart Elements) and Te (99.999 %, Alfa 
Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under argon atmosphere at 950 °C. After quenching to 
room temperature in water, the samples were annealed at 550 °C for 100 h under Ar.  
 
2.3.4.2 Chemical analysis 
 
The composition of the metallic bulk material was confirmed by EDX spectroscopy using a 
JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron microscope with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford 
Instruments, Great Britain). Averaging three analyses on different points of the crushed sample 
yields Ge:Sb:Te = 4.1(2): 2.02(3):7. 
 
2.3.4.3 X-ray characterization 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded on a Huber G670 powder diffractometer equipped with an 
imaging plate system using Cu-Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 1.54051 Å) in Guinier 
geometry. Specimens were prepared by crushing representative parts of the samples and fixing 
the powder on Mylar foils using silicone grease. Lattice parameters were determined by least-
square refinement using the program WINXPOW [23] (see also results and discussion). 
For single crystal analysis, irregulary shaped crystals were isolated from the crushed ingots, 
mounted on glass fibres and checked for quality by Laue photographs on a Buerger precession 
camera. Intensity data of the best crystal were collected on a STOE IPDS-I diffractometer with 
imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å). The 
crystal used was almost single, however, three very small, randomly oriented fragments could be 
detected. Reflections of the main crystal that overlapped with reflections of fragments were 
discarded. Due to the high symmetry, this did not reduce the completeness of the dataset. 
Semiempirical absorption corrections based on equivalent reflections were applied before 
structure refinements with SHELX [24] were executed. Details about data collection and 
refinement are given in Table 1. Further details of the crystal structure investigation are available 
from the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (Germany), 
on quoting the depository number CSD-419645 as well as the names of the authors and citation 
of the paper (Fax: _49-7247-808-666; E-mail:crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de). 
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2.4 Ambiguities due to almost homometric structure 
models and stacking disorder concerning the structure 
determination of antimony tellurides  
 
Matthias N. Schneider, Markus Seibald, Patrick Lagally and Oliver Oeckler 
Journal of Applied Crystallography 2010, 43, 1012-1020. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Ambiguities in the interpretation of diffraction data from layered chalcogenides arise from 
almost homometric non-congruent structure models, especially if mixed site occupancies are 
present. Further pitfalls can result from stacking disorder of distinct tetradymite and A7-type 
building units. 
 
Abstract 
 
Ambiguities in the interpretation of both single-crystal and powder diffraction data can lead to 
wrong conclusions concerning structure analysis of layered chalcogenides with interesting 
physical properties and potential applications. This is exemplified for binary and Pb doped 
phases of the homologous series (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m. Almost homometric structure models for 
39R-Sb10Te3 (R3m, a =  4.2874(6) Å, c =  64.300(16) Å, R1 = 0.0298) have been derived from 
initial structure solutions and crystal chemical considerations. The variation of the electron 
density on certain positions may further reduce the differences between the calculated diffraction 
patterns of non-congruent structure models as exemplified with the new compound 
33R-(Sb0.978(3) Pb0.022(3))8Te3 (R3m, a = 4.2890(10) Å, c = 75.51(2) Å, R1 = 0.0615). Both 
compounds are long-range ordered, and in either case both ‘almost homometric’ models can be 
refined equally well on experimental data sets. The models can only be distinguished by 
chemical analysis, as reasonable atom assignments lead to different compositions for both 
models. Interestingly, all structure solution attempts led to the wrong models in both cases. In 
addition, it is shown that stacking disorder of characteristic layers may lead to powder diffraction 
patterns which can be misinterpreted in terms of 3D randomly disordered almost isotropic 
structures with a simple α-Hg type basic structure. 
Copyright: © 2010 International Union of Crystallography 
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2.4.1 Introduction 
 
Systematic crystal chemistry can be a powerful tool to categorize related structures in a class of 
compounds, especially if building blocks or characteristic structural features can be combined in 
a versatile way and physical properties follow a defined trend when the structures are 
systematically varied. An understanding of the corresponding structure–property relationships 
may allow one to predict and accordingly synthesize new materials with optimized properties.  
Some layered chalcogenides have been reported to be promising superconductors such as 
Ba1-xKxBiO3, meta-magnets like Sr2MnO2Cu2m-δS3, or thermoelectrics, for example 
Am[M1+lSe2+l]2m[M2l+nSe2+3l+n] (A = K, Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba, M = Sn, Pb, Eu, Sb, Bi) or CsBi4Te6.[1-4] 
These and many similar phases can be described in terms of homologous series, where common 
structural motifs are repeated in different long-range ordered structures, which are in many ways 
similar to polysomatic series of minerals.[5]  
The layered structures of binary as well as multinary antimony or bismuth tellurides are prime 
examples of such homologous series. Some pnicogen-rich tellurides like (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m[6,7] or 
(Bi2)k(Bi2Te3)m [8,9] form series of numerous compounds between the end members Sb or Bi 
(m = 0) and Sb2Te3 or Bi2Te3 (k = 0), respectively. Slabs of k A7-type (grey As) layers[10-12] 
alternate with m tetradymite-type (Bi2Te2S) building blocks, Sb2Te3 or Bi2Te3, composed of five 
alternating anion and cation layers.[13,14] This is shown in Fig. 1, which additionally depicts how 
such tetradymite-type blocks can formally be expanded by n additional layers MTe (M = Ge, Sn, 
Pb), leading to phases (MTe)n(Bi2Te3)m and (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (M = Ge, Sn, Pb). These 
accordingly contain slabs of 2n + 5m alternately stacked cation and anion layers.[15-19] In 
addition, metastable phases that combine both types of homologous series have been described 
recently.[20,21] Such long-range ordered structures are described by the stacking sequences of the 
corresponding layer types; however, pronounced local relaxation and preferred occupancy of 
mixed cation sites occur in the vicinity of the van der Waals gaps between adjacent slabs, 
probably due to a different chemical environment. Different stacking sequences are often very 
similar in energy and can give rise to disorder or polytypism, which was reported, for example, 
for Sb4Te3.[6,22]  
The strong reflections (corresponding to an average structure) of such polytypes are observed at 
almost equal positions in X-ray diffraction patterns, and only weak superstructure reflections 
allow one to distinguish them. If the composition of homologous compounds differs, of course 
chemical analysis can help to differentiate them. This is especially important when they 
crystallize in the same Ramsdell type. For example, 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 (n = 2, k = 0; P3m1, 
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a = 4.225, c = 17.239 Å) exhibits the sequence [–(Ge2Sb2Te5)–]∞ with building units Ge2Sb2Te5 
of nine alternating cation and anion layers,[23] whereas 9P-GeSb4Te4 (n = 1, k = 1; P3m1, 
a = 4.247, c = 17.483 Å) shows the sequence [-(GeSb2Te4)-(Sb2)–]∞[20] and 9P-Sb6Te3 (n = 0, 
k = 2; P3m1, a = 4.272, c = 17.633 Å) is a third type with the sequence 
[-(Sb2Te3)-(Sb2)-(Sb2)-]∞.[24] The powder diffraction patterns of these three phases exhibit only 
very small differences because of the similar lattice parameters and the similar average structure. 
The average structure of all members of the homologous series mentioned above can be defined 
as a primitive rhombohedral structure (α-Hg type). The individual structures can be viewed as 
superstructures of this basic type, and a (three + one)-dimensional superspace formalism may be 
used to describe all phases with one unifying model. This has been shown e.g. for the similar 
homologous series (Bi2)k(Bi2Se3)m or (Bi2)k(Bi2Te3)m.[25-26] 
Of course, single-crystal diffraction is more suitable for distinguishing between various 
polytypic or otherwise closely related structures. However, two of the non-congruent 9P-type 
structures described above (9P-GeSb4Te4, 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5) can be refined with comparable 
R values on the same single-crystal data. The false minimum observed, although significantly 
higher in R value than the true one, does not result from low data quality, nor is it due to the 
similar electron count of Sb and Te. It rather seems to be related to the problem of homometry. 
Two non-congruent structures yield the same diffraction pattern if they exhibit the same 
interatomic vector sets weighted with the corresponding scattering densities. The general 
assumption that a structure and its diffraction pattern are biuniquely related does not hold for 
such so-called homometric structures. X-ray crystal structure analysis relies on the singularity of 
the weighted interatomic vector set; however, it has already been shown by Patterson[27,28] that 
this may indeed result from non-congruent atom arrangements. Although the existence of a large 
number of such homometric pairs was estimated during several theoretical discussions of the 
problem[29-37] such ambiguities concerning X-ray structure analysis are, fortunately, extremely 
rare. Only very few experimental examples have been found since Dachs[38] first reported a case 
of homometry for the mineral bixbyite. For example, homometric pairs have been described for 
CdI2, NiAs and FeTa2O6.[39-41] 
Here we address two pairs of layered structures that are very close to homometry in order to 
point out that the resulting ambiguities in structure analysis are a rather general problem in 
chalcogenide chemistry. This may or may not involve the problem of distinguishing e.g. Sb and 
Te, and occupational disorder may render structures ‘more homometric’, i.e. yield wrong minima 
in structure refinements that cannot be distinguished from the correct one. Stacking disorder, 
which is not significant in the long periodically ordered structures of the new compounds 
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reported here, may further increase this problem in other cases. According to order–disorder 
theory,[42,43] faults in layered materials primarily affect weak non-family reflections, indicative of 
the polytype, whereas the influence on strong family reflections which represent the average 
structure is marginal. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic overview over structural features of layered compounds in the system 
Ge/Sb/Te. 
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2.4.2 Experimental 
 
2.4.2.1 Sample preparation and characterization 
 
Mixtures of the pure powdered elements Pb (99.995%, Sigma Aldrich), Sb (99.999%, Smart 
Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) with the initial stoichiometric ratios Pb:Sb:Te = 1:10:4 
and Sb:Te = 10:3 were heated in sealed silica glass ampoules under an argon atmosphere at 
1223 K for 3–5 h to obtain homogeneous melts. Afterwards, the samples were either slowly 
cooled to the annealing temperature of 673 K (binary phase) or quenched to room temperature in 
air and reheated to the annealing temperature of 673 K (possible for both phases) which for both 
phases was maintained for 4–6 d to obtain homogeneous samples. 
Representative parts of the metallic grey ingots were ground to powders and fixed on Mylar foils 
with silicone grease to collect X-ray powder diffraction patterns on a Huber G670 powder 
diffractometer equipped with an imaging-plate system using Cu Kα1 radiation (Ge 
monochromator, λ = 1.54051 Å) in Guinier geometry. The powder data were evaluated using the 
program WinxPOW.[44] The X-ray powder pattern of the binary Sb10Te3 specimens indicated 
homogeneity, whereas for the Pb-doped phase small amounts of PbTe were identified in the 
powder pattern of the original sample. Elemental analyses averaged from various point analyses 
on planar faces of the single crystal used for data collection were done by energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) using a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron microscope with 
an EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, UK). They yielded the composition (in at.%) 
Sb 72.8, Pb 1.1, Te 26.1 [calculated for (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3: Sb 71.1, Pb 1.6, Te 27.3]. 
Homogeneous bulk samples of (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 can be prepared by melting stoichiometric 
amounts of the pure elements using analogous temperature treatment. 
 
2.4.2.2 Single-crystal structure determination 
 
Irregularly shaped plate-like single crystals for data collection and elemental analysis were 
mechanically isolated from the ingots and fixed on glass fibres for quality assessment by Laue 
diffraction on a Buerger precession camera. Intensity data were collected on a Stoe IPDS-I 
diffractometer with an imaging-plate detector using Mo Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, λ 
= 0.71073 Å). The rhombohedral metrics determined for single crystals of (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 
[R3m, a = 4.2874 (6), c = 64.300 (16) Å] and Sb10Te3 [R3m, a = 4.2874 (6), c = 64.300 (16) Å] 
revealed the presence of a 33R-type structure for (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 and a 39R-type structure for 
Sb10Te3. Neither of the single crystals showed significant diffuse streaks along c*, which 
indicates the absence of pronounced stacking disorder. After absorption correction, initial 
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structure solution by direct methods,[45] Patterson interpretation or charge flipping[46-48] 
confirmed that the Pb-doped and binary phases contain 33 and 39 hexagonal atom layers per unit 
cell, respectively. However, apart from this, all initial solutions were false minima. Details on 
false minima and the development of the final structure models are given in the following 
sections. Final full-matrix least-squares refinements including anisotropic displacements and, in 
the case of (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3, site occupancies (standard deviation on Sb/Pb occupancy: 0.003) 
were executed with SHELXL.[45] For both phases, crystal data and details of the refinements are 
summarized in Table 1. Atomic coordinates and anisotropic displacement parameters are given 
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.1 Further information may be obtained from the 
Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (Germany), by 
quoting the deposition numbers CSD-421727 for Sb10Te3 and CSD-421728 for 
(Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3, the names of the authors, and the citation of the paper. 
 
Table 1. Crystallographic data on the structure refinement of 33R-(Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 and 
39R-Sb10Te3 at 293 K. 
 
Formula (Sb0.978(3)Pb0.022(3))8Te3 = 
Pb0.18(3)Sb7.82(3)Te3  
Sb10Te3 
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 1371.89 1600.30 
Crystal system / Space group trigonal / R3m trigonal / R3m 
Cell parameters (in Å) a =  4.2874(6) c =  64.300(16) a = 4.2890(10) c = 75.51(2) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 1023.6(3) 1202.9(5) 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.677 6.627 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 23.644 21.866 
Formula units (per unit cell) 3 3 
F(000) 1707.5 1998 
Diffractometer IPDS I IPDS I 
Radiation (in Å) MoKα (λ = 0.71073) MoKα (λ = 0.71073) 
2Θ range (in °) 5.7 < 2Θ < 60.0 4.9 < 2Θ < 52.0 
Rint / Rσ 0.0811 / 0.0412 0.0965 / 0.0472 
Absorption correction numerical [49,50] semiempirical [51] 
Measured reflections 3739 2811 
Independent data / parameters 462 / 19 375 / 22 
Refinement full-matrix least-squares on F²  full-matrix least-squares on F² 
R indices [I>2σ(I)](a,b) R1 = 0.0298 wR2 = 0.0666 R1 = 0.0615 wR1 = 0.1128 
R indices [all data](a,b) R1 = 0.0893 wR2 = 0.0833 R1 = 0.1015 wR2 = 0.1228 
Residual electron density  
(max. / min, in eÅ-3) 
1.172 / -2.041 3.189 / -3.554 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (aP)² + bP] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
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Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy, equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors and anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 39R-Sb10Te3 
(U13 = U23 = 0). 
 
atom Wyck. x y z s.o.f. Ueq U11 = U22 = 2U12 U33 
Te1 3a 0 0 0 1 0.0375(12) 0.0235(15) 0.066(3) 
Sb1 6c 2/3 1/3 0.02808(5) 1 0.0383(9) 0.0284(10) 0.058(2) 
Te2 6c 1/3 2/3 0.05018(3) 1 0.0256(9) 0.0240(11) 0.0288(19) 
Sb2 6c 0 0 0.07986(4) 1 0.0284(8) 0.0242(11) 0.0368(18) 
Sb3 6c 2/3 1/3 0.10044(3) 1 0.0206(8) 0.0218(9) 0.0181(16) 
Sb4 6c 1/3 2/3 0.13116(4) 1 0.0298(9) 0.0216(12) 0.046(2) 
Sb5 6c 0 0 0.15135(3) 1 0.0258(9) 0.0225(11) 0.032(2) 
 
Table 3. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy, equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors and anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 33R-(Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 
(U13 = U23 = 0).  
 
atom Wyck. x y z s.o.f. Ueq U11 = U22 = 2U12 U33 
Te1 3a 0 0 0 1 0.0186(8) 0.0181(12) 0.0196(11) 
Sb1/Pb1 6c 1/3 2/3 0.03102(5) Sb 0.911(14) 0.0315(7) 0.0239(8) 0.0466(11) 
     Pb 0.089(14)    
Te2 6c 2/3 1/3 0.05790(3) 1 0.0186(6) 0.0165(9) 0.0227(8) 
Sb2 6c 0 0 0.09485(4) 1 0.0202(5) 0.0165(8) 0.0276(9) 
Sb3 6c 1/3 2/3 0.11874(4) 1 0.0185(6) 0.0152(9) 0.0252(8) 
Sb4 6c 2/3 1/3 0.15475(4) 1 0.0160(4) 0.0126(7) 0.0229(8) 
 
2.4.2.3 Simulation of diffraction patterns of disordered polytypes 
 
For the simulation of diffraction patterns of disordered stacking variants, a general recursion 
method for calculating intensity distribution from crystals with coherent planar faults was used 
as implemented in the program DIFFaX.[52] This method has frequently been used successfully 
to simulate powder diffraction patterns of disordered compounds.[53-62] It exploits the recurring 
patterns in an ordered or disordered arrangement of defined layers (the layer sequence is given 
by stacking vectors and transition probabilities) to compute the average interference 
wavefunction scattered by each layer with a given layer structure factor. Powder diffraction 
patterns were simulated for randomized arrangements of structural motifs of phases 
(Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m. Details on the models used for the simulation can be found in later sections. A 
pseudo-Voigt profile function was used to simulate the powder diffraction pattern profiles with 
the wavelength of Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54051 Å). Pattern fitting based on the Rietveld method 
was done using TOPAS.[63] 
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2.4.3 Ambiguities of structure solution and ‘almost homometric’ 
structure models 
 
All structure solution attempts for the binary antimony telluride Sb10Te3 indicate a 39R-type 
layered structure, but the number of layers per unit cell does not uniquely define the building 
blocks present. Furthermore, the similar atomic form factors of Sb and Te do not allow a 
straightforward differentiation of these elements by X-ray diffraction. However, the comparison 
of interatomic distances with those in well known compounds of the same elements usually 
allows the assignment of atom types and thus the derivation of a suitable structure model as we 
have outlined earlier.[21] All structure solution methods yield atom positions which, by means of 
such comparisons, can be consistently interpreted as a sequence of five A7-type Sb2 layers and 
one hypothetical SbTe2 slab, i.e. [-(SbTe2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–]∞. The hypothetical 
composition of such a compound is Sb11Te2. However, a hypothetical structure model of 
39R-Sb10Te3 composed of four A7-type Sb2 layers and one Sb2Te3 slab, i.e. 
[-(Sb2Te3)-(Sb2)-(Sb2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–]∞ was described by Kifune et al.,[7] although this structure 
has not been observed experimentally so far. The two structure models (cf. Fig. 2) are 
incongruent and exhibit different sequences of interatomic distances, even if Sb and Te are not 
distinguished. Both structure models can be refined equally well on the same experimental data 
and the refined models remain incongruent. 
Both refinements yield R1 and wR2 values around 0.06 and 0.11, respectively, for the observed 
reflections. The exact R values depend on the weighting schemes used, and if these are optimized 
individually for both models, the differences are insignificant. Both models exhibit reasonable 
interatomic distances; however, the first model (39R-Sb11Te2) derived from the structure solution 
contains SbTe2 slabs, which have not yet been reported for any antimony telluride. Most 
important, its formula is inconsistent with the composition Sb10Te3 which has been 
approximately confirmed by EDX and is further proved by the preparation of homogeneous 
samples from stoichiometric mixtures of the elements. On the contrary, samples with the 
composition Sb11Te2 yield neither homogeneous samples nor single crystals similar to the one 
discussed here.  
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Figure 2. Projection of the correct and wrong ‘almost homometric’ structure models for Sb10Te3 
and (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 along [010], interatomic distances are given in Å (esd’s < 0.003 Å). 
 
Therefore, the second model (39R-Sb10Te3) is the correct one as it is the only model that is 
consistent with the composition. The Sb atoms in the tetradymite-type Sb2Te3 layer exhibit a 
3 + 3 coordination with Sb-Te bond lengths of 2.986 and 3.260 Å. These are comparable to 
values reported for other members of the homologous series (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m. The four A7-type 
Sb2 layers show a small distortion compared to those in elemental antimony, where the 
intra-layer distance is 2.908 Å and the inter-layer distance is 3.355 Å.[11] In 39R-Sb10Te3, the 
distances depend on the position of the layers; however, the intra-layer distances (2.923, 
2.908 Å) as well as the inter-layer distances (3.393, 3.389 Å) are still quite similar to those in 
elemental antimony and other antimony-rich antimony tellurides. The Sb-Te distance between 
the A7-type and the tetradymite-type blocks is 3.340 Å and indicates a van der Waals gap 
comparable to that in other homologous compounds of the series (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m, where the 
corresponding distance lies between 3.3 and 3.5 Å.[6,7] These distances are significantly shorter 
than the sum of the van der Waals radii[64] for Sb (2.00 Å) and Te (2.06 Å), which indicates 
partial covalency. 
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Although the correct structure model can, in this case, be derived by chemical intuition and 
homology principles and is uniquely confirmed by chemical analysis, the two models yield 
almost identical diffraction patterns, which is shown by simulated powder patterns and in Fig. 3 
(top). For these calculated patterns, isotropic displacement parameters were used in order to 
avoid levelling of small differences by anisotropic displacements with no physical meaning. The 
residual Rp calculated according to |y(correct model) - y(wrong model)| / y(correct model) 
= 0.0095 represents the small degree of mismatch. If the wrong structure model is refined on a 
single-crystal data set calculated from the correct model in order to exclude the effect of 
experimental artefacts, the R value obtained is 0.0058. 
Hence, for these examples, the unique relation between diffraction pattern and structure model 
does not hold within the typical error limits of data collection. In this context, the different non-
congruent models for the 33R-type phase can be regarded as practically homometric and thus 
cannot be distinguished by X-ray diffraction alone. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the interatomic 
distance sets of the correct and wrong structure models are incongruent even when atom types 
are not distinguished; therefore, the ambiguity results neither from wrong atom-type assignments 
nor from anisotropic displacement parameters with no physical meaning, as described above. 
However, this effect is especially distinct as the interatomic vector sets, i.e. the Patterson 
functions of the wrong and correct structure models, are very similar and they consequently yield 
almost identical diffraction patterns. For 33R-Sb10Te3, the coordinates x and y are zero for all 
positions (3a and 6c), so that the z coordinates define the interatomic distance sets of the 
structure models. The similar electron count of Sb and Te reduces the homometry effect to a 
onedimensional problem which can be described in terms of a cyclotomic set.[27-29,65] However, 
the two structure models are almost, but not exactly, homometric. 
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Figure 3. Powder diffraction patterns calculated from to the correct and wrong models (cf. 
Figure 2) of Sb10Te3 (top) and (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 (bottom) using the same isotropic 
displacement parameters for all atoms and a difference plot; the insert shows a magnified area to 
reveal the small difference between the respective models. 
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2.4.4 Influence of positional disorder on the reliability of structure 
solution 
 
The ambiguities encountered during the structure determination of (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3, which 
exhibits a 33R-type structure, are similar to those observed during the analysis of 39R-Sb10Te3. 
The initial (wrong) structure solution and atom assignment based on interatomic distances 
yielded a model containing rocksalt-type slabs composed of seven atom layers comparable to 
those in 21R-PbSb2Te4.[17,66] These alternate with pairs of two consecutive A7-type Sb2 layers, 
i.e. [–(PbSb2Te4)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–]∞, as shown in Fig. 2. Again, another (correct) non-congruent 
structure model was constructed according to homology principles; it contains tetradymite-like 
(Pb,Sb)2Te3 slabs that alternate with blocks of three A7-type Sb2 layers, i.e. 
[-(Pb,Sb)2Te3)-(Sb2)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–]∞. This corresponds to a Pb-doped variant of Sb8Te3.[6,7,15] 
In this case, both structure models are chemically very reasonable and contain only well known 
structural motifs. The seven-layer rocksalt-type blocks in the wrong model are very similar to 
those in both 21R-GeSb2Te4 and 21R-SnSb2Te4.[67,68] These compounds are composed 
exclusively of such blocks, which consist of seven alternating cation and anion layers and are 
interconnected by Te–Te van der Waals interactions. It is well known that the different chemical 
surroundings of Te near these van der Waals gaps induce positional displacements of the nearest 
Sb atoms and furthermore influence the elemental distribution within the slabs[69] in the same 
way as described below for the compound investigated in this study. The structure elements in 
the correct model have already been described above. In the structure analyses, Sb/Pb mixed site 
occupancies were refined for the cation positions and anisotropic displacement parameters were 
used for all atoms. No unusual displacements were observed. The wrong structure model based 
on the initial solution converged at R1 = 0.0299 and yielded the chemical composition 
Sb6.83Pb0.17Te4 = Sb1.71Pb0.04Te, whereas the correct model derived from homology principles 
converged at R1 = 0.0298 and yielded the composition Sb7.82Pb0.18Te3 = Sb2.61Pb0.06Te. The 
composition derived from the correct model is consistent with the element ratio derived by EDX, 
whereas the antimony content of the wrong model is significantly lower and thus strongly 
deviates from the analysis. This result is corroborated by the fact that homogeneous samples 
whose powder patterns correspond to the one calculated from the model obtained from single-
crystal data can only be prepared with the correct stoichiometry. This means that, similar to the 
case of Sb10Te3, the correct structure model can only be assigned if the chemical composition is 
known. Despite the similar form factors of Sb and Te, the models themselves allow no other 
element distribution without accepting unreasonable interatomic distances. 
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Similar to Sb10Te3, the cation tetradymite-type layers in (Sb0.978Pb0.022)8Te3 exhibit a 3 + 3 
coordination with M—Te bond lengths (M = Sb, Pb) of 3.019 and 3.179 Å. The M—Te bonds 
facing the van der Waals gaps are shorter (cf. Fig. 2) as these Te atoms do not have strong bonds 
on one side. Compared to the isotypic binary phase 33R-Sb8Te3 [2.956, 3.240 Å; described as 
Sb72Te28 by Kifune et al.[7] ], the mixed cation site occupancy with Pb and Sb reduces the 
distortion and leads to weaker bonding towards the van der Waals gap since Pb+II increases the 
degree of ionicity. The A7-type antimony layers show only a slight variation of the intra-layer 
distances depending on the position within the stacking sequence (cf. Fig. 2); they are very 
similar to the A7-type layers found in elemental antimony. The Sb—Te distance between the 
tetradymite-type and A7-type blocks (3.431 Å) indicates a van der Waals-like gap similar to 
those in the phases (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m (3.3–3.5 Å).[6,7] 
The correct structure model can be derived from the single-crystal data taking into account the 
chemical composition; however, the two non-congruent structure models cannot be distinguished 
on the basis of their experimental diffraction patterns. In this case, the residual Rp calculated 
from simulated powder patterns according to |y(correct model) - y(wrong model)| / 
y(correct model) is just 0.0005 (cf. Fig. 3, bottom). This means that these two models are even 
closer to a homometric pair than those for 39R-Sb10Te3. In this case, the similarity is not only 
due to the interatomic distance set itself as not all atoms exhibit similar form factors. If the Pb 
doping is neglected and the positions are solely occupied by Sb and Te, respectively, the 
difference between the diffraction patterns increases. A single-crystal data set calculated from 
the correct model of the Pb-doped phase yields R1 = 0.013 for the wrong model, whereas the 
same procedure yields only R1 = 0.018 for analogous models of 33R-Sb8Te3 and 33R-Sb7Te4 
with the same positions. The small discrepancy between ‘almost homometric’ structures may 
thus be decreased (or, in other cases, increased) by doping and consequently varying the 
scattering density of specific positions. As homometry in a strict sense is not present, the 
differences between two models may be levelled by chemical disorder. Furthermore, it must be 
considered that anisotropic displacement parameters, although physically very reasonable, may 
level the R values by modelling experimental errors: the two models have almost the same R 
value of 0.030 when refined on experimental data, whereas it is 0 for the correct and 0.013 for 
the wrong model when refined on calculated data free of experimental error.  
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2.4.5 Ambiguities arising from stacking disorder 
 
Additional ambiguities in structure analyses of layered chalcogenides may arise from stacking 
disorder. Of course, such disorder leads to diffuse streaks; however these may be rather weak 
and, especially in powder diffraction patterns, it may be almost impossible to distinguish 
intrinsic diffuse scattering from extrinsic background. If diffuse scattering is neglected, structure 
refinements based on Bragg data yield averaged structure models. Even if the average structure 
is correctly determined, it may be rather misleading from a chemical point of view and its 
interpretation may differ significantly from the actual situation. 
We shall demonstrate such a situation for the compound Sb14Te3. Although the structure has not 
been refined in detail, Kifune et al.[7] have taken into account the structural principles of the 
homologous series (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3)m and proposed a very reasonable structure model with a 51R-
type structure of tetradymite-type Sb2Te3 blocks alternating with six A7-type Sb2 layers in a 
long-range ordered fashion. We have calculated powder patterns for different types of disordered 
stacking variants and will demonstrate the influence of disorder on Rietveld pattern fitting. The 
disorder model employs two basic building units, i.e. the tetradymite-like Sb2Te3 slab and 
corrugated honeycomb nets of Sb atoms, i.e. the typical layers found in A7-type structures. 
Typical interatomic distances within the layers as well as typical translation vectors between 
layers were taken from the structure refinement of 9P-Sb6Te3[24] which itself crystallizes with a 
stacking sequence of [–(Sb2Te3)–(Sb2)–(Sb2)–]∞ (P3m1, a = 4.272, c = 17.633 Å). The influence 
of the stacking sequence on the structure of the individual layers and on average lattice 
parameters is very small and was neglected. The degree of disorder in the arrangements of the 
basic building units depends on the stacking probabilities. We assumed a completely random 
stacking of layers that yields the desired composition, except for the rule that tetradymite-type 
slabs do not follow each other in accordance with known structures of comparable phases. This 
means that the A7-type blocks randomly vary in thickness. Powder diffraction patterns of such 
disordered phases are shown in Fig. 4 (bottom) for compositions (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3) with k = 2–7. 
For low Sb contents, diffuse intensities show pronounced maxima, which become smoother and 
smoother with increasing Sb content. The Bragg reflections corresponding to the primitive 
rhombohedral (α-Hg type) average structure (cf. §1) are almost unaffected by the Sb content. 
They may also be viewed as family reflections of order–disorder structures. The weak 
superstructure reflections indicative of distinct long periodically ordered polytypes develop into 
diffuse scattering in disordered phases. 
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Figure 4. Powder patterns simulated for completely disordered phases (Sb2)k(Sb2Te3) (k = 2 - 7,) 
and a Rietveld plot obtained by fitting the calculated pattern for k = 6 with a randomly disordered 
α-Hg type model (cf. text). 
 
If such diffraction patterns are encountered experimentally, the diffuse scattering will often be 
overlooked, especially if the Sb content is high. In such cases, the α-Hg-type average structure 
will be found. Fig. 4 (top) shows a seemingly very convincing Rietveld fit of the calculated 
diffraction pattern of completely disordered Sb14Te3 based on the average α-Hg-type model 
[R3m, a = 4.272 (3), c = 5.843 (5) Å] with just the Wyckoff position 3a occupied with Sb and Te 
in the ratio 14:3. This refinement converges at Rp = 0.0205 (Rwp = 0.0382, goodness of 
fit = 1.389) if a small degree of preferred orientation and anisotropic peak broadening is taken 
into account, as would be done in any experimental pattern fitting. Except for the preferred 
orientation, which is of course not present in synthetic data, such an average structure is basically 
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correct. However, if the diffuse scattering is not recognized and one has no prior knowledge of 
the structural chemistry of such phases, one may tend to interpret this average structure as a 
random distribution of Sb and Te in the rhombohedral lattice. Such a structure appears like an 
almost isotropic metal lattice, whereas the real situation is a pronounced layered structure where, 
for example, Sb bonds either to three other Sb atoms of the A7-type layers or to six Te atoms of 
the tetradymite-type layer. This means that the atom arrangement is far from random as there are 
only two distinct environments for Sb. Although there is almost no mistake in the process of 
structure determination, there is a huge difference between a random atom distribution and the 
real structure from a chemical point of view. The structure contains very pronounced short-range 
order and is far from isotropic.  
 
2.4.6 Conclusion 
 
The ambiguities in the structure analysis of layered antimony tellurides described in this paper 
involve non-congruent structure models that correspond to almost homometric pairs, 
independent of the problem of differentiating Sb and Te. The correct and wrong models are 
characterized by comparable low R values and exhibit well behaved displacement parameters. It 
needs to be emphasized that even high-quality experimental diffraction data do not contain 
enough information to uniquely identify the correct model. Interestingly, most of the few 
practical examples of homometry, such as CdI2 or FeTa2O6,[39,41] are related to the stacking 
sequence in layer-like structures and/or to superstructure formation. Hence, such effects need to 
be considered in structure analyses, especially if the compounds form homologous series. The 
problems described here, and probably many others, too, can be resolved by using 
complementary data such as chemical analysis. In some cases it may also be possible to reduce 
the problem by enhancing the diffraction contrast by anomalous scattering which has the same 
effect as doping with lighter elements. High-resolution electron microscopy may also be a 
valuable complementary technique.  
The synthetic powder diffraction data of a one-dimensional disordered stacking sequence of 
tetradymite- and A7-type layers may demonstrate that although the average structure is correctly 
refined, in this case using an α-Hg average structure with only one crystallographic position, one 
usually tends to incorrectly interpret it in terms of random disorder. This results from the fact 
that diffuse scattering can often not be distinguished from the background in experimental data. 
Especially in powder patterns, diffuse streaks in reciprocal space almost seem to vanish. This is 
almost trivial; however, it is especially relevant concerning disordered tellurides. For example, 
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simple disordered average structures have been reported for metastable phases of phase-change 
materials such as Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 and Ge7.1Sb76.0Te16.9, which are used for data storage 
media.[71,72] High-temperature phases of these materials crystallize in the α-Hg average structure 
discussed above. Such compounds often exhibit long periodically ordered layered structures at 
equilibrium conditions, parts of which may be realistic models for the local structure in 
disordered modifications. This means that their structures are essentially layered on an 
intermediate length scale, i.e. much less isotropic than the (correct!) average structure model. 
As multinary antimony and bismuth tellurides are also promising candidates for high-
performance thermoelectric,[73,74] the ambiguities described in this paper cannot of course be 
neglected if structure–property relationships are to be established. Crystallographers and 
materials scientists alike should be aware of such pitfalls in structure analysis, especially as these 
might not be detectable in a straightforward way. 
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3 Long-periodic ordered layered structures 
(MTe)nM'2Te3(M2)k as model systems for 
“multilayer superlattices” 
 
3.1 Overview 
 
In recent years, more and more attention has been paid to the optimization of thermoelectrics as 
well as phase-change materials based on multinary chalcogenides. Interestingly, for both fields 
of application one promising approach is the use of superlattices that consist of thin lamellae of 
different materials deposited layer-per-layer in periodical arrangement.[1-9] Such multilayer 
arrangements promise various advantages compared to bulk materials. While phonon scattering 
at the interfaces between the thin layers can be exploited to reduce the phononic part of the 
thermal conductivity, the modified band structure as a consequence of the superlattice structure 
allows one to maintain or even enhance the electron transport.[1] In addition, the different 
lamellae can consist of materials with very different properties, e.g. metallic and insulating 
layers might be combined in superlattices and the design of such multilayer structures allows for 
an optimization of their properties. Concerning thermoelectrics, the main focus has been the 
reduction of the thermal conductivity. Superlattices based on Bi2Te3-Sb2Te3 (grown by chemical 
vapour deposition) or PbTe-PbSe (grown by molecular beam epitaxy) first exemplified that very 
low thermal conductivities can be obtained by a superlattice approach.[4,10] For data storage 
media, in particular non-volatile memory based on phase-change materials, a reduced thermal 
conductivity also contributes to the heat transfer management of devices.[11] The basic concept to 
optimize the write and erase properties by a superlattice approach, however, is to co-deposit a 
phase-change material of high kinetic stability but low crystallization speed with one of high 
crystallization speed which is less inert. At the interfaces, structural rearrangements are 
facilitated which allows for high switching speeds and low operating voltages as has been 
demonstrated for example for superlattice-like structures composed of GeTe lamellae and Sb7Te3 
layers. [9] 
In this context, the structural elucidation of layered multinary chalcogenides (GeTe)nSb2Te3 or 
(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k is of great interest as some of these compounds exhibit very large translation 
periods. In (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 (R3m, a = 4.1759(2), c = 93.396(4) Å) these are due to very thick 
distorted rocksalt-type blocks,[12] in (Sb2)(Sb2Te3)3 (R3m, a = 4.274(1), c = 102.69(9) Å) they 
are due to the arrangement of Sb2Te3 units and Sb blocks;[13] both are comparable to those of 
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superlattice structures obtained by layer-per-layer deposition, e.g. Bi2Te3 (10 Å)/Sb2Te3 (50 Å) 
multilayers.[1,4] As shown in the following sections (Chapter 3.2 - 3.3), additional metastable 
long-periodic phases with combinations of building blocks found in the series of stable 
compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k can be obtained by “partial spinodal 
decomposition” and subsequent annealing. Such compounds with the general formulae 
(MTe)nSb2Te3(Sb2)k (M = Ge or Ag/Sb), have not been previously reported. The first examples 
synthesized were 9P-GeSb4Te4 = (GeTe)Sb2Te3(Sb2) (P3m1, a = 4.2466(2) Å, c = 17.483 Å, R1 
= 0.0355) (cf. Chapter 3.2) , 51R-Ge2-xSb10+xTe5 ≈ (GeTe)2Sb2Te3(Sb2)4 (x = 0.43; R3m, a = 
4.258(1) Å, c =  97.23(2) Å, R = 4.38%) and 15P-AgxSb11-xTe4 ≈  (Ag0.5Sb0.5Te)Sb2Te3(Sb2)4  
(x = 0.24; P3m1, a = 4.282(1) Å, c =  28.638(5) Å, R = 5.38%) (cf. Chapter 3.3). Ge atoms may 
be replaced by a mixture of Ag and Sb, as exemplified by 15P-AgxSb11-xTe4. According to the 
phase diagrams, these phases are metastable; however, temperature-dependent powder 
diffraction on 9P-GeSb4Te4 as well as thermoanalytical measurements for all three compounds 
neither reveal any structural changes nor indicate decomposition before the phases melt at 
540 °C (9P-GeSb4Te4), 529 °C (51R-Ge2-xSb10+xTe5) or 525 °C (15P-AgxSb11-xTe4), 
respectively. All three compounds show a metallic temperature dependency of their electrical 
conductivities. Their absolute values of the conductivity at room temperature are rather low 
compared to typical metals (9P-GeSb4Te4: 33 Scm-1, 51R-Ge2-xSb10+xTe5: 2500 Scm-1, and 
15P-AgxSb11-xTe4: 588 Scm-1). Although the absolute values for the electrical conductivity 
should not be over-interpreted, the comparison of the three compounds indicates that with 
increasing lattice parameters of the layered structure, the conductivity increases. The structure of 
the compounds can be described as an ordered stacking sequence of corrugated honeycomb nets 
of antimony with distorted rocksalt-type slabs comprising alternating cation and anion layers. 
9P-GeSb4Te4 contains one antimony layer sandwiched between distorted rocksalt-type blocks as 
found in 21R-GeSb2Te4.[14,15] Interestingly, although the structure is clearly non-congruent with 
other 9P-type tellurides like Ge2Sb2Te5 = (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 [16] and Sb2Te = Sb2Te3(Sb2)2 [17], 
diffraction patterns are very similiar, indicating the occurrence of pseudo-homometry which is 
further corroborated as models corresponding to the known layered phases represent false 
minima during structure solution and refinement (cf. Chapter 2.4). A combined approach based 
on structural predictions from metrics determined by powder diffraction and comparison of 
typical interatomic distance sets of similar phases those derived from initial structure solution on 
single-crystal data was used to determine the structure of 51R-Ge2-xSb10+xTe5 (x = 0.43) and 
15P-AgxSb11-xTe4 (x = 0.24). Structure refinements reveal that both compounds exhibit layered 
structures with large lattice parameters that can be described as alternating stacking sequence of 
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four antimony layers (gray-arsenic type) with distorted rocksalt-type slabs similar to those in 
9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 and 21R-GeSb2Te4, respectively. Whereas no diffuse streaking indicative of 
stacking disorder was observed in reciprocal lattice sections, all three phases exhibit positional 
disorder with respect to cation site occupancies in the distorted rocksalt-type slabs. Whereas in 
the tetrelide pnicogen tellurides all cation positions are shared by Ge and Sb atoms in variable 
ratios, antimony prefers Wyckoff positions neighboring the adjacent antimony slab and Ag 
concentrates exclusively on these positions. According to the structure refinements based on 
laboratory data, the blocks between the distorted rocksalt-type slabs are composed exclusively of 
antimony which is further corroborated by the good agreement of refined and experimentally 
determined compositions.  
In contrast to AgxSb11-xTe4 (x = 0.24) = (Ag0.5Sb0.5Te)Sb2Te3(Sb2)4 which exhibits a 15P-type 
structure as expected from the composition, 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 = (GeTe)Sb2Te3(Sb2)4 
(R3m, a = 4.2649(1), c = 75.061(2) Å) and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 = (GeTe)Sb2Te3(Sb2)4 
(R3m, a = 4.2959(1), c = 75.392(2) Å) - which exhibit similar element ratios - do not form 
15P-type structures (cf Chapter 3.4). Similiar to Ge4Sb2Te7 = (GeTe)4Sb2Te3 for which a 
39R-type structure is predicted from the composition but which crystallizes in a 33R-type 
expected for the composition Ge3Sb2Te6 = (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 (cf. Chapter 2.3), 39R-
Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 crystallize in the 39R-type characteristic for 
Sb10Te3 = Sb2Te3(Sb2)4 (cf. Chapter 2.4). The compounds therefore basically might be described 
as GeTe or SnTe substituted variants of this binary pnicogen telluride which itself exhibits a 
periodic arrangement of four gray-arsenic type antimony layers with one Sb2Te3 slab. However, 
the structure of 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 is more complex as its 
homogenity range results from interdependent concentration modulation of the site occupancies 
of all Wyckoff positions as revealed by STEM-HAADF Z-contrast imaging on 
39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266. In order to enhance the scattering contrast for the single-crystal 
structure determination, data of both phases were collected using synchrotron radiation at the K 
edges of elements with similiar atomic number. Joint refinements on these single-crystal 
diffraction data confirm the concentration gradients for both phases and reveal that not only 
cation positions within the Sb2Te3 slabs are occupied by a mixture of Ge and Sb or Sn and Sb 
atoms, respectively, but that the antimony slabs adjancent to the Sb2Te3 blocks are partially 
substituted by GeTe and SnTe, respectively. This element distribution might be regarded as 
intermediate state of spinodal composition, but can also be viewed as model for the 
interdiffusion of different layers in superlattices prepared by layer-per-layer deposition. 
Interestingly, the thermal conductivity of both phases lies in between that of elemental antimony 
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and the compounds (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (M = Ge, Sn). Although the maximal thermoelectric figure 
of merit of 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 does not exceed 0.06 at 400 °C, 
these compounds as well as the phases 9P-GeSb4Te4, 51R-Ge2-xSb10+xTe5 (x = 0.43) or 
15P-AgxSb11-xTe4 (x = 0.23) are intriguing model systems for metal (gray-arsenic type lamellae) 
– semiconductor ((MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m M = Ge, Sn, Ag/Sb) heterostructures. 
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3.2 GeSb4Te4 – a new 9P-type phase in the system 
Ge-Sb-Te 
 
Matthias N. Schneider and Oliver Oeckler 
Zeitschrift für Anorganische und Allgemeine Chemie 2010, 636, 137-143. 
 
Dedicated to Professor Arndt Simon on the occasion of his 70th birthday 
 
Abstract 
 
9P-GeSb4Te4 is a new germanium antimony telluride that can be obtained from the elements as a 
homogeneous phase by quenching a stoichiometric melt and subsequently annealing the sample 
at 500 °C. The crystal structure consists of alternating antimony layers similar to those in 
elemental Sb and rocksalt-type blocks similar to those in GeSb2Te4. Although not 
thermodynamically stable according to the phase diagram, GeSb4Te4 is remarkably stable up to 
540 °C, where it starts to melt incongruently according to DSC and DTA measurements. The 
crystal structure has been refined from single-crystal X-ray data (P3m1, a = 4.2466(2) Å, 
c = 17.483 Å, R1 = 0.0355). Its diffraction patterns are very similar to those of other 9P-type 
tellurides like Ge2Sb2Te5 and Sb2Te, which tend to occur as very pronounced false minima in 
structure refinements. The electrical conductivity is low (33 Scm-1) but exhibits metallic 
temperature dependence. 
 
Keywords: germanium antimony tellurides; crystal structure determination; metastable alloys 
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3.2.1 Introduction 
 
Metastable Ge/Sb/Te phases (GST materials) dominate the field of phase-change materials for 
non-volatile memory devices.[1–5] Attempts were made to extend their performance using 
superlattices in thin films obtained by sputtering (e.g. consecutive GeTe layers and Sb7Te3 or 
Sb2Te3 layers, with overall composition GeSb7Te4 and Ge2Sb2Te5, respectively).[6–8] The atomic 
structures of multilayer films produced by magnetron sputtering strongly resemble the long-
range ordered layered compounds that can be obtained by conventional solid-state synthesis.[9–12] 
The latter can exhibit very long translation periods and, to a certain extent, the degree of stacking 
disorder present is tunable. Because of the disorder, the thermal conductivity is rather low (and 
might be tunable as well), and it coexists with rather high electrical conductivity. This is 
important for phase-change materials but also essential for thermoelectrics. The thermoelectric 
properties of some stable GST materials have been measured, however, the figures of merit 
reported are moderate so far.[11,13] However, higher Figure of merits can be expected for 
superlattice structures, as the thermal conductivity is influenced by their more or less pronounced 
long-range order.[14–17] Hence, the investigation of metastable GST phases might yield insight 
into the structural chemistry of both phase-change materials as well as thermoelectrics.  
According to the ternary phase diagram Ge/Sb/Te, which has been determined very 
thoroughly,[11,18–20] all stable ternary phases are members of a homologous series 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m.[12] The end member GeTe (space group R3m, a = 4.1639 Å, c = 10.6922 Å)[21] 
is the only stable compound formed by germanium and tellurium. Its structure (cf. Figure 1) is a 
noncentrosymmetric binary variant of the A7 (gray arsenic) structure type. Antimony crystallizes 
in the A7 type and exhibits very similar metrics (space group R3m, a = 4.3084 Å, 
c = 11.274 Å).[22] 
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Figure 1. Crystal structures of Sb, GeTe and Sb2Te3. 
 
The other end member Sb2Te3 (space group R3m, a = 4.264 Å, c = 30.458 Å)[23, 24] crystallizes 
in a binary variant of the tetradymite (Bi2Te2S)[25, 26] structure type which exhibits three rocksalt-
type slabs per unit cell. Each contains an ABC stacking sequence of hexagonal tellurium layers 
with antimony atoms in the octahedral voids (AcBaC). If cations and anions are not 
differentiated, the overall stacking corresponds to the cubic close packing. The slabs are 
separated by van der Waals gaps and stacked in a way so that the overall stacking remains a 
cubic layer sequence, whereas the tellurium substructure corresponds to a hhc sequence. The 
bonding between the individual slabs is van der Waals type with significant covalent Te–Te 
interactions, as indicated by the Te–Te distance of 3.736 Å which is shorter than the sum of the 
van der Waals radii (about 4.12 Å). 
In the compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m[11, 27, 28] the rocksalt-type slabs of Sb2Te3 are formally 
expanded by insertion of GeTe. Their structures are long-periodically ordered trigonal stacking 
sequences of hexagonal atom layers. The more GeTe is incorporated, the more the spacing 
between the van der Waals gaps increases. Antimony and germanium cations are usually 
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disordered in these phases, the Ge/Sb ration depending on the relative distance to the van der 
Waals gap.[9, 27, 29, 30] Since the a lattice parameter of elemental antimony is very similar to that of 
Sb2Te3 and the chemical bonding is similar too, A7-type antimony layers can be sandwiched by 
rocksalt-type slabs. This was observed in antimony-rich antimony tellurides which form a 
homologous series (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k.[10, 11, 24] 
We have recently shown that A7-type antimony layers can also be sandwiched between 
expanded rocksalt-type layers known from the (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m series. Ge2–xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 
(x = 0.43; space group R3m, a = 4.258 Å, c = 97.23 Å)[9] was characterized as the first member 
of a general series (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k with m, n, k ≠ 0. According to the ternary phase 
diagram, such phases are only stable at high temperatures if their composition is close to the 
lines Sb2Te3–Sb or Sb2Te3–GeTe. In these cases they lie within the homogeneity range of the 
phases of the two homologous series. Longtime annealing at lower temperatures leads to 
germanium precipitation.[11, 18–20] The homogeneity range of the stable phases is rather small. 
However, annealing times of more than half a year have sometimes been necessary to obtain the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Furthermore, similar phases can be obtained by formally replacing 
germanium by a combination of silver and additional antimony, e.g. AgxSb3–xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24, 
space group P3m1, a = 4.282 Å, c = 28.638 Å).[9]  
Similar to Sb2Te3 (see above), all these long-periodically ordered layered structures exhibit a 
cubic stacking sequence of hexagonal atom layers when atom types are not distinguished. 
Therefore, the Ramsdell symbol is easy to predict. If the number of layers per slab (2n + 5m + 
2k) is a multiple of three, the structure can be described with a primitive unit cell (space group 
P3m1, Z = 1), if it is not, the structure is rhombohedral (space group R3m, Z = 3) as three slabs 
are required per unit cell translation along the stacking direction. The total number of layers in 
the unit cell is N = Z (2n + 5m + 2k) (Z = formula units per unit cell) yields the Ramsdell symbol 
NP or NR for primitive and rhombohedral sequences, respectively.[12, 30] If the total number of 
layers is the same, different polytypes may correspond to the same Ramsdell type. Of course, 
this also occurs for different compositions, for example 21R-GeSb2Te4[27, 31] and 21R-Sb4Te3,[10, 
24] or 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6[27, 32] and 33R-Sb10Te3.[10, 24] Here we report on a new 9P-type phase with n 
= m = k = 1, corresponding to the composition GeSb4Te4, which is the simplest possibility to 
combine structure elements from both homologous series. 
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3.2.2 Results and discussion 
 
3.2.2.1 Sample characterization 
 
GeSb4Te4 can be obtained by quenching a stoichiometric melt and subsequently annealing it at 
500 °C. Single-phase samples can be obtained as evident from powder diffraction patterns (cf. 
Figure 2). The average structure indicated by the strong reflections corresponds to a 
rhombohedral unit cell with a = 4.2466(2) Å and c = 5.828(2) Å, however, the positions of 
superstructure reflections indicate a 9P polytype structure. Based on the structure model from 
single-crystal data (see below), the powder pattern can be fitted well using the Rietveld method. 
As many reflections are weak, the refined atomic coordinates are rather imprecise but consistent 
with those from the single-crystal analysis, however, occupancy and displacement factors are 
meaningless. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Result of a Rietveld fit (gray) of an experimental powder diffraction pattern of 
GeSb4Te4 (black). 
 
As GeSb4Te4 melts incongruently (see below), the single-phase samples do not contain single 
crystals suitable for structure analysis. However, for the nominal composition GeSb6Te4 the 
liquidus lies below the stability range of the metastable phase GeSb4Te4 and lamina shaped 
crystals of the latter compound can be found in inhomogeneous GeSb6Te4 samples. Two such 
crystals were used for structure determination; the results were identical within 3σ limits 
concerning the structural parameters. EDX analyses were obtained from both crystals after the 
X-ray data collection. As the crystals exhibit large uncontaminated faces, EDX analyses are 
fairly reliable. They yield the compositions Ge1.1(1)Sb3.8(2)Te4 and Ge1.0(1)Sb4.1(2)Te4, respectively. 
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Thus GeSb4Te4 is a very good approximation to the actual composition and corroborated by the 
homogeneity of the product obtained with this nominal composition. For comparison: EDX 
analyses of the ingot with nominal composition GeSb4Te4 used for the conductivity 
measurement yielded Ge1.1(1)Sb4.2(2)Te4. 
 
3.2.2.2 Crystal structure determination 
 
Both the stoichiometry GeSb4Te4 and the primitive lattice parameters [hP, a = 4.2466(2) Å, 
c = 17.483(3) Å] indicate a 9P polytype, thus, the expected space group is P3m1. The initial 
structure solution from single-crystal data by direct methods consequently yielded a structure 
with nine hexagonal atom layers per unit cell. Of course, the similar atomic form factors of 
antimony and tellurium do not allow a straightforward differentiation of these elements by X-ray 
diffraction. As we outlined earlier,[9] the building blocks in stable GST phases exhibit 
characteristic interatomic distance sets that allow a fairly reliable atom assignment. Hence, by 
comparison of the distance sets obtained from the initial structure solution with those of the 
compounds Sb2Te3, Sb2Te, SbTe, Sb8Te3, GeSb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5 and Ge3Sb2Te6, a structure 
model was derived. It corresponded to the structure of Ge2Sb2Te5. Refining the Ge/Sb ratio on 
the cation positions (which usually exhibit mixed occupancy) yielded a total composition 
Ge1.27Sb2.73Te5 (= “Ge1.02Sb2.18Te4”) and R1 = 0.0364. However, this structure model is not 
consistent with the chemical analysis and exhibits rather high residual electron density near the 
tellurium atom positions. The displacement parameters seem quite reasonable but are a bit more 
inconsistent than in comparable structure analyses. Therefore, a structure model was derived that 
is consistent with the stoichiometry present. For GeSb4Te4, one can expect a sequence of 
GeSb2Te4 rocksalt-type blocks, which are known from 21R-GeSb2Te4,[27, 31] and one A7-type 
antimony layer. The atomic coordinates of such a structure model were calculated to yield the 
typical interatomic distances. The refinement of this model converges at R1 = 0.0355, and the 
refined interatomic distances do not differ significantly from the values expected in comparison 
with similar phases (see above). This means that the initial structure solution was a false 
minimum with an R value only slightly higher than the optimal one. As discussed below, the two 
structure models are incongruent even when no differentiation between different atom types is 
considered. Thus, the wrong structure model does not just involve wrong atom type assignments 
owing to the similar form factors of antimony and tellurium. Its good R value is probably due to 
anisotropic displacement parameters with no physical meaning. 
The refinement of site occupancy factors for tellurium atoms and antimony atoms in the A7-type 
layer did not show significant deviations from full occupancy. The Sb/Ge ratio on the cation 
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positions is consistent with the formula GeSb4Te4 considering 2σ – 4σ intervals. In the final 
refinement it was constrained to yield the ideal composition indicated by the analyses and the 
homogeneous samples with the same nominal composition. This constraint did not increase the R 
values significantly. Crystal data and refinement details are given in Table 1, atom positions, site 
occupancies and displacement parameters are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 1. Crystallographic data and structure refinement of 9P-GeSb4Te4 at 293 K. 
 
Formula GeSb4Te4 
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 1069.99 
Crystal system / Space group trigonal, P3m1 
Cell parameters (in Å) a = 4.2466(2), c = 17.483(3) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 273.04(5) 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.507(1) 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 22.890 
Formula units (per unit cell) 1 
F(000) 444 
Diffractometer Stoe IPDS I 
Radiation Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å) 
2  range (in °) 7 < 2 < 58 
Absorption correction numerical 
Transmission (max. / min.) 0.285 / 0.145 
Measured reflections 1321 
Independent data / parameters 337 / 17 (1 restraint) 
Refinement full-matrix least-squares on F2 
R indices (a,b) R1 [I>2σ(I)] = 0.0355, wR2[all data] = 0.0777 
GooF [all data] 0.801 
Δmin / Δmax  (in eÅ-3) –1.53 / 2.09 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (aP)² + bP] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
 
Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy, equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors and anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 9P-GeSb4Te4. 
 
atom Wyck. x y z s.o.f. Ueq U11=U22 = 2U12 U33 U13=U23 
Ge1/Sb1 1a 0 0 0 0.50(3)/ 
0.50(3) 
0.0358(14) 0.033(2) 0.041(2) 0 
Te1 2d 2/3 1/3 0.10280(16) 1 0.0278(5) 0.0244(6) 0.0346(10) 0 
Ge2/Sb2 2d 1/3 2/3 0.21925(13) 0.250(15)/ 
0.750(15) 
0.0431(10) 0.0345(14) 0.060(2) 0 
Te2 2c 0 0 0.31261(11) 1 0.0306(6) 0.0301(8) 0.0317(10) 0 
Sb3 2d 2/3 1/3 0.45519(19) 1 0.0483(8) 0.0249(10) 0.0950(18) 0 
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The structure of GeSb4Te4 can be described as an ordered stacking sequence of hexagonal atom 
layers. They build up alternating A7-type antimony layers (formally a sequence of two 
hexagonal atom layers) and rocksalt-type GeSb2Te4 blocks. Within their alternating cation and 
anion layers, the cations are located in distorted tellurium octahedra, with three shorter and three 
longer distances (Ge2,Sb2)–Te. The occupancy and the displacement of the cation positions 
depend on the distance to the neighboring A7-type antimony layer. The (Ge,Sb)Te6 octahedra 
near the van der Waals gaps show a preferred occupancy by antimony and their deviation from 
an ideal octahedron is more pronounced. This corresponds to the situation in 21R-GeSb2Te4 
itself [27, 31] as illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of interatomic distances (in Å) and site occupancies of the GeSb2Te4 
blocks in 9P-GeSb4Te4 and 21R-GeSb2Te4. 
 
The distances Sb–Te between the layers [3.497(3) Å] terminating the rocksalt-type block and the 
adjacent A7-type layer are significantly shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii 
(Sb: 2.00 Å, Te: 2.06 Å),[33] which indicates partial covalent bonding. Within the A7-type 
antimony layer the distance Sb–Sb [2.910(3) Å] is close to that in elemental antimony (2.908 Å). 
A small fraction of these layers might be substituted by GeTe layers which could expand the 
adjacent rocksalt-type blocks. However, as no significant diffuse streaks have been observed, 
stacking disorder is not very pronounced. The structure refinement vaguely indicates a slightly 
reduced scattering density at the antimony positions. However, as it was not statistically 
significant, this possibility has not been investigated in detail so far. 
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3.2.2.3 Comparison of 9P polytypes in the system Ge/Sb/Te 
 
According to the structural principles of phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k, 9P-type structures are 
possible for three combinations of n and k (m must be 1). Two of them are well known stable 
phases (cf. Figure 4). The structure of 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 (n = 2, k = 0; P3m1, a = 4.225 Å, 
c = 17.239 Å)[34] contains 9 alternating layers of cation and anions per unit cell. Cation positions 
exhibit a mixed occupancy by germanium and antimony, neighboring slabs interact through van 
der Waals interactions like in Sb2Te3 (cf. Figure 1). The structure of the binary phase 9P-Sb2Te 
(= Sb6Te3) (n = 0, k = 2; P3m1, a = 4.272 Å, c = 17.633 Å)[35] corresponds to an alternating 
stacking sequence of two A7-type antimony layers and one Sb2Te3 block. GeSb4Te4 represents 
the hitherto unknown compound with n = k = 1 and combines alternating building blocks form 
stable GeSb2Te4 with A7-type antimony layers as described above. All three phases are 9P-type 
structures, however, their compositions are different. The two-dimensional metrics of the 
hexagonal atom layers, represented by the a lattice parameter, varies only slightly. In contrast, 
the c lattice parameters depend on the number of van der Waals gaps present per unit cell. These 
correspond to enlarged layers spacing relative to those in rocksalt-type blocks. Thus, the average 
thickness of one hexagonal layer, c/N (N = number of layers per unit cell; c = lattice parameter), 
depends on the composition as described elsewhere.[12, 30] This relationship may facilitate 
structure analyses and allows the identification of the Ramsdell type from powder patterns even 
when superstructure reflections are not clearly visible as c/N can be calculated from the strong 
basic-structure reflections.[30] The three 9P-type phases follow this rule. The c lattice parameter 
of GeSb4Te4 (17.483 Å) which has two van der Waals gaps per unit cell lies between those of 
Ge2Sb2Te5 (one van der Waals gap per unit cell, c = 17.239 Å) and Sb2Te (three van der Waals 
gaps per unit cell, c = 17.633 Å).  
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Figure 4. Comparison of the 9P-type structures of Ge2Sb2Te5, GeSb4Te4 and Sb2Te; the z 
coordinates of corresponding atom layers are given (x and y coordinates see Table 3). 
 
Although the three variants of the 9P-type can be distinguished by their lattice parameters, this 
does not allow a straightforward structure solution. As described above, the Ge2Sb2Te5 structure 
type represents a false minimum in the structure refinement of GeSb4Te4. The correct structure 
solution has the best R value but wrong non-congruent structure models may come close to it. 
This is illustrated in Figure 5. It shows a comparison of powder patterns simulated according to 
the three structure models. For all atom positions, the same isotropic displacement parameter was 
used. For easier comparison of intensities, identical lattice parameters were assumed, so that the 
reflection positions are the same for all models. Although there are characteristic intensity 
differences, especially concerning weak reflections, the powder patterns are very similar. In 
single-crystal structure refinements, this means that similar R values will result for the three 
models. 
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Figure 5. Calculated powder patterns for the 9P-type structures of Ge2Sb2Te5, GeSb4Te4 and 
Sb2Te (details see text). 
 
Figure 4 also gives the atom coordinates z for the three 9P-type structures. Although they are 
incongruent, the structures exhibit many similar interatomic vectors and thus similar Patterson 
functions, i.e. similar diffraction patterns. The diffraction patterns of 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 and 9P-
GeSb4Te4 are most similar in the low-angle region whereas 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 and 9P-Sb2Te are 
most similar in the high-angle region. This highlights the necessity of high-quality datasets with 
high resolution in order to avoid false minima in refinements and to obtain significantly worse R 
values for wrong models. Unfortunately, layered compounds often do not form crystals that are 
suitable for the collection of such data. This emphasizes the importance of chemical analyses 
which allow distinguishing the phases more easily than any other method because of their 
different compositions. 
 
3.2.2.4 Stability of GeSb4Te4 
 
According to the ternary phase diagram,[11, 18, 19, 20] GeSb4Te4 is not stable in the solid state. 
Germanium has been reported to precipitate from such samples after long-time annealing at 
525-615 °C. However, the kinetic stability of the phase is remarkable. Upon annealing at 500 °C 
for several days, no germanium could be detected. According to both DSC and DTA 
measurements, no significant exothermal structural changes towards the thermodynamically 
stable state have been detected before the sample starts to melt incongruently at ca. 540 °C 
(onset). The endothermic heat flow peaks at ca. 550 and 580 °C before the phase is completely 
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liquid around 590 °C. This indicates the stepwise formation of related phases during the 
incongruent melting process. This finding is consistent with temperature dependent X-ray 
powder diffraction data (cf. Figure 6). At ca. 550 °C the reflections become weaker and the 
intensity of the background increases because of the presence of a liquid phase. The strong 
reflections corresponding to the simple rhombohedral basic structure of all layered phases in the 
system Ge/Sb/Te remain until the sample melts completely. This indicates that the 
decomposition products of a peritectic reaction exhibit structures that are closely related to that 
of GeSb4Te4. Probably they correspond to thermodynamically stable phases. At high 
temperatures, no germanium precipitation is expected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Temperature dependent X-ray powder diffraction pattern of GeSb4Te4 (the asterisk 
indicates a reflection that originates from the experimental setup). 
 
3.2.2.5 Electrical conductivity 
 
Electrical conductivity measurements in the temperature range from 10 K to 300 K show 
metallic characteristics, indicated by the increase of the resistance with increasing temperature 
(cf. Figure 7). The residual resistivity ratio ρ(300K)/ ρ (10K) is 1.6. Anisotropic conductivity 
(parallel and perpendicular to the stacking direction) was reported for the layered phases 
(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k[24] and can be expected for GeSb4Te4 as well. Because of preferred orientation in 
the sample, the rather low absolute value of the conductivity (33 S·cm–1 at room temperature) 
may not be very meaningful. However, in combination with the metallic characteristics it 
probably indicates a degenerate semiconductor. The small differences in electronegativity imply 
a narrow band gap and positional disorder may further narrow it by tailing of band states. 
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Metalloid conduction was also reported for stable phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m[11] although their 
optical properties reveal a narrow band gap.[36] The absolute values of their conductivities are in 
the range of 1300 to 2400 S·cm–1 whereas those for the compounds (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k are even 
higher (1500–6000 S·cm–1).[24] However, related tellurides like AgSbTe2 (30 S·cm–1) [37] exhibit 
conductivities close to that of GeSb4Te4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the specific resistivity of GeSb4Te4 in the temperature 
range from 10 K to 300 K, indicating metallic behavior. 
 
3.2.3 Conclusions 
 
The synthesis and characterization of GeSb4Te4 and Ge2–xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 (x = 0.43) [9] show that 
new phases in the system Ge/Sb/Te can be found if quenched samples are annealed at low 
temperatures. They exhibit a combination of building blocks found in the homologous series of 
stable phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and additional A7-type antimony layers. Although they are 
probably metastable, homogeneous samples can be obtained and do not decompose up to 540 °C. 
This is probably due to the fact that the precipitation of germanium is hindered because the 
nucleation of diamond-type germanium domains requires long-distance diffusion and coherent 
exsolution is impossible because of the very different crystal structures. This route should allow 
the synthesis of a series of compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k with n, m, k ≠ 0. Stacking 
disorder is not pronounced in GeSb4Te4 but can be expected in related phases which might be 
interesting thermoelectrics when domain structures are formed. In fact, some phases that are 
usually synthesized by sputtering subsequent layers on a substrate might be obtained in a simple 
way by the technique presented here. 
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The crystal structure determination showed that weak reflections are important to distinguish 
non-congruent structure types with the same number of atom layers per unit cell. We have shown 
that it is almost impossible to derive correct structure models from X-ray data without relying on 
further information. Only to some extent, this is due to the similar form factors of antimony and 
tellurium. Moreover, the diffraction patterns are so similar that false minima can easily occur in 
structure analyses. This is most relevant when crystals from inhomogeneous samples are used for 
structure analysis. Chemical analysis is mandatory in such cases. As Arndt Simon often stated, 
the preparation of homogeneous samples from stoichiometrically weighted starting materials is 
probably the best analysis in solid-state chemistry. 
 
3.2.4 Experimental section 
 
3.2.4.1 Synthesis 
 
Samples were prepared by heating the corresponding mixtures of the pure elements germanium 
(99.999 %, Sigma Aldrich), antimony (99.999 %, Smart Elements) and tellurium (99.999 %, 
Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under argon to 950 °C. The resulting melts were 
quenched to room temperature in water.  
Homogenous bulk samples (cf. Figure 2) of GeSb4Te4 were obtained by subsequent annealing at 
500 °C for 150 h. Single crystals for structure determination of 9P-GeSb4Te4 were obtained from 
a rather rapidly cooled sample with the nominal composition GeSb6Te4 (crystal growth from a 
stoichiometric melt is impossible, cf. section on sample characterization). As the crystals were of 
good quality, further annealing proved unnecessary in this case. In the powder pattern of this 
sample the superstructure reflections appeared broadened and indicated that the sample is 
inhomogeneous, the majority phase was highly disordered.  
 
3.2.4.2 EDX analyses 
 
EDX spectra were obtained with a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron microscope with 
EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). For each crystal or fragment of 
the ingot, respectively, the results of five point analyses were averaged and the error limits were 
estimated from their variance.  
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3.2.4.3 X-ray diffraction 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded with a Huber G670 Guinier camera equipped with a fixed 
imaging plate and integrated read-out system using Cu-Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 
1.54051 Å). Specimens were prepared by crushing representative parts of the samples and fixing 
the powder on Mylar foils using silicone grease. The phase homogeneity was assessed and lattice 
parameters were determined by pattern fitting (Rietveld method) using the program TOPAS.[38] 
Temperature-dependent powder diffraction experiments were performed with a STOE Stadi P 
powder diffractometer equipped with an imaging plate system using Mo-Kα1 radiation 
(Ge monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å) in Debye–Scherrer geometry. Powdered specimens were 
filled into silica glass capillaries with 0.3 mm diameter and sealed with silicone grease under 
argon. During measurement, the samples were heated up to 650 °C in a graphite furnace and then 
cooled to room temperature. 
For single crystal structure determination, lamina shaped crystals were isolated from the crushed 
ingots, mounted on glass fibers and checked for quality by Laue photographs with a Buerger 
precession camera. For the best crystals, intensity data were collected with a STOE IPDS-I 
diffractometer with imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, 
λ = 0.71093 Å). A numerical absorption correction based on measured crystal faces was applied 
after optimizing the crystal shape based on equivalent reflections.[39, 40] Final full-matrix least-
squares refinements of models developed from the initial solutions (see above) were executed 
with SHELXL.[41] The refinements yield similar results for the two crystals investigated, details 
about data collection and refinement are given in Table 1 for the better crystal. Lattice 
parameters determined from powder data have been used for the refinement and the calculation 
of interatomic distances. Further information on the crystal structure investigation may be 
obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, 
Germany, by quoting the deposition number CSD-420989, the names of the authors, and the 
citation of the paper. 
 
3.2.4.4 Thermal analysis 
 
The thermal behavior of the samples was studied up to 650 °C by differential thermal analysis 
and thermogravimetry (DTA-TG) with a Setaram TG-92 instrument. The measurement was 
conducted under helium at a scanning rate of 10 K·min–1 using alumina crucibles. In this 
temperature range, the weight loss was not significant. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
was carried out in an aluminum crucible on a Setaram DSC 141. 
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3.2.4.5 Electrical conductivity measurement 
 
Measurements of the electrical conductivity were carried out using the conventional DC four-
point current-reversal method between 10 and 300 K. A fragment of an ingot of a homogeneous 
polycrystalline GeSb4Te4 sample was polished to a platelet of about 4 x 4 x 0.1 mm. Contact to 
the experimental setting was established with silver wires using an silver containing conductive 
paste. Cooling and heating curves were identical within the error limits. The resistivity was 
calculated by scaling according to the absolute value obtained at 300 K by a complete analysis 
according to van der Pauw from multiple measurements taking into account the sample 
thickness.[42] 
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Abstract 
 
New phases with the general formula (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)(Sb2)4 (n = 0, 1, 2, …; M = Ge, Ag) have 
been synthesized by quenching stoichiometric melts of the pure elements and subsequent 
annealing. These phases represent a combination of the well-known homologous series 
(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k and (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m, including substitution with Ag. Their layered crystal 
structures contain rocksalt-type building blocks (MTe)n(Sb2Te3) alternating with antimony slabs 
which represent sections of the A7 structure type of elementary antimony. These blocks, which 
are stacked along the threefold axis of the trigonal crystals, vary in size according to the 
composition. Powder diffraction patterns allow predictions concerning the symmetry and 
periodicity of the stacking sequence. Single-crystal structure refinements of the members 
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (x = 0.43; R3m, a = 4.258(1) Å, c =  97.23(2), R = 4.38%) and 
AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 (x = 0.24; P3m1, a = 4.282(1) Å, c =  28.638(5), R = 5.38%) reveal completely 
ordered superstructures with extremely long periodicities containing slabs similar to those in 
Ge2Sb2Te5 and GeSb2Te4, respectively, alternating with four antimony layers. According to the 
ternary phase diagram the phases are metastable but thermal analyses do not evidence phase 
separation or structural phase transformations before incongruent melting, which indicates that 
the structures are kinetically very stable. Although the phases are valence compounds, 
temperature dependence of resistance shows metallic like behaviour in the range of 300 – 10 K, 
which probably indicates degenerate semiconductivity. 
Copyright: © 2009 Royal Society of Chemistry 
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3.3.1 Introduction 
 
Owing to a range of tuneable properties, chalcogenides are the materials of choice for a variety 
of applications, including photovoltaic devices, phase-change materials for data storage, 
thermoelectrics and others. In recent years, thermoelectric materials have become an interesting 
perspective for the reversible exchange of heat and electricity. With rising efficiency, 
represented by the so-called figure of merit ZT, new possibilities for thermopower devices arise. 
The thermoelectric properties correlate with the structures of the compounds on different length 
scales. “Exotic” structures such as quantum dots or multi-layer thin films promise high figure of 
merits (up to 3 and more) at moderate temperatures. Such superstructures have, for example, 
been generated in Sb2Te3/Bi2Te3 thin films by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE).[1,2] However, for large-scale industrial application, it would be desirable to 
gain high ZT values in bulk materials using easy and inexpensive preparation methods. 
Tellurides, such as AgPbmSbTem+2, PbTe or Bi2Te3, and many others are the class of 
thermoelectrics that shows the highest values of ZT (up to 1.5 in a reasonable temperature range) 
accessible for bulk material so far.[3,4] Sb2Te3 (as well as Bi2Te3) is a stable compound that 
crystallizes in a variant of the tetradymite (Bi2Te2S) structure type (see Fig. 1) with three slabs 
per unit cell stacked along [001] (hexagonal setting of the rhombohedral space group R3m, 
a = 4.264(1) Å, c = 30.46(1) Å). Each slab contains an alternating sequence of three hexagonal 
Te layers and two hexagonal Sb layers, which yields three “van der Waals gaps” per unit cell 
located between the Te layers terminating the individual slabs[5,6] (however, the bonding is not 
only van der Waals type, as bond lengths indicate rather strong Te–Te interactions, see also 
below). Slabs with Sb2Te3 (Bi2Te3) type structures are also common building blocks in the 
crystal structures of ternary tellurides of the group 14 and 15 elements.[7,8] The tetrel or pentel 
positions can also host elements such as Sn, Pb, Ag, In[9–14] or Bi and As,[15–17] respectively. 
Furthermore, Te may be replaced by other chalcogens such as Se.[18] 
In the ternary system Ge–Sb–Te, whose phase diagram has been investigated in detail,[7,19–21] 
there are two homologous series of layered compounds with the general formulae 
(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k and (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m.[6,8,22,23] Their trigonal structures consist of Sb2Te3 slabs 
stacked along the threefold axis, which either alternate with additional A7-type layers Sb2 
(similar to the layers in grey As with A7 structure) or are expanded to thicker rocksalt-type 
blocks by formal insertion of GeTe units (see Fig. 1). The combination of all three building 
elements, including substituted variants, has not been reported so far and, from a 
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thermodynamical point of view, should be impossible regarding the phase diagrams.[7,19–21] New, 
probably metastable phases (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (M = Ge or other elements, see above) 
would, however, extend the structural chemistry and might allow for additional tuning of 
thermoelectric properties which have been reported for phases such as AgPbmSbTem+2 (m = 0 to 
18) and Ag3-xSb1+xTe4 (x = 0 to 2)[12,24] or GeSb2Te4 and Ge2Sb2Te5.[23,25] Here we report on the 
new phases Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 (x = 0.43) and AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24) which, according to our 
knowledge, are the first members of a class of compounds composed of three types of building 
units. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Ternary phase diagram (schematic representation) Ge-Sb-Te and structural 
relationships in homologous series of the binary system Sb-Te and the pseudobinary section 
GeTe-Sb2Te3: formal insertion of GeTe units into Sb2Te3 slabs leads to compounds 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (D) with rocksalt-type slabs, whereas formal insertion of Sb2 units between 
Sb2Te3 slabs leads to phases (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (E) containing two types of slabs; perspective 
views and projections of the basic phases Sb, GeTe and Sb2Te3 along <100> are depicted to 
show the similarity of the layered structures to A7-type layers (for Sb (C) and GeTe (B) the 
shortest bonds are drawn; for Sb2Te3 (A) the upper part of the corresponding drawing highlights 
the shortest bonds, whereas the lower part highlights the coordination polyhedra). 
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3.3.2 Experimental 
 
3.3.2.1 Synthesis and chemical analysis 
 
Mixtures of the pure powdered elements Ag (99.99%, Smart Elements) or Ge (99.999%, Sigma 
Aldrich), Sb (99.999%, Smart Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) were heated in sealed 
silica glass ampoules under argon atmosphere with a rate of 15 °C min-1 to 850 °C. This 
temperature was maintained for 4 h, then the melts were cooled to 350 °C with a rate of 0.1 °C 
min-1. After annealing at 350 °C for 15 h, the samples were cooled to room temperature by 
switching off the furnace. Initially, crystals of Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 (x = 0.43) = Ge1.57Sb10.43Te5 ≈ 
Ge9Sb61Te29 and AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24) = Ag0.24Sb10.76Te4 ≈ Ag2Sb72Te27 were isolated from 
ingots with the nominal compositions M12Sb59Te29 (M = Ag or Ge). The compositions of these 
crystals were derived from the structure determinations described below and confirmed by 
elemental analyses done by EDX spectroscopy using a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning 
electron microscope with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). The 
average composition obtained from various point analyses on several crystallites isolated from 
the bulk samples yielded the compositions Ge11Sb59Te29 and Ag4Sb70Te26, respectively. No 
standards were used, but the setup had been checked with homogeneous samples of Ge2Sb2Te5 
and GeSb2Te4 which showed that the reliability of the analyses is about 2 atom%. 
The original Ag12Sb59Te29 sample contained impurities of AgTe2 (see below), however, 
homogenous bulk samples of both compounds can be prepared by melting stoichiometric 
amounts of the pure elements with the compositions derived from the single-crystal structure 
determination using analogous temperature treatment or by quenching stoichiometric melts in 
water. The homogeneity was proved by X-ray powder patterns (see below). Crystals from these 
ingots exhibit the same structure and composition as the original ones. 
 
3.3.2.2 Thermal analysis 
 
The thermal behaviour of finely ground samples was studied by differential thermoanalysis and 
themogravimetry (DTA-TG) using a Setaram TG-92 equipped with a protected DTA-TG rod. 
The measurement was conducted under He atmosphere at a scanning rate of 10 °C min-1 using 
alumina crucibles. All temperatures of thermal effects are given as onset temperatures of the 
signals. In addition, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were carried out in 
aluminium crucibles using a Setaram DSC 141. Both methods do not show any significant 
signals before incongruent melting of the specimens. 
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3.3.2.3 Conductivity measurements 
 
Electrical conductivity measurements were carried out employing the conventional DC four-
point current-reversal method between 10 and 300 K. A part of the crushed polycrystalline ingot 
of each specimen was polished to a platelet of about 5 x 5 x 0.1 mm3. Contact to the 
experimental setting was established with Ag wires and Ag-containing conductive paste. Cooling 
and heating curves were identical within the error limits. The specific conductivity was 
calculated by scaling according to the absolute value obtained at 300 K by a complete analysis 
according to van der Pauw[26] from multiple measurements taking into account the sample 
thickness. 
 
3.3.2.4 X-ray characterization 
X-Ray powder patterns were recorded 
on a Huber G670 powder 
diffractometer equipped with an 
imaging plate system using Cu-Kα1 
radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 
1.54051 Å) in Guinier geometry or on 
a STOE Stadi P powder diffractometer 
with linear PSD using Mo-Kα1 
radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 
0.71093 Å) in Debye–Scherrer 
geometry. Specimens were prepared 
by crushing representative parts of the 
samples and fixing the powder on 
Mylar foils with silicone grease. The 
powder data were evaluated using the 
program WINXPOW.[27] The X-ray 
powder patterns of Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 
(x=0.43) specimens indicate 
homogeneity for all samples 
investigated, including the original one 
with a slightly deviating composition 
Ge12Sb59Te29 which might indicate a 
certain range of homogeneity.  
 
Figure 2. Powder diffraction patterns (Cu-K1 
radiation) of AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 (x = 0.24) and 
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (x = 0.43). The experimental 
powder patterns (upwards) match well with 
simulated powder patterns (downwards) which were 
calculated from the single-crystal refinement results 
taking into account slight preferred orientation along 
(001). 
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For the Ag substituted compound AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24), small amounts of an impurity 
phase AgTe2 were identified in the powder pattern of the original sample Ag12Sb59Te29, which 
contained an excess of Ag and Te compared to the composition of the crystals (see also above). 
The stoichiometric mixture of the elements, however, leads to homogenous samples for both 
compounds according to powder diffraction experiments. The large c lattice parameters, a great 
number of extremely weak reflections and severe peak overlap impeded the proof of the 
homogeneity by a Rietveld refinement. Thus, the powder patterns corresponding to the models 
obtained from single-crystal structure refinements were simulated with the program package 
EXPGUI (GSAS).[28,29] The reflection positions and intensities match well with the experimental 
diagrams if a small amount of preferred orientation along (001) is taken into account. The plate-
like shape of the crystallites resulting from the layered structure obviously leads to this preferred 
orientation on the Mylar foil. Experimental and calculated powder patterns are shown in Fig. 2 
and substantiate the homogeneity of the samples. 
For single crystal analysis, irregularly shaped single crystals were isolated from the crushed 
ingots, mounted on glass fibres and checked for quality by Laue photographs on a Buerger 
precession camera. Intensity data of the best crystals were collected on a STOE IPDS-I 
diffractometer with imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, λ = 
0.71093 Å). Semiempirical absorption corrections based on equivalent reflections were 
applied[30] before the structures were solved by direct methods.[31] Full-matrix least-squares 
refinements of models developed fromthe initial solutions (see below) were executed with 
SHELXL.[32] Details about data collection and final refinement are given in Table 1. Further 
information may be obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76344 
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (Germany), by quoting the deposition numbers CSD-419748 
(Ge4.71Sb31.29Te15) and CSD-419749 (Ag0.24Sb10.76Te4), the names of the authors, and the citation 
of the paper. 
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Table 1. Crystallographic data on the structure refinements of 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (x = 0.43) 
and 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 (x = 0.24) at 293 K.  
 
Formula Ge1.57Sb10.43Te5 Ag0.24Sb10.76Te4
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 2021.98 1846.32 
Crystal system / Space group trigonal / R3m trigonal / P3m1 
Cell parameters (in Å) a = 4.258(1), 
c = 97.23(2) 
a = 4.282(1),  c = 28.636(5) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 1526.7(6) 454.7(2) 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.598 6.742 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 22.880 22.215 
Formula units (per unit cell) 3 1 
F(000) 2526.5 768 
Diffractometer IPDS I IPDS I 
Radiation (in Å) MoKα (λ = 0.71073) MoKα (λ = 0.71073) 
2Θ range (in °) 5.0 < 2Θ < 53.5 5.7 < 2Θ < 59.8 
Rint / Rσ 0.0690, 0.0288 0.1040, 0.0462 
Absorption correction semiempirical  semiempirical 
Measured reflections 3700 4373 
Independent data / parameters 513 / 29 601 / 26 
Refinement full-matrix least-
squares on F²  
full-matrix least-squares on F² 
R indices [I>2σ(I)](a,b) R1 = 0.0438, 
wR1 = 0.1037 
R1 = 0.0538, wR1 = 0.1023 
R indices [all data](a,b) R1 = 0.0570, 
wR1 = 0.1100 
R1 = 0.0839, wR1 = 0.1207 
GooF [all data] 1.286 1.064 
Residual electron density (max. / 
min) (in eÅ-3) 
+2.764/-2.681 + 1.094/ - 1.465 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (aP)² + bP] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
 
3.3.3 Results and discussion 
 
3.3.3.1 Powder patterns and structural homologies 
 
GeTe, Sb2Te3 and Sb2 units are combined in the homologous series (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k and 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (cf . Fig. 1) to yield trigonal structures with various stacking sequences of 
atom layers and whole building blocks, respectively, along the threefold axis. This arrangement 
is possible because in the various block elements there are almost identical hexagonal 2D atom 
layers extending parallel (001). We concluded that the combination of all three building units 
should be feasible and lead to a new series (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. According to the homologies 
found for (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k and (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m, which are described in detail elsewhere,[6,8,22,23] 
powder patterns indicate the number of layers N per translational period; and an average layer 
thickness c/ N (in general about 1.9 Å but depending on the composition) can be obtained by 
indexing the strongest reflections based on an “average” A7 type unit cell.[33] Since the exact 
value of c/ N strongly depends on the type and number of characteristic building block types 
present, the sequence of typical slabs, the lattice parameters and the space groups of the 
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structures can be predicted. We expanded this idea to the new class of compounds 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. The number N of atom layers per translational period must be a multiple 
of the number of atom layers within the individual building blocks. The formula units MTe or 
Sb2 contribute two layers each, whereas five layers must be taken into account per Sb2Te3 unit. 
As the ubiquitous ABC stacking sequence of the single atom layers superimposes a periodicity 
that is a multiple of three, one translational period comprises three times the calculated number 
of layers if 2n + 5m + 2k is not a multiple of three. The resulting space group is R3m (with 
Z = 3), whereas it is P3m1 (with Z = 1) in case 2n + 5m + 2k is a multiple of three.[17,33,34] The 
powder patterns of the specimens investigated correspond to patterns estimated from these rules 
by relating the composition with a theoretically expected number of layers per unit cell (51R-
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 and 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8). However, for the bulk samples slight deviations 
due to stacking disorder of the building blocks and a certain range of homogeneity without 
changing the stacking sequence can be expected.[15,35] It seems obvious that the more or less 
ordered arrangement of possible block elements can easily vary and might strongly depend on 
the details of the reaction conditions. Bi4Te3, for example, shows a periodical sequence of 
alternating Bi2 and Bi2Te3 slabs (“one to one”) whereas in Sb4Te3 pairs of Sb2 slabs alternate 
with pairs of Sb2Te3-slabs (“two to two”).[6] A non-periodical arrangement of structural units or a 
variation of block sizes would primarily affect weak “superstructure” reflections that are not easy 
to detect precisely in powder patterns. Therefore, single-crystal structure analysis is the most 
appropriate tool to determine or confirm the exact arrangement of the predicted block elements 
in phases of the type (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. Our single crystal diffraction experiments on the 
samples discussed here do not show any pronounced diffuse scattering, which excludes a high 
degree of disorder. However, we also observed disordered phases (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k 
(especially for m = 1 and large values, i.e. up to 12, for either m or k) which exhibit remarkable 
diffuse scattering between the strong reflections instead of superstructure reflections. This is 
most pronounced for quenched samples and indicates disorder of the building elements. Powder 
patterns simulated from the results of the single crystal structure refinements match well with the 
powder patterns experimentally observed (cf. Fig. 2 and experimental section). The decisive 
features are the weak reflections which seemingly disappear, i.e. turn into almost continuous 
diffuse intensity, in disordered samples. 
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3.3.3.2 Single-crystal structure refinement 
 
The initial structure solutions corresponded to the number of layers per unit cell expected from 
the analysis of the powder patterns for both 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 and 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8. 
However, the similar atomic formfactors of Sb andTe do not allow a straightforward 
differentiation of these elements. Fortunately, an unequivocal identification of the structural 
building blocks present along [001] in the layered structure is possible by comparing the 
interatomic distances obtained from the initial solutions with well-known binary compounds 
such as Sb2Te3, SbTe, Sb2Te and Sb8Te3[5,6,22] on the one hand and ternary compounds with 
rocksalt-type slabs such as GeSb2Te4 or Ge2Sb2Te5[23,25] on the other hand. According to this 
comparison, which is partially shown in Fig. 3, the atom types were assigned to the possible 
positions obtained from structure solution. An adequate structure model with Ge2Sb2Te5-type 
blocks separated by four A7-type Sb2 layers was found for the phase Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8. In the 
same way, a reasonable structural model assembled of GeSb2Te4-type slabs, containing three 
cation layers and four Te layers, with four A7-type Sb2 layers was derived for AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8. 
The distribution of Ge/Sb and Ag/Sb on the cation ites is quite clear from the refinement of site 
occupancy factors, which were constrained to full occupancy for all cation positions. In 
principle, void cation sites are as well possible, however, assuming no voids leads to refined 
compositions that are in good agreement with the overall composition given by the chemical 
analysis and the preparation of homogeneous samples with the corresponding composition. The 
final structure refinements converged at R = 4.38% for 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 and R = 5.38% for 
15P-AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8, respectively. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancies, and 
displacement parameters for Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 and AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 are given in Tables 2 and 
3, respectively. 
 
Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy, equivalent isotropic 
displacement factors and anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 
(x = 0.43).  
 
atom Wyck. x y Z s.o.f. Ueq U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Ge1/Sb1 6c 0 0 0.35180(2) 0.56(2)/0.44(2) 0.0263(7) 0.0254(8) 0.0254(8) 0.0282(10) 0.0127(4) 0 0 
Ge2/Sb2 6c 0 0 0.05859(2) 0.23(2)/0.77(2) 0.0264(6) 0.0184(7) 0.0184(7) 0.0423(11) 0.0092(4) 0 0 
Te1 3a 0 0 0 1 0.0144(4) 0.0153(6) 0.0153(6) 0.0126(7) 0.0076(3) 0 0 
Te2 6c 0 0 0.70272(1) 1 0.0179(4) 0.0165(5) 0.0165(5) 0.0206(6) 0.0083(2) 0 0 
Te3 6c 0 0 0.40790(2) 1 0.0227(4) 0.0153(5) 0.0153(5) 0.0375(8) 0.0077(2) 0 0 
Sb3 6c 0 0 0.76599(1) 1 0.0184(4) 0.0143(5) 0.0143(5) 0.0265(7) 0.0072(2) 0 0 
Sb4 6c 0 0 0.11505(1) 1 0.0184(4) 0.0152(5) 0.0152(5) 0.0249(7) 0.0076(2) 0 0 
Sb5 6c 0 0 0.47221(1) 1 0.0147(4) 0.0138(5) 0.0138(5) 0.0166(7) 0.0069(2) 0 0 
Sb6 6c 0 0 0.82136(1) 1 0.0121(4) 0.0110(5) 0.0110(5) 0.0144(6) 0.0055(2) 0 0 
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Table 3. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, site occupancy, equivalent isotropic 
displacement factors and anisotropic displacement parameters (in Å²) for 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 
(x = 0.24). 
 
atom Wyck. x y Z s.o.f. Ueq U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Sb1 1a 0 0 0 1 0.0262(5) 0.0259(7) 0.0259(7) 0.0267(9) 0.0130(3) 0 0 
Ag2/Sb2 2d 2/3 1/3 0.13472(6) 0.12(9)/ 
0.88(9) 
0.0310(7) 0.0213(7) 0.0213(7) 0.0502(12) 0.0107(4) 0 0 
Te1 2d 1/3 2/3 0.06246(5) 1 0.0175(3) 0.0155(4) 0.0155(4) 0.0215(5) 0.0077(2) 0 0 
Te2 2c 0 0 0.19164(5) 1 0.0180(4) 0.0156(5) 0.0156(5) 0.0227(6) 0.0078(2) 0 0 
Sb3 2d 1/3 2/3 0.27267(5) 1 0.0174(4) 0.0137(4) 0.0137(4) 0.0247(6) 0.0068(2) 0 0 
Sb4 2d 2/3 1/3 0.32588(5) 1 0.0186(4) 0.0141(5) 0.0141(5) 0.0278(7) 0.0070(2) 0 0 
Sb5 2c 0 0 0.40724(4) 1 0.0170(4) 0.0155(4) 0.0155(4) 0.0200(6) 0.0077(2) 0 0 
Sb6 2d 1/3 2/3 0.46023(4) 1 0.0129(3) 0.0113(4) 0.0113(4) 0.0160(6) 0.0056(2) 0 0 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparable interatomic distance sets (in Å) for exemplary compounds of the series 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m,[23,25] (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k [22,36] and (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k; distances M-Te are 
given on the right hand side and distances Sb-Sb on the left hand side of representative sections 
of the structures. All standard deviations are < 0.002 Å. For the new phases, the distances given 
have been taken from the final refinement results, however the distances obtained from initial 
solution did not significantly differ from these values. The boxes indicate the rocksalt-type slabs. 
Short bonds are drawn to indicate the layer structure and its inversion (cf. Fig. 1 for a clear 
correlation of the projections by comparison with perspective views of structure parts). The 
phases, their structure types as well as their lattice parameters are given at the bottom. 
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3.3.3.3 Structure description 
 
The new compounds of the type (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k, (n = 1, 2, m = 1, k = 4) crystallize with 
long-range ordered stacking sequences of semimetallic and rather ionic hexagonal atom layers 
parallel to (001). Their structures can be viewed as ordered arrangement of blocks of four A7-
type Sb2 layers alternating with one (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (n = 1 or 2, m = 1) block, yielding 51R and 
15P structures with a “four to one” building block composition. The structures are shown in Fig. 
4. 
 
Figure 4. Projections of the 51R and 15P crystal structures of Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (left) and 
AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 (right) along [010] (cf. Fig. 1 for a clarification of the style): displacement 
ellipsoids are drawn at 90% probability level; interatomic distances show no esd. > 0.002 Å and 
site occupation are indicated if deviating from full occupation. 
 
Rocksalt-type slabs of the type (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (with m=1 and n = 1 or 2) include an alternating 
sequence of n + 2m cation layers and n + 3m anion layers. The cations exhibit distorted 
octahedral coordination resulting in a network of [MTe6] corresponding to a distorted rocksalt 
structure comparable to that of GeTe which is an ordered variant of the A7 type.[37] A distortion 
towards the typical 3 + 3 coordination of A7 phases can be observed with increasing distance 
from the block centre. Short bond lengths M–Te occur towards the adjacent “pure” A7-type Sb2 
slabs and longer M–Te distances are observed towards the block centre (cf. Fig. 3). Due to the 
mirror plane in the centre of the AgxSb3-xTe4 block, an almost undistorted octahedron can be 
found around Sb1 in AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8. Similar distance variations have been observed for 
compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and correspond to the increasing formation of A7-type M–Te 
double layers with increasing distance from the centres of the rocksalt-type blocks, induced by 
the rising influence of neighbouring structural units with a lower degree of ionic bonding.[6,23,33] 
These double layers are quite similar to A7-layers in elemental Sb (cf. Fig. 1 and 3), especially 
with intra-layer distances being very similar (however, the difference is large enough to 
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distinguish atoms in rocksalt-type blocks and A7-type Sb2 layers in structure determinations). 
This structural similarity allows for a strain-free intergrowth of (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m elements with 
blocks of A7-type Sb2 layers. The van der Waals like gap between consecutive building units is 
essentially the same for Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 and AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 with distances Sb–Te of 3.440 
and 3.391 Å respectively. The sum of van der Waals radii for Sb (2.00 Å) and Te (2.06 Å)[38] is 
4.06 Å, which is greater than the distances observed. Therefore, they indicate that there is not 
only van der Waals bonding but a high degree of polar covalence. Typical lengths of strong 
M-Te bonds within the Te containing units lie in the range of about 2.8–2.9 Å for phases 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k.[6,8,22,23] Within the (Sb2)4 blocks in both new compounds, 
the distance sets corresponding to four A7-type layers of antimony show a variation of the short 
and long distances with proximity to the Te-network (cf. Fig. 3 and 4) similar to those found in 
the homologous series (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k.[6,22] These distances are almost identical to those in 
elementary antimony. The results obtained indicate the possibility to perfectly combine the 
blocks (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2)k in a new homologous series (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k for 
which, depending on the exact composition, differently sized building blocks can be expected. 
The two phases studied in this work exhibit differences in cation site occupancy within the 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m building blocks. In Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8, all cation positions show a mixed 
occupancy with Ge and Sb. The slight preference of Sb to occupy positions closer to the van der 
Waals like gap is consistent with results for compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m.[23,25] The higher 
formal charge of SbIII compared to GeII makes it more suitable to occupy cation positions 
neighbouring terminal Te layers since SbIII can better satisfy the coordination of Te atoms in 
layers that are only unifacially surrounded by cations. Therefore, the ratio Ge/Sb on these 
positions is lowered. Recently, we showed [33] that a given structure type in the series 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m can be realized with remarkable deviations from the ideal composition. 
Therefore, the excess of Sb in the Ge2-xSb2+xTe5 slab (compared to ideal Ge2Sb2Te5) is consistent 
with the synthesis conditions. In contrast to Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8, mixed occupancy of cation 
positions was not observed on all cation positions of AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8. Although AgI has a lower 
formal charge than GeII, it obviously prefers the position close to the terminal Te layers. Sb and 
Ag obviously do not occupy exactly the same position as indicated by the prolate displacement 
ellipsoid. However, the ratio Ag/Sb is much lower than in case of Ge/Sb mixing. Probably this 
explains why the rocksalt-type blocks in AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 show a stronger deviation from the 
idealized composition AgSb2Te4 than those in Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 with respect to the ideal 
formula Ge2Sb2Te5. The cation position in the AgxSb3-xTe4 block centre is, according to our 
results, solely occupied by Sb. Similar ordering of Ag- and Sb-cations was supposed for a 
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theoretical rhombohedral structure of Ag0.5Sb0.5Te.[12,39] The cation ordering might be due to a 
size effect since it is extremely unlikely that Ag and Sb have the same effective size in such 
compounds. AgI is larger than SbIII and the distortion of Te6 octahedra is energetically favourable 
near the van der Waals like gap. This is consistent with the elongated distances M–Te of 3.224 
and 2.961 Å compared to corresponding distances M–Te of 3.195 and 2.939 Å found in 
GeSb2Te4 (see also Fig. 3). Probably this also explains why only a small amount of Sb can be 
substituted by Ag. 
 
3.3.3.5 Metastability of phases (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k 
 
According to the phase ternary phase diagram [7,19–21] (cf. Fig. 1) there are no thermodynamically 
stable phases whose compositions deviate significantly from those of the homologous series on 
the pseudo-binary lines (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)2. The long-range ordered 
arrangement of A7-type Sb slabs and rocksalt-type building blocks therefore corresponds to 
kinetically stabilized phases. The compounds (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k are probably quenched 
intermediate states of phase separation processes which finally lead to the stable phases 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and Sb. Complete phase separation is very slow as, of course, complete 
building blocks cannot be rearranged and “isolate” parts of the structure from each other. 
Comparable to spinodal decomposition, partial phase separation without well-defined phase 
boundaries slowly continues on the atomic scale if enough energy for atom diffusion is supplied 
during annealing. This is in accordance with reports on the ternary phase diagram, since most 
samples studied to construct the diagram were annealed for up to 8 months at temperatures up to 
500 °C,[7,19–21] giving enough time for phase separation. An intermediate state of spinodal 
decomposition may be long-ordered by short-range diffusion during annealing at lower 
temperatures or for a short time only. Our thermoanalytical measurements (DTA) revealed that 
AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24) = Ag0.24Sb10.76Te4 melts incongruently at 525 °C and 
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 (x = 0.43) = Ge1.57Sb10.43Te5 melts incongruently at 529 °C. The melting points 
are lower than the melting points described for the pseudobinary lines (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and 
(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)2, which can be expected for a mixture of different building blocks. Annealing at 
temperatures approximately 200 °C below the melting points for several hours does not affect 
the structure and homogeneity of the specimens according to powder patterns. This indicates that 
the layered structure is kinetically stable and does not easily separate into the thermodynamically 
stable phases. The melts partially evaporate above 700 °C, indicated by a mass loss according to 
TG. 
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3.3.3.6 Electrical properties 
 
Electrical conductivity measurements show metallic characteristics for both phases, indicated by 
the increase of the resistance with increasing temperature (cf. Fig. 5). The residual resistivity 
ratio ρs(300 K)/ ρs (10 K) is 1.54 for 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 and 2.06 for 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8. 
Positional disorder in the rocksalt-type slabs can raise the resistivity at low temperatures and thus 
explain these small values. 
The metallic conductivity seems, at first sight, somewhat unusual since assuming GeII, AgI and 
SbIII, both compounds are valence compounds that obey the 8-N rule and one would expect 
semiconducting behaviour. However, the absolute values of the conductivity (588 S cm-1 for 
15P-AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 and 2500 S cm-1 for 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 at 300 K) are rather low 
compared to typical metals and may well indicate that in fact the compounds are degenerate 
semiconductors. The small difference in electronegativity implies a narrow band gap and 
positional disorder may further narrow it by tailing of band states. Metallic like conduction was 
also reported for stable phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m although their optical properties reveal a 
narrow band gap.[40] This seemingly contradictory result is typical for degenerate 
semiconductors. The absolute values are in the same range as those found for the homologous 
series (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. Conductivities are given in Table 4 for 
comparison. Phases with remarkable thermoelectric properties in the systems Sb–Te and M–Sb–
Te (M=Ge, Ge/Ag, Ag/Pb, Bi…) are closely related to our compounds and exhibit conductivities 
in the same range. 
 
Table 4. Specific electrical conductivity σ of phases from the homologous series 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m, (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k and their basic building units in comparison with the values 
found for 15P-AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 and 51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (in Scm-1). 
 
Phase n:m:k σ Phase[7] n:m:k σ Phase[6] n:m:k σ Phase n:m:k σ 
Ge2-xSb10+xTe5 2:1:4 2500 Ge2Sb2Te5  2:1:0 2400 SbTe 0:2:1 3500 Sb2Te3 [7]  0:1:0 5000 
AgxSb11-xTe4 1:1:4 588 GeSb2Te4  1:1:0 2250 Sb4Te3  0:1:1 3000 GeTe [7]  1:0:0 6750 
   GeSb4Te7  1:2:0 2020 Sb2Te 0:1:2 1500 Ag0.5Sb0.5Te [41] 1:0:0 30 
   GeSb6Te10  1:3:0 1300 Sb8Te9 0:1:3 6000 Sb [42] 0:0:1 28000 
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the specific resistance of Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 and 
AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 in the temperature range 10K to 300K. 
 
Obviously several factors do influence the conductivity. The frequency of different building 
block types (see the influence of GeTe, Sb2Te3 or Sb2 concentration, Table 4) is related to the 
electrical properties of the materials. Substitution of the elements and ordering on their atomic 
positions play an additional role. The higher degree of cation ordering (see above) is probably 
the main reason why AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 shows a lower conductivity than Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8. 
Strongly anisotropic conductivity (parallel and perpendicular to the stacking direction) was 
reported for the layered phases (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k [6] and an influence of the stacking sequence can 
be expected, but to our knowledge has yet not been studied for these materials. 
 
3.3.4 Conclusion 
 
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 (x = 0.43) and AgxSb3-xTe4·Sb8 (x = 0.24) unite the building elements MTe 
(= GeTe or Ag0.5Sb0.5Te), Sb2Te3 and Sb2 known from stable phases on the (pseudo)binary lines 
GeTe to Sb2Te3 and Sb2Te3 to Sb in a 1 : 4 stacking sequence of distorted rocksalt-type M–Sb–
Te slabs and A7-type Sb layers. For phases (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k the composition as well as 
the thermal treatment probably determine the occurrence of the distinct building units. The 
substitution of Ge by Ag0.5Sb0.5 has a strong influence on occupancy of cation positions. Ag 
containing phases show a stronger tendency towards cation ordering including a higher degree of 
ionicity and thus a higher resistivity. 
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Although, according to the phase diagram, these long-periodically ordered phases are metastable, 
they are kinetically stable at room temperature. Thermoanalytical studies show that their long-
range order is stable up to the incongruent melting point at approximately 525 °C (at least for 
some hours). In our opinion the phases are long-periodically ordered superstructures formed by 
short-range diffusion after quenching an intermediate state of spinodal decomposition. This leads 
to “in situ multilayer formation”, comparable to that which is usually generated by CVD or MBE 
methods in thin films (although those layers are thicker). Fine-tuning the combination of block 
frequencies, substitution and thermal treatment might well open new ways to “multilayer bulk 
materials”. Structure–property relationships have yet to be fully understood, but our electrical 
conductivity measurements, in comparison with previously reported ones (cf. Table 4) indicate 
that an adjustment of physical properties of these materials is possible by varying the 
composition and cation ordering in distorted rocksalt-type telluride blocks with different 
thickness in combination with an introduction of semimetallic character by insertion of A7-type 
antimony blocks. This is especially interesting since strongly related telluride phases are 
promising candidates for bulk thermoelectric materials with high performance. Phases 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k therefore unite interesting structural chemistry with relevant physical 
properties and might pave the way to new fields of applications.  
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3.4 The layered tellurides 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 
(M = Ge, Sn): element distribution and thermoelectric 
properties  
 
Matthias N. Schneider, Felix Fahrnbauer, Tobias Rosenthal, Markus Döblinger, 
Christian Stiewe, and Oliver Oeckler 
Chemistry - A European Journal 2012, 18, 1209-1218. 
 
Abstract 
 
The isostructural phases 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (R3m, a = 4.2649(1), c = 75.061(2) Å) and 
39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (R3m, a = 4.2959(1), c = 75.392(2) Å) have been prepared by 
quenching stoichometric melts of the pure elements and subsequent annealing at moderate 
temperatures. Their structures are comparable to “superlattices” synthesized by layer-per-layer 
deposition on a substrate. They show no stacking disorder according to electron microscopy. The 
structure of the metastable layered phases are similar to that of 39R-Sb10Te3 (= Sb0.769Te0.231), 
which contains four A7 (gray arsenic) type layers of antimony alternating with Sb2Te3 slabs. 
Joint refinements on single-crystal diffraction data using synchrotron radiation at several K edges 
have been performed in order to enhance the scattering contrast. They show that the element 
distribution on some atom positions is disordered whereas otherwise the structures are long-
range ordered. The variation of the element concentration correlates with the variation of 
interatomic distances. Z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) 
on 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 confirms the presence of concentration gradients. The carrier type of 
the isostructural metal (A7-type lamellae) – semiconductor (Ge/Sn doped Sb2Te3 slabs) 
heterostructures varies from n-type (Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266) to p-type (Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266). 
Although the absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient reach ~ 50-70 µV/K and electrical 
conductivity is relatively high, the two isotypic phases exhibit a maximal thermoelectric figure of 
merit (ZT) of 0.06 at 400 °C as their thermal conductivity (κ ~ 8 – 9.5 W/mK at 400 °C) 
interestingly lies in between that of antimony and pure Sb2Te3. 
 
Keywords: layered compounds; synchrotron radiation; electron microscopy; X-ray diffraction; 
thermoelectric materials 
Copyright: © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA 
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3.4.1 Introduction 
 
During the past decades, tellurides have received much attention in various fields of materials 
science. Their applications range from solar-cell technology, e.g. based on cadmium telluride [1,2] 
to the fields of phase-change materials for data storage, dominated by metastable germanium 
antimony tellurides.[3,4,5] Lead and bismuth tellurides are the standard thermoelectric materials 
which are currently applied; however, there is a huge demand for improved materials. In ideal 
thermoelectrics, a high electrical conductivity (σ) needs to be combined with a high Seebeck 
coefficient (S) and a low total thermal conductivity (κ).[6,7,8] However, as all these properties 
depend on the charge carrier concentration, they cannot be varied independently. The efficiency 
of thermoelectric generators depends on the dimensionless figure of merit ZT = S2σTκ-1 which is 
~ 1 for the materials used industrially today. New developments often concern κ because the 
power factor S2σ is hard to optimize as its improvement simultaneously leads to a high electronic 
part of the thermal conductivity. The total thermal conductivity can, up to a certain extent, be 
independently optimized by reducing its phononic part, i. e. the so-called lattice thermal 
conductivity. One approach is the fabrication of extended nano- and microstructures, e. g. in 
layered “superlattice” structures with various translation periodicities.[9,10,11] Thin lamellar 
building blocks, which can be described as rocksalt-type slabs of ~ 10 Å thickness are present in 
bulk materials like Bi2Te3 or solid solutions Bi2-xSbxTe3. Such “lamellae” can be described as a 
sequence of five hexagonal anion (Te) and cation (Bi and Sb, respectively) layers; they are 
interconnected through van der Waals gaps between the anion layers terminating successive 
slabs. Whereas the lattice thermal conductivity of Bi2-xSbxTe3 single crystals is 0.83 Wm-1K-1 for 
x = 1.5,[12] multilayer systems Sb2Te3-Bi2Te3 prepared by vapour deposition have been reported 
to reach ZT values up to ~ 2.4 which is mainly due to their extremely low lattice thermal 
conductivity of ~ 0.24 Wm-1K-1.[8,11,13] The periodicity of the layer stacking is ~ 60 Å 
corresponding to 5 lamellae of Sb2Te3 (~ 50 Å) and one lamella of Bi2Te3 (~ 10 Å); however, the 
preparation of such samples is difficult to reproduce.[8,11] Recently, attempts have been made to 
mimic the structural features and associated properties of such thin-film “superlattices” in bulk 
materials, e.g. in the system Pb-Sb-Te, where phase separation phenomena are supposed to yield 
self-assembled lamellar structures.[8,11,14,15] In this context, long-periodically ordered layered 
structures of stable binary or ternary antimony tellurides are interesting as their crystal structures 
contain lamellar slabs as distinct building units. Antimony-rich antimony tellurides with the 
general formula (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k consist of Sb2Te3-type slabs arranged in between gray-arsenic-
type antimony layers similar to those in elemental antimony as shown in Figure 1.[16,17,18] For 
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example, 42R-Sb4Te3 (m = 1, n = 1) or 9P-Sb2Te (m = 1, n = 2) exhibit lamellae which are 
stacked with (primitive) translation periods of ~ 28 Å and ~ 17 Å, respectively. Pseudo-binary 
phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m contain slabs built up from an alternating sequence of cation (Ge, Sb) 
and anion (Te) layers (the number of layers per slab depends on the composition), separated by 
van der Waals gaps similar to those in Sb2Te3.[19-21] Typical examples like 21R-GeSb2Te4 or 
33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 contain lamellae with a thickness of ~ 13 Å and ~ 21 Å, respectively.[22,23] The 
structural features of both series of compounds can be combined in phases of the type 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k as recently shown for 9P-GeSbTe4 (m = 1, n = 1, k = 1) or 
51R-Ge1.57Sb2.43Te5·Sb8 (m = 1, n ~ 3, k = 4) (lamellar periodicities ~ 17 Å and ~ 32 Å, 
respectively).[24,25] In general, the periodicity of the lamella sequence depends on the 
composition and can be derived from the crystallographic lattice parameters. Although the basic 
structural features of these structures as depicted in Figure 1 are well understood, the elucidation 
of the element distribution remains a challenging question since mixed site occupancies on 
cation sites are common and elements with similar electron count, e.g. Sb, Sn and Te cannot be 
distinguished by conventional X-ray diffraction. As recently demonstrated for 21R-SnSb2Te4, 
resonant X-ray scattering is an elegant way to reveal the element distribution in multinary 
antimony tellurides because the scattering contrast can be significantly increased using 
wavelengths at the K absorption edges of the relevant elements.[26] 
Concerning bulk materials, we have already shown that germanium antimony tellurides with ZT 
~ 1.3 can be obtained by inducing nanostructures via phase transitions that involve vacancy 
diffusion and nanoscale twinning.[27] We now aim at synthesizing and characterizing multinary 
antimony tellurides as model systems for nano- and microscopic “superlattice” structures which 
might provide a facile route towards bulk materials with improved thermoelectric characteristics. 
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Figure 1. Structural relationship between compounds (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m, (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k, and 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (M = Ge, Sn, Ag/Sb, …); the layered phases which contain structural 
motifs of the rocksalt-type structures as well as corrugated honeycomb nets similar to elemental 
Sb are shown as projections along [010] (top). As depicted in perspective view (bottom), local 
atom environments in the layers are similar to the GeTe type and Sb type, respectively. The 
building unit of Sb2Te3 is shown for comparison. 
 
3.4.2 Results and discussion 
 
3.4.2.1 Synthesis, homogeneity and stability 
 
The phases M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) can be prepared by quenching stoichiometric melts 
and subsequently annealing the samples for about one week. X-ray powder patterns of such 
samples are dominated by very intense reflections corresponding to the (rather meaningless) 
α-Hg-type basic structure of all compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (this has been 
discussed in more detail for Bi compounds, see ref. [28]). These patterns are also typical for 
disordered compounds;[29] however, the powder patterns of the title compounds clearly show the 
rather weak reflections indicative of the ordered 39R-type stacking sequence. Based on the 
refined structure models from single-crystal data (see below), Rietveld refinements of the 
powder patterns (Figure 2) confirm the homogeneity of the samples. The atom coordinates were 
not refined for these fits, however, a certain degree of preferred orientation along [001], probably 
introduced by grinding and sample preparation, needs to be taken into account. Further annealing 
up to a few weeks does not yield additional changes according to powder diffraction patterns. 
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Thermoanalytical measurements (DTA) 
do not show any significant heat flow 
before incongruent melting that starts at 
529 °C for M = Ge and at 538 °C for M = 
Sn. The maximum of the exothermal heat 
flow occurs at 535 °C (M = Ge) and 546 
°C (M = Sn), respectively, before the 
samples become completely liquid. At low 
temperatures, the phase diagrams [30,31,32,33] 
suggest the formation of the so called δ-
phase which has a certain range of 
homogeneity with respect to the Sb and Te 
content but may also contain several 
distinct layered structures.[16,17] Small 
amounts of Ge or Sn might be 
incorporated; their solubility in antimony 
tellurides is much more pronounced at 
elevated temperatures. However, at low 
temperatures, phase separation is 
extremely slow as long-range diffusion 
processes and the precipitation of a pure 
element with a very different crystal 
structure would be required. For phase-
diagram determination, samples were 
annealed up to 8 months at 500 °C.[30,32] 
Annealing finely ground samples for three 
weeks near the melting point (at 520 °C) 
does not lead to the precipitation of Ge or 
Sn; however, the powder patterns suggest the presence of an inhomogeneous mixture of various 
layered phases. Thus, thermal analysis as well as annealing experiments indicate that 
39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) are long-range ordered and kinetically very inert phases. In 
contrast to many other multinary antimony tellurides, they do not show significant stacking 
disorder, but the mixed site occupancies still indicate a pronounced degree of random chemical 
disorder.  
 
 
Figure 2. Results of the Rietveld refinements 
(gray) on the experimental powder patterns (Cu-
Kα1 radiation, black, the most intense reflection 
is truncated in order to better visualize the weak 
ones) of 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (R3m, 
a = 4.2649(1) Å, c = 75.061(2) Å, RP = 0.0116, 
wRP = 0.0149) and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266. 
(R3m, a = 4.2959(1) Å, c = 75.392(1) Å, 
RP = 0.0199, wRP = 0.0321) with the structure 
models obtained by the single crystal structure 
refinements. The positions of the Bragg 
reflections are indicated by vertical bars 
(bottom). 
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3.4.2.2 Electron microscopy and diffraction 
 
As diffuse scattering due to stacking disorder 
may seem insignificant in powder patterns, 
the conclusions drawn may be misleading, 
which has also been discussed for layered 
antimony tellurides.[29] Therefore, we have 
investigated the samples by means of electron 
microscopy and diffraction, which is most 
suitable to both detect weak diffuse scattering 
and directly image stacking faults (see Figure 
3). Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) 
patterns of 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 do not 
show diffuse streaking and in addition 
confirm the 39R-type structure with high 
intensities for every 13th basic-structure (α-
Hg type) reflection along [001]*. Even in 
polycrystalline aggregates, rows of 
reflections along [001]* are free of streaks. 
High-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) reveals an ordered 
sequence of structural building units. This is 
confirmed by image simulations based on the 
results of the structure refinement described 
in the following section. The correspondence 
between the Fourier transform of the 
HRTEM images and many SAED patterns 
proves that all crystallites investigated exhibit 
the same ordered stacking sequence.  
For 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, a first insight 
into the element distribution can be obtained 
from Z contrast (STEM-HAADF) images 
where the grayscale corresponds to the 
atomic number (electron density). The 
brighter areas in Figure 3 (bottom) 
 
Figure 3. Electron microscopy of 39R-
Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266: SAED pattern (top left, 
zone axis [210]), section of a HRTEM image 
(middle, inset: shows a simulation based on 
the refined structure model at a defocus value 
of -40 nm, thickness 34 nm) with 
corresponding Fourier transform (top right) 
and a STEM-HAADF image (bottom right, 
inset shows the structure along [210] for 
comparison; Ge/Sb depicted as gray spheres, 
Te depicted as black spheres) 
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correspond to higher electron density. The variation of the contrast correlates with structural 
building units of Sb10Te3 (cf. Figure 4). The major part of the lightest element Ge is located in 
the rocksalt-like Sb2Te3 blocks, whereas gray-arsenic-type Sb layers exhibit a slightly larger 
layer spacing and are hence separated by darker lines. However, the boundaries between 
rocksalt-type and arsenic-type blocks appear blurred. This suggests a wave-like distribution of 
the light Ge atoms which excellently matches the result of the resonant X-ray study (see below). 
 
3.4.2.3 X-ray diffraction data analysis 
 
According to the initial structure solution on laboratory data, both Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 
Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 exhibit a 39R-type structure similar to that of Sb10Te3 (=Sb0.769Te0.231, R3m, 
a = 4.289 Å, c = 75.51 Å).[29] Concerning the assignment of atom types in long-range ordered 
Sb-rich antimony tellurides, characteristic interatomic distances can usually be used to 
distinguish Sb and Te and thus to differentiate rocksalt-type sections, e.g. as in Sb2Te3, and 
additional corrugated honeycomb Sb nets. In the case of 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn), a 
comparison with known binary and ternary compounds reveals that, at first sight, the building 
blocks stacked along [001] are similar to those found in 39R-Sb10Te3 (cf. Figure 4). However, as 
three elements are present and the distance set is not unambiguous in this case, the similar form 
factors of Sn, Sb and Te impede the reliable element assignment based on conventional X-ray 
data. Hence, the scattering contrast was enhanced by collecting additional single-crystal data sets 
with synchrotron radiation very close to the K absorption edges of the elements present in order 
to obtain very pronounced resonant scattering effects. For M = Sn, resonant scattering data were 
collected at all relevant absorption edges (Sn, Sb, Te) to unambiguously refine mixed site 
occupancies for all atom positions. For M = Ge, only Sb and Te are difficult to distinguish, 
therefore one resonant dataset, preferably at the Sb edge (for a discussion concerning the optimal 
edge see refs. [26,34]), and non-resonant (in this case, laboratory) data are sufficient. Although 
the dispersion correction factors Δf’ and Δf’’ of the resonant scatterers depend slightly on their 
chemical environment, especially close to the absorption edges, it is optimal to measure very 
close to the edge and refine the affected Δf’ values in joint refinements based on all data. As 
shown for SnSb2Te4,[26] this method is very robust with respect to the refined element 
distribution. Also in the present case, manual variation of Δf’ by ± 0.5 did not change the 
structure model more than a few standard deviations. Δf’ and Δf’’ values were taken from 
various databases and averaged.[35,36] Δf’ of the elements at their K edges were refined with 
respect to the corresponding dataset in the joint refinements using JANA2006;[37] they did not 
change significantly (refined values are between -7.4 and -8.2 e with standard deviations around 
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0.1 e). During the refinement, no sum formula constraint was applied but site occupancies were 
fixed to full occupancy. After initial refinements including all atom types on all positions, all site 
occupancies were positive or zero within a 2σ range; in the final refinements, site occupancies 
smaller than 1σ were set to zero in order to eliminate unnecessary parameters and correlations. 
The final refinements including anisotropic displacement parameters for all atoms converged at 
R = 0.0495 for 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and R = 0.0396 for 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, referring to 
all observed data in all datasets. The chemical compositions calculated from site occupancies are 
Ge0.073Sb0.625Te0.303 and Sn0.071Sb0.660Te0.269, respectively. As several sites contribute, the relative 
standard deviations are about 8% in total, however, within that error limit, the refined formulae 
match with the nominal composition and the results from EDX spectroscopy on the crystals used 
for the diffraction experiments (cf. Experimental Section). Crystal data and refinement details are 
given in Table 1, atom positions and displacement parameters are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively. Refined site occupancies are also illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
Table 1. Crystallographic data on the structure refinement of 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 39R-
Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 at 293 K. 
 
Compound 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266
Refined composition Sn0.071(6)Sb0.66(5)Te0.27(2) Ge0.073(6)Sb0.63(5)Te0.30(2)
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 123.1 120.0 
Crystal system Trigonal trigonal 
Space group R3m R3m 
Cell parameters (in Å) a = 4.2959(1), c = 75.392 (2) a = 4.2649(1), c = 
75.061(2) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 1204.94(5) 1182.40(5) 
Formula units (per unit cell) 39 39 
F(000) 1996.7 1947.6 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.61 6.57 
Parameters / constraints 31 / 23 27 / 12 
Resolution 0.75 Å, sin/λ = 0.665 0.70 Å, sin/λ = 0.711 
R [all data with I>3σ(I) in all 
datasets](a) 
0.049 0.040 
R [all data in all datasets](a) 0.094 0.078 
wR [all data in all datasets](b) 0.110 0.057 
GooF [all data in all datasets] 1.91 1.66 
Δmin/Δmax (in eÅ-3) –1.49/+2.22 –2.16/+1.76 
Wavelength (in Å) 0.38970
0 
0.40662
9 
0.42460
7 
0.71073 0.406629 0.71073 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 23.8 20.4 6.9 21.8 20.7 22.6 
Measured / independent 
reflections 
4397 / 
465 
2486 / 
468 
2814 / 
467 
2678 / 451 3508 / 539 3663 / 542 
Rint 0.040 0.066 0.058 0.065 0.100 0.065 
Rσ 0.031 0.049 0.038 0.036 0.044 0.036 
R [I>2σ(I)](a) 0.043 0.057 0.051 0.049 0.035 0.046 
R [all data](a) 0.053 0.151 0.110 0.077 0.072 0.088 
wR [I>2σ(I)](b) 0.095 0.120 0.117 0.087 0.046 0.060 
wR [all data](b) 0.099 0.132 0.123 0.091 0.050 0.065 
a) R = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo| b) wR = [Σ[w(Fo – Fc)2] / Σ [w(Fo)2]]1/2 
 
. 
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Table 2. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, equivalent isotropic and anisotropic 
displacement parameters (in Å², U13=U23=0) for 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266; atom labels correspond 
to Figure 4, where in addition the site occupancies are given.  
 
atom Wyck. x y z Ueq U11 = U22 = 2 U12 U33 
M1 3a 0 0 0 0.0196(4) 0.0182(6) 0.0223(7) 
M2 6c 2/3 1/3 0.02530(2) 0.0316(4) 0.0260(5) 0.0428(7) 
M3 6c 1/3 2/3 0.048031(14) 0.0222(4) 0.0199(5) 0.0268(5) 
M4 6c 0 0 0.078908(17) 0.0275(4) 0.0191(5) 0.0442(8) 
M5 6c 2/3 1/3 0.099284(16) 0.0262(4) 0.0187(5) 0.0411(7) 
M6 6c 1/3 2/3 0.130811(12) 0.0202(4) 0.0183(5) 0.0240(5) 
M7 6c 0 0 0.151199(13) 0.0185(4) 0.0169(5) 0.0216(5) 
 
Table 3. Wyckoff positions, atomic coordinates, equivalent isotropic and anisotropic 
displacement parameters (in Å², U13=U23=0) for 39R- Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266; atom labels 
correspond to Figure 4, where in addition the site occupancies are given.  
 
atom Wyck. x y z Ueq U11 = U22 = 2 U12 U33 
M1 3a 0 0 0 0.0196(3) 0.0198(4) 0.0191(5) 
M2 6c 2/3 1/3 0.026044(8) 0.0288(3) 0.0244(4) 0.0377(5) 
M3 6c 1/3 2/3 0.049139(10) 0.0202(3) 0.0192(4) 0.0222(5) 
M4 6c 0 0 0.079808(13) 0.0278(3) 0.0217(4) 0.0400(5) 
M5 6c 2/3 1/3 0.100477(10) 0.0215(3) 0.0181(4) 0.0285(5) 
M6 6c 1/3 2/3 0.131367(11) 0.0190(3) 0.0173(4) 0.0226(5) 
M7 6c 0 0 0.151500(10) 0.0189(3) 0.0172(4) 0.0223(5) 
 
3.4.2.4 Structure description and element distribution 
 
The characteristic crystal chemical feature of the two isostructural compounds 
M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) is the long-range ordered 39R stacking sequence of hexagonal 
atom layers that extend parallel (001). A simplified description classifies the layer sequence as a 
stacking of alternating Sb2Te3-type slabs which consist of two cation and three anion layers and 
four corrugated honeycomb layers with gray arsenic type (one such layer comprises two shifted 
planar hexagonal atom layers) as shown in Figure 4. These layers are quite similar to those in 
elemental antimony, (intra-layer distance 2.908 Å, inter-layer distance 3.355 Å).[18] The layers 
that are further away from the Sb2Te3-type slab are more similar to those in the element, those 
that interact with the slab are more strongly distorted.  
Within the Sb2Te3-type slab, the cations exhibit a 3+3 coordination with short Sb-Te distances 
towards the Te layer terminating the slab. This can be explained with the one-sided coordination 
of the Te atoms involved. The Sb-Te distances towards the central Te atom layer are longer, and 
the latter exhibits an almost ideal octahedral coordination. This situation is rather similar to that 
in Sb10Te3, neither the introduction of Sn nor that of Ge significantly affects the distance set.[29] 
With respect to the general formula (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k, M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 = MSb10Te4 
corresponds to n = m = 1 and k = 4, suggesting four corrugated honeycomb antimony layers 
between 7-layer rocksalt-like blocks as in GeSb2Te4 or SnSb2Te4.[22,26] However, the actual 
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structure does not match this prediction. Although, for instance, 9P-GeSb4Te4 and 51R-
Ge2-xSb2+xTe5·Sb8 prove that such structural combinations are possible,[24,25] the title compounds 
are closer to Sb10Te3, which once more shows that simple rules for structure prediction often fail 
for metastable compounds. This may be complicated by a certain range of homogeneity and 
minute deviations from the ideal composition as shown for Ge4Sb2Te7 whose layer sequence 
corresponds to that expected for Ge3Sb2Te6.[20] Although the compounds (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (M = 
Ge, Sn) exhibit mixed cation sites even in thermodynamically stable phases, the cation 
distribution is not completely random: Sb prefers the sites in the vicinity of the van der Waals 
gaps. 
 
 
Figure 4. Atom distribution and selected interatomic distances (top, middle) in the refined 
structure models of 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) projected along [010] in comparison 
with Sb10Te3 (left, all distances are given in Å, all e.s.d.s < 0.003 Å). The site occupation factors 
for 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 derived from the joint refinements on synchrotron data are given in 
the center of the figure (the amount of Ge and Sn on position M5 is insignificant and not 
considered further). For comparison the occupancies in Sb10Te3 are also shown. The schematic 
representation on the left depicts the element distribution, the slight difference between the Ge 
and Sn compounds is neglected; small gray spheres indicate that the corresponding element is 
absent on this position; enlarged spheres for M = Ge or Sn (white), Sb (gray), Te (black) 
represent the site occupancies, the size of the spheres is proportional to the occupancy. The 
brackets indicate the rocksalt-type slab and the gray arsenic type layers, which are formally 
present. 
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The single-crystal data (see above) clearly reveal the element distribution in M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 
(M = Ge, Sn). The occupancy factors correspond to concentration gradients as visualized in 
Figure 4. Interestingly, the arsenic-type layers do not exclusively contain Sb atoms. In part, the 
site occupancies may suggest that a certain proportion of corrugated honeycomb Sb layers is 
substituted by GeTe layers, which are simply a binary variant of the gray arsenic type layers and 
exhibit a very similar periodicity perpendicular to the stacking direction [001]: a = 4.308 Å for 
antimony and 4.164 Å for GeTe (compare Figure 1).[18,38] As both Sb and GeTe layers are 
charge neutral, one might expect that the formal replacement of Sb in the arsenic-type layers by 
Ge and/or Te is coupled. However, the oxidation state of Sb is variable; it may also be cationic 
near Te. Thus, charge neutrality does not necesssarily require to fully replace Sb by Ge or Sn on 
positions that neighbor those where Sb is replaced by Te. In fact, the element concentrations vary 
rather smoothly in both the Sb2Te3-type and the arsenic-type slabs, resembling a wave-like 
concentration modulation. It is, therefore, just a simplification to distinguish the different types 
of slabs, the real structure is not well described as a stacking sequence of individual slabs. 
However, the variation which comprises both interatomic distances and occupancy factors is not 
smooth enough to be easily described as a commensurately modulated structure with a 3+1D 
superspace approach. This would be an unnecessary complication and cannot be used to simplify 
the refinement as very high satellite orders would be required unless observed reflections are 
omitted and the data/parameter ratio would not be reduced due to the complexity of the 
“modulation”. Cation-anion separation becomes less pronounced with increasing distance from 
the center of the formal Sb2Te3-type slabs. In fact, locally these might be extended by GeTe-type 
layers on both sides to form slabs similar to those in Ge2Sb2Te5.[39] In the same way as the 
distortion of the arsenic-type layers depends on the location within the stacking sequence, the 
site occupancies depend on the surrounding of the corresponding positions in the layer sequence. 
In the Sb2Te3-type slab, cation positions show a preferred occupancy for Ge and Sn which 
decreases towards the center of the arsenic-type block. There, Sb is much more prevalent. No 
significant amount of Ge, Sn or Te in the arsenic-type layers that are not next to the Sb2Te3-type 
slabs was found. The concentration gradient is slightly less pronounced for M = Sn as compared 
to M = Ge. In layered “superlattice” structures prepared by sputtering or similar techniques, 
interdiffusion between adjacent building blocks does not seem significant.[40,41] In contrast, both 
title compounds exhibit a rather continuous transition from predominantly ionic rocksalt-like 
Sb2Te3-type slabs to predominantly metallic antimony slabs. This bears similarity to an initial 
stage of spinodal decomposition. 
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3.4.2.5 Thermoelectric properties 
 
The measurement of the electrical 
conductivity σ suggests that the atom 
distribution changes slightly upon heating, 
because for both Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 
Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, σ exhibits a certain 
hysteresis, it appears slightly higher during 
cooling as compared to heating. This is 
probably due to cation diffusion processes 
which have also been observed for other 
metastable tellurides.[42] However, as the 
difference is smaller than 10% on average, it 
is numerically insignificant and thus heating 
and cooling curves were averaged. The 
electrical conductivities at room temperature 
amount to ~3000 Scm-1 for M = Ge and 
~2000 Scm-1 for M = Sn, the temperature 
characteristics are metallic, corresponding to 
small-bandgap semiconductors (Figure 5, top). 
The absolute values are rather high, but are 
comparable to those of other stable layered 
structures of the series (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m 
(M = Ge, Sn) and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (e.g. 
SnSb2Te4 1904 Scm-1, GeSb2Te4 2810 Scm-1, 
Sb4Te3 3000 Scm-1) [16,43,44] or metastable ones 
like Ge1.57Sb2.43Te5·Sb8 (2500 Scm-1).[24] The 
electrical conductivity of the Ge compound is 
significantly higher; this trend is the same for 
the pair of stable compounds GeSb2Te4 / 
SnSb2Te4. The Seebeck coefficients of both 
39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 phases at room 
temperature, -6.3 μVK-1 for M = Ge and 
46.6 μVK-1 for M = Sn, are close to the values 
reported for layered binary and ternary phases 
 
Figure 5. Thermoelectric characteristics of 
39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (filled symbols for 
M = Ge, empty symbols for M = Sn), from 
top to bottom: electrical conductivity, 
Seebeck coefficient, thermal conductivity 
(squares: total, triangles: phononic 
contribution, circles: electronic contribution) 
and overall thermoelectric figure of merit. 
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M-Sb-Te (M = Ge, Sn) which range from approximately 10 to 40 μVK-1.[43,44] Whereas the 
Seebeck coefficient is positive and almost independent of the temperature for M = Sn, it is 
negative over the whole temperature range for M = Ge, indicating that deficiency electrons 
(holes) are the major charge carriers in the Sn compound (Figure 5, second graph). The highest 
absolute value is observed for M = Ge at 400 °C. The differences between the Ge and the Sn 
compound might be due to slight variations of the stoichiometry or crystallite shape and size 
effects. The hole concentration in Sb2Te3 was reported to increase upon Sn doping, while Ge 
doping decreases it.[45,46] This is in accordance with the behavior observed for 
39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 phases. Both compounds exhibit thermal conductivities κ between 8 and 
10 WK-1m-1 at ambient temperature which slightly decrease upon heating. As for most 
semiconductors, κ is dominated by the phononic contribution κL, which decreases more strongly 
upon heating than the overall κ, whereas the electronic contribution κE increases slightly (Figure 
5, third graph). The layered compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (k = 2 - 4 WK-1m-1) and 
21R-SnSb2Te4 (k = 2 WK-1m-1) exhibit slightly lower k values,[43,44] whereas elemental antimony 
shows a thermal conductivity between ~ 23 WK-1m-1 (bulk material) and 14 WK-1m-1 (thin 
film).[47] The measured values of the 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 phases are in this range and similar 
to the value measured for Sb2Te (8 WK-1m-1, thin film).[47] Both compounds exhibit rather low 
thermoelectric figures of merit ZT with a maximum of 0.06 at 400 °C for the Ge compound 
(Figure 5, bottom). Comparable stable long range-ordered Ge-Sb-Te (ZT = ~0.2) and Sn-Sb-Te 
(ZT = ~0.01) phases exhibit similar ZT values.[43,44] 
 
3.4.3 Conclusion 
 
Whereas partial phase separation in bulk samples, especially by spinodal decomposition, often 
leads to layered nano- or microstructures that are highly disordered with respect to the sequence 
of structural building blocks, the isostructural metastable phases 39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and 
39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, which can be obtained by simply quenching stoichiometric melts and 
subsequently annealing the bulk samples, crystallize as long-periodically ordered layered 
structures. Lamellae of gray arsenic type (predominantly composed of antimony, thickness ~ 15 
Å) and Sb2Te3-type slabs (thickness ~ 10 Å) alternate without significant stacking disorder. The 
phases obtained by our facile route are structurally comparable to “superlattice” structures of thin 
film samples prepared by layer-by-layer deposition on a substrate. In contrast to the formally 
isostructural 39R-Sb10Te3 the corrugated honeycomb Sb nets in the vicinity of Sb2Te3 building 
block are partially substituted by GeTe or SnTe, locally extending them to slabs M2Sb2Te5 
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(M = Ge, Sn). This blurs the distinct interface between the subunits composed of Sb and Sb2Te3 
doped with Ge and Sn. The resulting wave-like concentration variation is probably due to 
diffusion processes related to the preference of Te and Ge/Sn to form an alternating cation-anion 
sequence. Similar interdiffusion effects between distinct lamellae can be expected in 
“superlattice” structures, for example activated by thermal cycling of multi-layer 
thermoelectrics. 
An intriguing feature of the title compounds with respect to their properties is their nature as 
(semi-)metal (gray arsenic type layers) - semiconductor (Ge, Sn doped Sb2Te3 slabs) 
heterostructures. For analogous structures (M2Te3)m(M2)k (M = Sb, Bi) it was already shown that 
the “metallicity” of these materials can be increased with rising k, i.e. a larger fraction of the 
metallic constituent.[16,48] The present investigation shows that the carrier type of such structures 
can also be altered from n-type (electrons) to p-type (holes) by doping the corresponding 
semiconductor, in this case with Ge or Sn, respectively. The electronic properties of such “bulk 
superlattice” materials may thus be adjusted by varying the composition which should allow the 
further optimization of the power factor S2σ. Recently, a theoretical study on the thermal 
conductivity of semimetal (Sb) - semiconductor (Bi2Te3) “superlattice nanowires” showed that 
reducing the lengths of Sb and Bi2Te3 segments should lower the thermal conductivity.[49] 
Although we have investigated bulk samples, this prediction is experimentally confirmed by the 
measurements of thermal conductivity of the title compounds which lies in between the thermal 
conductivity of pure Sb and that of the compounds (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (M = Ge, Sn) with variable 
lengths of individual lamellae (smallest one ~ 10 Å for n = 0). In comparison to optimized 
thermoelectrics, the rather high thermal conductivity impedes high ZT values for the title 
compounds despite their good electrical conductivity and reasonable Seebeck coefficients. To 
overcome this problem, additional micro- and nanostructuring (e.g. texture, twin boundaries, 
partial defect ordering) could be a possible solution as shown for metastable Ge-Sb-Te phases 
with compositions close to those used in data storage devices, which can be nanostructured by 
appropriate thermal treatment.[27] The extension of such structure-property relationships to 
layered phases, although it would require additional tedious investigations, might be an 
intriguing aspect for future investigations. It is interesting to note that atomically controlled 
“superlattice” structures have also been discussed for data storage media.[50,51-53] The key feature 
of these layered structures is that different lamellae vary in their crystallization properties, which 
could allow the optimization of the materials. Hence, the title compounds are not only interesting 
model systems for chalcogenide thermoelectrics but can also contribute to the understanding of 
other possible applications for “superlattice” structures. 
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3.4.4 Experimental section 
 
3.4.4.1 Synthesis and elemental analysis 
 
Homogenous bulk samples of M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) can be prepared by melting 
stoichiometric mixtures of the elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), Sn (99.99%, Smart 
Elements), Sb (99.999%, Smart Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass 
ampoules under argon atmosphere at 950 °C, quenching in air and annealing at a temperature of 
500 °C for one week. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed using a 
JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron microscope with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford 
Instruments, Great Britain). The averaged values of 3-5 point analyses on the single crystals used 
for X-ray data collection correspond to the formulae Ge0.072(3)Sb0.675(5)Te0.253(3) and 
Sn0.071(5)Sb0.676(4)Te0.253(3), respectively, which agree well with the compositions 
Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 given by initial weight. For the measurement of 
thermoelectric properties, ingots were prepared from stoichiometric melts of the elements which 
were solidified in silica ampoules with flat bottom to obtain disc-shaped ingots with diameters of 
approximately 15 mm and thicknesses of 3-6 mm. The ingots were annealed at 500 °C for 
approximately 7 days before they were polished to flat plates for the measurements. The powder 
diffraction patterns of these materials do not differ significantly from those of the corresponding 
samples used for the other investigations. 
 
3.4.4.2 Thermal analysis 
 
A Setaram TG-92 instrument was used to study the thermal behavior of the samples up to 800 °C 
by differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetry (DTA-TG). The measurements were 
conducted under helium at a heating rate of 10 K·min–1 on powdered material in alumina 
crucibles. In the investigated temperature range, the weight loss was not significant.  
 
3.4.4.3 X-ray powder diffraction 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded on a Huber G670 Guinier camera equipped with a fixed 
imaging plate and integrated read-out system using Cu-Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, 
λ=1.54056 Å). Specimens were prepared by crushing representative parts of the samples and 
fixing powdered specimens on Mylar foils using silicone grease. Evaluation of the powder data 
was done using the program WINXPOW.[54] Lattice parameters were determined by pattern fitting 
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(Rietveld method) using the program TOPAS with structure models obtained from the single 
crystal structure analyses.[55] Results can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
3.4.4.4 Single-crystal X-ray crystallography 
 
For single crystal analysis, irregularly shaped plate-like single crystals were mechanically 
isolated from the ingots and checked for quality by Laue photographs on a Buerger precession 
camera after mounting them on glass fibers. Laboratory single crystal intensity data were 
collected on a STOE IPDS-I diffractometer with imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα radiation 
(graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å). Synchrotron data of the same crystals were collected 
at beamline ID11 (ESRF, Grenoble, undulator beam) on a Huber diffractometer setup with 
vertical rotation axis and Frelon2K CCD detector. Resonant scattering data sets were collected at 
the K edges of Sn (0.424607 Å, 29.200 keV), Sb (0.406629 Å, 30.491 keV) and Te (0.389700 Å, 
31.814 keV) for Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and at the Sb K edge for Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266. A detector 
offset was used to obtain high-angle data. After conversion of the frames, the data were indexed 
using SMART and integrated using SAINT.[56] Semiempirical absorption corrections based on 
equivalent reflections were applied to the laboratory data before the structures were solved with 
direct methods.[57] As remaining beamtime between other projects was used, the measurement 
parameters (exposure time, number of frames) for the data collections and thus the quality of the 
individual datasets vary slightly. The structure was initially solved (without assigning element 
types) from laboratory data.[58] After scaling, combining and correcting the synchrotron data of 
each wavelength using SADABS,[59] joint multiple-wavelength refinements where performed 
using JANA2006.[37] Details on the refinement are discussed in the section Results and 
Discussion, and further information may be obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum 
Karlsruhe, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (Germany), by quoting the deposition numbers 
CSD-423076 and CSD-423077 for Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 and Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, respectively, the 
names of the authors, and the citation of the paper. As there is no cif standard for multiple-
wavelength joint refinements, the data that vary for different wavelengths (e.g. the absorption 
coefficient), have been given for laboratory data in the deposited files, whereas the atomic 
parameters result from the joint refinement. 
 
3.4.4.5 Electron microscopy 
 
Specimens were prepared by dispersing an ethanol suspension of finely powdered specimen on 
copper grids coated with holey carbon film which were mounted on a double tilt holder with 
maximum tilt angle of ±30°. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution 
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transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were carried out on a FEI Titan 80–300 equipped 
with a field emission gun operating at 300 kV. In addition, scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) using a high-angle annular dark field detector (HAADF) was performed to 
obtain Z contrast images. TEM images were recorded using a Gatan UltraScan 1000 (2k×2k) 
camera, for HAADF-STEM, a Fischione detector with an inner semi-angle of 32 mrad was used. 
For the simulation of high resolution images, the multi-slice method as implemented in the EMS 
program package was used.[60] 
 
3.4.4.6 Thermoelectric properties 
 
Both commercial and in-house-built facilities were used to determine the temperature 
dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivities as well as the Seebeck coefficient, which 
were investigated in the range from room temperature up to approx. 500 °C under vacuum. To 
avoid Peltier influences on the measurement, the electrical conductivity was measured by a four-
point-probe setup using an AC method. The Seebeck coefficient was measured using a small 
temperature gradient across the sample while slowly changing the environment temperature in 
order to obtain Seebeck coefficients for each mean sample temperature. Type-R thermocouples 
attached directly to the sample’s surface were used for both temperature measurements and the 
Seebeck voltage was picked up via the Pt lines. The thermal conductivity was calculated from 
measurements of the thermal diffusivity by a laser-flash apparatus (Netzsch LFA 427), the heat 
capacity determined by differential scanning calorimetry (Netzsch DSC 404) and the samples’ 
density measured using a Mohr’s balance. Experimental errors are estimated at 2% for the 
electrical conductivity, 5% for the Seebeck coefficient and 7% for the thermal conductivity. The 
electronic contribution of the thermal conductivity was calculated according to the Wiedemann-
Franz law for non-degenerate semiconductors. 
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4 From phase-change materials to thermo-
electrics 
 
4.1 Overview 
 
The rational synthesis of new solid-state compounds with special properties is an idea that often 
resounds throughout the community of solid-state scientists. However, the discovery of novel 
materials remains challenging as the potential of theoretical approaches for the a priori 
prediction of new compounds and their properties is still rather limited. The search for new 
materials with specific properties is often tedious and involves a lot of experimental trial and 
error. Nevertheless, various concepts often serve as guides during such a search. The synthesis of 
novel materials might be inspired by nature.[1-3] New preparative routes might be bio-inspired 
and for example copy biomineralization processes under laboratory conditions. They can also be 
geo-inspired by concepts and findings of modern mineralogy, e.g. the natural formation of 
textures on variable length scales, e.g. by precipitation, spinodal decomposition or phase 
transitions, may be mimicked to obtain nano- or microstructured materials. The formation of 
nano- and microstructures by partial decomposition or exsolution is also an intriguing approach 
to lower the thermal conductivity of thermoelectrics as demonstrated by examples such as 
AgPbmSbTe2+m (LAST-m), NaPbmSbTe2+m (SALT-m) or AgSbTe2 and Pb2Sb6Te11.[4-8] In 
addtion to nature, technology may also provide inspiration concerning the search for new 
materials. For example, the properties of well-characterized and understood compounds that are 
applied for a specific purpose can be optimized for new applications. Such approaches include 
various doping experiments with additional elements, intercalation or change of the nano-/ 
microstructure.  
In this context, compounds whose composition are comparable to those of phase-change 
materials, especially GeTe-rich phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 12), have been shown to exhibit 
interesting thermoelectric properties as discussed in Chapter 4.2. They are small-bandgap 
semiconductors that exhibit moderate thermal conductivities and therefore meet two basic 
requirements for thermoelectrics (cf. Chapter 1). For phase-change materials a moderate 
electrical conductivity allows for switching between amorphous and crystalline modifications by 
electrical heating and ensures that stored information can be read applying read-out currents. For 
thermoelectrics the electrical part of the thermal conductivity remains for low small-bandgap 
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semiconductors while simultaneously enough electrical conductivity to use the thermoelectric 
effect is present. Whereas in phase-change materials a small thermal conductivity enables the 
writting of sharp recording marks when the material is locally heated, in thermoelectrics the 
small thermal conductivity ensures that the temperature gradient necessary to use the 
thermoelectric effect is sustained during application. The highly disordered crystalline phases of 
phase-change materials exhibit simple average structures which are metastable with respect to 
the formation of long-periodic layered structures. Partial stabilization yields pronounced nano- or 
microstructures which further reduce the thermal conductivity (see also Chapter 5). Thin-film 
samples of metastable crystalline modifications are suitable to study their phase-change 
characteristics but less suitable for thermoelectric investigations or detailed real-structure 
analysis. Therefore, bulk material is required to confirm the hypothesis that the chemical systems 
used as phase-change materials are promising thermoelectrics, both concerning the structural 
characterization as well as for physical measurements. In this work, various synthetic approaches 
have been compared.  
GeTe-rich compounds on the pseudobinary section GeTe - Sb2Te3 exhibit a stable rocksalt-type 
structure at elevated temperatures,[9,10] which can be investigated in situ. Such high-temperature 
modifications of (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) compounds exist for n ≥ 3, e. g. Ge3Sb2Te6 (n = 3). 
21R-GeSb2Te4 (n = 1) and 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 (n = 2) do not show phase transitions to a cubic high-
temperature phase before melting. The transition temperatures between cubic rocksalt-type and 
trigonal layered phases decrease with increasing n, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 
5. Rietveld refinements on diffraction patterns of Ge3Sb2Te6 (n = 3, transition temperature 575 
°C) and Ge12Sb2Te15 (n = 12, transition temperature 475 °C) collected at 600 °C confirm that 
the high-temperature modifications exhibit rocksalt-type average structures. Single crystals were 
obtained by chemical transport reactions using iodine or SbI3 as transport agent or by crystal 
formation during the annealing process in the stability range of the high-temperature 
modifications (cf. Chapter 4.2, Chapter 5.4 and Chapter 5.5). Above the transition temperatures 
to the cubic high-temperature phases, single crystals (n = 12 cf. Chapter 4.2 and n = 6, = 12, = 15 
cf. Chapter 5.5) do not exhibit pronounced diffuse scattering, i. e. little short-range order: Te 
atoms occupy the anion positions whereas Ge atoms, Sb atoms as well as cation vacancies are 
randomly distributed on cation sites. Thus, the high-temperature phases are characterized by a 
large concentration of cation vacancies. Upon slow cooling, the stable trigonal layered structures 
are obtained. Formally, this involves the ordering of cation defects in 2D extended defect layers 
which are parallel. The stacking sequence of the Te layers changes and there are significant 
structural distortions around the resulting van der Waals gaps. These separate the rocksalt-type 
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slabs in the ordered structures described in Chapters 1 and 2, respectively. Rapid quenching 
partially prevents the formation of stable trigonal layered structures for compounds that exhibit 
cubic high-temperature modifications. Quenching melts (in air or liquid nitrogen) with n < 3, i. e. 
compounds with no cubic high-temperature phase, yields the corresponding trigonal layered 
structures (n = 1: 21R-type, n = 2: 9P-type) with a pronounced degree of stacking faults. As 
shown for GeBi2Te4 (n = 1, cf. Chapter 4.3), whose stable trigonal layered phase corresponds to 
a 21R-type.[11] even melt-spinning experiments with very high cooling rates do not yield 
metastable samples with simple average structures. Although powder diffracton shows the 
normal 21R-type structure electron microscopy reveals that very small domains are present. 
Quenching of Ge3Sb2Te6 in air or liquid nitrogen yields a mixture of a phase with cubic metrics 
and a highly disordered layered trigonal phase with broad reflections. The cubic phase vanishes 
at ~270 °C and long-range ordered 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 forms at ~420 °C. Recent results [12] indicate 
that melt-spinning impedes the formation of the layered phase and yields primarily the 
(pseudo-)cubic modification. In contrast, rapid quenching of the high-temperature modification 
of Ge12Sb2Te15 in air or water yields a homogenous highly disordered phase that is kinetically 
inert up to 325 °C when a trigonal layered structure (with pronounced stacking disorder) is 
formed (also refer to Chapter 5.2). Whereas the quenched phases are pseudo-cubic according to 
powder diffraction, single-crystal diffraction as well as electron microscopy reveal nanoscale 
twin domains with trigonal structure that are associated with a cubic to rhombohedral phase 
transition. This multiple twinning is accompanied by short-range order of cation defects in finite 
intersecting layers that leads to characteristic diffuse scattering which will be discussed in 
Chapter 5.  
Quenched samples of (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 3, 4.5, 7, 12, 19, cf. Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 5.3) 
exhibit rather high thermoelectric figures of merit ZT. For n = 12 and 19, a maximum value of 
1.3 is reached at 450 °C. This is comparable to modern thermoelectrics.[13-17] This implies that 
metastable GeTe-rich Ge-Sb-Te materials may be promising for thermoelectric applications. 
However, at elevated temperatures the nanostructure of the materials is not long-time stable as 
diffusion processes are activated above ~ 300 °C in such materials (cf. Chapter 5). Below 300 
°C, the thermoelectric figure of merit of compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 3, 4.5, 7, 12, 19) is 
about one magnitude smaller than the maximum values at 450 °C. A detailed discussion of the 
corresponding structure-property relationships will be given in Chapter 5.  
The cubic to rhombohedral phase transition is naturally accompanied by a volume and density 
change, respectively. Other phase transitions of, for instance, metastable cubic Ge2Sb2Te5 
(prepared as thin-film sample) include the pressure-induced amorphization at ( 15 GPa, at room 
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temperature) followed by the formation of a body-centred phase at  30 GPa. In contrast, stable 
9P-Ge2Sb2Te5 remains crystalline upon compression and transforms to an orthorhombic 
structure at 17 GPa before a body-centred phase is obtained at  33 GPa.[18-21] These findings 
imply that pressure is an interesting parameter for synthetic approaches especially when it is 
combined with high temperatures and quenching steps. This assumption is corroborated by high-
pressure experiments on GeBi2Te4. According to Rietveld refinement, a sample of GeBi2Te4 
obtained by quenching a stoichimetric melt under a constant pressure of 12 GPa (i. e. by 
switching of the furnace) exhibits a CuPt-type structure (cf. Chapter 1.2). Electron microscopy 
reveals a pronounced nanostructure which explains why the "average structure" can only be 
described with very prolate atomic displacement ellipsoids. At ambient pressure, the sample 
transforms into 21R-GeBi2Te4 above 200 °C. This indicates that a highly disordered high-
pressure high-temperature phase is partially retained. Variation of the thermal treatment applied 
under constant pressure of 12 GPa allows one to alter the domain sizes and orientations as well 
as the defect layer arrangements. Although the small volume of high-pressure samples impedes 
the complete thermoelectric characterization of the thermoelectric properties, the dependency of 
their electrical conductivity on the micro-/nanostructure is very pronounced. The characteristics 
of the electrical conductivity changes from metallic to semiconducting behavior with decreasing 
domain size and a more random orientation distribution of domains. Scattering of the electrons at 
the domain or grain boundaries becomes predominant and the electrical conductivity decreases 
as the mean free path of electrons decreases. These results show that metastable germanium 
bismuth tellurides and germanium antimony tellurides are intriguing precursors for 
thermoelectrics with extended nanostructures, and also exhibit interesting properties themselves 
without further processing.  
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4.2 From phase-change materials to thermoelectrics? 
 
Matthias N. Schneider, Tobias Rosenthal, Christian Stiewe, and Oliver Oeckler 
Zeitschrift für Kristallographie 2010, 225, 463-470. 
 
Abstract 
 
Metastable tellurides play an important role as phase-change materials in data storage media and 
non-volatile RAM devices. The corresponding crystalline phases with very simple basic 
structures are not stable as bulk materials at ambient conditions, however, for a broad range of 
compositions they represent stable high-temperature phases. In the system Ge/Sb/Te, rocksalt-
type high-temperature phases are characterized by a large number of vacancies randomly 
distributed over the cation position, which order as 2D vacancy layers upon cooling. Short-range 
order in quenched samples produces pronounced nanostructures by the formation of twin 
domains and finite intersecting vacancy layers. As phase-change materials are usually 
semimetals or small-bandgap semiconductors and efficient data storage requires low thermal 
conductivity, bulk materials with similar compositions and properties can be expected to exhibit 
promising thermoelectric characteristics. Nanostructuring by phase transitions that involve 
partial vacany ordering may enhance the efficiency of such thermoelectrics. We have shown that 
germanium antimony tellurides with compositions close to those used as phase-change materials 
in rewritable Blu-Ray Discs, e. g. (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, exhibit thermoelectric figures of merit of up 
to ZT = 1.3 at 450 °C if a nanodomain structure is induced by rapidly quenching the cubic high-
temperature phase. Structural changes have been elucidated by X-ray diffraction and high-
resolution electron microscopy. 
Copyright: © 2010 Oldenbourg Wissenschaftsverlag 
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4.2.1 Introduction 
 
4.2.1.1 Thermoelectrics 
 
In the past decade, an increasing number of research projects have focused on both the synthesis 
and the optimization of thermoelectric materials. These may be used to reversibly interconvert 
thermal and electrical energy, the ultimate goals being electric power generation from waste heat 
and the construction of efficient cooling devices. In this context, structure-property relationships 
concerning thermoelectricity have received increasing attention of materials scientists as 
understanding the phenomenon on the atomic as well as the nanoscale is the basis for any 
targeted optimization. Efficient thermoelectrics should combine high electrical conductivity (σ) 
and high Seebeck coefficients (S). Furthermore, the thermal conductivity (κ) should be as low as 
possible. The interplay of these specifications is represented by the dimensionless figure of merit 
ZT = S2Tσκ-1 which is directly related to the efficiency of thermoelectric generators.  
All relevant properties depend on the charge carrier concentration and cannot be altered 
independently. Concerning σ and κ, the best compromise are small-bandgap semiconductors or 
semimetals. As the electronic part of κ is proportional to σ, only its phononic part can be 
somehow independently varied. 
Table 1. Comparison of tellurides used as thermoelectrics or as phase-change materials. 
Compounds without references are discussed in reviews.[1-5, 31-40]  
 
thermoelectric materials phase-change materials 
  
M-Te (M = Ge, In, Ga, Pb, Bi, Sb) M-Te (M = Au, Ge, Sb) 
GeTe4,[19] InTe4,[20] GaTe4,[20] PbTe, Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, 
(Bi2)m(Bi2Te3)n,[21], (Sb2)m(Sb2Te3)n [22] 
Au5Te95,[23] GeTe, GeTe4,[23] Sb2Te, Sb7Te3 
  
M-Sb-Te (M = Ag, Ge, Ag/Ge, Ga, Pb) M-Sb-Te (M = Ag, Ge, Sn, In) 
AgSbTe2, (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (GST),[24,25] 
(AgSbTe2)1-x (GeTe)x (TAGS),  
GamSbnTe1.5(m+n),[26] Pb2Sb6Te11, GeSb100Te150 [27] 
AgSbTe2,[28] (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (GST), 
SnSb2Te4, Ge7.1Sb76.0Te16.9 
In3SbTe2 [29] 
  
M-Bi-Te (M = Ge, Sn, Pb, Cs) M-Bi-Te (M = Ge)
(GeTe)n(Bi2Te3)m (GBT),[30], (SnTe)n(Bi2Te3)m,[30] 
(PbTe)n(Bi2Te3)m,[30] CsBi4Te6 
(GeTe)n(Bi2Te3)m (GBT) 
  
M-Tl-Te (M = Ag, Sn, Bi) M-In-Sb-Te (M = Ag) 
Ag9TlTe6, Tl2SnTe5, Tl9BiTe6 Ag5In5Sb60Te30, Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 (AIST) 
  
M- Pb- (M’)-Sb-Te (M = Ag, Na, K; M’ = Sn) M-M’-Sn-Te (M = Au M’=Ge) 
AgPbmSbTe2+m (LAST), AgPbmSnnSbTe2+m+n (LASTT), 
NaPbmSbTe2+m (SALT), NaPbmSnnSbTe2+m+n (SALTT), 
KPbmSbTe2+m (PLAT) 
Au25Ge4Sn11Te60 
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One way to increase ZT is the incorporation of atoms that are located in voids that are larger than 
necessary to accommodate them. These so-called ‘rattling’ atoms may effectively scatter 
phonons and thus reduce κ. Several classes of compounds such as skutterudites (e.g., CoSb3), 
clathrates (e.g., Na8Si46) or half Heusler alloys (e.g., TiNiSn) provide promising candidates as 
summed up in various recent reviews.[1–5] However, practical applications are still dominated by 
tellurides such as PbTe or Bi2Te3 which show a sufficient concentration of carriers and exhibit a 
rather low thermal conductivity owing to the presence of heavy atoms. Based on these 
conventional thermoelectrics with ZT in the range of ~1, a broad range of new tellurides with 
promising properties has been prepared (see Table 1). Most of these materials exhibit a high 
degree of disorder on various length scales. Nanostructuring by partial decomposition or 
exsolution on the nanoscale led to ZT values up to ~2, the most prominent examples being 
AgPbmSbTe2+m (LAST-m) or NaPbmSbTe2+m (SALT-m).[6,7] Other examples such as Pb2Sb6Te11 
exhibit layered structures.[8] Precipitates and domain or grain boundaries, respectively, are 
essential as corroborated by thermoelectrics which combine high power factors S2σ with 
drastically reduced lattice thermal conductivity due to increased phonon scattering at interfaces. 
This approach has successfully been demonstrated for layer-like systems such as Sb2Te3/Bi2Te3 
superlattices, PbTe/PbSe quantum dot superlattices or nanocomposites of crystalline GeTe in an 
amorphous matrix with overall composition GeTe4.[9–11] Such approaches (recent reviews [12–
18]): strongly depend on the interplay of thermodynamics and kinetics and always mean 
approaching (but not reaching) the equilibrium state from a metastable one. Unstable but 
kinetically inert tellurides obviously offer a good starting point to follow this concept. 
 
4.2.1.1 Phase-change materials 
 
Metastable tellurides play another important role as phase-change materials (PCMs) in the 
recording layers of many rewritable data storage media (e.g., DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, BD-RE) 
and novel non-volatile random-access memory (RAM) devices.[31–40] PCMs allow switching 
between amorphous and crystalline modifications which differ in optical and electrical 
properties, respectively. According to theoretical calculations and X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) investigations,[41–48] Ge/Sb–Te–Ge/Sb–Te squares and even-membered larger rings are 
present in the amorphous modification. Although distorted octahedral coordination is 
predominant for most atoms, tetrahedral coordination of Ge has been evidenced and led to the 
hypothesis of an ‘umbrella-flip’ mechanism for the phase change between the amorphous and 
crystalline phases.[49–53] The metastable crystalline modifications of various PCMs exhibit simple 
average structures, such as the A7 (gray As) type (e.g., Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 or Ge7.1Sb76.0Te16.9) 
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[39] or the rocksalt type (e.g., GeSb2Te4 or Ge2Sb2Te5) [54–56] which may be rhombohedrally 
distorted towards a GeTe-type structure (e.g., Ge8Sb2Te11).[57] These simple average structures 
are accessible from amorphous ones via short diffusion pathways, which is a requirement for the 
fast phase transition. As chemically very different atom types share the same Wyckoff position, 
the question of short-range ordering arises, both concerning of the elements and the vacancies, 
including the accompanying local distortion and relaxation, respectively. Vacancies are crucial 
for the stabilization of these materials and a statistical distribution as well as an arrangement in 
planar defect planes have been discussed.[58–64] The stable phases formed upon annealing of the 
metastable crystalline materials often exhibit ordered layered structures such as 21R-GeSb2Te4, 
21R-GeBi2Te4 or 9P-Ge2Sb2Te5.[65–69] These structures can be described as a stacking sequence 
of distorted rocksalt-type slabs with van der Waals gaps in between Te layers terminating the 
slabs. These gaps can be viewed as 2D infinite layers of cation vacancies associated with 
relaxation. However, in other cases equilibrium conditions correspond to a mixture of two or 
more different phases. For example, GeTe-rich GST materials do not form single-phase 
materials when reaching the thermodynamically stable state but separate into the long-
periodically ordered compound Ge9Sb2Te12 and an additional phase with a GeTe-type 
structure.[57] Although the stable modifications do not occur during the write-erase cycle, they 
need to be taken into consideration as they are the ‘thermodynamic trap’ to be avoided. The 
kinetic inertness of metastable tellurides is essential for PCMs. 
The properties of the materials depend, of course, on the electronic structure of the materials. 
The reversible phase transition amorphous to metastable crystalline is either induced by laser 
irradiation or by an electric current. In general, small-bandgap semiconductors or semimetals are 
required. Especially in RAM devices, intermediate electrical conductivity ensures sufficient 
currents but still allows ‘resistance heating’. The writing process involves the amorphization of 
small recording marks in a crystalline matrix, whereas erasing means recrystallization. For the 
sake of high spatial resolution and short write and erase times, low thermal conductivity of the 
PCMs is important in order to obtain high temperatures in very small areas. The metastability of 
both modifications is essential and ensures the reversibility of the process which would be 
interrupted once the stable phases are formed.  
Several reviews show impressively that tellurides dominate the field of PCMs.[31–40] For 
example, Ag5In5Sb60Te30 and Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 are used for DVD-RW media, whereas 
germanium antimony tellurides (GST materials) are employed in CD-RWs (e.g. Ge7.1Sb76Te16.9), 
DVD-RAMs (GeSb2Te4 or Ge2Sb2Te5) and Blu-Ray Discs (GeTe-rich materials like 
Ge8Sb2Te11). The relevant materials are summarized in Table 1, which also contains further 
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examples that exhibit rapid phase-change behavior but are currently not used due to slightly 
inferior properties. Interestingly, the combinations of elements used for efficient PCMs are rather 
similar to those employed in thermoelectrics with high figures of merit. This fact is reflected in 
several basic properties. For both applications, semimetals or small-bandgap semiconductors 
with low thermal conductivity are required. For a few examples, such as AgSbTe2, Ge2Sb2Te5 or 
GeTe4, more or less stable modifications have been shown to possess interesting thermoelectric 
properties,[3,25] whereas their metastable modifications are well known PCMs. The striking 
similarities between both classes of materials rise the question if metastable modifications of 
PCMs are intriguing precursors for efficient thermoelectrics. Whereas the formation of 
thermodynamically stable modifications is a drawback concerning PCM applications, the partial 
equilibration by exsolution or short-range vacancy ordering might be associated with the 
formation of nanostructures in bulk material. Such processes may yield interesting 
thermoelectrics, however, not much is known about the thermoelectric properties of PCMs and 
materials obtained from such ‘precursors’ by approaching stable states. 
 
4.2.2 Structure of metastable GST bulk materials with different 
GeTe content and their thermoelectric properties 
 
4.2.2.1 Structural aspects 
 
Concerning the investigation of thermoelectric properties, it is a drawback that most metastable 
phases of PCMs are only accessible as thin films prepared by sputtering techniques. Therefore, it 
is desirable to find compounds whose metastable modifications are accessible as bulk material. 
Most GST materials with metastable, slightly distorted rocksalt-type average structures 
correspond to compositions that lie on the pseudobinary line (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m, i.e. all elements 
exhibit normal valence states. Rewriting the formula so that it reflects the cation and anion 
positions of the rocksalt-type shows that the concentration of vacancies decreases with 
decreasing Sb content: (Gen/(3m+n)Sb2m/(3m+n)⁫m/(3m+n))Te, whereas the cation to anion ratio 
converges to 1 when approaching pure GeTe as shown in Fig. 1 for m = 1. 
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Figure 1. Concentration of vacancies in metastable rocksalt-type structures with compositions 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (solid squares) and anion/cation ratio (empty squares) depending on the GeTe 
content n in the range n = 1 – 20. For n  3 (broken line), there are stable cubic high-temperature 
modifications. 
 
The vacancy concentration has an impact on the existence and stability of different atomic as 
well as nanostructures. The spacing between van der Waals gaps that can be viewed as 2D 
extended cation defect planes in the stable modifications increases with increasing GeTe content; 
the overall stacking sequence (Ramsdell symbol) depends on n and m.[69,70] On the other hand, 
the average structure of metastable crystalline GeTe-rich PCM phases produced by magnetron 
sputtering corresponds to the rocksalt type for n ≤ 6, whereas phases with n ≥ 8 exhibit a 
rhombohedrally distorted rocksalt-type resembling the structure of GeTe.[57] Similar to GeTe, 
these phases have a cubic rocksalt-type modification at high temperatures. If this high-
temperature phase is rapidly quenched to room temperature, the transition to the stable layered 
phase is hindered due to the multiple twinning associated with a cubic to rhombohedral phase 
transition. Stresses between the nanoscale rhombohedral twin domains impede lattice relaxation 
and long-range two-dimensional defect ordering.[71] The metrics remain almost cubic but short-
range layer formation takes place. Concerning the use of this partial phase transition to optimize 
the thermoelectric properties of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 compounds, it is interesting to determine the 
range of n in which a stable cubic high-temperature modification does exist and in which cases it 
can be quenched to pseudocubic metastable bulk material. 
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For the most prominent PCMs GeSb2Te4 and 
Ge2Sb2Te5 (i.e., n < 3), no phase transition 
from their stable 21R type and 9P type 
structures to cubic high temperature 
modifications has been reported in the 
literature. This is in accordance with 
temperature-dependent X-ray powder 
diffraction and DTA experiments which we 
performed in the course of this study. No 
phase transitions were observed up to the 
melting points. However, for the stable 
ambient temperature phase of 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 
(n = 3), which was obtained by annealing a 
sample at 500 °C, both methods indicate a 
phase transition to a cubic phase at ~575 °C, 
which melts at ~615 °C. The rocksalt-type of 
the high-temperature phase was confirmed by 
a Rietveld refinement on a powder diffraction 
pattern recorded at 600 °C (cf. Fig. 2a), 
assuming that Te occupies the anion position 
and Ge, Sb and vacancies share the cation 
position. Details of the structure refinement 
are given in Table 2. Whereas slow cooling 
from the melt yields long-range ordered 33R-
Ge3Sb2Te6, rapid quenching in air or liquid nitrogen does neither yield the stable modification 
nor a homogenous distorted rocksalt-type structure. Powder diffraction patterns of quenched 
samples indicate a mixture of a cubic and a layered rhombohedral phase. However, the 
rhombohedral phase is strongly disordered as indicated by the diffuse broadening of its 
reflections. Upon heating this material, the cubic phase vanishes at ~270 °C, whereas 
33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 forms from the disordered rhombohedral phase at ~420 °C as shown in Fig. 3a. 
The cubic phase forms at ~575 °C and transforms back to 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 without significant 
hysteresis. 
 
 
Figure 2. Result of Rietveld fits (gray) of 
experimental powder diffraction patterns 
(black) measured at 600 °C (background 
from the furnace subtracted) of (a) 
(GeTe)3Sb2Te3 and (b) (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 with 
difference curve and reflection markers 
(bottom). 
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Table 2. Experimental details and results of the Rietveld refinements for the high-temperature 
phases of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n = 3 and 12, respectively.  
 
 (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 
sum formula Ge3Sb2Te6 Ge12Sb2Te15 
structure type NaCl (B1) 
crystal system Cubic 
space group  
Fm3 m 
temperature 600 °C 
lattice 
parameters 
a = 6.1140(6) Å a = 6.0826(5) Å 
cell volume 228.54(7) Å3 225.04(6) Å3 
formula weight 1226.87 g/mol 3028.58 g/mol 
Z 2/3 4/15 
observed 
reflections 
22 
refined 
parameters 
62 
diffractometer Stoe STADI P, Ge(111) monochromator 
radiation Mo Kα1 ( = 0.7093 Å) 
2 range 10 – 50° 
background 
function 
Shifted Chebyshev (48 parameters) 
Rp 0.029 0.026 
wRp 0.044 0.041 
 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 exhibits an analogous rocksalt-type high-temperature phase (cf. Table 2) which 
has also been confirmed by a Rietveld refinement (Fig. 2b) using data measured at 600 °C. In 
contrast to (GeTe)3Sb2Te3, rapid quenching of this phase (or directly quenching the melt) yields 
a homogeneous (stress-stabilized) pseudo-cubic phase whose average structure corresponds to a 
rhombohedrally distorted rocksalt-type. Slow cooling as well as annealing at 400 °C, however, 
leads to a relaxed rhombohedral layered structure. Temperature dependent powder diffraction 
(cf. Fig. 3b) starting from quenched samples indicate a transformation to the relaxed structure at 
~325 °C and the phase transition to the cubic high-temperature phase at ~475-500 °C, which is 
significantly lower than for (GeTe)3Sb2Te3. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of in situ temperature dependent powder diffraction patterns (heating and 
subsequent cooling shown from bottom to top): (a) a sample of (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 quenched from 
the melt after heating to 950 °C; (b) a sample of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 quenched after annealing at 500 
°C for 20 h (samples of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 quenched from the melt are not significantly different). 
The asterisk marks a reflection from the furnace. The reflections of the (pseudo-)cubic quenched 
phases (bottom) can be identified by comparison with those of the cubic high-temperature phase 
(middle): they are the only ones observed for quenched (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 whereas they correspond 
to a minor phase for (GeTe)3Sb2Te3. Note that the reflection broadening for the main phase in 
quenched (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 vanishes around 420 °C. 
Single crystals of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (composition verified by EDX) were grown from starting 
material with the same composition by chemical transport in the stability region of the high 
temperature and subsequently quenched to room temperature. Their structure is similar to that of 
GeTe-rich single crystals isolated from pseudo-cubic bulk material.[71] The average structure is 
rhombohedral (GeTe type, R3m, a = 4.237(3) Å, c = 10.29(1) Å) with pseudo-cubic metrics due 
to stresses resulting fourfold twinning. Their diffraction patterns exhibit pronounced diffuse 
streaks along the pseudocubic <111> directions as shown in Fig. 4a. Very similar diffraction 
patterns have been obtained by selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). Figure 5 shows that 
these correspond to nanostructured crystals as described in detail recently.[71] The corresponding 
high-resolution images show that vacancies tend towards short-range order in finite layers that 
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extend perpendicular to the (pseudo-)cubic <111> directions. This involves a (local) symmetry 
reduction, however, the corresponding twin domains are very small.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, X-ray diffraction patterns recorded in the stability range of the high temperature phase 
(550 °C, cf. Fig. 4b) do not show diffuse streaks. This indicates that at this temperature there are 
no planar defects, i.e., no significant short-range ordering of vacancies. Ge, Sb and vacancies are 
probably randomly distributed over all cation sites. 
 
 
Figure 5. SAED pattern (bottom) and 
HRTEM image (top, with corresponding 
Fourier transform) of quenched 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3. The zone axis [110] 
(pseudocubic indexing) corresponds to 
the reciprocal lattice sections hhl. 
 
 
Figure 4. Reciprocal lattice sections hhl 
(with respect to pseudocubic indexing) 
reconstructed from area-detector data of a 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 single crystal grown by 
chemical transport: (a) quenched crystal 
at room temperature with diffuse streaks 
along <111>; (b)  measurement at 550 °C 
(cubic high-temperature phase, no diffuse 
streaks). 
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4.2.2.2 Thermoelectric properties 
 
The nanostructuring by planar defect 
planes in quenched material as indicated 
by HRTEM and diffuse scattering can be 
expected to reduce the thermal 
conductivity of the materials and 
increase the thermoelectric efficiency. 
Very high electrical conductivities were 
measured for both of the samples (Fig. 
6b), with lower values for 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3, probably due to a more 
pronounced scattering of charge carriers 
because of the nanodomain structure. 
The temperature dependences of the 
electrical conductivities show metallic 
behavior, corresponding to highly doped 
semiconductors.  
The Seebeck coefficient for both 
samples is positive over the complete 
temperature range under investigation, 
proving the deficiency electrons (holes) 
as the major charge carriers (Fig. 6c). At 
each temperature, the Seebeck 
coefficient values of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 are 
almost double compared to 
(GeTe)3Sb2Te3. This surprising result 
has been checked in a repeated 
measurement run to improve the 
reliability. The reason for this behavior 
of the Seebeck coefficient is not yet 
completely understood and will be 
investigated in more detail in further 
studies. The overall thermal conductivity 
matches the picture of the electrical 
 
Figure 6. Thermoelectric characteristics for 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (solid squares) and (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 
(empty squares): (a) thermal conductivity 
(additional triangles represent the lattice part L); 
(b) electrical conductivity; (c) Seebeck coefficient; 
(d) overall thermoelectric figure of merit. 
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conductivity with smaller values for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3. Calculating the electrical contribution of 
the thermal conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz law for non-degenerate semiconductors 
allows the identification of the lattice thermal conductivity as displayed in Fig. 6a. No significant 
difference in κL could be found between both samples. Although the domain structure is more 
pronounced for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, the higher concentration of vacancies in (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 
probably compensates for the higher degree of long-range order. Therefore, the difference in the 
overall thermal conductivity is due to the difference in the electrical one, leading to an almost 
uninfluenced ratio of σ/κ. 
Both compounds exhibit rather high overall figures of merit ZT as compared to long-range 
ordered stable GST phases, where maximum ZT values of about ~0.2 have been measured.[24,25] 
The high value of ZT = 1.3 at 450 °C for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 is due to the increased Seebeck 
coefficient, as can be seen from Fig. 6c and d, making this class of materials very promising for 
thermoelectric applications.  
 
4.2.3 Conclusion 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of GeTe-poor and GeTe-rich 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 materials. Only materials with n ≥ 3 exhibit a stable cubic high-temperature 
modification with randomly distributed cation defects. 2D vacancy ordering is energetically 
favored, therefore, the transition temperature to the high-temperature phase is higher for 
compounds with high vacancy concentrations (~575 °C for n = 3 vs. ~500 °C for n = 12). If the 
vacancy concentration is rather high (e.g., (GeTe)3Sb2Te3), the high-temperature modification 
cannot be completely quenched to a pseudocubic phase, in contrast to phases with fewer 
vacancies like (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 which require longer diffusion pathways to reach the stable 
layered compounds. The pseudocubic phases are kinetically inert as stresses impede metric 
relaxation and vacancy diffusion.[71] The partial transition from the randomly disordered high-
temperature phase to the layered stable phase can be used to induce nanostructuring which 
influences both the thermal as well as the electric conductivity. The composition of 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 is close to that of PCMs employed in rewritable BluRay-Discs. As pointed out in 
the introduction, the requirements for PCMs and thermoelectrics are comparable. If the cubic 
phases of PCMs are used as precursors for nanostructured thermoelectrics, one can expect 
efficient materials. We have shown this for quenched (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, which exhibits promising 
ZT values at high temperatures, and, to a lesser extent, for (GeTe)3Sb2Te3. We believe that this is 
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a promising concept for the search of new nanostructures chalcogenide or pnictide 
thermoelectrics. 
 
4.2.4 Experimental 
 
4.2.4.1 Synthesis 
 
Bulk samples of (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 (= Ge3Sb2Te6) and (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (= Ge12Sb2Te15) were 
prepared by melting stoichiometric amounts of the elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), Sb 
(99.999%, Smart Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under 
Ar atmosphere. After melting the mixtures at 950 °C (ca. 2 h), the ampoules were quenched in 
water. The nanostructured samples were obtained by reheating to 500 °C for 20 h and quenching 
in water again. Other samples were annealed at the temperatures given in the text. 
Single crystals of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 were grown by chemical transport using iodine as transport 
agent. Stoichiometric (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (ca. 110 mg, see above) was sealed in evacuated silica 
ampoules of approximate 20 cm in length and 15 mm diameter as starting material. Small 
amounts (ca. 10 mg) of SbI3 were added to generate I2 by decomposition at elevated 
temperatures (a similar procedure has been used for GeSb4Te7 [72]). The octahedral single 
crystals grew in a temperature gradient from 600 to 550 °C (i.e., in the stability range of the 
high-temperature phase) within 15–20 h and were subsequently quenched to room temperature 
by removing the ampoule from the furnace. 
Ingots for the measurement of thermoelectric properties were prepared by melting stoichiometric 
mixtures of the elements under inert atmosphere in ampoules with flat base which allow to 
solidify the melts into disc-shaped ingots with diameter of approximately 15 mm and thickness 
of 3–6 mm. After melting at 950 °C and quenching, these ingots were annealed at 500 °C for 20 
h and quenched to room temperature in air. For thermoelectric measurements, they were polished 
to flat plates. Powder diffraction patterns of these materials do not differ significantly from those 
of the corresponding samples used for the other investigations.  
 
4.2.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy and chemical analysis 
 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was done with a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector (model 
7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). The compositions of the bulk samples were confirmed 
by averaging three point analyses on crystallites isolated from bulk material. The resulting atom 
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ratios Ge : Sb : Te are 29 : 18 : 53 for (GeTe)3Sb2Te3 (calculated: 27.3 : 18.2 : 54.6) and 48 : 5 : 
47 for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (calculated: 41.4 : 6.8 : 51.7), the deviations are within the usual error 
limits for samples with rough surfaces. The composition of single crystals (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 grown 
by transport reactions was determined as Ge : Sb : Te = 43 : 7 : 50 by analyzing flat crystal faces. 
No iodine impurities were detected. 
 
4.2.4.3 X-ray diffraction 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded on a Huber G670 Guinier camera equipped with a fixed 
imaging plate and integrated read-out system using Cu-Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 
1.54051 Å). Specimens were prepared by fixing powdered parts of the samples on Mylar foils 
using silicone grease. Temperature-dependent powder patterns were recorded using a STOE 
Stadi P powder diffractometer with a linear position-sensitive detector (PSD) using Mo-Kα1 
radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å) equipped with a graphite furnace. The powdered 
sampled were filled into silica glass capillaries with 0.3 mm diameter which were sealed with 
silicone grease under argon atmosphere. During the measurements, the samples were heated up 
to 600 °C (5 °C/min), where several measurements were carried out (at least 90 min altogether) 
and then cooled to room temperature with a rate of 5 °C/min. Powder patterns were evaluated 
using WINXPOW.[73] Rietveld pattern fitting was carried out using the program TOPAS.[74] 
Single crystals obtained from chemical transport reactions were sealed in silica glass capillaries 
under argon atmosphere and checked for quality by Laue photographs on a Buerger precession 
camera. Intensity data were collected on a Stoe IPDS I diffractometer using Mo-Kα radiation 
(graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71073 Å). High temperature measurements were performed 
using a heated gas flow around the crystals (Stoe Heatstream). Reciprocal space sections were 
reconstructed using the diffractometer software. 
 
4.2.4.4 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
Finely ground samples were dispersed in ethyl alcohol suspension and subsequently dispersed on 
copper grids coated with holey carbon film. The grids were mounted on a double tilt holder with 
a maximum tilt angle of 30°. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution 
electron microscopy (HRTEM) were carried out on a FEI Titan 80–300 equipped with a field 
emission gun operating at 300 kV. The images were recorded using a Gatan UltraScan 1000 (2k 
x 2k) camera. 
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4.2.4.5 Thermal analysis 
 
The thermal behavior of the samples was studied up to 700 °C by differential thermal analysis 
and thermo-gravimetry (DTA-TG) with a Setaram TG-92 instrument. The measurement was 
conducted under helium at a scanning rate of 10 K · min-1 using alumina crucibles. In this 
temperature range, the weight loss was not significant. 
 
4.2.4.6 Thermoelectric properties 
 
The temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conductivity as well as the Seebeck 
coefficient and the figure of merit were investigated in the range from room temperature up to 
approx. 500 °C under vacuum using various facilities, both commercial and in-house-built ones. 
The electrical conductivity was measured by a four-point-probe setup above room temperature 
using an AC method in order to avoid Peltier influences on the measurement. Seebeck 
coefficient investigation was performed using a small temperature gradient across the sample 
while slowly changing the environment temperature. This way Seebeck coefficient values for 
each mean sample temperature are obtained. The thermal conductivity was calculated from 
measurements of the thermal diffusivity by a Laser Flash Apparatus (Netzsch LFA 427) and heat 
capacity determined by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (Netzsch DSC 
404). 
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4.3 Nanostructures in metastable GeBi2Te4 obtained 
by high-pressure synthesis and rapid quenching and 
their influence on physical properties 
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Abstract 
 
We report on a new metastable modification of GeBi2Te4 obtained by high-pressure 
high-temperature synthesis. It crystallizes in the CuPt type; different nanostructures are induced 
by various temperature programs under a constant pressure of 12 GPa. The particle size changes 
from <10 nm in quenched samples to >100 nm for melts slowly crystallized under high pressure. 
The smaller the domains the more random is their orientation distribution. The nanostructure has 
a high impact on the temperature characteristics of the electrical resistivity. The domain size 
determines whether the compounds are metallic or semiconducting. In the latter case the 
semiconducting behavior is due to the scattering of electrons at domain and/or grain boundaries. 
Intermediate behavior that starts off metal-like and changes to semiconducting at higher 
temperature has been observed for samples thermally quenched from the solid state at high 
pressure. Resistivity measurements of the high-pressure samples involving multiple heating and 
cooling sequences lead to a significant reduction of internal stress and finally approach a state 
which is characterized by ρ(T) hysteresis. Our results show the large influence of the domain size 
and the grain boundary concentration on the properties of the materials and reveal how 
properties like the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) depend on the preparation technique. By 
the microstructuring of stable GeBi2Te4, the ZT value drops by one order of magnitude.  
Copyright: © 2011 American Physical Society 
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4.3.1 Introduction 
 
Tellurides play important roles in various fields of application such as phase-change materials 
(PCMs) for data storage as well as a broad range of high-performance thermoelectrics. 
Interestingly, most of the relevant tellurides are not thermodynamically stable. Metastability is, 
for example, a crucial property of PCMs used in optical as well as electrical rewritable storage 
devices (DVD-RW, BD-RE, PCRAM, etc.).[1,2] The recording and erasing process involves the 
fast and reversible switching between amorphous and metastable disordered crystalline phases 
with simple average structures which exhibit the A7 (gray arsenic) or the rocksalt structure type. 
Metastability and disorder are essential to reach extremely short switching times for writing or 
erasing large amounts of data, as no long-distance diffusion is required and both structural states 
are inert enough to guarantee reliable long-time data storage. The required material properties of 
PCMs are, at least in part, similar to those that are crucial in the field of thermoelectrics.[3] 
However, it remains unclear if the thermoelectric effect itself is important in electrically 
switchable PCMs. 
The long-time goal of most research activities on thermoelectrics, which interconvert thermal 
and electrical energy, is the generation of electrical energy from waste heat. The efficiency of 
thermoelectrics depends on the dimensionless figure of merit ZT = S2T/ρκ (with the Seebeck 
coefficient S, the electrical resistivity ρ, and the thermal conductivity κ). As all these quantities 
depend on the charge-carrier concentration, they cannot be optimized independently. The 
electrical resistivity and the electronic part of the thermal conductivity are inversely proportional 
to each other according to the Wiedemann-Franz law. Therefore, the onlyway to decrease the 
overall thermal conductivity without significantly increasing the electrical resistivity is to 
influence the phononic part of the thermal conductivity. This can be achieved, for instance, by 
introducing nanostructures. Phase transitions associated with the formation of long-periodically 
ordered structures, twinning, or (partial) decomposition may yield nanostructures that scatter 
phonons rather effectively and therefore enhance the thermoelectric properties. Nanostructures 
are, of course, metastable states, especially if they are obtained by partial stabilization of highly 
disordered metastable phases. This can be accomplished by various quenching techniques. 
However, care must be taken not to completely reach the fully ordered equilibrium state.[4–11] 
In addition to the common characteristic feature that the compounds are metastable, many 
efficient thermoelectrics [e.g., AgPbmSbTe2+m (LAST),[12] NaPbmSbTe2+m (SALT),[13] 
(AgSbTe2)1−m(GeTe)m (TAGS),[14] or Bi2Te3] contain more or less the same chemical elements 
in similar ratios as well-known PCMs [e.g., (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (GST),[15–17] Ag3.4In3.7Sb76.4Te16.5 
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(AIST)].[18] Inspired by GST-based PCMs in PC-RAM and BD-RE devices, the investigation of 
the thermoelectric properties of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 yielded ZT values of ~1.3 at 450 °C.[3] These 
compounds exhibit cubic high-temperature phases with Ge, Sb, and vacancies disordered on the 
cation sites of the rocksalt-type structure, which can be quenched as pseudocubic bulk material. 
The high ZT value can be related to short-range vacancy ordering effects. Similar metastable 
rocksalt-type phases of GBT (Ge/Bi/Te) materials have been reported for thin-film samples 
obtained by sputtering and exhibit rapid phase-change behavior that can be induced by laser 
irradiation.19 However, in this case the rocksalt-type phase does not exist as a stable high-
temperature phase (it is in fact unstable at any temperature). Therefore, quenching experiments 
using bulk samples do not yield cubic or pseudocubic phases, but rather the stable rhombohedral 
layered modifications, which are similar to stable GST phases. Therefore, it is essential to apply 
methods beyond conventional solid-state synthesis to obtain metastable GBT compounds as bulk 
materials. Fast quenching methods such as melt-spinning as well as high-pressure experiments 
seem promising in order to obtain different nanostructures that can be correlated with the 
corresponding thermoelectric properties. 
In this report we focus on GeBi2Te4, which is one of the 
peritectic compounds that can be found on the 
pseudobinary line GeTe-Bi2Te3 in the Ge/Bi/Te phase 
diagram. The stable modification of GeBi2Te4 crystallizes 
in a rhombohedral long-range ordered 21R-type structure 
(space group R3m, no. 166) with 21 hexagonal atom 
layers in each unit cell (Fig. 1).[20] These 21 layers form 
three blocks of seven layers each, which can be described 
as a distorted cutout of the rocksalt-structure type due to 
the octahedral coordination of the cations. Adjacent 
blocks are linked via van der Waals gaps by tellurium· · · 
tellurium interactions. In contrast to this stable phase, the 
metastable cubic modification found for thin-film sample 
experiments corresponds to a rocksalt-type structure 
(Ge0.25Bi0.5⁫0.25)Te displaying cation defects.[19,21] A 
phase transition toward the stable state therefore involves 
a vacancy rearrangement. Layer-like defect ordering and 
subsequent relaxation leads to the formation of the 
van der Waals gaps. Intermediate structures between the cubic and the 21R-type phases could be 
 
 
Figure 1. Crystal structure of 
stable 21R-type GeBi2Te4 (the 
small percentage of anti-site 
disorder is neglected). 
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observed for Ge2Bi2Te5 in annealing experiments on thin films.[22] They involve a shear 
deformation which may also be important for the phase-change mechanism. 
 
4.3.2 Experimental details 
 
4.3.2.1 Synthesis 
 
Bulk sampleswith the nominal composition GeBi2Te4 were prepared by heating a 
stoichiometricmixture (e.g., 0.3 g) of the pure elements (germanium 99.999%, Sigma Aldrich; 
bismuth 99.999%, Smart Elements; tellurium 99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass 
ampoules to 950 °C under argon atmosphere. The resulting melts were quenched to room 
temperature in water and used as starting material for the following syntheses. After quenching, 
some ingots were annealed at 500 °C to obtain the stable 21R-type modification. 
High-pressure experiments were performed using the multianvil technique with a hydraulic press 
(Voggenreiter, Mainleus,Germany).[23–26] Quenched GeBi2Te4 was powdered, loaded into a 
cylindrical capsule of hexagonal boron nitride (Henze, Kempten, Germany) and sealed with a 
BN cap. The capsule was centered within two nested graphite tubes, which acted as an electrical 
resistance furnace. The remaining volume at both ends of the sample capsule was filled with two 
cylindrical pieces of magnesium oxide. The arrangement was placed into a zirconia tube and 
then transferred into a pierced Cr2O3-doped MgO octahedron (edge length 14 mm, Ceramic 
Substrates & Components, Isle of Wight, Great Britain). Eight truncated tungsten carbide cubes 
(truncation edge length 8 mm) separated by pyrophyllite gaskets served as anvils for the 
compression of the octahedron. Two plates of molybdenum provided electrical contact for the 
graphite tubes. The assembly was compressed up to a constant pressure of 12 GPa in 350 
minutes. At this pressure, three temperature programs were applied (see Table 1). Samples were 
prepared by heating to 850 °C and subsequently (1) quenching the melt by turning off the 
furnace (melt-quenched samples), or (2) cooling the sample to 200 °C within 5 hours and then 
turning off the furnace (solid-quenched samples). A third type of high-pressure samples was 
prepared by (3) cooling the samples to room temperature within 4 hours (slowly cooled 
samples). After the temperature program the pressure was reduced to ambient pressure within 
1050 minutes. 
Table 1. High-pressure sample overview. 
 
denotation pressure temperature program 
melt-quenched 12 GPa quenched from melt (850 °C) 
solid-quenched 12 GPa quenched from 200 °C 
slowly cooled 12 GPa slowly cooled from 850 °C to RT 
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A melt-spinning apparatus (model SC, Bühler, Germany) was used in order to obtain high 
quenching rates (up to approximately 109 K/s) at ambient pressure. Powdered GeBi2Te4 was 
loaded into a tantalum blast pipe, which was placed over a rotating copper wheel (60 Hz). Both 
the tantalum blast pipe and the copper wheel were placed in a recipient, which was evacuated 
and/or filled with argon. The powder was melted using a water-cooled high-frequency coil (high 
frequency generator Himmel HIT 12, Himmelwerk Hoch- & Mittelfrequenzanlagen GmbH, 
Germany) and then sprayed onto the rotating copper wheel under an argon pressure of 500 mbar 
by applying an excess argon pressure connected to the tantalum blast pipe. The melt hits the 
copper wheel and solidifies immediately. Flat particles with the size of about 5 × 2 × 0.2 mm3 
were hurled away from the wheel onto a collecting tray. 
 
4.3.2.2 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 
 
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra were recorded using a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning 
electronmicroscope with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). For 
each particle or fragment of the ingot, respectively, the results of five point analyses were 
averaged and the error limits were estimated from their variance. 
 
4.3.2.3 X-ray diffraction 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded with a Huber G670 Guinier camera equipped with a fixed 
imaging plate and integrated read-out system using Cu-Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 
1.54059 Å). Specimens were prepared by crushing representative parts of the samples and fixing 
the powder on Mylar foils using silicone grease. Low-temperature measurements between 10 and 
300 K were obtained using a cryo cooling system (Cooling head, CTI-Cyrogenics, model 22 
CP). The phase homogeneity was assessed and lattice parameters were determined by pattern 
fitting (Rietveld method) using the program TOPAS.[27] Temperature-dependent powder-
diffraction experiments at temperatures above 300 K were performed with a STOE Stadi P 
powder diffractometer equipped with an imaging plate detector system usingMo-Kα1 radiation 
(Ge monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å) in Debye–Scherrer geometry. Powdered specimens were 
filled into silica glass capillaries with 0.3mm diameter and sealed with silicone grease under 
argon atmosphere. During the measurement, the samples were heated up to 600 °C in a graphite 
furnace and then cooled to room temperature with a heating/cooling rate of 5 K/min. 
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4.3.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
For transmission electron microscopy studies, finely ground samples were dispersed in ethanol 
and distributed on copper grids coated with a holey carbon film (S166-2, Plano GmbH, 
Germany). The grids were fixed on a double tilt holder. Selected area electron diffraction 
(SAED) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were done on a 
JEM2011 (Jeol Ltd., Japan) with a tungsten thermal emitter and an acceleration voltage of 
200 kV equipped with a TVIPS CCD (model 114, resolution: 1k × 1k). Further HRTEM, SAED, 
and EDX measurements were done on a Titan 80-300 (FEI, USA) with a field-emission gun 
operated at 300 kV equipped with a TEM TOPS 30 EDX spectrometer (EDAX, Germany). 
Images were recorded using an UltraScan 1000 camera (Gatan, USA, resolution 2k×2k). 
HRTEM and SAED data was evaluated using the Digital Micrograph and EMS software;[28,29] 
for STEM and EDX data the program ES Vision was used.[30] 
 
4.3.2.5 Electrical and thermal transport measurements 
 
The temperature dependent resistivity ρ(T) of various stable and metastable GeBi2Te4 
modifications were measured by a standard four-probe dc method employing a constant current 
of 5 mA and using a physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design). The data 
were collected in the temperature range of 2–300 K by cooling and heating sequences in which 
the temperature changed at a rate of 0.5K/min. The uncertainty of the absolute electrical 
resistivity values (approximately 20–30%) has been estimated by taking into account the errors 
in specifying the sample dimensions.  
The thermoelectric power S(T) and the thermal conductivity κ(T) of samples crystallizing in the 
stable GeBi2Te4 modification were measured simultaneously using the commercial thermal 
transport option of the PPMS. This is based on a relaxation method employing one heater and 
two thermometers to determine the induced thermal voltage and the temperature gradient along 
the sample in a temperature range between 4 and 300 K. These measurements were carried out 
using bar-shaped samples with typical dimensions of about 1 × 2 × 5 mm3 during a heating 
process at a rate of 0.5 K/min. The total accuracy of S(T) and κ(T) is about 5%. 
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4.3.3 Results and discussion 
 
4.3.3.1 Structure of quenched HP-GeBi2Te4 
 
The powder diffraction pattern of a sample obtained by quenching the melt of GeBi2Te4 under a 
constant pressure of 12 GPa (i.e., switching off the furnace) could be indexed assuming a 
rhombohedral unit cell with a = 4.3508(3) Å and c = 11.234(2) Å. Starting from an α-GeTe-type 
structure model (space group R3m), which allows many degrees of freedom, Ge, Bi, and 
vacancies were placed on the cation position (occupancy factors 0.25 for Ge and 0.5 for Bi) and 
Te (fully occupied) on the anion position. The occupancy factors were derived from the nominal 
composition, which is confirmed by the EDX results (for all GeBi2Te4 samples between 
Ge0.9(1)Bi2.2(1)Te4 and Ge1.1(1)Bi2.0(1)Te4). The Rietveld refinement (shown in Fig. 2) turned out 
that there is no evidence for noncentrosymmetry of the average structure, as in contrast to α-
GeTe, all cation-anion distances are equal within two standard deviations. Therefore, the average 
structure seems not to be layered, and the space group can be identified as R3m (no. 166). Details 
of the Rietveld analysis and the refined atomic parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 2. Rietveld refinement of melt-quenched HP-GeBi2Te4: experimental powder pattern 
(black), calculated pattern (gray), and difference plot (black) and tick marks (black, straight 
lines). 
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Table 2. Crystal data and Rietveld refinement of melt-quenched GeBi2Te4. 
 
sum formula GeBi2Te4 
molar mass (in g/mol)  1000.97 
lattice parameters (in Ǻ) a = 4.3508(3) Ǻ; c = 11.234(2) 
cell volume (in Ǻ³) 184.16(5) 
radiation Cu-Kα1 (λ = 1.540596 Å)
density (in g/cm³) 6.769(2) 
space group R3m (no. 166) 
2 theta range 22° < 2Θ < 95° 
number of reflections  32 
refined parameters 12 structural / 36 background  
constraints 2 
profile function fundamental parameter approach 
step width (2) 0.005° 
Rwp; Rp 0.0135; 0.0104 
 
 
Table 3. Atom positions and displacement parameters of HP-GeBi2Te4. 
 
atom Wyck. x  y  z s.o.f. Ueq U11 = U22 = 2U12  U33 U13=U23
Te 3a 0  0  0 1 0.15(2) 0.017(11) 0.48(7) 0 
Bi/Ge 3b 0  0  1/2 Bi 0.5 0.18(2) 0.008(11) 0.43(6) 0 
   Ge 0.25     
 
The average structure model derived from Bragg reflections corresponds to the CuPt-type 
structure, a rhombohedrally distorted variant of the rocksalt type, derived from the latter by 
stretching the unit cell along <111>. In fact the powder pattern contains no significant evidence 
for different scattering densities on anion and cation positions, as disordered germanium, 
bismuth, and vacancies lead to an average electron count of 49.5 at the cation position, and 
tellurium involves 52 electrons on the anion position. Thus, the structure might formally be 
described assuming the α-Hg type with just one Wyckoff position for all atoms, however, 
electron-diffraction patterns clearly show the CuPt type’s reflections hkl with h, k, l = 2n + 1 
whose intensity (similar to the rocksalt case) can only be observed in case of different scattering 
densities for cation and anion sites (see the next section).Of course, a certain degree of antisite 
disorder cannot be excluded; however, such phenomena have been thoroughly investigated for 
Ge/Sb/Te phases, where the amount of antisite disorder is either very small or not 
significant.[17,31] Although the refinement fits the experimental data, the structure model does not 
correspond to an ordered compound, and the disorder goes far beyond the cation disorder itself. 
The “average” structure from Bragg data can only be described with very prolate atomic 
displacement ellipsoids, as can be seen in Fig. 3; so in fact there is no average structure with, at 
least in part, “normal” atom positions. These results suggest that a cubic rocksalt-type phase is 
formed under high pressure but partially relaxes to a layered trigonal structure as soon as the 
pressure is released. The short-range order in this phase may locally correspond to the structure 
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of the stable room temperature phase. Obviously, the high vacancy concentration of 25% on the 
cation sites does not allow a completely random vacancy distribution at ambient conditions. 
The powder-diffraction patterns of the slowly 
cooled and solid-quenched samples, respectively, 
do not differ significantly from those of samples 
that were quenched from the melt, although the 
micro/nanostructures are significantly different 
(see subsequent discussion). However, Table 4 
shows that the lattice parameters of the average 
structures vary slightly. All trigonal c/a ratios are 
almost equally far from that of the trigonal setting 
of a unit cell with cubic metrics (2.45). Figure 4 
shows that temperature-dependent powder 
diffraction experiments and ex-situ annealing of 
high-pressure samples (for 36 hours at 300 °C) 
prove that the high-pressure phase is metastable at 
ambient pressure. The reflections of the layered 
21R-type structure reappear when the metastable 
compound is heated over 200 °C. 
 
 
 
Table 4. Comparison of the lattice parameters of various high-pressure samples (cf. text). 
  
denotation a  (Ǻ) c  (Ǻ) c/a Volume (Ǻ3) 
melt-quenched 4.3502(4) 11.234(2) 2.582 184.05(5) 
solid-quenched 4.347(2) 11.184(5) 2.573 183.1(2) 
slowly cooled 4.3495(5) 11.043(3) 2.539 180.93(7) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. “Average” structure model of 
metastable HP-GeBi2Te4 as determined 
from Bragg data (displacement ellipsoids 
for 99% probability). 
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Figure 4. Temperature-dependent PXRD (left, room temperature to 600 °C, Mo-Kα1 radiation - 
intensity from 0 (white) to maximum (black)) of the melt-quenched HP phase; PXRD (Cu-Kα1 
radiation) of the melt-quenched sample (right): a) as removed from the press, b) after annealing 
for 36 h at 300 °C, c) calculated powder pattern of 21R-type GeBi2Te4. 
 
4.3.3.2 Nucleation mechanism and nanostructuring 
 
The nanostructure of the melt-quenched sample, which is shown in Fig. 5(a), is characterized by 
a broad range of different domain orientations with domain sizes <10 nm. The domains are 
intergrown, but there are no coherent domain walls. Therefore, the SAED pattern corresponds to 
the combination of multiple patterns and not to a single crystallite. A few grains with larger 
domains can be found, but they are rare exceptions. Thus, quenching the melt under a high 
constant pressure leads to nucleation dominated growth. 
The solid-quenched sample exhibits larger and more anisotropic domains with average 
dimensions ≥ 10 nm. Therefore, it is possible to obtain single crystalline SAED patterns, as 
shown in Fig. 5(b), if larger domains are selected. These patterns contain reflections hkl with h, 
k, l = 2n + 1, which implies that there are different scattering densities for anion and cation sites, 
respectively. There are no pronounced diffuse streaks in the SAED patterns. Thus, there is no 
pronounced intermediate-range order corresponding to extended vacancy layers or van der Waals 
gaps within the domains as they are known from the stable trigonal phases. Probably the lack of 
vacancy ordering limits the maximal domain size as vacancies might aggregate at domain 
boundaries. The crystallites are larger than the ones in the melt-quenched HP sample; yet, the 
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domains are still randomly oriented. The domain shape is more anisotropic than in the melt-
quenched sample. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. HRTEM images (left) and the corresponding SAED (right) a) of the melt-quenched 
sample (Titan 80-300); b) of the solid-quenched sample, some domain orientations are 
highlighted with white dashed lines (JEM 2011); c) of the slow cooled sample; here different 
domain orientations overlap (Titan 80-300). 
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Figure 5(c) shows that the slowly cooled sample has large crystallites ≥ 100 nm. Twinned areas 
next to single-domain areas can be observed. All slowly cooled samples exhibit extended 
vacancy layers that lead to van der Waals gaps if the adjacent Te atom layers relax. Therefore, 
diffuse streaks can be observed in the corresponding SAED patterns. These large domains 
indicate fast growth crystallization rather than nucleation dominated growth. The relative 
orientation of the twin domains corresponds to the <111> directions of a pseudocubic structure. 
This corroborates the assumption that there is a cubic high-pressure phase of GeBi2Te4 which, 
upon a phase transition toward a trigonal phase, involves fourfold twinning according to the 
translationengleiche cubic → rhombohedral group-subgroup relationship. 
The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of melt-spun GeBi2Te4 corresponds to that of the 
ordered 21R-type structure and not to the PXRD patterns of the high-pressure samples. Yet, 
melt-spun GeBi2Te4 exhibits small intergrown domains, the smallest ones with a diameter of ~10 
nm, as shown in Fig. 6. Larger domains are also present. The domain orientation changes within 
one grain, however, not as randomly as in the quenched high-pressure samples. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. HRTEM image of a melt-spun sample of GeBi2Te4; two well-ordered domains of the 
stable layered phase are highlighted by black circles. 
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4.3.3.3 Influence of the nanostructure on the electrical resistivity 
 
The following section conduces to the understanding of the influence of the nanostructure of the 
metastable modifications of HP-GeBi2Te4 on the temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T). 
Therefore the resistivity of three different metastable quenched samples—slowly cooled, solid-
quenched, and meltquenched— were synthesized and compared with an annealed ingot as well 
as a melt-spun particle, both crystallizing in the stable modification. 
 
1. Stable and melt-spun modification of GeBi2Te4 
The resistivity of an annealed ingot of the stable ambient-pressure modification of GeBi2Te4 is 
plotted vs temperature in the range between 2 and 300 K in Fig. 7(a). The decrease of ρ(T) with 
decreasing temperature suggests metal-like behavior. However, the high residual resistivity ρ0 of 
about 0.3 mΩ cm together with the small residual resistivity ratio of RRR=ρ(300 K)/ρ(2 K) = 
2.52 suggest the presence of severe disorder. The metallic conductivity behavior depends on two 
different scattering processes. The temperature-independent residual resistivity ρ0 originates 
from the scattering of conduction electrons by defects (impurity atoms, grain boundaries, etc.). In 
the present case this is probably due to the Ge/Bi disorder at the cation sites. The second—
temperature-dependent—process is due to the scattering of conduction electrons by phonon 
excitations. These two processes yield the description of simple metals via the Bloch-Grüneisen 
(BG) relation 
 
 
 
where B is the temperature-independent electron-phonon interaction strength, ΘD the Debye-
temperature, and z = ħω/ kBT. 
The insert of Fig. 7(a) depicts the resistivity behavior ρ(T) of the stable GeBi2Te4 modification in 
comparison with a corresponding data fit employing the BG relationship. The BG relation fits 
the experiment sufficiently well only at temperatures below ~40 K. For higher temperatures, ρ(T) 
displays larger values than those expected by the BG relation for metallic behavior. This 
suggests an onset of semiconducting behavior at elevated temperatures in accordance with the 
high residual resistivity and the small RRR value. Furthermore, ρ(T) of the annealed ingot 
reflects fully reversible behavior between cooling and heating sequences only below 40 K in the 
region where experimental data can be fitted by the BG relation. This reversibility can also be 
retrieved in the metastable modifications of GeBi2Te4 (see subsequent discussion). 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the temperature-dependent resistivity of a) an annealed ingot of 21R-
type GeBi2Te4 and of b) a melt-spun particle of GeBi2Te4. The inserts show the low-temperature 
behavior together with a fit according to the Bloch-Grüneisen relationship (solid line). The 
arrows denote cooling and heating sequences, respectively. 
 
The deviation from metallic behavior above a certain temperature becomes more evident in the 
resistivity of the melt-spun particle [see Fig. 7(b)], although in this case the BG relation fits the 
experimental data well up to ~60 K. However, the residual resistivity ρ0 increases by a factor of 
20 in comparison to the annealed ingot. Furthermore, ρ(T) of themelt-spun particle starts to 
saturate already at ~9.3mΩ cm in the high-temperature regime. The higher resistivity can be 
attributed to the reduction of the grain size (up to 10 nm) and can therefore be related to the 
increasing number of domain and grain boundaries acting as scattering centers. The saturation 
below room temperature is in line with a transition from metal-like to a degenerate 
semiconducting behavior, as supported by the description via the BG formalism [see insert Fig. 
7(b)] at low temperatures, which also takes the temperature dependency of the charge carrier 
density into account.[32] Such a two-regime behavior was recently reported for Ge-based clathrate 
I compounds as well as Sb-based skutterudites.[33–35] 
These results point out that the nanostructure, e.g., the domain size and the relative orientation, 
influence the temperature characteristics of the resistivity behavior even if the crystal structure is 
maintained (21R type). 
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2. Metastable quenched HP-GeBi2Te4 
All three high-pressure samples are characterized by pronounced irreversible temperature 
dependencies of ρ(T) for repeated cooling and heating cycles in the temperature range between 
44 and 260 K. This is shown for the slowly cooled sample of HP-GeBi2Te4 in Fig. 8. There is a 
drastic change of the hysteretic behavior when the ρ(T) sequences of cycle one and two are 
compared. However, already after the third cooling/heating sequence the hysteresis curves 
remain rather invariant. There is, however, a subtle decrease of the resistivity [and of the ρ(T) 
minima at ca. 35–38 K] with increasing number of cooling/heating cycles. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Temperature dependent resistivity of a slowly cooled HP-GeBi2Te4 sample; from left 
to right three successive cooling (black) and heating (gray) sequences, approaching a final state.  
 
In the final state after more than three successive cooling and heating sequences, the resistivity 
ρ(T) shows a metal-like behavior above 35 K and an insulating one for lower temperatures, 
similar to the behavior observed, e.g., for didymium skutterudites (Pr,Nd)(Fe,Co)4Sb12 and 
(Pr,Nd)(Fe,Ni)4Sb12.[36] Below 44 K heating and cooling curves show reversibility, while above 
44 K a hysteresis with a maximal splitting of 0.014 mΩ cm at ~208 K occurs. One may speculate 
that the ρ(T) behavior in the reversible regions is mainly controlled by the intrinsic resistivity of 
the grains, whereas above 44 K the resistivity of the grain boundaries starts to dominate, as 
observed in the case of the stable GeBi2Te4 modification [see previous discussion, Fig. 7(a)]. 
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In Fig. 9 the temperature-dependent resistivity behavior of three metastable high-pressure 
samples of GeBi2Te4 obtained by different cooling/quenching procedures is compared. All three 
samples are characterized by a hysteretic ρ(T) behavior, which also depends on the number of 
cooling/heating sequences applied (vide supra; Fig. 8). However, in order to study exclusively 
the competition between the intrinsic resistivity of the domains with that of the grain boundaries, 
only those ρ(T) cooling/heating curves were depicted in Fig. 9, which remained invariant after 
several measuring cycles. All of the three samples possess reversible temperature dependence 
below ~40 K. Above that temperature, the temperature characteristics of the resistivity changes 
from metallic-like (slowly cooled) to semiconducting (melt-quenched sample). Hence, the 
temperature-dependent resistivity behavior critically depends on the sample history, especially 
on the cooling/quenching approach applied. In contrast the hysteretic behavior above 40 K 
remains a characteristic feature of all the three different samples.  
 
 
Figure 9. Final state of the cooling (black) and heating (gray) sequences of the temperature 
dependent resistivity of a) slowly cooled b) solid-quenched and c) melt-quenched high-pressure 
samples of GeBi2Te4. 
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The occurrence of such hysteresis effects could be due to either a first-order phase transition or 
the presence of internal stress. A first-order phase transition can be excluded based on 
temperature-dependent x-ray experiments, which do not reveal any significant change in the 
powder-diffraction pattern down to 15 K (except for a trivial change of lattice parameters), as 
well as by specific heat studies (not shown here), which do not indicate any phase 
transformation. Therefore, the hysteretic ρ(T) behavior is probably due to the internal stress of 
the grains. The extent of the hysteresis changes drastically with an increasing domain size and 
the number of their relative orientation in the different samples. Accordingly, the slowly cooled 
sample is characterized by the smallest hysteresis splitting of all three samples [see Fig. 9(a)]. 
This is consistent with the expected small change of internal stress as a consequence of the large 
domain size (≥ 100 nm) and the presence of only few domain orientations, as evidenced by the 
HRTEM studies. A similar, but more pronounced splitting is therefore found in case of the melt-
quenched sample [see Fig. 9(c)], which is characterized by very small particles (<10 nm) 
showing many different orientations. However, the solid-quenched sample reveals the strongest 
splitting of all metastable GeBi2Te4 compounds [see Fig. 9(b)]. This is probably a result of the 
strongly anisotropic size of the grains.  
Due to this type of nanostructuring, the total resistivity of these samples is not only affected by 
the intrinsic structure and disorder of the domains but also by a contribution of the microscopic 
nature of the domain and/or grain boundaries. The change of the residual resistivity in Fig. 9 
suggests that also the dominant scattering mechanisms might differ in the three samples. The 
slowly cooled high-pressure sample exhibits the lowest residual resistivity and the most 
pronounced similarity to the stable modification [e.g., metallic conductivity at ambient 
temperature; see Fig. 7(a)]. This is basically due to the fact that this sample exhibits the largest 
domains of the three high-pressure systems and displays a disordered pseudocubic-layered 
structure. The melt-quenched sample, however, shows semiconducting behavior between 41 K 
and room temperature in spite of the isotropy and rather random orientation of its domains. The 
temperature dependence of the resistivity is therefore dominated by the grain boundaries’ 
contributions. The solid-quenched sample indicates the highest residual resistivity of all the high-
pressure species under investigation. This remarkably high value in combination with the 
pronounced grain anisotropy implies a coexistence of both scattering mechanisms discussed (see 
previous discussion). The ρ(T) behavior of the solid-quenched modification, however, marks an 
intermediate behavior and thus adopts to the low-temperature behavior of the slowly cooled and 
mimics the high-temperature behavior of the melt-quenched one. 
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4.3.3.4 Influence of grain boundaries on ZT 
 
In order to investigate the influence of the sample preparation techniques on the thermoelectric 
figure of merit ZT, the thermal and electrical transport properties of three characteristic samples 
were measured between 4 K and room temperature. In this respect the annealed ingot of stable 
21R-type GeBi2Te4 represents a benchmark sample, which is compared with two pellet samples 
(samples two and three). Sample two is a pellet pressed of 21R-GeBi2Te4 powder, while the third 
sample is a pellet composed of cold-pressed powder of the melt-spun 21R-GeBi2Te4. It was not 
possible to perform such measurements with the high-pressure samples due to their small sample 
volumes. 
A comparison of the ρ(T) behavior of 
these three samples is plotted in Figs. 
10(a)–10(c). The ρ(T) behavior of the 
annealed ingot and that of the melt-
spun sample were already 
characterized as metal-like in Fig. 7. In 
contrast, ρ(T) of the two pellets do not 
show metal-like conductivity behavior. 
In addition, ρ0 increases by a factor of 
about 30 and 60 in the case of both 
pellet samples, irrespective of the 
sample’s origin (stable modification or 
melt-spun 21R-GeBi2Te4 sample, 
respectively). Two closely related 
control parameters might be 
responsible for observation of 
semiconducting behavior, namely the 
nano- or microstructure formation by 
different synthesis routes and the 
process of pellet pressing itself. Both 
lead to an increasing number of grain 
boundaries and therefore trigger the 
increase of ρ0 and the change of the 
ρ(T) behavior. 
 
Figure 10. Comparison of the temperature 
dependent resistivity ρ(T) (heating from 2 to 300 K) 
of a) an annealed ingot of GeBi2Te4, b) a pressed 
powder pellet of 21R-GeBi2Te4 and c) a pressed 
powder pellet of melt-spun GeBi2Te4. 
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These observations are consistent with the thermal conductivity κ(T) behavior shown in Figs. 
11(a) and 11(b). The total thermal conductivity κtotal of solids can be expressed as the sum of an 
electrical κel as well as a phononic κph contribution. The electrical contribution was estimated 
from the electrical resistivity (cf. Fig. 10) via the Wiedemann-Franz law. Subtracting this part 
from the experimentally determined total thermal conductivity yields the phononic contribution.  
 
 
 
Figure 11. Temperature characteristics a) of the total thermal conductivity, total, (black squares), 
the phonon contribution, ph, (dashed line) and electronic contribution, el, (dashed and dotted 
line) for the annealed ingot of GeBi2Te4; b) of total for the pressed powder pellet of 21R-type 
GeBi2Te4 (gray circles) and the powder pressed pellet of melt-spun GeBi2Te4 (gray triangles) 
and the phonon contributions (dashed lines, dark gray); c) of the Seebeck coefficient and d) of 
the ZT value for the annealed ingot (black squares), the pressed powder pellet of 21R-type 
GeBi2Te4 (gray circles) and the pressed powder pellet of melt-spun GeBi2Te4 (light gray 
triangles). 
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In Fig. 11(a) κtotal of the annealed ingot of the stable modification is composed of significant 
contributions from κph and κel. While at room temperature both parts coexist and contribute 
approximately by the amount to κtotal, a phonon-dominated state is observed below 50 K. The 
maximum of κph at about 13 K displays the onset of phonon umklapp scattering which 
effectuates a decrease of κph above a certain temperature. Such kind of maximum depends only 
weakly on the Debye temperature and occurs well below ΘD/10. The low-temperature slope of 
κph thus indicates defect scattering and becomes large when the number of defects is small. 
A comparison with the κ(T) results of the two pellets indicate an overall and significant reduction 
of κtotal(T) [Fig. 11(b)]. Generally, κph of the thermal conductivity of both samples follows the 
pattern of κtotal while the κel contribution vanishes, as expected in light of the high resistivity 
values observed. Furthermore, the change of the low-temperature slope of κph hints to an increase 
of phonon scattering at boundaries and/or point defects. Hence, the reduced thermal conductivity 
of the pellet-pressed samples originates mainly from the enhancement of these scattering 
processes. 
The thermopower S(T) of the three samples is depicted in Fig. 11(c). For the annealed ingot of 
the stable modification, an increase of the thermopower up to about +50 μV/K at room 
temperature can be observed. The positive sign of S(T) between 4 and 300 K reveals the 
characteristic behavior of a p-type material. The featureless, almost linear temperature 
dependence of S(T) indicates the absence of any significant correlations within the charge 
carriers and is expected for the diffusion thermopower above the Debye temperature (125 K). In 
this temperature region electron-phonon scattering is the dominant-scattering mechanism and 
given by 
 
 
 
with kB = 1.38065·10−23 J/K, me = 9.10938·10−31 kg, e = 1.60218·10−19 C, and h = 6.62607·1034 
Js. According to this equation, the slope below 300 K yields a density of charge carriers of 
3.4 · 1021 cm−3. 
In contrast to its influence on ρ(T) and κ(T), the method of synthesis has no drastic influence on 
S(T) except for the remarkable change of sign in the thermopower of the pellets from positive 
(p-type) to negative (n-type). The absolute values of S(T), as well as the carrier concentration 
(~1021 cm−3) of the pellet samples, remain more or less the same. 
The ZT values for the three samples calculated from the present results are shown in Fig. 11(d). 
For the annealed ingot of the stable modification a ZT value of 0.055 was reached at room 
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temperature. The ZT values of both pellet samples were found to be one order of magnitude 
lower, which disqualifies these samples from thermoelectric applications. Significant scattering 
of the charge carriers on grain boundaries results in high resistivity values for the micro- or 
nanostructured samples and, as a consequence, in a small electronic contribution to the thermal 
conductivity. 
 
4.3.4 Conclusion 
 
Quenching melts of GeBi2Te4 at high pressure yields metastable samples whose average 
structure is related to the rocksalt-type, similar to samples obtained by laser irradiation of thin 
films for PCM applications. Partial relaxation toward the stable trigonal-layered modification 
leads to a rhombohedrally distorted crystal structure. The metastable state can be completely 
relaxed by annealing. Concerning PCMs, the nucleationmechanisms are important. “Nucleation 
dominated growth” begins spontaneously at different spots in the amorphous phase and therefore 
leads to a multitude of grains, which have no crystallographic relation to each other. We have 
shown that the crystallization of melts during rapid quenching is very similar; an intermediate 
solid amorphous phase might be discussed for bulk samples as well but cannot be confirmed by 
our experiments. The domain size and therefore probably the nucleation mechanism depends on 
the temperature regime, including quenching rates, which were applied under a constant pressure 
of 12 GPa. The nanostructures obtained and especially the corresponding domain and grain 
boundaries have a large influence on the temperature characteristics of the electrical resistivity. 
In the high-pressure compounds the characteristics of the electrical resistivity changes from 
metal-like to semiconducting behavior with decreasing domain size and more randomly oriented 
domains, because the resistivity becomes more dominated by scattering of the electrons at the 
domain or grain boundaries. The temperature regime during the synthesis therefore determines at 
which temperature this type of scattering becomes dominant. However, multiple heating and 
cooling sequences in the course of the resistivity measurements show that the system seems to 
approach a final state. Apparently, internal stress needs to be reduced before the measurements 
yield invariant ρ(T) sequences but even after the stabilization a hysteretic behavior remains. 
As a consequence, the preparation technique has a large influence on the ZT value, as shown by 
measurements on samples that exhibit the stable-layered structure. The thermal conductivity is 
influenced by the electronic contribution, which decreases significantly in pressed pellets with 
many grain boundaries; however, it is accompanied by the corresponding increase of the 
electrical resistivity. Therefore, the ZT value drops by more than an order of magnitude because 
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the phononic contribution becomes dominant. These findings illustrate the importance of the 
thermal conditioning of thermoelectrics, especially in order to ensure sufficient electrical 
conductivity. It is often difficult to reproduce thermoelectric materials with distinct properties 
because different methods of synthesis (like hot press, high-pressure experiments, or 
conventional solid-state preparation techniques), annealing times, and temperatures lead to 
various amounts of grain boundaries and therefore strong deviations in ZT. 
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5 Characterization of the real structure of 
metastable germanium antimony tellurides 
and its influence on their properties 
 
5.1 Overview 
 
Although materials science focuses on the discovery and optimization of new materials, the 
fundamental understanding of structure-property relationships has always been an important 
objective. This, of course, requires detailed structure elucidation ranging from the macroscopic 
to the atomic scale and may involve the question how properties change with temperature or 
compositional variations. In this context, disorder on various length scales plays a key role for 
thermoelectrics as short-range order significantly influences the properties of the materials, 
especially their thermal conductivity.  
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, long-periodic layered structures represent the stable modifications 
of phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (at least for 0 < n < 4) at ambient conditions.[1-4] With respect to the 
oxidation states GeII, SbIII and Te-II, these phases are normal-valence compounds. Ge and Sb 
atoms are distributed over fully occupied cation positions in distorted rocksalt-type slabs that are 
separated by van der Waals gaps between Te atom layers. The compounds (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n 
≥ 3 exhibit stable high-temperature polymorphs with a rocksalt-type average structure as 
discussed in Chapter 4.[5] In contrast to the long-periodic layered structures which contain no 
significant amount of cation defects, the given cation/anion ratio requires the presence of 1/n+3 
cation defects per n cation positions in the NaCl-type phases if anion positions are fully occupied 
by Te atoms.[6,7] Ge and Sb atoms share the cation positions with vacancies in a randomly 
disordered fashion. Whereas slow cooling of the high-temperature modifications yields the 
trigonal long-periodic layered structures, quenching yields metastable modifications as discussed 
in Chapter 4. These metastable polymorphs crystallize with pseudo-cubic metrics; their 
diffraction pattern exhibits alternating weak and strong reflections characteristic for the rocksalt 
type. The assumption of a rocksalt-type structure, however, is just an approximation. The 
symmetry reduction Fm3m (NaCl type)  4t  R3m (CuPt type)  2t  R3m (GeTe type) leads 
to fourfold or eightfold twinning, respectively. Short-range order of cation defects yields 
pronounced nanostructures as revealed by high-resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM) in 
combination with STEM-HAADF (scanning transmission electron microscopy with high-angle 
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annular dark-field detector) imaging, (cf. Chapter 5.1 and Chapter 5.2) and the analysis of 
diffuse X-ray scattering (cf. Chapter 5.3 and Chapter 5.4). The pseudo-cubic diffraction pattern 
thus results from the superposition of the intensities of individual twin domains with trigonal 
average structure. The axis ratio at/ct does not significantly deviate from that of a cubic structure 
in trigonal setting (at = ac*2-1/2, ct = ac*31/2, the index c indicates a cubic setting whereas the 
index t indicates a trigonal setting). 
The nanostructure of quenched (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 4.5, 7, 12, 19, cf. Chapters 5.1 and 5.2) are 
characterized by finite cation defect layers with various orientation distributions. The chemical 
composition is one important factor that influences the structures. For low GeTe contents (n = 
4.5, 7), the high concentration of defects leads to high correlations between them. Furthermore, 
short diffusion pathways yield pronounced short-range order that leads to a parallel arrangement 
of extended almost equidistant cation defect layers. For higher GeTe contents (n = 12, 19), they 
are parallel to all <111>c directions of the pseudo-cubic average structure which leads to 
intersecting defect layers. As demonstrated for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (cf. Chapter 5.1), this nanoscale 
twinning leads to stresses that stabilize the pseudo-cubic metrics of individual domains. Powder 
diffraction patterns therefore show anisotropic microstrain broadening. The relaxation of the 
resulting microstrain towards the rhombohedral equilibrium lattice parameters in addition 
requires vacancy diffusion and a rearrangement of the Te-atom layer stacking sequence. The 
lateral extension of the cation defect layers decreases with increasing GeTe-content n and the 
variance of the inter-layer spacings increases with the increasing diffusion pathways required to 
form the hypothetical long-range ordered layered compounds (exemplified by (GeTe)nSb2Te3 
with n = 12, 19).  
In accordance with cation defect layers evidenced by TEM, X-ray diffraction patterns of 
quenched crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n = 5, 6, 12, 15 (Chapter 5.3 and Chapter 5.4) exhibit 
structured diffuse streaks that interconnect Bragg reflections along all <111>c directions. These 
correspond to the superposition of streaks along the [001]t directions of individual trigonal 
domains. The intensity distribution on each diffuse streak resembles to a "comet" with a 
maximum located at the low-angle side of Bragg positions accompanied by a slightly structured 
“tail”. Whereas a statistical analysis of the defect layer distribution and the structure relaxation in 
their vicinity, i. e. interatomic distances, is difficult by means of TEM, the analysis of diffuse 
scattering characterizes real-structure effects from the complete crystal volume. In this work, a 
disorder model for the simulation of the diffuse scattering was developed using structure 
information from the corresponding stable modifications, i. e. long-periodic layered structures 
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(cf. Chapter 2) and rocksalt-type high-temperature modifications (cf. Chapter 4) as well as the 
knowledge that cation defect layers are present.  
The parameters of the model describe the overall metrics, the concentration and distribution of 
defect layers, atom displacements in their vicinity and the stacking sequence of Te atom layers 
around the planar defects. These parameters were varied in order to derive simple rules for the 
interpretation of the diffuse scattering. The details given in Chapter 5.3 can be summed up as 
follows: 
1) The distance between the diffuse maximum and the Bragg positions decreases with increasing 
distance between cation defect layers (i. e. increasing n). Increasing variance of the inter-layer 
spacing reduces the intensity modulation in the “tail of the diffuse comet". 
2) The displacement of neighboring atom layers towards the planar defects yield "comets" on the 
low-angle side and vice versa. The streaks are, of course, more intense for larger deviations from 
the average structure.  
3) A rocksalt-type basic structure with its characteristic diffraction pattern can only be obtained 
if the planar defects correspond to “missing” cation layers in the cubic ABC stacking sequence 
of the Te atom layers. The formation of a van der Waals gap comparable to that in the stable 
low-temperature modifications requires a hexagonal ABAB stacking around the gap. An 
increasing amount of hexagonal transitions leads to the increasing broadening and splitting of the 
Bragg reflections which then merge with the diffuse scattering. 
Based on these rules, the real structure of crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with different GeTe content n 
was determined by simulating diffraction patterns and comparing them with experimental 
reciprocal sections or the measured intensity along the streaks. Crystals of (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 
obtained from stoichiometric melts quenched in liquid nitrogen exhibit almost equidistant van 
der Waals gaps whose average distance that corresponds to that in the long-range ordered phase, 
and hexagonal transitions between Te atoms layers around the gaps predominate. In contrast, the 
cubic Te atom layer sequence is retained across the cation defect layers in crystals of 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 grown in the stability range of the cubic high-temperature phase and 
subsequently quenched. The large variance of the inter-layer spacings matches well with the 
observations by electron microscopy (cf. Chapter 5.1 and Chapter 5.2).  
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Figure 1. Comparison of synchrotron experimental reciprocal sections "hchclc": The intensity 
distribution corresponds to the superposition of intensities from individual domains with 1D 
disordered trigonal structure ([001]t directions are indicated by broken arrows). The enlargement 
shows the diffuse intensity distribution around a strong "pseudo-cubic" Bragg reflection. 
Towards the low angle-side a diffuse maximum ("comet head" accompanied by a "comet tail" is 
observed). The "comet tail" shows a clear modulation in its intensity for the crystal with lower 
GeTe-content. 
 
Synchrotron diffraction data of quenched crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n = 5 and 6 have been 
used to quantitatively extract the intensity of the streaks. Selected streaks of trigonal domains 
ht kt t (ht = 0, 1, 2; ht = kt or ht = -kt) were compared with simulated intensities. For n = 5 the 
crystal exibits a narrow distribution of cation defect layers, the average distance corresponding to 
an ordered compound with n = 4. Atom displacements in the vicinity of the cation defect layers 
yield interatomic Te-Te distances that are significantly smaller than the sum of van der Waals 
radii. This situation is comparable to that around the van der Waals gap of long-periodic layered 
structures. In the [(Ge,Sb)Te6] octahedra next to the defect layer, the 3+3 coordination also 
corresponds to that observed in the stable layered phases. Whereas (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 contains 
approximately equal amounts of cubic and hexagonal transitions between Te atom layers around 
the cation defect layers, (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 exhibits almost exclusively cubic transitions. For the 
latter, the position of the "comet" head corresponds to the structure of an ordered phase with n = 
5; and the smooth "comet tail” indicates a large variance of inter-defect-layer spacings. The atom 
displacements around the defect plane are a bit smaller than those in (GeTe)5Sb2Te3, which 
means that the Te-Te distances in cubic transitions are closer to the sum of van der Waals radii.  
Summing up, both TEM and diffuse scattering data from quenched phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n ≥ 3) 
show the real structure deviates significantly from the average rocksalt-type structure. In cases 
where both cubic and hexagonal transitions between Te atom layers across the cation defect 
layers occur, there is no well-defined average structure. The real structures of these metastable 
phases correspond to an “intermediate state” of the phase transition from the rocksalt-type high-
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temperature modification with random cation defect distribution to the long-periodic layered 
structures characterized by van der Waals gaps between distorted rocksalt-type slabs. Thus, it is 
not surprising that pseudocubic quenched phases can only be obtained for compounds with 
rocksalt-type high-temperature polymorphs.  
Upon slowly heating quenched samples (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (e. g. in temperature-programmed 
powder diffraction experiments), they relax to the thermodynamically stable trigonal phases. As 
discussed in Chapter 5.2, the corresponding transition temperatures depend only slightly on the 
composition and lie around 300 °C for n = 6 – 17. For 3 <n < 6 the transition temperature is 
lightly higher (cf. Chapter 4.2).The transition temperature to the cubic high-temperature phase, 
in contrast, decreases with increasing n: it drops from 500 °C for n = 7 to 410 °C for n = 17. The 
high-temperature phases can be undercooled; upon slow cooling, the trigonal layered phases 
form at temperatures between 460 °C for n = 7 and 250-275 °C for n = 17.  
In contrast to temperature programmed powder diffraction, microfocus Laue diffraction can in 
situ detect the structural changes during the phase transitions as discussed in Chapter 5.4. In a 
quenched crystal of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3, diffuse streaks occur only along one of the pseudocubit 
<111>c directions and thus indicate that domains with parallel not equidistantly spaced planar 
defect are larger than the beam size of 1 µm. Between 250 °C and 300 °C, these streaks 
gradually transform into a series of sharp reflections characteristic for a long-periodically 
ordered layered structure. From 500 °C on these reflections become weak and at 550 °C a 
rocksalt-type high-temperature phase with random distribution of vacancies is found. In contrast, 
a quenched crystal of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 exibits broadened Bragg reflections and weak diffuse 
streaks along all <111>c directions. The streaks gain intensity at 350 °C, and Bragg reflections 
that correspond to a hR lattice become sharp at 400 °C. This is consistent with increasing long-
range order towards the stable layered phase. Upon further increasing temperature, the diffuse 
streaks do not change up to 450 °C when their intensity decreases and the high-temperature 
phase is approached and finally reached at 500 °C. Upon cooling, diffuse streaks reappear at 
430-370 °C. Due to the higher vacancy concentration in (pseudo-)cubic (GeTe)6Sb2Te3, the 
diffusion pathways required to form the parallel and equidistantly spaced van der Waals gaps of 
the stable phase are shorter that for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3. Thus, the ordering process requires longer 
times in the latter compound, and the time during the heating experiments is not sufficient to 
transforn the diffuse streaks into characteristic reflections of a long-periodic layered structure. 
In contrast to these observations, diffraction patterns of a (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 crystal are not pseudo-
cubic but, due to muliple twinning, show groups of reflections resulting from domains with 
rhombohedral metrics. There is little diffuse scattering, and thus short-range order is not very 
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pronounced. Above 330 °C, additional Bragg reflections of the rocksalt-type high-temperature 
phase appear between the reflections of each group and gain intensity as the splitting of the 
original reflections and thus the rhombohedral distortion decreases with increasing temperature. 
The rocksalt-type high-temperature modification is reached at 400 °C. Upon cooling this crystal 
behaves rather similar to (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, reflection broadening and slight streaking occur below 
330 °C. This indicates that the original crystal was a growth twin formed below the stability 
range of the cubic phase. Whereas the formation of long-periodic layered phases from the 
(pseudo-)cubic ones (from the metastable quenched polymorphs upon heating and for the stable 
high-temperature polymorph upon cooling) obviously depend on diffusion processes and hence 
are kinetically controlled, the transition to the high-temperature phase is thermodynamically 
controlled. The random arrangement of cation defects in the high-temperature phase (cf. Chapter 
4) leads to “incomplete” anion-centered polyhedra in which Te-atoms exhibit an "unsaturated" 
coordination. To reach such an unfavourable situation, with increasing amount of cation defects 
an increasing amount of energy must be provided for the order-disorder transition which explains 
why the transition temperature to the high-temperature phases decrease with increasing GeTe-
content. 
As demonstrated in Chapter 5.3, quenched samples (n = 3, 4.5, 7, 12, 19) exhibit similar Seebeck 
coefficients that indicate p-type semiconductivity. Whereas at 150 °C below the temperature of 
~ 300 °C at which diffusion processes set in (hence at 150 °C) the Seebeck coefficients range 
from 20 to 90 µVK-1, rather high values of 100-200 µVK-1 are reached 150 °C above the 
temperature where diffusion processes occur (hence at 450 °C). The electrical conductivities (σ) 
correspond to metallic behavior. The overall thermal conductivities κ range from 1 to 3.2 W/mK 
at 150 °C, whereas at 450 °C they range from 1.4 to 2.6 W/mK. The lowest phononic thermal 
conductivity κL at 150 °C was found for (GeTe)4.5Sb2Te3 and may be attributed to the high defect 
concentration and pronounced short-range order. At this temperature, n = 4.5 yields the highest 
figure of merit of ZT = 0.3. At higher temperature, the stable layered phase forms and leads to a 
significant increase of κL so that ZT is only 0.5 at 450 °C. (GeTe)19Sb2Te3, on the contrary, has a 
rather high κL and thus a small ZT of 0.02 at 150 °C due to the low defect concentration. With 
increasing temperature, however, the low defect concentration does not lead to the formation of 
trigonal layered structures and κL decreases. In combination with the high Seebeck coefficient, 
this phase reaches ZT = 1.3 at 450 °C. However, at such high temperatures, the nanostructure is 
not long-time stable so that for practical applications one would be restricted to temperatures 
below ~ 300 °C where the figure of merit of quenched samples does not exceed ~ 0.5. The 
comparison of quenched samples with annealed (at 400 °C) ones with the same composition 
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shows that quenching is crucial for the nanostructure formation. For (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, κL of 
quenched samples with pronounced nanostructure is lower than that of annealed samples (with 
parallel van der Waals gaps) below 300 °C, where diffusion effects are negligible. Once 
diffusion processes are activated at approximately 300 °C (see above), the thermal conductivities 
of quenched samples with n = 7, 12 and 19 develop discontinuously and show pronounced 
hysteresis as discussed in Chapter 5.4. This may be attributed to the high atomic mobility that 
influences the thermal conductivities. The diffusion processes also change the charge carrier 
concentration so that the Seebeck coefficients and the electrical conductivities also exhibit 
discontinuous and hysteretic behavior.  
The thermoelectric characteristics of quenched samples (GeTe)nSb2Te3 are comparable to those 
of pseudobinary compounds GeTe-AgSbTe2 which are often referred to as TAGS (Te-Sb-Ge-
Ag). Below ~300 °C the thermoelectric figures of merit of these optimized solid solutions range 
below ~1 and reach high values of ~1.5 at 450 °C.[8,9] Similar ZT-values are also found for 
inhomogenous nanostructured SALT-materials (Na-Sb-Pb-Te) or LAST-materials (Pb-Sb-Ag-
Te).[10,11] All these materials are comparable to phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 and are discussed as high-
performance thermoelectrics.[12,13] 
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5.2 Influence of stress and strain on the kinetic 
stability and phase transitions of cubic and 
pseudocubic Ge-Sb-Te materials  
 
Matthias N. Schneider, Philipp Urban, Andreas Leineweber, Markus Döblinger, 
and Oliver Oeckler 
Physical Review B 2010, 81, 184102. 
Abstract 
 
Rewritable data-storage media and promising nonvolatile random-access memory are mainly 
based on phase-change materials (PCMs) which allow reversible switching between two 
metastable (amorphous and crystalline) modifications accompanied by a change in physical 
properties. Although the phase-change process has been extensively studied, it has not been 
elucidated how and why the metastable crystalline state is kinetically stabilized against the 
formation of thermodynamically stable phases. In contrast to thin-film investigations, the present 
study on bulk material allows to demonstrate how the cubic high-temperature phase of GeTe-rich 
germanium antimony tellurides (GST materials) is partially retained in metastable states obtained 
by quenching of bulk samples. We focus on compositions such as Ge0.7Sb0.2Te and Ge0.8Sb0.13Te, 
which are important materials for Blu-ray disks. Bulk samples allow a detailed structural 
characterization. The structure of a multiply twinned crystal isolated from such material has been 
determined from x-ray diffraction data (Ge0.7Sb0.2Te, R3m, a=4.237 Å, c=10.29 Å). Although the 
metrics is close to cubic, the crystal structure is rhombohedral and approximates a layered GeTe-
type atom arrangement. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) on 
quenched samples of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te reveal nanoscale twin domains. Cation defects form planar 
domain boundaries. The metastability of the samples was proved by in situ temperature-
dependent powder diffraction experiments, which upon heating show a slow phase transition to a 
trigonal layered structure at ca. 325 °C. HRTEM of samples annealed at 400 °C shows extended 
defect layers that lead to larger domains of one orientation which can be described as a one-
dimensionally disordered long-periodical-layered structure. The stable cubic high-temperature 
modification is formed at about 475 °C. Powder diffraction on samples of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te with 
defined particle sizes reveal that the formation of the stable superstructure phase is influenced by 
stress and strain induced by the twinning and volume change due to the cubic →rhombohedral 
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phase transition upon quenching. The associated peak broadening is larger for small crystallites 
that allow relaxation more readily. Consequently, the degree of rhombohedral distortion as well 
as the appearance of superstructure reflections upon annealing is more pronounced for small 
crystallites. The same is true for samples which were slowly cooled from 500 °C. Hence, the 
lattice distortion accompanying the phase transition toward a stable trigonal superstructure is, to 
a certain degree, inhibited in larger crystallites. This kinetic stabilization of metastable states by 
stress effects is probably relevant for GST phase-change materials.  
Copyright: © 2010 by the American Physical Society 
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5.2.1 Introduction 
 
Rapid data storage using phase-change recording media and nonvolatile random-access memory 
is a key technology. The phase-change materials (PCMs) involved have to meet the basic 
requirement that a reversible phase transition between two structurally different phases is related 
to a change in physical properties.[1–4] For all materials under development, this phase change is 
based on the transition between amorphous phases and metastable crystalline phases with simple 
average structures.[5,6] The metastability of the phases that contribute to the write-erase cycle is 
essential in order to reversibly induce the phase change that allows to code information in solid 
state. According to the phase diagrams, all materials that are currently used exhibit 
corresponding thermodynamically stable states, either as additional modifications or involving 
phase separation.[7–10] The stable compounds do not contribute to the data-storage process but 
present an energetical minimum which is disadvantageous for the phase-change behavior. Since 
they must be avoided, it is essential that the kinetic stabilization of metastable phases periods. On 
the other hand, they must allow for fast phase change. Numerous investigations have attempted 
to elucidate the mechanism of the transition used for data storage,[11–14] however, it remains 
unclear why the systems under investigation do not reach the thermodynamic equilibrium during 
their application. 
Most studies have focused on alloys in the system Ge-Sb-Te (GST materials).[15] Concerning 
many analytical methods, it is a drawback that the metastable phases are not easily accessible by 
solid-state synthesis, but mostly have to be prepared as thin films, e.g., by magnetron sputtering. 
The crystalline phases in the system Ge-Sb-Te can be classified according to their structures. A 
rocksalt-type (B1) lattice with Te atoms occupying the anion site and Ge/Sb sharing the cation 
site has been reported for metastable crystalline phases occurring in the phase-change 
cycle.[3,16,17] Their composition generally lies on or very close to the pseudobinary section GeTe-
Sb2Te3 in the ternary phase diagram, where normal valence compounds are located. Thus, a 
varying content of cation vacancies is intrinsic as there are more Te atoms than Ge and Sb atoms 
in this AB structure. The vacancy distribution has been discussed in detail.[3,11,16,18,19] A statistical 
distribution as well as partial defect ordering two-dimensional arrays have been reported based 
on DFT calculations.[17,20,21] For both models, local distortions accompany the vacancies. 
For GeTe-rich samples obtained by scraping off thin films produced by sputtering, it has recently 
been shown that the metastable “cubic” B1-type phases, in fact, exhibit a slight rhombohedral 
distortion.[22] Comparable to pure GeTe,[23] a stable undistorted cubic high-temperature 
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modification does exist; the transition temperature between the rhombohedral and the cubic 
phases increases with rising GeTe content. Furthermore, a B1-type crystalline phase Ge4SbTe5 
(=Ge0.8Sb0.2Te), has been described,[15,24–26] this composition point slightly deviates from the 
compositions corresponding to the pseudobinary GeTe-Sb2Te3 line. 
However, at low temperatures these modifications are metastable: reaching the thermodynamic 
equilibrium involves phase separation. For example, annealing the metastable phase Ge8Sb2Te11 
(GeTe:Sb2Te3=8:1) leads to separation into GeTe and a phase with composition Ge6Sb2Te9 
(GeTe:Sb2Te3=6:1), which, under these conditions, is probably the ternary phase with the lowest 
Sb content.[22] It exhibits a long periodically ordered structure which is representative for a range 
of phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. These ordered compounds can exhibit surprisingly large 
translation periods. They include homologous series of antimony-rich antimony tellurides (n=0) 
(Refs. 27–29) and stable compounds with k=0 that contain rigid rocksalt-like building blocks of 
alternating Te and Ge/Sb layers.[28,30,31] For n, m, k ≠ 0, the latter are separated by additional 
antimony layers.[32] These phases are accessible as bulk material, however, the long-range 
ordering of the building blocks can be limited and both stacking disorder as well as varying site 
occupancies have been described.[31,33,34] These effects probably depend on the exact 
composition and thermal treatment. 
Although frequently disordered, the thermodynamically stable phases contain distorted rocksalt-
type slabs rather similar to metastable crystalline phase-change materials and exhibit a similar 
chemical composition. However, PCMs fortunately do not adopt the thermodynamically stable 
structures during write-erase cycles. The present study on GeTe-rich bulk samples emphasizes 
the role of microstrain regarding the inhibition of the cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition. 
Mechanical stress as a consequence of the phase transitions influences the kinetics, impedes 
long-range ordering, and may be important in phase change devices as well. 
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5.2.2 Experimental details 
 
5.2.2.1 Synthesis 
 
Bulk samples of Ge0.8Sb0.2Te (=Ge4SbTe5, GeTe:Sb2Te3:Sb2 = 24:2:1), Ge0.7Sb0.2Te 
(GeTe:Sb2Te3 = 7:1), and Ge0.8Sb0.13Te (GeTe:Sb2Te3 = 12:1) were prepared by melting 
stoichiometric amounts of the pure elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), Sb (99.999%, Smart 
Elements), and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under argon 
atmosphere at 950 °C (~2 h). After quenching to room temperature in water, the samples were 
annealed at 500 °C (Ge0.8Sb0.13Te) or 550 °C (Ge0.8Sb0.2Te, Ge0.7Sb0.2Te) for 20 h in a tube 
furnace and quenched in water again. Some samples of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te were ground and separated 
into fractions with different grain sizes by sieving and subsequently annealed under Ar as 
described below. These samples were not ground again after annealing and no sintering was 
observed. 
 
5.2.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy and chemical analysis 
 
Images of the samples were recorded using JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector (model 7418, 
Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). The composition of the bulk samples was confirmed by EDX 
spectroscopy. All analyses of Ge0.7Sb0.2Te and Ge0.8Sb0.13Te corresponded to the stoichiometry 
of the weighted sample within an error limit of 2–4 at. %. For the analysis of the single crystal 
from a heterogeneous sample with the nominal composition Ge0.8Sb0.2Te (see below), three-point 
measurements were averaged. 
 
5.2.2.3 X-ray diffraction 
 
X-ray powder patterns were recorded on a Huber G670 Guinier camera equipped with a fixed 
imaging plate and integrated read-out system using Cu Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, 
λ=1.54051 Å) in Guinier geometry. Specimens were prepared by fixing powdered specimens on 
Mylar foils using silicone grease. Lattice parameters were determined by pattern fitting (Rietveld 
method) using the program TOPAS.[35] Temperature-dependent powder diffraction experiments 
were done on a STOE Stadi P powder diffractometer equipped with an imaging plate system 
using Mo Kα1 radiation (Ge monochromator, λ=0.71093 Å) in Debye-Scherrer geometry. 
Powdered specimens were filled into silica glass capillaries with 0.3 mm diameter and sealed 
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with silicone grease under argon atmosphere. During measurement the samples were heated up 
to 600 °C in a graphite furnace and then cooled to room temperature.  
Irregularly shaped crystals obtained by crushing a quenched sample of Ge4SbTe5 were checked 
for quality by Laue photographs on a Buerger precession camera after mounting them on glass 
fibers. Intensity data were collected on a Nonius-Kappa CCD diffractometer using Mo Kα 
radiation (graded multilayer x-ray optics, λ=0.71093 Å). Semiempirical absorption corrections 
based on equivalent reflections[36] were applied before structure refinements with SHELX.[37] 
Details concerning the data collection and refinement are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.[38] 
 
Table 1. Crystal data and refinement details for Ge0.7Sb0.2Te. 
 
formula  Ge0.7Sb0.2Te 
molar mass in g mol-1 204.7 g/mol 
crystal system Trigonal 
space group R3m 
cell parameters in Å  a = 4.237(3), c = 10.29(1) 
cell volume in Å3 160.0(2) 
formula units / cell 3 
X-ray density in g cm-3 6.314 
abs. coefficient in mm-1 25.60 
F(000) 253.8 
crystal size in mm3 0.03 x 0.03 x 0.02 
diffractometer Nonius Kappa-CCD 
radiation, monochromation Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å), graded multilayer X-ray optics 
temperature in K 293(2) 
2 range in deg 11.8 – 66.3 
total no. of reflections 2240 
independent / observed reflections 99 / 97 
refined parameters 12 
GOF 1.090 
R values [I>2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0319, wR2 = 0.0750 
               all data R1 = 0.0329, wR2 = 0.0764 
max./min. residual electron density in e Å-3 1.085 / -1.567 
 
Table 2. Atom coordinates, occupation factors, and diplacement factors (in Å2) Ge0.7Sb0.2Te. 
 
Atom Wyckof
f site 
x = y z f.o.f. Ueq U11 = U22 U33 U23 = 
U13 
U12 = ½ 
U11 
Ge/Sb 3a 0 0.4808(3) Ge 0.70 
Sb 0.20 
0.0221(7) 0.0214(11) 0.024(2) 0 0.0107(5) 
Te 3a 0 0 1 0.0290(4) 0.0284(8) 0.0302(18) 0 0.0142(4) 
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5.2.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
The samples were finely dispersed in ethyl alcohol suspension and subsequently dispersed on 
copper grids coated with holey carbon film. The grids were mounted on a double tilt holder with 
a maximum tilt angle of 30°. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were carried out on a FEI Titan 80-300 equipped 
with a field emission gun operating at 300 kV. The images were recorded using a Gatan 
UltraScan 1000 (2k x 2k) camera. 
 
5.2.3 Results and discussion 
 
5.2.3.1 Electroneutrality and phase separation 
 
According to literature,[24–26] a cubic B1-type phase Ge0.8Sb0.2Te (=Ge4SbTe5, 
GeTe:Sb2Te3:Sb2 = 24:2:1) can be obtained as bulk material. However, we were not able to 
obtain single-phase samples with this composition. Instead, x-ray powder diffraction patterns of 
various both quenched and annealed samples always indicated formation of elemental Ge in the 
samples. Optical microscopy on polished samples shows dark spots due to Ge precipitation. In 
contrast to thin-film samples, where a B1-type material without cation vacancies has been 
reported with anion to cation ratio[1,24–26] our results are in accordance with the ternary phase 
diagram. Metastable phases are, of course, not well described by phase diagrams, however, the 
latter indicate the precipitation of Ge, which can be explained regarding the charge SbIII, and 
Te−II. For Ge0.8Sb0.2Te, the charge balance between anions (−2) and cations (average charge 
+2.2) does not correspond to a valence compound whereas all stable phases on the pseudobinary 
section (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m are valence compounds per definition. Hence, the electron count 
suggests that Ge0.8Sb0.2Te is expected to be metastable against phase separation. 
Electroneutrality can, in principle, be achieved by precipitation of either Ge or Sb. The Ge 
precipitation observed is easy to detect as Ge crystallizes in a cubic diamond type (Fd3m) which 
does not allow coherent intergrowth. In contrast, spinodal Sb exsolution might be kinetically 
favored (but has not been observed for this composition) because its layerlike gray arsenic-type 
structure (A7, R3m) is closely related to the structure of stable trigonal germanium antimony 
tellurides. The similar metrics perpendicular to the rhombohedral axis (differences < 2%) allows 
coherent intergrowth that may even lead to new long-range ordered intergrowth phases, 
especially for higher Sb contents as in Ge1.57Sb2.43Te5·Sb8.[32] 
From these considerat ions, single-phase samples require at least a composition on the 
pseudobinary section GeTe-Sb2Te3, e.g., Ge0.7Sb0.2Te (GeTe:Sb2Te3 = 7:1) and Ge0.8Sb0.13Te 
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(GeTe:Sb2Te3 = 12:1). In any case, thermal treatment of these samples does not lead to the 
formation of Sb or Ge but rather to separation into interrelated ordered compounds on the 
mentioned line. However, in a (pseudo)cubic B1 structure, the Sb content of these phases leads 
to cation vacancies (Ge1−xSb2x/3Vx/3Te). 
 
5.2.3.2 Average crystal structure of the quenched samples 
 
Quenched bulk samples with the composition Ge0.8Sb0.2Te (=Ge4SbTe5, 
GeTe:Sb2Te3:Sb2 = 24:2:1) contain precipitated Ge (as mentioned above), however, small single 
crystals of a ternary phase can be isolated from the ingots. To confirm the average structure of 
the (pseudo)cubic phase we performed single-crystal diffraction experiments on such metastable 
single crystals. EDX spectroscopy yields a composition Ge0.71(1)Sb0.195(10)Te which corresponds 
very well to an electroneutral formula Ge0.7Sb0.2Te and indicates phase separation according to 
Ge0.8Sb0.2Te → Ge0.7Sb0.2Te + 0.1 Ge. At first sight, the average structure of Ge0.7Sb0.2Te is a B1 
rocksalt type with a lattice constant of ac =5.991(1) Å (the subscript c denotes the cubic setting). 
Since such compounds can be regarded as a Sb-doped variant of GeTe, a rhombohedral structure 
model has been suggested for the related phase Ge8Sb2Te11=Ge0.72Sb0.18Te (Ref. 22) in analogy 
to the displacive phase transition between β and α GeTe (Ref. 23), which involves a symmetry 
reduction from Fm3m to R3m. A simple distortion of the cF lattice along <111>c yields a 
centrosymmetric hR lattice. In single crystals, such a translationengleiche group-subgroup 
relationship of index 4 (t4) usually involves fourfold twinning. The formation of a polar layered 
GeTe-type structure requires further symmetry reduction from R3m to R3m (t2), leading to 
additional inversion twinning. Both R3m and R3m contain two independent atom positions 
corresponding to the anion (Te) and cation (Ge+Sb+vacancies) sublattices, respectively. 
Whereas the deviation from the cubic metrics is relatively small, the trigonal symmetry of twin 
domains and their relative orientation are quite obvious in SEM images of fragments from the 
ingot as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. SEM image of a fragment of an ingot with the composition Ge0.7Sb0.2Te; the trigonal 
morphology of plate-shaped domains and their multiple twinning to form pseudocubic 
arrangements (see magnified inset) is easily seen. 
 
Structure refinements have been performed using different models in space groups Fm3m, R3m, 
and R3m, respectively. In order to comply with the cubic Laue symmetry of the diffraction data 
as well as with group-subgroup relationships, fourfold pseudomerohedral twinning for the 
rhombohedral models must be considered. The relative volume fractions of the four domains 
refined to 0.241(4):0.251(4):0.265(4):0.243(4). Additional inversion twinning in the case of R3m 
could not be taken into account as refinements became unstable, however, Flack parameters 
indicate that inversion twinning is present. In preliminary refinements, full Ge/Sb occupancy has 
been assumed for cation as well as anion positions for better comparison of different models. 
Although at first glance the refinement assuming a B1-type rocksalt structure seems satisfactory 
[Fm3m, 38 independent data, 3 parameters; R1(all)=0.062], symmetry reduction and accounting 
for twinning improve the residuals significantly [R3m: 99 independent data, 8 parameters, 
R1(all)=0.045; R3m: 99 independent data (Friedel pairs averaged), 11 parameters, 
R1(all)=0.033]. Although the final model in R3m has more parameters, the improvement of the 
data fit is statistically significant. This result confirms the reasonable assumption of a GeTe-type 
structure. If the Ge and Sb fractions on the cation site are refined with the constraint of total 
charge neutrality [2 sof(Ge) + 3 sof(Sb) = 2 sof(Te)], the resulting composition is 
Ge0.689(1)Sb0.207(1)Te. This is consistent with the EDX result, however, in combination with the 
twin fractions the refinement requires strong damping. Therefore, the slightly idealized 
composition Ge0.7Sb0.2Te was fixed in the final refinement. As the metrical rhombohedral 
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distortion cannot be quantified from a twinned crystal (which apparently exhibits the cubic 
metrics), the lattice parameters used for the calculation of interatomic distances and angles were 
determined from powder data (see below). Crystallographic details are given in Table 1, atom 
positions, site occupancies, and displacement parameters are given in Table 2. 
 
Figure 2. Representation of the crystal structure of quenched Ge0.7Sb0.2Te (white spheres: cation 
position with Ge, Sb and vacancy occupation, dark spheres: Te): both the rhombohedral 
(hexagonal setting, upright) and the pseudocubic rocksalt-type unit cells are outlined, GeTe-type 
layers are indicated by interconnection of the atoms with the shortest interatomic distances, some 
of the longer interatomic distances are also indicated (gray fragmented “bonds” that highlight the 
pseudo-octahedral coordination of the cations).  
 
In the final GeTe-type structure model (cf. Fig. 2), the coordination octahedron around Ge/Sb is 
distorted, resulting in three short distances Ge/Sb-Te [2.879(2) Å] and three long distances 
Ge/Sb-Te [3.105(2) Å] with angles Te-Ge/ Sb-Te of 94.76(7)° and 86.05(7)° at the cation. Thus, 
the structural deviation from the B1-type is much larger than the deviation from the cubic 
metrics. The distances and angles correspond well to the values for Ge8Sb2Te11 (R3m, ah =4.203 
Å, ch=10.458 Å at 92 K; the subscript h denotes hexagonal setting) that were obtained by 
Rietveld refinement on powder data (distances Ge/Sb-Te: 2.883 and 3.101 Å, angles Te-Ge/Sb-
Te: 93.6° and 85.3°).[22] 
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5.2.3.3 In situ temperature-dependent powder diffraction study 
 
The powder patterns of quenched GeTe-rich phases with electroneutral compositions such as 
Ge0.7Sb0.2Te and Ge0.8Sb0.13Te indicate single-phase products with pseudocubic metrics 
consistent with the single-crystal experiment, the ac lattice parameter being approximately 
5.99 Å, corresponding to ah ≈ 4.235 Å and ch ≈ 10.37 Å (again, the indices c and h indicate cubic 
and hexagonal setting, respectively). The slight rhombohedral distortion along [111]c is 
manifested in the anisotropic peak broadening of the pseudocubic reflections (see below). It 
corresponds to approximate rhombohedral lattice parameters ah = 4.237 Å and ch = 10.29 Å for 
Ge0.7Sb0.2Te and ah = 4.237 Å and ch = 10.36 Å for Ge0.8Sb0.13Te (for comparison: GeTe:[23] 
ah =4.164 Å and ch = 10.692 Å). In situ temperature-dependent powder diffraction experiments 
prove that this structural state is metastable. The kinetic stabilization of the pseudocubic phase is 
more pronounced for Ge0.8Sb0.13Te (cf. Fig. 3), therefore we chose this sample for a detailed 
investigation. Upon heating, structural changes are observed as reported 
earlier.[22] The anisotropically broadened reflections of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te split into the typical strong 
reflections corresponding to a clearly rhombohedral GeTe-type pattern at approximately 325 °C. 
As detailed below, this is the average structure of a disordered superstructure phase that includes 
blocks of various GeTe-rich compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3). 
Clearly visible superstructure reflections are not expected as no long-time annealing has been 
applied. A second phase transition to a phase with regular cubic metrics occurs at about 475 °C. 
Peak integrals of this cubic high-temperature phase and the quenched (pseudo)cubic phase 
correspond well, but the absence of anisotropic broadening indicates a genuine stable rocksalt-
type phase at high temperatures. Upon slow cooling of the sample to room temperature, the more 
or less disordered block structure with pronounced rhombohedral distortion is obtained instead 
of a (pseudo)cubic state. Weak additional reflections of a phase very similar to GeTe were 
sometimes observed.  
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Figure 3. Temperature programmed powder diffraction experiment (Mo-Kα1 radiation) of a 
quenched sample Ge0.8Sb0.13Te (from bottom to top, heating and cooling ramp 5 °C/min). At 
600 °C, several patterns were recorded and later added to obtain more precise lattice parameters 
of the high-temperature phase (see Supplementary Material). One reflection from the furnace 
material is indicated by an asterisk. 
 
5.2.3.4 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
HRTEM images of a Ge0.8Sb0.13Te specimen quenched from 500 °C show a disordered domain 
structure with parquet-like appearance (cf. Fig. 4, top). It can be interpreted in terms of planar 
defects, and similar effects have been reported for copper gallium chalcogenides.[39] From the 
structures of the corresponding stable phases as well as from theoretical 
calculations[7,17,28,33,34,40-42] it seems obvious that cation vacancies tend to arrange as planar defect 
layers accompanied by local distortions in the crystal structure. In fact, the van der Waals gaps 
between the rocksalt-type blocks in (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) phases can be viewed as defect layers, if the 
shift between adjacent Te atom layers is considered as a relaxation. The partial cation defect 
ordering in Ge0.8Sb0.13Te extends in planes ||{111}c, i.e., parallel to the single hexagonal atom 
layers of the cubic ABC stacking sequence. Interpenetrating nanodomains with different 
orientations inhibit long-periodic ordering of the layer faults and on average, the resulting 
disordered structure maintains cubic metrics (see below). The domains are much smaller than in 
Ge0.7Sb0.2Te (cf. Fig. 2), and crystals of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te would not be suitable for twin refinements 
as the x-rays’ length of coherence exceeds the domain size. Therefore, the elementary mesh of 
the hhlc electron diffraction pattern (cf. Fig. 5, bottom) exhibits no significant deviation from the 
expected 1/√2 lattice parameter ratio. The elongation of the Bragg maxima along <111> can be 
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attributed to local rhombohedral distortion. The statistical distribution of the planar defects leads 
to diffuse lines interconnecting the Bragg intensities along <111>, consistent with the Fourier 
transform of the HRTEM image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After further annealing of the samples previously quenched from 500 °C (stability region of the 
cubic high-temperature phase) at 400 °C (below the transition temperature to the cubic high-
temperature modification) for 20 h, the planar defects adopt a strongly preferred orientation 
perpendicular to the [001]h direction of a rhombohedral GeTe-type unit cell (cf. Fig. 5, [001]h 
corresponds to one of the <111>c directions, h and c indicate hexagonal and cubic setting, 
respectively). The defect layers appear as rather broad lines as the relaxation around them 
continues into several atom layers of the rocksalt-type slabs. As measured in HRTEM images, 
the average distance between the defect layers is about 54 Å, but in contrast to a well-defined 
superstructure they are not arranged periodically and their distance varies up to 30 Å around the 
 
Figure 4. HRTEM image of a 
Ge0.8Sb0.13Te specimen as quenched 
from 500°C (top, inset: Fourier 
transform) and the corresponding 
SAED pattern (bottom, indices of some 
Bragg positions are given). 
 
 
Figure 5. HRTEM image of a 
Ge0.8Sb0.13Te specimen annealed at 
400°C for 20h and subsequently 
quenched (top, the spacings of cation 
defect layers are indicated, they yield 
an average of 54 Å) and the 
corresponding SAED pattern (bottom). 
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average value. Similar one-dimensional disorder has been reported, for example, for the phases 
GeSb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5, or Ge3Sb2Te6.33,[34] Consequently, the SAED patterns show diffuse streaks 
along ch*. An idealized hypothetical superstructure corresponding to the given composition can 
be derived by homology principles as described in detail in the literature.[28,31] The numberof 
cation defects and thus the frequency of van der Waals gaps depends on the Sb content and, in 
this case, leads to rather thick rocksalt-type slabs. For the composition 
Ge0.8Sb0.13Te=(GeTe)12(Sb2Te3), an 87R type with a ch lattice constant of approximately 165.3 Å 
is expected as the average thickness for two-dimensional hexagonal atom layersin these long 
periodically ordered structures is about 1.9 Å. In such an 87R-type structure, one ch translation 
period contains three rocksalt-type slabs comprising 29 atom layers each. Consequently, the 
distance between the van der Waals gaps, i.e., the cation defect layers, is expected to be 55.1 Å. 
This agrees well with the experimentally determined average value, although this is just an 
approximation as a certain degree of GeTe exsolution cannot be excluded.  
 
5.2.3.5 Influence of the powder-particle size on the establishment of the rhombohedral 
distortion 
 
The transformation between the quenched pseudocubic state and the rhombohedral 
superstructure phase depends on time and temperature. The pseudocubic state itself differs from 
the cubic high-temperature phase by the formation of a GeTe-type structural distortion and by 
formation of the planar defect layers ||{111}c, which both can be expected to drive a 
rhombohedral distortion of the lattice metrics. However, the formation of the rhombohedrally 
distorted GeTe-type state is realized in twin domains differing by the orientation of the [001]h 
direction corresponding to different <111>c directions. In this state, the planar defect layers are 
aligned perpendicular [001]h of the corresponding rhombohedral domain. Within the small-
domain-sized microstructure, each domain is hindered to establish its stress-free rhombohedrally 
distorted metrics (equilibrium lattice parameters), and the metrical misfit between the different 
domains leads to locally varying deviations from the equilibrium lattice parameters to 
pseudocubic ones (microstrain accompanied by microstress). Depending on the domain size and 
actual domain microstructure, this either leads to an incomplete rhombohedral splitting or merely 
to the anisotropic microstrain broadening of the reflections in a powder diffraction pattern that 
would be expected for a cubic phase. 
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Figure 6. Powder diffraction patterns of fractions of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te samples with grain sizes 0-20 
µm, 20-59 µm and 59-105 µm: quenched from 500°C (bottom, with anisotropic peak broadening 
depending on the grain size, inset: 220c reflection and its FWHM), slowly cooled from 500°C to 
250°C (middle) and quenched after annealing at 400°C for 20h (top); The slowly cooled and 
annealed samples show rhombohedral reflection splitting (indicated by arrows for the 104h and 
110 reflections) and superstructure reflections (marked for the batches with the smallest grain 
sizes by dotted ellipses at an exemplary position).  
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Indeed the powder diffraction patterns (Fig. 6, bottom) of the quenched samples exhibit 
anisotropic broadening with the hhhc (111 and 222) reflections being very broad and the h00c 
(200 and 400) reflections being narrowest. This anisotropy of the broadening reflects the fact that 
the h00c reflections do not split upon a rhombohedral distortion, whereas for hhhc this splitting 
will be largest (e.g., 003h and 101h originating from 111c). In the experimental pattern (Fig. 6, 
bottom), the broadening is highlighted for the strong 220c reflection which formally splits into 
the 104h and 110h reflections. The order dependence of the line broadening of the hhhc 
reflections in Williamson-Hall plots[43] (not shown) clearly confirms the microstrain character of 
the line broadening as expected for varying d spacings in the specimen. However, a quantitative 
evaluation of the line broadening is complicated by coherent-diffraction effects between the 
small domains and by the stacking faults.[44–46] Moreover, the planar defect layers may also lead 
to layer-fault-induced line broadening, however, this is apparently not large in the present case. 
The free surface, which depends on the size of the powder particles, is a decisive factor 
concerning possible relaxation of the stresses in domains which, in turn, allows for better 
establishment of the rhombohedral distortion. Therefore, powder samples of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te were 
separated into fractions with defined grain sizes of 0–20 μm, 20–59 μm, and 59–105 μm before 
they were annealed in the stability region of the cubic modification (at 500 °C) and subsequently 
quenched in water. No further grinding was applied; therefore, the peak shapes are not biased by 
grinding effects which may otherwise have a strong influence. In fact, the powder batches with 
the smallest particle size (which is definitely larger than the domain size, cf. Fig. 4) exhibit the 
largest line broadening with respect to an unbroadened cubic pattern, and are thus closest to the 
rhombohedral pattern (Fig. 6, bottom). Particle-size broadening can be neglected as the 
reflections that do not split in the rhombohedral system remain sharp. 
The pseudocubic rhombohedral state with more or less pronounced microstrain broadening is 
kinetically stable at ambient temperature. However, upon annealing (400 °C for 20 h) the 
domains of the pseudocubic state coarsen and optimize their mutual arrangement. This way the 
stress-free rhombohedral lattice parameters are approached (similar to the observations in the 
course of the high-temperature powder diffraction experiments, see above). At the same time the 
defect-layers reorient perpendicular to the [001]h direction of the larger domains and order in a 
long-range fashion so that superstructure reflections appear. This occurs most readily for the 
smallest powder-particle-size batch, where the superstructure reflections are best visible (Fig. 6, 
top). Apparently, the free surfaces enhance the coarsening and the defect-layer ordering, similar 
to abnormal grain growth.[47] In additional experiments, similar powder batches of Ge0.8Sb0.13Te 
were slowly cooled from 500 to 250 °C and then quenched by removing them from the furnace. 
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The changes observed in the powder patterns of these samples are even more pronounced than 
for annealed samples.  
In the course of the present investigations, two different ternary phases have been observed: the 
cubic high-temperature phase and the metastable disordered pseudocubic or clearly distorted 
phase with a GeTe-type basic structure. A long-range ordered phase containing periodically 
arranged planar defect layers would constitute a third phase that has not been observed in its 
ideal state. We note that the pseudocubic GeTe-type state and the rhombohedrally distorted 
GeTe-type state s without clear indication of long-range order should be regarded as the same 
phase, however, with different microstructures. Indeed, the lattice parameters observable by 
diffraction methods are sometimes determined by the microstructure, e.g., in Pd6B.[48] However, 
it is impossible to clearly distinguish a long-range ordered phase with a certain amount of 
disorder from a GeTe-type phase with defect layers that does not exhibit long-range periodicity. 
 
 
Figure 7. Phase relations and transformations between the cubic high-temperature phase, the 
metastable pseudocubic or rhombohedral phase, and the stable trigonal layered superstructure of 
GeTe-rich GST materials as observed for bulk samples.  
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5.2.4 Conclusions 
 
The present study shows that bulk samples of quenched GeTe-rich GST materials exhibit phase 
relationships and transformations (cf. Fig. 7) between metastable states and stable trigonal 
phases that are very similar to those observed in thin films of phase-change materials on 
rewritable datastorage media.[22] If the cubic high-temperature phase is quenched, the phase 
transition to a rhombohedral phase leads to twin domains, which has been shown by HRTEM as 
well as by the first single-crystal structure refinement of a metastable GST phase in its 
pseudocubic state. Temperature-dependent powder diffraction experiments have clearly revealed 
that in this case the formation of the stable ordered phases is inhibited by stress that arises from 
the formation of twin domains due to the anisotropic distortion associated with the formation of 
the rhombohedral phase. Thus, the realignment into areas with long-periodic parallel defect 
layers is hindered in large powder particles or compact bulk material, whereas the necessary 
relaxation occurs more readily in small powder particles. Surface effects may also play a role. 
Summing up, the transition kinetics is strongly affected by stress effects. 
In PCM data-storage devices, only small regions of thin films are actually melted and quickly 
recrystallized (i.e., quenched) to code information, hence, the surrounding matrix can lead to 
anisotropic stress.[49–51] Pressures during the write-erase cycle have been estimated to reach up to 
several gigapascal.[52–54] A strong mechanical force, which results mainly from interactions 
between substrate and capping cannot be neglected within the phase-change material itself. In 
this context, our results show that stress and strain effects in GST phases are not only important 
for the write-erase cycle but also with respect to the kinetic inhibition of the formation of the 
stable trigonal phases. Thus, they play a decisive role in PCMs and are not only interesting with 
respect to adhesion between the storage layer and its surrounding. Comparable strain effects 
have been investigated, for example, in ferroelectric or ferroelastic materials,[55,56] metals,[57,58] 
and alloys,[59] and shown to influence the electrical behavior of perovskites.[60] Concerning 
phase-change materials, most research has concentrated on the amorphous-crystalline transitions 
so far. However, to understand their crystal chemistry and physics, it is also essential to take into 
account the transitions between metastable and stable crystalline modifications, especially since 
the latter involve the impetus of thermodynamics. This insight into the interplay of kinetics and 
thermodynamics of GST materials might also be interesting with respect to their potential 
thermoelectric properties.[30] Therefore, it seems promising to further investigate this 
relationship. 
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5.3 Real structure and thermoelectric properties of 
GeTe-rich germanium antimony tellurides 
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Abstract 
 
Quenched Ge-Sb-Te (GST) compounds exhibit strongly disordered metastable structures whose 
average structure corresponds to a distorted rocksalt type with trigonal symmetry. Depending on 
the composition and thermal treatment, the metrics remain more or less pseudocubic. The 
corresponding stable phases show regular sequences of distorted rocksalt-type blocks that 
formally result from layer-like cation defect ordering. These thermodynamically stable layered 
phases can gradually be approached by annealing the metastable (pseudo)cubic compounds that 
are accessible by quenching high-temperature phases. The relaxation of Te atoms in the vicinity 
of the defect layers leads to van der Waals gaps rather than defect layers in an undistorted 
matrix. The partially ordered phases obtained show defect layers with an average distance and 
arrangement depending on the composition and the thermal treatment of the samples. This 
variation of the nanostructure influences the lattice thermal conductivity (κL) and thus the 
thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). This results in ZT values up to 1.3 at 450 °C for bulk 
samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 12 and 19). The stability ranges of the various phases have been 
examined by temperature programmed X-ray powder diffraction and can be understood in 
conjunction with the changes of the nanostructure involved. The real structure of phases 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3-19) has been investigated by high-resolution electron microscopy 
(HRTEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)-high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF) with respect to the stoichiometry and synthesis conditions. The correlation of the 
nanostructure with the thermoelectric properties opens an interesting perspective for tuning 
thermoelectric properties.  
 
Keywords: GST materials; thermoelectric properties; TEM, real structure elucidation; structure-
property relationships 
Copyright: © 2011 American Chemical Society 
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5.3.1 Introduction 
 
5.3.1.1 Tellurides as thermoelectrics  
 
Tellurides have been the predominant materials for thermoelectric applications in the past 
decade. PbTe, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3 are well-established examples that still dominate the market.[1] 
In order to secure the future energy supply, the sustainable usage of energy is becoming 
increasingly important.[2] Thermoelectric materials make electric power generation from waste 
heat possible, e.g., in cars and airplanes, leading to lower fuel consumption. In addition, they 
may become increasingly popular in energy-efficient cooling and heating devices. The 
bottleneck for all applications is the efficiency of the transformation between heat and electric 
energy, which depends on the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) of the material used. At a 
given temperature T, it is defined as:  
TSZT 
2  
 
The major problem is the interdependence of the material properties determining ZT. The 
electrical conductivity (σ) and the electronic part of the thermal conductivity (κe), which 
corresponds to heat transport by electrons, are linked by the Wiedemann-Franz law. Both 
properties correlate with the Seebeck coefficient (S), as all these properties depend on the charge 
carrier concentration. The phononic part of the thermal conductivity (κL) reflects the heat that is 
transported by phonons. Since it depends on various structural features, it seems to be the most 
promising approach to reduce κL by increased phonon scattering. Therefore, many new 
approaches rely on nanostructuring and doping. Novel element combinations, e.g., Ag/Sb/Pb/Te 
(LAST, ZT up to 2)[3] or Ag/Ge/Sb/Te (TAGS, ZT up to 1.54), and structuring processes (e.g., 
spin-milled, ball-milled and hot pressed crystalline ingots of Bi-Sb-Te alloys with ZT up to 1.45) 
have led to drastic improvements in recent years. However, there is still an urgent need for bulk 
materials with high ZT values at various temperatures.  
 
5.3.1.2 Sb2Te3(GeTe)n as phase-change materials 
 
For rewritable optical data storage media, GST (Ge-Sb-Te) materials have been used for more 
than a decade[6,7] because the fast reversible phase change between metastable crystalline and 
amorphous phases can be induced in a favorable energy range. Compared to rewritable DVDs, 
the GeTe content has been increased for rewritable Blu-Ray discs in order to (1) optimize the bit 
density by enhancing the difference in reflectivity between both phases and (2) obtain higher 
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stability of the amorphous phase (recording marks), corresponding to a longer life cycle.[8] The 
fast reversible phase change can also be induced by electric pulses, and the structural states can 
be identified by their different resistivity.[9,10] As the information is preserved by structural 
changes, GST materials are very promising candidates for nonvolatile PC-RAM devices.[11-14] 
Besides this well-known phase change between amorphous and metastable crystalline phases, 
GeTe-rich GST materials exhibit another phase transformation between a rocksalt-type high-
temperature and a layered low-temperature modification.  
 
Figure 1. Tetradymite-like Sb2Te3 slabs (left) are formally enlarged by inserting GeTe-type 
layers in the blocks. The resulting structure (right) consists of distorted rocksalt-type building 
blocks with a thickness depending on the GeTe content n (the crosses indicate the position of the 
formal “vacancies” in the van der Waals gaps). For Sb2Te3 itself, n equals 0. 
 
5.3.1.3 Structure and properties of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n 
 
The structures of materials with the composition Sb2Te3(GeTe)n can be described as a 
combination of tetradymite-type Sb2Te3[15] and GeTe, a binary variant of the A7 (gray arsenic) 
structure type. The tetradymite-like Sb2Te3 blocks can formally be enlarged by inserting GeTe, 
resulting in the pseudobinary homologous series Sb2Te3(GeTe)n with distorted rocksalt-type 
building blocks of a thickness depending on n (Figure 1). These blocks are separated by van der 
Waals gaps between the Te layers terminating the individual building blocks. The distance 
between these Te layers and the following cation layers are rather short, leading to a 3 + 3 
coordination of these cations and an arrangement resembling that in GeTe itself. The Te-Te 
distances between adjacent building blocks are significantly shorter than the sum of the van der 
Waals radii and indicate partially covalent bonding. Although these trigonal, thermodynamically 
stable phases contain no structural vacancies, the strongly distorted octahedral voids between 
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these Te layers can formally be viewed as layer-like ordered cation-position “vacancies”.[16,17] 
The cubic rocksalt-type high-temperature phases are highly disordered with Ge, Sb, and 
vacancies occupying the cation positions and Te occupying the anion positions. The vacancy 
concentration depends on the ratio GeTe/Sb2Te3 (n).[18,19] In GeTe rich (n > 3) GST phase-
change materials, the structure of the crucial metastable crystalline phase is similar to the high-
temperature rocksalt-type phase. It is kinetically inert at ambient conditions, providing long-time 
data storage on rewriteable optical media.  
In recent years, the thermoelectric behavior of some GST materials has been investigated.[20] 
HRTEM investigations of spark plasma sintered Sb2Ge0.02Te3 revealed a large number of 
randomly distributed nanodomains, coupled with a 0.3 W/mK decrease in thermal conductivity 
compared to pure Sb2Te3. Consequently, the ZT value of Sb2Te3 increases from 0.74 to 0.84 at 
492 K when doped with small amounts of Ge.[21] Recent investigations indicate ZT values up to 
1.3 at 720 K for Ge-rich compositions (n ~ 12).[22] 
 
5.3.2 Experimental section 
 
Bulk samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (3 ≤ n ≤ 19) were prepared by melting (950 °C, 2 h) 
stoichiometric amounts of the elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), Sb (99.999%, Smart 
Elements), and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in silica glass ampules sealed under Ar atmosphere. 
Nanostructured samples were obtained by annealing the initially quenched samples at 500-550 
°C (i.e., in the stability range of the cubic high-temperature phase) for 2 days and quenching in 
water. The relaxed (trigonal) samples with less pronounced nanostructuring were annealed for 2 
days at 400 °C and slowly cooled in the furnace (2 h). A fraction of each sample was used for 
electron microscopy. Ingots for thermoelectric measurements were prepared under analogous 
conditions in silica glass ampules with flat bottom. The ingots obtained were disk-shaped with a 
diameter around 15 mm and a thickness of 2-6 mm. They were polished to obtain flat discs with 
a constant thickness. X-ray powder diffraction patterns matched those from corresponding 
samples used for other investigations. 
The composition of the samples was verified by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). 
Typical analyses deviate less than 5 atom % from values corresponding to the starting mixture. 
Data acquisition was done using a JSM-6500F (Jeol, Japan) scanning electron microscope 
equipped with an EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, UK). 
For transmission electron microscopy, samples were finely ground, dispersed in ethanol, and 
subsequently transferred on a copper grid coated with holey carbon film. Selected area electron 
diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM) were done on a 
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JEM2011 (Jeol Ltd., Japan) with an tungsten thermal emitter and an acceleration voltage of 200 
kV equipped with a TVIPS CCD camera (model 114, resolution: 1k x 1k). Further HRTEM, 
SAED, EDX, and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) using a high-angle 
annular dark-field (HAADF) detector was done on a Titan 80-300 (FEI, USA) with a field 
emission gun operated at 300 kV equipped with a TEMTOPS 30 EDX spectrometer (EDAX, 
Germany). Images were recorded on an UltraScan 1000 camera (Gatan, USA, resolution: 2k x 
2k). HRTEMand SAED data were evaluated using the Digital Micrograph[23] and EMS[24] 
software; for STEM and EDX data, the program ES Vision[25] was used. 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns were recorded from ground samples fixed on Mylar 
foils using silicone grease. Data were collected on a G670 Guinier camera (Huber, Germany) 
equipped with a fixed imaging plate detector with an integrated read-out system using Cu Kα1 
radiation (Ge monochromator, λ = 1.54051 Å).  
Temperature programmed XRPD patterns were collected using powdered samples filled into 
silica glass capillaries with a diameter of 0.3 mm and sealed with silicone grease under Ar. Data 
were collected using a Stadi P powder diffractometer (Stoe & Cie. GmbH, Germany) with a 
linear position-sensitive detector (PSD) and a graphite furnace using Mo Kα1 radiation (Ge 
monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å). The samples were heated from room temperature to 600 °C 
(10°/min) and subsequently cooled to room temperature in the same way. Data were collected 
every 25 °C with 10 min acquisition time. Powder patterns were analyzed with WINXPOW.[26]  
Thermoelectric properties were measured up to 450 °C under vacuum using commercial and in-
house-built facilities of the DLR (Cologne, Germany). The Seebeck coefficient was measured by 
establishing a small temperature gradient across the sample while the temperature was changed 
slowly and continuously. Type-R thermocouples attached directly to the sample’s surface were 
used for both temperature measurement (T1 and T2) and Seebeck voltage (US) pickup via the Pt 
lines. The sample’s Seebeck coefficient was then calculated as  
12 TTTST
US PtSsample   
Electrical conductivity σ was calculated from the sample’s resistance R, measured using an AC 
method in order to reduce Peltier influences and a four-point-probe setup to avoid cable and 
contact resistances affecting the measurement. When the cross-section A of the sample and the 
distance l of the probe tips are taken into account, the electrical conductivity follows as σ = l/A 
R. Thermal conductivity κ was calculated from measurements of the thermal diffusivity Dth 
using a laser-flash apparatus (LFA 427,Netzsch GmbH& Co., Germany), the heat capacity cp in 
a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 404, Netzsch GmbH & Co., Germany), and the density 
ρ using a Mohr’s balance: κ = Dth · ρ · cp. 
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5.3.3 Results and discussion 
 
5.3.3.1 Stability of the phases Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (3 ≤ n ≤ 17) 
 
Temperature-dependent XRPD investigations of   
quenched samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (3 ≤ n ≤ 17) 
were performed in order to determine the 
existence range of the different phases (Table 1). 
Two changes occur when the quenched samples 
are heated (T1, T2) (Figure 2) and one during 
cooling (T3) (Table 1). All transformation 
temperatures depend on the composition, 
indicating the influence of the thickness of the 
distorted rocksalt-type building blocks and the 
vacancy concentration on the stability of each 
phase, respectively. Starting from quenched 
pseudocubic samples, diffusion processes occur 
at T1 when the quenched sample with short-
range ordered vacancies relaxes to the 
thermodynamically stable trigonal phase (see 
below), which transforms to the cubic high-
temperature phase when the sample reaches the 
latter’s stability region (T2). When it is slowly 
cooled below that stability range, the 
transformation from the cubic to the trigonal 
phase occurs (T3). This phase transition is 
delayed because the high-temperature phase can 
be undercooled (T3 < T2).  
 
Table 1. Phase transformation temperatures of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (3 ≤ n ≤ 17) from temperature 
programmed XRPD 
 
Composition T1 (in °C) T2 (in °C) T3 (in °C) 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)3 375 560 550 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)7 250-320 500 460 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 325 475-500 460 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)14 325 450 320 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)17 300 410 250-275 
 
 
Figure 2. Heating section of the 
temperature-dependent PXRD of different 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)n samples with the transition 
temperatures T1 and T2 (left: temperatures 
in °C). 
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With increasing GeTe content n, the cubic phase obviously becomes more stable and more inert 
at lower temperatures: it is reached at lower temperatures (T2) upon heating and can be 
increasingly undercooled (T3 decreases). GeTe itself cannot be undercooled as it exhibits no 
vacancies.[27] Its transition temperature (ca. 390 °C for slightly Te-rich samples) between the 
rhombohedral and the cubic phase continues the trend given by samples with increasing n.  
The diffusion pathways required to reach the trigonal phase with more or less equidistant van der 
Waals gaps depend on the block size. Due to the long diffusion pathways involved, the cubic 
phase can be increasingly undercooled and partially retained at room temperature by quenching 
the samples if the GeTe content is higher (i.e., thicker blocks). The transition from the trigonal to 
the cubic phase requires a rearrangement of the Te substructure and the introduction of randomly 
distributed structural vacancies on cation positions. This process is governed by thermodynamics 
rather than by kinetics. Trigonal phases of all samples investigated can be long-time annealed at 
400 °C without phase transition to the cubic high-temperature phase. 
 
5.3.3.2 Influence of thermal treatment on the nanostructure 
 
 The microstructure of Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 samples with different thermal treatment have been 
investigated by TEM. Samples quenched from temperatures in the existence range of the cubic 
high-temperature phase show intersecting defect layers perpendicular to all pseudocubic [111] 
directions in the HRTEM images. A parquet-like structure is formed, and corresponding diffuse 
intensities are observed in the SAED patterns (Figure 3). The defect layers are directly imaged 
by Z contrast in STEM-HAADF images (electron-rich areas appear brighter). A similar HRTEM 
investigation of samples that were annealed in the existence range of the trigonal phase (400 °C) 
show parallel van der Waals gaps with irregular distances, which can only formally be viewed as 
“defect layers”. Accordingly, the corresponding SAED patterns show diffuse intensities only in 
the direction orthogonal to the layers (Figure 3). Slowly cooled samples resemble those obtained 
by annealing quenched ones.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of two samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 with different thermal treatment (top: 
annealed at 400°C for 20h; bottom: quenched from 500 °C); each with HRTEM image (left, 
insert: corresponding Fourier transform), STEM-HAADF image (middle) and SAED (right).  
 
The different arrangements of the defect layers or van der Waals gaps, respectively, are a 
consequence of the diffusion processes that occur during the phase changes associated with the 
thermal treatment. The disorder-order phase transition from the cubic high-temperature phase 
with random distribution of the vacancies to the long-range ordered trigonal structures, which are 
thermodynamically stable at room-temperature, requires a reconstructive phase transition 
including a rearrangement of the anion substructure. During this phase transformation, the short-
range order gradually increases when the vacancies are arranged in two-dimensional layers by 
diffusion in the solid state. In quenched phases, the defect layers are finite and arranged 
perpendicular to all [111] directions of the original cubic phase, forming the parquet-like 
structure consisting of multiple intersecting defect layers. Annealing quenched phases leads to 
further diffusion and thus to an extension of the defect layers toward the thermodynamically 
stable trigonal phase with an ideally symmetric, equidistant arrangement of van der Waals gaps. 
Summing up, the structure of the quenched phases combines features of both stable (low and 
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high temperature) phases even though it cannot be observed as an intermediate state during the 
phase transition at equilibrium conditions. 
Investigations of the phase diagram Ge-Sb-Te showed that such samples need up to 8 months of 
annealing to reach the trigonal thermodynamically stable phase.[28] Therefore, it is possible to 
obtain various stages between the structure of quenched samples and the stable phase by 
controlling the annealing conditions. This transformation is hindered because the cubic structure 
is locally preserved, owing to stresses caused by multiple twinning that is unavoidable in quick 
transitions from the cubic high-temperature to the rhombohedral phase (translationengleiche 
group-subgroup relationship).[30] When the quenched pseudocubic samples are heated, the 
mobility of vacancies increases and stresses are relieved during the transformation to the stable 
trigonal structure (T1 in Table 1). 
In situ TEM experiments show that the defect layers present in samples quenched from the cubic 
high-temperature phase disappear when the sample is exposed to the highly energetic electron 
beam for about 1 min (Figure 4). This is similar to the behavior described for Ge2Sb2Te5.[29] 
 
 
Figure 4. Quenched sample with diffuse intensities in the corresponding Fourier transform and 
defect layers in HRTEM (left); after prolonged exposition (1 min) to the electron beam, there are 
no diffuse intensities in the Fourier transform and no defect layers in HRTEM (right). 
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5.3.3.3 Influence of the composition on the nanostructure of quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)n 
samples 
 
The nanostructure of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n 
(n = 4.5-19) samples quenched from the 
cubic phase not only depends on the 
thermal treatment but also on the 
composition (n) of the samples. Higher 
GeTe contents result in fewer defects in 
the high-temperature phase and larger 
blocks in the trigonal phase with strongly 
varying thicknesses. Higher defect 
concentrations at lower GeTe contents 
correspond to an increased number of van 
der Waals gaps with more regular spacing 
(Figure 5). This change in the variance of 
the spacing results from the increasing 
diffusion pathways which are necessary to 
reach the ideal, thermodynamically stable 
trigonal phase. Samples with a higher 
GeTe content must be annealed much 
longer in order to reach this state, and 
therefore, the block thickness distribution 
is more irregular as compared to samples 
with the same thermal treatment and a 
lower GeTe content. 
Increased diffusion pathways have a 
second effect on the microstructure. The 
probability of intersecting defect layers 
with different orientations increases when 
the diffusion pathways necessary to form 
the stable phase increase. Therefore, the 
fraction of domains with intersecting 
defect layers forming parquet-like 
structures increases with the GeTe content. 
 
Figure 5. HRTEM images of different 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)n samples with similar thermal 
treatment (top to bottom n = 4.5; 7; 12; 19; the 
defect layers are highlighted with white dotted 
lines) – they become fewer and less regularly 
spaced with increasing n.  
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Thus, in addition to the thermal treatment, the composition is an important factor that determines 
the nanostructure of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n. 
 
 
Figure 6. HAADF-STEM image (pseudo-cubic zone axis <110>, with corresponding SAED of 
the whole crystallite) of Sb2Te3(GeTe)12; the atom rows on either side of the defect layer are 
marked (gray and white dotted lines); at the defect layer the structure is shifted by 1/3 of the 
distance between the atom rows parallel to the defect layer; the image also shows the relaxation 
of the defect layer (black lines).  
 
5.3.3.4 Structural relaxation around the defect layers in Sb2Te3(GeTe)12. 
 
 We reported in earlier works that the relaxation and/or shift of Te atom layers upon “vacancy 
ordering” leads to van der Waals gaps rather than defect layers in an undistorted matrix.[22,30] 
High-resolution imaging both by HRTEM and STEM-HAADF shows that the magnitude of 
relaxation between the distorted rocksalt-like building blocks depends on the lateral extension of 
the “vacancy” layers. Where they terminate, the relaxation is hindered by the surrounding bulk 
and the Te atom positions of the rocksalt-type phase are approximately retained. For the same 
reason, no relaxation occurs if the defect layers extend over just a few unit cells. Whenever 
defect layers extend over larger areas, Te-Te contacts are formed and the structure is partially 
relaxed (Figure 6). The relaxation includes a shift of 1/3 of the distance between the rows of 
atom columns parallel to the defect layers. This shift corresponds to the structure around the van 
derWaals gaps in stable trigonal phase (compare Figure 1), whose structures were derived from 
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single-crystal data.[31,32] This proves the van der Waals character of extended defect layers 
whereas less extended ones are rather similar to “point defects” (point defect = a type of defect 
as opposed to a planar defect or a line defect) with little influence on the surrounding lattice.  
 
5.3.3.5 Influence of the microstructure on the thermoelectric characteristics of 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3-19) 
 
The thermoelectric properties of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3, 4.5, 7, 12, 19) samples, each quenched 
from its cubic high-temperature phase, show that the nanostructures resulting from different 
compositions (Figure 7) have diverse and, in part, complex consequences.  
For all samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n with n = 3-19, the Seebeck coefficients (S) are quite similar 
and increase continuously with the temperature reaching 100-200 μVK-1 at 450 °C. They 
correspond to p-type semiconductors. For n = 19, the increase with the temperature is most 
pronounced. Such values are common for materials with high ZT values, e.g., TAGS (Te-Ag-
Ge-Sb) compounds with S = 160-220 μV/K at 450 °C, the exact values depending on the 
composition and sample treatment.[33,34] Water quenched and rapidly solidified (melt-spun) 
samples of layered Sb2Te3(GeTe)n with n = 1or 2 reach S = 60-110 μV/K at 450 °C.[35] 
The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity (σ) corresponds to metallic behavior. 
Upon heating, σ decreases down to 800-2000 S/cm at 450 °C, which is also similar to TAGS 
compounds (800-1200 S/cm at 450 °C)[33,34] and optimized Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 1, 2) (1500-2000 
S/cm at 450 °C).[35] The electrical conductivity decreases with the GeTe content for n = 3, 4.5, 7, 
probably as a consequence of the increasingly inhomogeneous spacings between defect layers 
(see above). Further increasing the GeTe content (n = 12, 19) increases σ, probably because the 
defect layer concentration gets rather small and its influence on the metallic character becomes 
less dominant. The fact that Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 exhibits the maximal electrical conductivity is 
probably the result of a complex interplay of different factors. 
As the positive effect of a high electrical conductivity σ is compensated by a higher electronic 
part of the thermal conductivity κe, the phononic part (lattice thermal conductivity κL) is crucial 
for ZT. The overall thermal conductivities of the compounds Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3-19) range 
from 1 to 3.5 W/mK, the lattice part amounts to 0.2-1.3 W/mK at 450 °C. For TAGS, the overall 
thermal conductivity ranges from 1.5 to 2.8 with a lattice part around 0.4 at 450 °C.[33,34] 
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Figure 7. Thermoelectric characteristics of quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3 – 19) samples; 
electric conductivity (σ) (top left); Seebeck coefficient (S) (top right); thermal conductivity (κ) 
(middle left); lattice thermal conductivity (κL) (middle right) and the resulting thermoelectric 
figure of merit (ZT, bottom). 
 
In general, more pronounced nanostructuring is expected to cause more phonon scattering and 
thus reduce κL, thereby increasing ZT. Higher defect concentrations should have a similar effect. 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)3 has the highest overall thermal conductivity of the samples investigated. Its cubic 
high-temperature phase exhibits a maximum cation defect concentration; however, it cannot be 
quenched to a pseudocubic one with highly disordered defect planes. Therefore, quenched 
samples of Sb2Te3(GeTe)3 are not significantly different from annealed ones and exhibit an 
almost completely ordered trigonal structure with equidistant van der Waals gaps. Since such an 
ordered arrangement has less potential to suppress the phonon proliferation, Sb2Te3(GeTe)3 has 
the highest lattice (κL) and overall (κ) thermal conductivity. This results in a relatively low ZT 
value. Therefore, the rather low ZT of more or less long-range ordered phases Sb2Te3(GeTe)n 
with n = 1 or 2 (~0.2 at 450 °C)[35]  is not surprising. 
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Since ZT of all compounds investigated increases with temperature, the temperature dependence 
of κL is crucial. Sb2Te3(GeTe)4.5 has a very low κL and thus the highest ZT at roomtemperature, 
probably due to the high defect concentration combined with disorder. However, in this case, the 
diffusion pathways are rather short so that the transition to the stable trigonal phase causes κL to 
increase significantly with the temperature. That outweighs the increasing Seebeck coefficient 
and results in a comparably low ZT at higher temperatures. The same effect is observed for 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)7 which has a higher κL at room temperature due to the reduced defect 
concentration and therefore a lower ZT value. The overall low thermal conductivity is not 
helpful as it comes with a low electrical conductivity. The lower defect concentration also means 
less pronounced effects of structural changes at higher temperatures since the diffusion pathways 
are significantly increased compared to Sb2Te3(GeTe)4.5. The compounds with higher GeTe 
contents (n = 12, 19) increasingly show the parquet-like structure, owing to intersecting finite 
defect layers as a result of the even longer diffusion pathways hypothetically required to form the 
thermodynamically stable trigonal phase. The diffusion processes are, of course, more 
pronounced at higher temperatures, which results in an increased κL, except for Sb2Te3(GeTe)19, 
where there is little diffusion due to the low defect concentration. The strongly increasing 
Seebeck coefficient of the compounds with n = 12 and 19 leads to the steep increase of ZT at 
higher temperatures. As a result, the ZT values reach 1.3 at 450 °C for both Sb2Te3(GeTe)19 and 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)12. 
 
 
Figure 8. Comparison of the thermoelectric characteristics of quenched samples of 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 7, 12) with those of annealed and slowly cooled ones; left side: 
thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT); right side: lattice thermal conductivity.(κL). 
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In order to analyze the influence of the nanostructure on the thermoelectric properties 
independent of the chemical composition and the associated carrier concentration, samples with 
identical composition but different thermal treatment were investigated. Quenched samples of 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 and Sb2Te3(GeTe)7 have a higher ZT value at room temperature than those 
annealed at 400 °C (in the stability range of the trigonal phase) and slowly cooled afterward 
(Figure 8). The Seebeck coefficients are influenced very little by the thermal treatment and 
almost identical for the samples investigated. Up to 300 °C, i.e., in the temperature range where 
diffusion effects are negligible, the lattice thermal conductivity of the quenched samples is 
significantly lower, reflecting the high degree of phonon scattering by the finite defect layers 
with irregular spacings. This effect is much more pronounced in Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 than it is in 
Sb2Te3(GeTe)7. This is obviously due to the parquet-like structure of quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 
which is neither present in annealed samples nor in quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)7. 
The electrical conductivity σ of annealed and slowly cooled Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 is lower than that of 
quenched samples. For Sb2Te3(GeTe)7, however, σ nearly doubles between 300 and 400°C, 
resulting in a higher ZT value at high temperatures than that of quenched samples. The slowly 
cooled samples exhibit a structure that is closer to the thermodynamically stable layered structure 
than that of the quenched sample. Most defect layers in slowly cooled Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 are 
already ordered and form van der Waals gaps, which results in long diffusion pathways for the 
remaining disordered defects. This results in a decreasing lattice thermal conductivity with 
increasing temperatures, comparable to the situation in quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)19. Thus, the high 
ZT value of quenched Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 is a consequence of the reduced thermal conductivity in 
combination with a high electrical conductivity. 
 
5.3.4 Conclusion 
 
The nanostructure of Sb2Te3(GeTe)n (n = 3-19) can be tuned both by varying the composition 
and by changing the thermal treatment of the samples. Cation defects tend to form layers, which 
become van der Waals gaps if they are extended enough to allow the relaxation of the 
surrounding structure. Quenching from highly disordered cubic high-temperature phases leads to 
finite intersecting defect layers forming a parquet-like structure, which (especially for n = 12) 
leads to a significant reduction of the lattice thermal conductivity. The concentration and 
arrangement of the defect layers have substantial influence on the thermoelectric properties. The 
temperature dependence of the individual contributions varies in a rather complicated way. 
Although this makes predictions rather difficult, the complex interplay of different structural 
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features correlates with the properties and is very valuable for an a posteriori understanding 
many observed effects.  
The Seebeck coefficient of all compounds investigated rises with increasing temperature, 
especially for high GeTe contents, and indicates p-type semiconductors. Materials with 
intermediate n such as Sb2Te3(GeTe)7 have the lowest electric conductivity. As their lattice 
thermal conductivity increases with temperature, they interestingly exhibit the lowest ZT values 
at high temperatures, in addition to those (e.g., n = 3) that exhibit fully ordered structures 
independent of the thermal treatment. A high defect concentration leads to a relatively 
homogeneous arrangement of parallel “defect layers” which correspond to van der Waals gaps 
and result in an increased electric conductivity. The high defect concentration induces a low 
lattice thermal conductivity in case enough disorder remains in quenched pseudocubic samples. 
This holds for GeTe contents as low as n = 4.5; further decreasing n is not helpful as short 
diffusion pathways usually yield highly ordered structures (as shown for n = 3). The increased 
mobility of the atoms at higher temperatures emphasizes the importance of order_disorder 
effects and causes a more or less pronounced transition to the thermodynamically stable phase 
with equidistant van der Waals gaps around ~300 °C. In compounds with higher GeTe contents, 
the reduced defect concentration increases the electrical conductivity while the long diffusion 
pathways required to form extended defect layers result in intersecting finite defect layers and a 
more pronounced nanostructure, decreasing the lattice thermal conductivity (especially for n = 
19). Therefore, the compounds Sb2Te3(GeTe)12 and Sb2Te3(GeTe)19 have rather low ZT values at 
room temperature but reach the highest ZT values up to 1.3 in the high-temperature range. 
Although due to limited long- time stability above ~300 °C, this value has little meaning for the 
application in actual time ZT values of about 0.7 in the temperature interval where the 
nanostructures are long-time stable still seems promising. Probably, the properties can be further 
enhanced by doping with additional elements, even if such efforts might further complicate the 
situation. In contrast to other multinary telluride systems, germanium antimony tellurides do not 
tend to exhibit phase separation (e.g., precipitates) and, despite the nanostructuring, remain 
chemically homogeneous.  
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5.4 Diffuse X-ray scattering and the real structure of 
GeTe-rich metastable germanium antimony tellurides 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (2 > n > 12) 
 
M. N. Schneider, P. Urban, Marten Seemann,  J. Wright, O. Oeckler 
Journal of Applied Crystallography  (to be submitted). 
 
Abstract 
 
Metastable phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n  3) with 1/n+3 cation vacancies per anion can be obtained 
by quenching rocksalt-type high-temperature polymorphs. They exhibit interesting 
thermoelectric properties and are related to phase-change materials for data storage. The average 
structure of quenched crystals can be approximated by the rocksalt type. Diffraction patterns are 
an incoherent superposition of intensities from individual domains with trigonal average 
structure but pseudo-cubic metrics. The fourfold twinning is mirrored in structured diffuse 
streaks that interconnect Bragg reflections along the [001] directions of individual disordered 
trigonal domains. The diffuse streaks exhibit a "comet-like” shape with a maximum of the 
diffuse intensity located at the low-angle side of Bragg positions ("comet head") accompanied by 
a diffuse "comet tail". 2D extended cation defect ordering leads to parallel but not equidistantly 
spaced planar faults. Based on a stacking fault approach, a model to simulate the diffuse 
scattering was developed. The parameters of the model describe the overall metrics, the 
concentration and distribution of cation defect layers, atom displacements in their vicinity and 
the stacking sequence of Te atom layers around the planar defects. These parameters were varied 
in order to derive simple rules for the interpretation of the diffuse scattering. The distance 
between Bragg position and "comet head" increases with increasing frequency of planar faults. A 
sharp distance distribution of the planar faults leads to an intenisty modulation along the "comet 
tail" which, for low values of n approximate superstructure reflections The displacement of atom 
layers towards the planar defects yields "comets" on the low-angle side and vice versa. A 
rocksalt-type average structure can only be obtained if the planar defects correspond to 
“missing” cation layers in the cubic ABC stacking sequence of the Te atom layers. An increasing 
amount of hexagonal ABAB stacking around the cation defect layers leads to an increasing 
broadening and splitting of some Bragg reflections which then overlap with the diffuse 
scattering.  
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Based on these rules, the diffuse scattering of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 2, 5, 6, 12) crystals was 
analyzed by comparison of simulated and experimental reciprocal sections as well as streaks ht kt 
t (ht = 0, 1, 2; ht = ± kt) extracted from synchrotron data. With decreasing GeTe content n, the 
distance between faults and its variance decreases which indicates the increasing correlation 
between defects with increasing defect concentration. With increasing amounts of cation defects, 
the ABC stacking sequence of the Te atom layers across the defect layers becomes dominant. 
Whereas the rocksalt-type polymorphs contain a random cation defect arrangement, the long-
periodic layered structures exhibit rocksalt-type slabs separated by van der Waals gaps. These 
can be formally regarded as an equidistant arrangement of cation defect layers with hexagonal 
ABAB stacking sequence of the Te atom layers across the gap accompanied by displacements of 
atom layers towards the gap. The metastable phases, hence, correspond to "intermediate" states 
between the high-temperature and room-temperature modifications. 
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5.4.1 Introduction 
 
Disordered metastable germanium antimony tellurides (GST materials) with rocksalt-type 
average structures or slightly distorted variants thereof play an essential role as phase-change 
materials for rewriteable data storage. Data  is stored by producing amorphous recording marks 
in crystalline layers by laser irradiation or electrical currents and erased by recrystallization.[1-5] 
Furthermore, some quenched GST materials exhibit interesting thermoelectric properties which 
allow one to convert thermal energy into electrical energy.[6, 7] The composition of these 
materials lies on or very close to the pseudobinary line GeTe - Sb2Te3 where normal valence 
compounds are located in the ternary phase diagram Ge/Sb/Te.[8, 9] The properties of these 
materials strongly depend on the composition which in turn determines the real structure and 
thus the electrical and thermal properties. For example, disorder may lead to the localization of 
charge carriers or enhance phonon scattering.[6, 7, 10-12]   
For compounds (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n < 3, metastable rocksalt-type phases can only be obtained 
as thin films, whereas they represent thermodynamically stable high-temperature phases for 
n ≥ 3.[9] The transition temperatures to the high-temperature modifications depend on the 
composition and decrease with increasing n, from 560 °C for Ge3Sb2Te6 to 450 °C for 
Ge14Sb2Te17.[6] Whereas quenching the rocksalt-type high-temperature modification of GeTe-
rich (n  20) pseudobinary compounds or GeTe itself yields the rhombohedral ambient-
temperature modifications, quenching the high-temperature modifications of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 in 
the range 3  n < 19 leads to metastable samples. Such phases, e. g. (GeTe)7Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.7Sb0.2Te, are pseudocubic according to their powder diffraction patterns. Single-crystal data 
have revealed that their (average) structure is trigonal and corresponds to the GeTe structure type 
(space group R3m).[13] The phase transitions from the cubic high-temperature phases to the 
rhombohedral structures lead to multiple twinning according to the group-subgroup relationship 
Fm3m (NaCl type)  4t  R3m (CuPt type)  2t  R3m (GeTe type). The first step of the 
symmetry reduction allows a rhombohedral distortion along <111>c (the index c indicates the 
cubic setting whereas the index t indicates the trigonal setting). This leads to distorted 
coordination octahedra, which still exhibit equal cation-anion distances in the CuPt structure type 
[14]; however, the metric deviation from the cubic rocksalt type is not very pronounced. Further 
symmetry reduction leads to the non-centrosymmetric GeTe type where layers perpendicular 
[001]t are formed. If cations and anions are not differentiated, these layers are similar to those in 
gray arsenic with the typical 3+3 coordination. Neglecting the deviations from the average 
structure, the compounds can approximately be described as highly disordered rocksalt-type 
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structures where tellurium atoms occupy the anion positions and germanium atoms, antimony 
atoms and voids share the cation position. Cation vacancies are present as suggested by the 
cation/anion ratio n+2/n+3 and lead to some “incomplete” anion-centered polyhedra. 
Consequently, local distortions are much more pronounced than that those of the average 
structure. The distribution of the cation defects has been controversially discussed.[10, 12, 15-19] In 
metastable phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n ≥ 3) obtained by quenching bulk samples from the stability 
range of the rocksalt-type high temperature modification, high-resolution electron microscopy 
(HRTEM) revealed short-range cation defect ordering that produces extended nanostructures and 
also involves twinning. In each domain, parallel but not equidistant cation defect layers are 
formed perpendicular to the pseudo-cubic <111>c directions, accompanied by atom 
displacements in their vicinity. In single-crystal diffraction patterns, these planar faults lead to 
pronounced diffuse streaks between Bragg reflections. The intensity distribution along the 
streaks contains information about local distortions and the space-averaged statistical distribution 
of 2D extended defects which complement the local information accessible by HRTEM.  
 
5.4.2 Experimental 
 
5.4.2.1 Sample preparation and characterization 
 
All samples were prepared by initially melting the elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma  Aldrich), Sb 
(99.999%, Smart  Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa  Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under 
Ar atmosphere. Highly disordered crystals of (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 were obtained by pouring a 
stoichiometric melt (950 °C) in liquid nitrogen to rapidly cool the sample. Multiply twinned 
crystal fragments of disordered (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 = Ge0.2Sb0.2Te were mechanically isolated from 
such quenched samples.  
Crystals with variable n in the range between 3 - 12 were be obtained by physical vapor 
deposition. A melt with elemental ratio Ge:Sb:Te = 1.44:2:5 was quenched by cooling the 
ampoule in water and about 100 mg of the powdered product was sealed in an silica glass 
ampoule (length 10 cm, diameter 10 mm, Ar atmosphere), kept at 628 °C for 4 h and then slowly 
cooled to 618 °C (within 6 h). After holding this temperature for 75 h, the ampoule containing 
octahedral crystals was quenched in air. Among others, crystals of (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.63Sb0.25Te were obtained. Crystals of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = Ge0.67Sb0.22Te and (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.8Sb0.13Te were grown in the stability ranges of their high-temperature phases by chemical 
transport reactions and subsequently quenched. The starting material was (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 
prepared by heating a stoichiometric mixture to 950 °C, quenching the ampoule in air and 
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powdering the ingot obtained. Together with a small amount (~ 10 mg) of SbI3 as transport 
agent, the material (typically 100 mg) was sealed in silica glass ampoules (length 15-20 cm, 
diameter 10-15 mm). Crystals of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = Ge0.67Sb0.22Te were obtained using a two-zone 
furnace with a temperature gradient from 600 °C to 520 °C within 29 hours and subsequently 
removing the ampoule from the furnace. Crystals of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 = Ge0.8Sb0.13Te were grown 
using the natural temperature gradient of a tube furnace from 600 °C to ~450 °C within 17 hours 
and subsequently quenching the ampoule in air. 
All methods yielded crystals with sizes of up to 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3. The elemental ratios of the 
crystals selected for the diffraction experiments was confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) on crystal faces oriented approximately perpendicular to the electron beam 
using a JSM-6500F scanning electron microscope (Jeol, USA) with EDX detector (model 7418, 
Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). The results were averaged from at least 3 point analyses. The 
single-crystal diffraction patterns (see below) of compounds (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n ≥ 3) with similar 
composition are similar and do not depend on the method of crystal growth if it takes place in the 
stability region of the high-temperature modifications before quenching.  
 
5.4.2.2 Single-crystal data collection and processing 
 
Laboratory single-crystal datasets of many crystals with various compositions were collected 
using a STOE IPDS-I diffractometer with imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα or Ag-Kα 
radiation (graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71073 Å or λ = 0.56087 Å, respectively) to confirm 
the quality of the crystals selected for synchrotron experiments and to classify different 
diffraction patterns according to the composition and method of crystal growth. 
Synchrotron data of selected single crystals were collected at beamline ID11 of the ESRF 
(Grenoble) on a heavy-duty Huber diffractometer with vertical rotation axis equipped with a 
Frelon2K CCD detector.[20] The X-ray optics at the undulator beamline give a good stability of 
the beam and a small band pass required for high-resolution single-crystal scattering 
experiments. Data to determine the average structure as well as to extract diffuse intensities were 
collected with wavelengths 0.40681 Å, i. e. close to the Sb K edge, and 0.56356 Å (energies 
30.477 keV and 22.000 keV, respectively). A detector offset was used to obtain additional high-
angle data. After conversion of the frames, the data were indexed using SMART and integrated 
using SAINT.[21] They were scaled, combined and corrected for absorption using SADABS.[22] 
SHELX97[23] was used for full-matrix least-squares refinements (cf. following sections). 
Dispersion correction factors were interpolated from various databases.[24, 25] Crystal data and 
refinement details are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1. Crystallographic data on the structure refinement of quenched crystals (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 
and (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 at 293 K.  
 
Formula (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.63Sb0.25Te 
(GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.67Sb0.22Te 
Formula mass (in gmol-1) 203.41 203.51 
 
Crystal system / Space group 
 
cubic, Fm3m 
Cell parameters (in Å) 6.003(5) 6.007(4) 
Cell volume (in Å3) 216.4(3) 216.8(2) 
Formula units (per unit cell) 4 
F(000) 339 339 
X-ray density (in gcm-3) 6.24 6.24 
Parameters / restraints 4 / 0 
Resolution 0.50 Å, sin/λ = 
1.010 
0.51 Å, sin/λ = 
1.036 
Wavelength (in Å) 0.40681 
Absorption coefficient (in mm-1) 13.08 13.22 
Extinction coefficient (EXTI) 0.12(3) 0.057(10) 
Measured / independent reflections 1195 / 69 1303 / 73 
Rint / Rσ 0.0316 / 0.0127 0.0323 / 0.0128 
R1 [I>2σ(I)](a) 0.0370 0.0204 
R1 [all data](a) 0.0370 0.0204 
wR2 [I>2σ(I)](b) 0.0876 0.0478 
wR2 [all data](b) 0.0876 0.0478 
GooF [all data] 1.290 1.184 
Residual electron density  
(min. / max.) (in eÅ-3) 
-1.196 / 1.792 -1.361 / 0.156 
a) R1 = Σ|Fo–Fc| / Σ|Fo|  
b) wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2] / Σ [w(Fo2)2]]1/2; w = 1 / [²(Fo²) + (aP)² + bP] with P = [Max(0, Fo²) + 2Fc²] / 3 
 
Table 2. Atom coordinates, occupation factors, and displacement parameters (in Å2) for 
quenched crystals (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 and (GeTe)6Sb2Te3.  
 
Atom Wyck. site x y z f.o.f Ueq. 
     Ge0.63Sb0.25Te Ge0.67Sb0.22Te Ge0.63Sb0.25Te Ge0.67Sb0.22Te 
Ge/Sb 4a 0 0 0 0.62 / 0.25 0.67 / 0.22 0.0357(6) 0.0449(4) 
Te 4b 1/2 1/2 1/2 1 0.0174(4) 0.0211(2) 
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For the reconstruction of reciprocal lattice sections and the extraction of streaks along 
<111>c = [001]t (corresponding to individual domain orientations), e.g. ht kt t (ht = 0, 1, 2;  ht = 
kt; ht = -kt) the synchrotron data were subjected to a data reduction procedure using the 
ImageD11 program suite[26] and new home-written scripts from M. Seemann. Peaks harvested 
from the diffraction images were transformed to scattering vectors subsequently used to index 
the reflections and determine the orientation matrix. The latter was used to generate a 
reconstructed reciprocal volume file from the experimental data. The reciprocal volume file 
contains the observed intensities at the corresponding coordinates in reciprocal space which can 
be extracted and depicted in two-dimensional sections. To obtain streaks along different lattice 
directions, intensities within a cylinder along the streak were extracted from the volume file. 
Intensities within the radius of this cylinder were summed up for each point along the streak. 
Data points intersected by the radius were proportionaly taken into account. Both reciprocal 
sections as well as extracted streak intensities therefore directly correspond to measured 
intensities and were not subjected to any corrections.  
 
5.4.2.3 Treatment of diffuse scattering data and calculation of diffraction patterns from 
disordered structures 
 
DIFFAX was used to model disordered structures by a stacking fault approach that uses a 
general recursion algorithm (a modified version of the Hendricks-Teller formalism[27]) to 
calculate the corresponding diffaction patterns.[28] The program treats a crystalline 1D disordered 
solid as a stacking sequence of ordered layers interconnected by appropriate stacking vectors in a 
crystallographic reference coordinate system. Disorder is introduced by assigning transition 
probabilities between individual layers. The formalism then exploits the recurring pattern in an 
ordered or disordered arrangement of defined layers to compute the average interference 
wavefunction scattered by each layer with a given layer structure factor taking into account the 
stacking probabilities. Powder diffraction patterns, reciprocal lattice sections or streaks along the 
stacking direction can be simulated. Experimental streaks ht kt t (ht = 0, 1, 2 ht = kt ht = -kt) 
parallel to [001]t of different trigonal domains can be directly compared to the corresponding 
simulated streaks. For reciprocal lattice sections the incoherent superposition of diffraction 
patterns from individual domains was introduced in the simulations by superimposing simulated 
reciprocal sections according to the twin law. The influence of various parameters on the diffuse 
scattering is discussed below. 
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5.4.3 Determination of the average structure of metastable 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 5 and 6) 
 
Metastable phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n  3) obtained by quenching their stable high-temperature 
modifications exhibit average structures that can be approximated by a distorted  rocksalt-type. 
Upon quenching, pseudomerohedral twinning according to the group-subgroup relationship 
Fm3m (NaCl type)  4t  R3m (CuPt type)  2t  R3m (GeTe type) leads to strain effects 
which stabilize the cubic metrics against relaxation towards rhombohedral metrics.[13] The 
individual domains exhibit rhombohedral metrics with an at/ct ratio only slightly deviating from 
that of the trigonal setting of a cubic cell (at/ct = 0.408) as evidenced by the characteristical 
broadening of Bragg reflections. As shown by HRTEM and space-resolved Laue diffraction, the 
twin domains are rather small and exhibit pronounced short-range order of cation defects as will 
be discussed in later sections.[6, 29, 30] The superposition of the reflections from individual 
domains yields groups of reflections that are not clearly separated but rather accumulate in 
intensities resembling to broadened Bragg reflections (see also section 4 and 5). The intensity 
distribution corresponds to a cF lattice and indicates a significant scattering contrast between 
anion and cation positions. If full occupancy of anion positions with Te atoms is assumed, the 
scattering contrast between cation and anion positions depends on the ratio Ge / Sb which also 
determines the concentration of cation vacancies if charge neutrality is retained according to the 
formula (GeTe)nSb2Te3. Different compositions on the pseudobinary section GeTe - Sb2Te3, 
however, exhibit just very small differences in the scattering densities on the Wyckoff positions 
of a simple AB type. The scattering contrast ranges from 34 and 52 electrons on cation and anion 
positions, respectively, in a hypothetical rocksalt-type structure of Sb2Te3 (formally 33 % 
vacancies) to 32 and 52 electrons on cation and anion positions, respectively, in the rocksalt-type 
modification of GeTe (0 % vacancies).  This implies that the Bragg data do not contain 
significant information about the composition whereas the diffuse intensity distribution yields 
some information on the amount of defects present as detailed in the following sections. For the 
determination of the average structure, synchrotron single-crystal data of each crystal were 
collected at a wavelength of 0.40681 Å. This allows one to obtain high-resolution data and is 
close to the Sb K absorption edge, where anomalous dispersion enhances the scattering contrast 
between Sb and Te. In order to comply with the cubic Laue symmetry, possible 
pseudomerohedral twinning according to the group-subgroup relationship described above was 
considered for structure refinements on crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n = 5 and n = 6 in the space 
groups Fm3m (NaCl type), R3m (CuPt type), and R3m (GeTe type). During refinements, full 
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occupancy of anion positions with Te atoms was assumed, whereas the Ge/Sb ratio was fixed to 
match the idealized compositions (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = Ge0.63Sb0.25Te and (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = 
Ge0.67Sb0.22Te which match well with the elemental ratios of the crystals determined by 
EDX-spectroscopy (Ge0.68(1)Sb0.27(1)Te and Ge0.67(2)Sb0.23(2)Te, respectively). The site occupancies 
were fixed to match the compositions as the residuals do not significantly improve if the 
occupancy of Ge or Sb is tentatively refined. With the given reflection / parameter ratios, the 
trigonal models do not significantly improve the residuals so that the average structure can well 
be approximated assuming the rocksalt type. Crystallographic details are given in Table 1 and 
Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, the atomic displacement factors are rather large, which 
indicates local distortions of the structure. This implies that a chemically more reasonable 
structural description needs to take into account short-range order phenomena, as discussed in 
the following sections. 
 
5.4.4 Diffuse Scattering 
 
5.4.4.1 Diffraction patterns of disordered phases (GeTe)nSb2Te3  
 
To analyze the diffuse scattering of crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3, laboratory as well synchrotron data 
were compared with simulated data as described below. Reciprocal lattice sections hchcc 
(c: cubic setting, t: trigonal setting) for crystals with n = 2, 12 (laboratory data) and n = 5, 6 
(synchrotron data) are discussed in detail in section 5 and shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
The diffuse scattering corresponds to the pseudocubic Laue symmetry. Diffuse streaks are 
oriented along all <111>c directions due to the superposition of intensities from the individual 
trigonal twin domains. The lateral broadening of the diffuse streaks is not significantly different 
from that of the Bragg reflections, which indicates that the intensity distribution observed can be 
described as 1D disorder. The intensity distribution on the diffuse streaks exhibits the following 
features: 
1)  The diffuse maxima near the Bragg position can be approximately described as very 
broadened satellite reflections. For all crystals, a maximum corresponding to a “first order 
satellite” is observed at ht kt (t - δ) (ht = kt or ht = -kt); the distance -δ from the Bragg position 
depends on the composition and is larger for lower GeTe contents n. For n = 6 and 12, no 
maxima corresponding to distinct “higher order satellites” are observed, instead, there is a 
rapidly declining smooth tail so that the streaks resemble “comets” with head and tail. For n = 2 
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and 5 Bragg reflections correspond to not clearly separated groups, e.g. are asymmetrically 
broadened. Diffuse "comets" exhibit several side maxima (cf. Fig 6 and 7). 
2)  The intensity distribution of these features is highly asymmetric with respect to the Bragg 
position. Whereas at the low angle side the diffuse “comets” are clearly visible, at the high angle 
side no clearly visible "comets" are found. Intense diffuse "comets" accompany strong Bragg 
reflections and weak diffuse "comets” are observed next to weak Bragg reflections. With 
increasing diffraction angle the intensity of the diffuse scattering declines less than the Bragg 
intenities.  
3)  Additional sections of diffuse streaks are located approximately in the middle between 
Bragg peaks. These are relatively weak compared to the "comets". For n = 6 and 12 they are 
almost not visible and exhibit no modulation in the intensity, whereas they are clearly visible for 
n = 2 and 5 and show a distinct structuring, i.e. several maxima. 
 
5.4.4.2 Modelling of diffuse scattering in metastable (GeTe)nSb2Te3 phases 
 
As there are rather few characteristic features in the diffuse intensity distribution, it can be 
expected that a reasonable description of the real structure requires just a small parameter set. 
Knowledge on the structural chemistry of stable layered (GeTe)nSb2Te3 compounds helps to 
develop an adequate model as the short-range order in metastable modifications can be assumed 
to be related to the structure of the stable ones. Whereas high-temperature modifications with n > 
3 exhibit disordered rocksalt-type structures (Fm3m, a ≈ 6 Å) with a random distribution of 
germanium, antimony and vacancies on cation sites,[7, 9] the stable ambient-temperature 
structures do not contain cation defects. The long-periodically ordered trigonal layered structures 
of e.g. GeSb2Te4, Ge2Sb2Te5, or Ge4Sb2Te7.[8, 31-34] exhibit equidistantly spaced van der Waals 
gaps between Te atom layers that separate distorted rocksalt-type slabs with Sb and Ge (but no 
vacancies) disordered on cation positions. The thickness of the slabs depends on the 
composition.[31, 33] Within an alternating sequence of n+2 cation and n+3 anion layers per slab, a 
cubic ABC stacking sequence of Te atom layers is realized. However, at the van der Waals gaps 
the Te-atom layers exhibit a hexagonal ABA stacking. The cation atom positions in the vicinity 
of the van der Waals gap are shifted towards it. The cation positions are occupied by germanium 
and antimony atoms; however, antimony prefers positions next to the van der Waals gap. The 
phase transition between the high-temperature and the layered ambient-temperature 
modifications is reconstructive and formally involves the ordering of cation vacancies in 
infinitely extended planes, coupled to significant distortions around these “planar faults”. This 
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can be described in terms of atom displacements along the stacking direction, i.e. the trigonal 
axis, and additional shearing parallel to the defect plane.[6, 35] Taking into account this prior 
knowledge, models used to simulate diffraction patterns of metastable quenched crystals require 
a parameter set that determines the following structural features:  
1) the metrics of the average structure  
2) the degree of disorder, i.e. the distribution of distances between planar faults  
3)  the frequency of planar faults given by the composition (GeTe)nSb2Te3 
4) the shift of atom positions along the stacking direction surrounding the planar faults and thus 
defining the local structure (= cation defect layers and displaced atoms in their vicinity) 
5)  the impact of the planar faults on the element distribution 
6) the arrangement of atom layers over the formal defect plane ABC-V-ABC vs. ABC-V-BCA 
At first glance, it may seem reasonable to stack distorted rocksalt-type slabs with variable 
thicknesses whose structures can be extracted from various known layered structures in order to 
construct a disordered structure. However, in such a model each layer needs to be individually 
modified if the parameter set is to be altered. Furthermore, it is rather complex to define all 
"inter-layer" stacking vectors between individual slabs in a way that ensures overall pseudo-
cubic metrics. In order to avoid such a complex parameter set, the real structure was described 
by treating the short-range order of cation defects (which yields cation defect layers) and 
accompanying local distortions as a formation of planar faults in a "matrix" with pseudo-cubic 
metrics. Although relaxation occurs in the environment of the cation defect layers, the 
surrounding matrix remains approximately undistorted. The effect of the cation defect layers on 
the adjacent structure was assumed to be independent of the distance between the planar faults. 
Such a model has a straightforward parameter set that can be varied in simulations; basically 
only two layer types are necessary to implement it. Using appropriate stacking vectors and 
transition probabilities, an alternating sequence of layers describing the environment of planar 
faults ("planar fault layer”) and “matrix” slabs can be generated. The "planar fault layers” used 
here include the symmetrically relaxed structure around the cation defect layers. Two fault types 
are required to describe stacking sequence around the cation defect layer V, i. e. ABC-V-ABC 
vs. ABC-V-BCA (A, B, C corresponds to Te atom positions). The “matrix” layers describe 
rocksalt-type slabs of different thickness that act as spacers between the “planar fault layers”. 
Thus, atom displacements in the vicinity of the cation defect layer are introduced by the 
modifications within the "planar fault layer”, whereas the distance distribution between planar 
faults can be varied by different more or less frequent “matrix” layers. Figure 1 depicts the 
essential concept of the model.  
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the stacking fault model; top left: a section of the rocksalt-
type with its cubic unit cell (black lines, Te atoms at the corners are depicted dark gray), one of 
the <111>c directions is indicated by a broken line and corresponds to a possible orientation of 
the [001]t direction of a twin domain with trigonal average structure but pseudo-cubic axis ratio 
at/ct = 0.408 (for a cubic metric in trigonal setting) – such rocksalt-type slabs with variable 
number of alternating cation and anion layers are used as "matrix" layers in the stacking model, 
whereas planar faults correspond to cation defect layers which are accompanied by 
centrosymmetrical displacements of  atom positions in their vicinity.  The displacements of 
cations and anions can be expressed as the ratio of the absolute shifts Δzcat. or Δzan., respectively, 
and Δz (with respect to the z coordinates in the average structure) between two consecutive 
atoms in the average structure (Δzcat./Δz or Δzan./Δz, positive values indicate a shift towards the 
cation defect layer): cubic sequence (ABC-V-ABC, botton left) or hexagonal sequences of Te-
atom layers (ABC-V-ABC, botton right) at the cation defect layers (=V) are possible. In the 
structure model, "matrix" layers and "planar fault layers” are interconnected by appropriate 
stacking vectors as schematically shown (top right). The frequency of the different layers is 
defined by corresponding probabilities.  
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5.4.4.3  Influence of different structural features on the diffuse scattering 
 
In order to study the influence of different structural features on the intensity distribution of the 
diffuse scattering, the corresponding parameters were independently varied. As a first step, all 
parameters except one were left unchanged in series of simulations. The model crystal was 
assumed to exhibit an average structure with at = 4.2251 Å and ct = 10.3493 Å corresponding to 
a rocksalt-type cell with ac = 5.9752 Å, a typical value for metastable GeTe-rich phases 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3. Such a model is, in principle, suitable to simulate data of ordered long-periodic 
layered structures and different polytypes or disordered stacking variants thereof. However, the 
simulations discussed here focus on the real structure of pseudocubic domains whose metrics can 
be adjusted by varying the reference coordinate system. The amount and statistical distribution 
of planar faults, the relaxation accompanying them, and the Te-atom stacking sequence around 
them can be independently varied. Trigonal metrics with different at/ct ratios might be extracted 
from the Bragg data and also taken into account.  
 
1. The distribution of planar faults 
 
An equidistant and parallel arrangement of cation defect layers (with or without relaxation 
around them) yields an ordered long-periodic layered structure. Figure 2 (bottom) depicts the 
positions of reflections along the 0t0tt streak of such an ordered crystal of (GeTe)9Sb2Te3. 
Cation defect layers are separated by 23 atom layers in a continuous ABC stacking sequence; 
and accompanied by a relaxation of neighboring atom positions towards the defect layers. Thus, 
there are three distorted 23-layer rocksalt-type slabs per unit cell of the corresponding 69R 
polytype. There are show strong reflections of the basic rocksalt-type structure as well as 
characteristic "superstructure" reflections. A normalized Gaussian distribution (Equation 1)  of 
the planar faults was assumed, including a variance σ around a mean value µ corresponding to 
the distance between the cation defect layers  in long-periodically ordered structures (µ = 2n+5; 
only values within a 3 σ interval were taken into account). In this symmetrical distribution, the 
average distance µ between the cation defect layers along [001]t represents the most frequently 
occurring block size. 
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Equation 1. Gaussian probability density function: d = number of atom layers between cation 
defect layers; d is proportional to the GeTe content n:  d = 2n+5, µ = mean number of atomic 
layers per rocksalt-type slab in a hypothetical ordered arrangement, σ = variance.  
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With increasing σ, the "superstructure" reflections 
broaden and form a tail which accompanies a 
maximum in the diffuse intensity distribution 
located at ht kt (t - δ) (ht = kt or ht = -kt) where δ 
gives the distance between Bragg position and 
"comet". At ht kt (t + δ) (ht = kt or ht = -kt) only 
weak intensities resemble to a "comet" on the 
high-angle side. Only at very high diffraction 
angles they become clearly visbile. As shown in 
Figure 2, the diffuse intensity distribution is 
strongly structured for small values of σ and 
shows several maxima whereas for larger values 
of σ only one maximum remains as the head of a 
"comet" with a continuous tail. The position of 
the maximum does not depend on σ but only on µ 
(see below).  
 
2. The defect concentration 
 
Whereas a symmetrical distribution of planar faults around a mean distance µ does not influence 
the position of the diffuse maximum. Figures 6 and 7 show how the position of the "comet head" 
ht kt (t - δ) (ht = kt or ht = -kt) with respect to the Bragg position depends on the composition. 
Assuming that all cation defects (GeTe)nSb2Te3 are ordered in 2D extended layers, the 1/(n+3)  
defects per anion yield an average thickness of the rocksalt-type slabs of µ = 2n+5 atom layers. 
Figure 3 depicts the 0t0tt streak of disordered model crystals with n = 6, 9 and 12 in comparison 
to the Bragg positions of hypothetical polymorphs with slabs of equal thickness. With increasing 
n and thus increasing µ, the distance - δ between the diffuse maximum and the Bragg position ht 
kt t decreases.  The maxima of the diffuse intensity coincide with the Bragg positions of the 
corresponding hypothetical ordered structures with µ = 2n+5. The ordered arrangement of voids 
in a superstructure of the rocksalt type (with no hexagonal Te-atom layer sequences) yields a 
distance δS = 6/(µ+1) c* between neighboring reflections. Thus,  can easily be extracted from 
experimental data.  
 
Figure 2. Change of diffuse scattering in 
the 0t 0t t streak with increasing variance 
of the Gaussian distance distribution in a 
model crystal crystal (GeTe)9Sb2Te3 
( + Δzcat.1/Δz = 18 %, + Δzan.1/Δz = 15.6 
%, and  100 % ABC-V-ABC stacking); 
the 0t 0t t streak is shown as its intensity 
distribution is independent from the ratio 
of Te-Te transitions across the cation 
defect layer (cf. section 5.4.4.3, 5).  
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Figure 3. Change of the diffuse intensity along the 0t 0t t streak with increasing GeTe content n 
of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (with σ = 1,  + Δzcat.1/Δz = 18 %, + Δzan.1/Δz = 15.6 %, and  100 % ABC-V-
ABC stacking); the 0t 0t t streak is shown as its intensity distribution is independent from the 
ratio of Te-Te transitions across the cation defect layer (cf. section 5.4.4.3, 5).  
 
3. The structure relaxation around the planar faults 
 
The 2D ordering of cation vacancies is accompanied by symmetrical atom displacements near 
the planar faults, mirrored in a shift of the z coordinates. A shift Δzi of the atom position i from 
its value zi_average in the undistorted average structure to zi_shifted yields the relative displacement 
Δzi/Δz, Δz being the difference between the z coordinates of two consecutive atom layers in the 
average structure. Positive values of Δzi/Δz are defined as a shift towards the cation defect layer. 
Of course, the shift of the anion positions neighboring the defect layer determines the Te-Te 
distance across the van der Waals gap. Additional shifts of adjacent atom layers yield distorted 
[(Ge,Sb)Te6] octahedra. Simulations have shown that only the anion (Δzan.1) cation (Δzcat.1) 
positions next to the defect plane exhibit large shifts that change the diffuse intensity distribution 
significantly; smaller shifts of next neighbor anion (Δzan.2) and cation (Δzcat.2) positions therefore 
can at first be neglected. To assess the influence of the atom displacements, the atom coordinates 
were stepwise altered starting from the coordinates in the average structure. Only displacements 
that lead to reasonable interatomic distances were considered. The 0t0tt streak of a model crystal 
no relaxation (all Δzi/Δz = 0) around the defect layers shows weak diffuse intensity 
symmetrically distributed around Bragg positions, as depicted in Figure 4. If the Te-Te atom-
layer distance is not changed with respect to the average structure (Δzan.1/Δz = 0), longer 
distances (Ge,Sb)-Te towards the cation defect layer (Δzcat.1/Δz < 0) yield “comets” on the 
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high-angle side of Bragg reflections, 
whereas for shorter distances 
Ge/Sb-Te towards the defect layer 
(Δzcat.1/Δz > 0) the diffuse maximum is 
located at the low-angle side (cf. 
Figure 4). Similarly, the expansion of 
the Te-Te distance between the slabs 
yields “comets” on the high-angle side, 
whereas a contraction, i.e. the 
formation of van der Waals or partially 
covalent bonds, yields diffuse  maxima 
on the low-angle side, even if a 
symmetrical sixfold coordination of 
cation positions is retained, i.e. 
Δzan.1/Δz = 2 Δzcat.1/Δz. Due to the 
more pronounced overall displacement 
such a model yields, of course, 
stronger integral diffuse intensities 
which are further intensified if 
chemically reasonable anion and 
cation shifts are applied which 
combine Te-Te bonding and a 3+3 
cation coordination, as shown in 
Figure 4.  
The diffuse features around ht kt 
(t+1/2) are much weaker than the 
"comets" and almost invisible for 
small displacements, but become 
clearly visible when Δzi/Δz and thus 
the overall intensity of the diffuse 
scattering increases; however, the 
intensity ratio between strong and 
weak diffuse features around one 
Bragg reflection is not significantly 
Figure 4. Change of the diffuse streak 0t 0t t with 
varying displacement of neighboring anions and 
cations for (GeTe)9Sb2Te3 (σ = 3, 100 % ABC-V-
ABC stacking); the 0t 0t t streak is shown as its 
intensity distribution is independent from the ratio of 
Te-Te transitions across the cation defect layer (cf. 
section 5.4.4.3, 5): a) change of the diffuse scattering 
with the direction of the displacements (± Δzcat./Δz 
and ± Δzan./Δz, positive shifts resmble displacement 
towards the defect cation layer); the intensities 
simulated are not normalized to illustrate the 
stronger effect of the anion displacement. b) change 
of the diffuse scattering when several atom layers 
are shifted towards the cation defect layers ((+ 
Δzcat.1/Δz, + Δzan.1/Δz and + Δzan.2/Δz); to clarify the 
influence diffuse intensities were normalized on the 
"comet" head accompanying the Bragg position with 
l  = 6. 
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affected by the magnitude of Δzi/Δz. Whereas the Bragg intensities decrease with , the diffuse 
intensity rather increases. This effect is more pronounced for larger atomic displacements. 
Although the diffuse intensity primarily depends in the displacement of the atom positions 
neighboring the defect layer (Δzan.1 and Δzcat.1, respectively), the relative intensity of the "comet 
tail" decreases with respect to its "head" if further atom layers (e.g. Δzan.2 and Δzcat.2) are shifted 
to yield reasonable interatomic distances (cf. Figure 4). The function describing the atom shifts 
around the planar fault then becomes more like a cosine. The "comets" can then be viewed as 
diffuse satellites of a modulated structure, the first one being dominant for a cosine-like 
modulation function.  
 
4. The impact of planar faults on the element distribution 
 
In addition to the distortions around the planar faults, vacancy ordering might influence the 
Ge/Sb ratios on the cation sites. However, simulations have shown that such effects only slightly 
affect the diffuse intensity in contrast to the much more pronounced influence of atomic 
displacements. It was therefore neglected and even excellent data are not likely to contain 
significant information about the cation distribution from diffuse scattering.  
 
5. The Te-atom layer stacking sequence around defect planes 
 
Whereas 2D cation defect ordering in a rocksalt-type structure does not change the Te-atom 
layer stacking sequence and formally yields a cubic arrangement ABC-V-ABC around the defect 
plane, the hexagonal arrangement ABC-V-BCA known from the van der Waals gaps in ordered 
layered structures might also occur. Both types of planar faults exhibit the same 2D periodicity 
and thus a diffraction pattern where diffuse as well as Bragg intensity is located only at integer ht 
and kt values. Whereas for the 0t 0t t streak the structure factor of both sequences is identical, 
streaks with ht, kt  0 exhibit significantly different intensities depending on the ratio of cubic 
and hexagonal transitions. Simulated streaks 1t -1t t, and 2t -2t t for random distribution of 
different ratios of the two transitions (in steps of 10 %) are depicted in Figure 5. Typical diffuse 
"comets" are observed in all streaks ht kt t with ht, kt  0 or kt = 0 and ht = kt or ht = -kt if there 
are only ABC-V-ABC transitions.  
If exclusively hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions are assumed, the diffraction patterns are 
significantly different. Around positions –ht + kt + t = 3n, two strong peaks are observed. The 
introduction of hexagonal transitions between the slabs alters the metrics of the average structure 
and thus different Bragg positions. The trigonal axis ratio at/ct corresponding to a cubic cell with 
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ac = 5.9752 Å cannot be recovered by 
changing the reference basis vectors. 
The distance between the two strong 
peaks around –ht + kt + t = 3n is 
proportional to 1/µ+1 (µ = mean 
distance between planar faults, see 
section 5.4.4.3, 1): they are located at 
t_low = t-2/3(6/(µ+1)) and t_high = 
t +1/3(6/(µ+1)) in the streaks with 
ht =  kt = 1 whereas they are situated at 
t_low = t -1/3(6/(µ+1)) and t_high = 
t +2/3(6/(µ+1)) in the rods with 
ht =  kt = 2 with respect to integer t for 
a model crystal with ABC-V-ABC 
transitions only. In streaks with ht =  kt 
= 1, the reflection at the low-angle side 
are less intense, whereas the intensity 
distribution is reversed for streaks 
ht =  kt = 2.  
Of both cubic and hexagonal transitions 
are present, the ratio between ABC-V-
ABC and ABC-V-BCA transitions 
influences the distance between the 
"double" peaks characteristic for 
hexagonal transitions and their relative 
intensities. Increasing the amount of 
hexagonal transitions in a disordered 
model crystal increases the splitting. For 
small amounts of hexagonal transitions, 
the Bragg reflections corresponding to 
100% cubic transitions are only 
significantly broadened, amounts 
≥ ~ 30 % lead to two distinct peaks. 
 
Figure 5. Change of the diffuse scattering in the 11 
and 22 streaks with increasing percentage of 
hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions between the 
rocksalt-type slabs in disordered model crystals of  
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (with n = 9, σ = 1,  + Δzcat.1/Δz = 18 
%, + Δzan.1/Δz = 15.6 %): a) comparison of diffuse 
intensity in the 11 and 22streaks for ABC-V-
ABC or ABC-V-BCA transitions only (the intense 
Bragg peaks are not completely shown), b) change 
of the 11 and 22streaks with increasing amount 
of ABC-V-BCA transitions (strong Bragg peaks cut 
off).   
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Independent of the degree of splitting, the "double peak" is accompanied by “comets” at 
t_high + δ and t_low - δ with δ = 6/(µ+1) c*, respectively.  
 
5.4.5  Examples for matching simulated and experimental data 
 
5.4.5.1  Cubic vs. hexagonal stacking around planar faults in (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 and 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 
 
The comparison of samples (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with significantly different vacancy concentrations 
provides an instructive example how the defect concentration as well as the ratio between ABC-
V-ABC and ABC-V-BCA transitions at defect planes influence the diffraction patterns.  
Pseudocubic crystals of GeTe-rich samples (n ≥ 3) can be obtained by quenching the high-
temperature modification, which does not exist for n = 2 [7]); however, quenching a melt with n = 
2 in liquid nitrogen yields highly disordered layered phases – probably multiple growth twins – 
that are ideally suited for comparison. Here, a crystalline fragment with the approximate 
composition Ge0.4Sb0.4Te = Ge2Sb2Te5 (EDX: Ge0.33(1)Sb0.49(1)Te) with seemingly pseudo-cubic 
metrics (cF, a  5.9870(7) Å) was investigated. Reciprocal lattice sections perpendicular <110>c 
(cf. Figure 6) resemble those of rocksalt-type structures with alternating strong (hc kc lc all even) 
and weak (hc kc lc all odd) intensities; however, groups of several reflections are observed at the 
corresponding positions. These are interconnected by streaks along <111>c that exhibit rather 
irregular series of maxima. As described in section 5.4.3.1, this diffraction pattern corresponds to 
superimposed patterns of twin domains with 1D disordered trigonal structures. In Figure 6, an 
experimental diffraction pattern is compared with two simulated ones, each obtained by 
superimposing the intensities of twin domains. Both simulations assume the same distribution of 
planar faults (n = 2, σ = 2/3) with equal structural distortions (+ Δzan1./Δz = 15.6 %, + Δzcat1./Δz 
= 18 %, + Δzan2./Δz = 0 %, + Δzcat2/Δz = 6 %). For the model crystal with exclusively cubic 
ABC-V-ABC transitions, the Bragg reflections of individual domains coincide upon 
superposition, which yields a rocksalt-type Bragg diffraction pattern and "comet"-like diffuse 
features at the low angle side of the Bragg positions. This intensity distribution, however, does 
not correspond to the experimentally observed diffraction pattern. A much more realistic 
simulation is obtained assuming only hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions. The associated  
deviation from the pseudo-cubic metric of the average structure leads to the characteristic peak 
splitting in streaks ht kt t  with ht, kt  0 and  ht =  kt) as described in section 5.4.4.3, 5. The 
superposition of simulated intensities of individual domains hence yields groups of strong 
reflections that are accompanied by additional diffuse maxima, more pronounced at the low 
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angle side. Whereas the rather large distance between strong reflections and diffuse maxima 
corroborates the high frequency of planar faults expected for n = 2, the pronounced maxima on 
the diffuse streaks along [001]t indicate a rather sharp distance distribution  of  planar faults. 
Thus, rapidly quenched Ge2Sb2Te5 contains fourfould twins of a disordered variant of the stable 
long-range ordered layered modification.with van der Waals gaps with hexagonal Te-atom layer 
stacking around them.  
 
 
Figure 6. Reciprocal lattice sections hchclc extracted from laboratory data of (GeTe)2Sb2Te3 (a, 
left) and (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (b, left) in comparison with simulated data for model crystals with the 
same defect concentrations that exhibit either exclusively cubic ABC-V-ABC (centre) or 
exclusively hexagonal ABC-V-BCA (right) transitions of Te atom layers at the cation defect 
layer.(see text); [001]t directions parallel <111>c are indicated in the experimental sections.  
 
The diffraction pattern of an octahedral crystal of Ge12Sb2Te15 = Ge0.8Sb0.13Te (EDX: 
Ge0.87(1)Sb0.13(1)Te) was grown in the stability range of the rocksalt-type high-temperature 
modification and subsequently quenched looks very different (cf. Figure 6). The reflections 
corresponding to the rocksalt-type average structure are broadened but not split (cF with 
a = 5.962(1) Å). There are typical diffuse "comets"; however, they are not clearly separated from 
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the Bragg reflections. Whereas the broadening of the Bragg reflections might be attributed to 
twinning on the nanoscale, the small distance between Bragg intensities and the maximum of the 
diffuse intensity is due to the large spacing between planar faults as discussed in section 5.4.4.3, 
1. The diffuse streaks along [001]t are not structured which indicates a broad distances 
distribution of  planar faults (cf. section 5.4.4.3, 2). Figure 6 shows a comparison of experimental 
and, for two model crystals, simulated data generated by superimposing intensities from 
individual domains. Both model crystals contain the same distribution of defect layers (n = 12, σ 
= 1 2/3) and show equal structural distortions (cf. section 5.4.4.3, 3) around them (+ Δzan.1/Δz = 
15.6 %, + Δzcat.1/Δz = 18 %, + Δzan.2/Δz = 0 %, + Δzcat.2/Δz = 6 %). The models exhibit 
exclusively cubic ABC-V-ABC or hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions in the Te-atom sequence 
at the defect plane, respectively. The simulated data for the cubic stacking sequence correspond 
well to the intensity features experimentally observed. Bragg intensities of individual domains 
are at the same position and "comets" on the low angle side are close to the strong reflections. 
Similar to the previous example a change of the metrics of the average structure results if the 
model crystal contains hexagonal transitions and impedes the complete overlap of Bragg 
reflections of individual domains. Instead, groups of strong reflections accompanied by diffuse 
streaking yield asymmetrical "crosses" which do not match with the experimental pattern. This 
indicates that the crystal with n = 12 predominantly contains cubic ABC-V-ABC transitions and 
the structure is more closely related to the cubic high-temperature modification than to the stable 
long-periodic layered structures with hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions of Te-atom layers at 
the van der Waals gaps.   
 
5.4.5.2  Fitting simulated to experimental synchrotron data of (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 and 
(GeTe)6Sb2Te3 
 
Whereas the comparison of simulated diffraction data with reciprocal sections reconstructed 
from laboratory data suffices to approximately assess the frequency and distribution of planar 
faults and the Te-atom stacking sequence around them, a more detailed evaluation of the diffuse 
scattering requires synchrotron data with high intensity and good spatial resolution. Such data 
were acquired for (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = Ge0.63Sb0.25Te and (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = Ge0.67Sb0.22Te. Both 
crystals approximately exhibit a rocksalt type (cf. section 5.4.3) with pronounced short-range 
defect ordering.  
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Figure 7. Reciprocal lattice sections hchclc extracted from synchrotron data of (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 (a, 
left part) and (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 (b, left part) in comparison with simulated data of optimized model 
crystals (a and b, respectively, right); in the lower left part of the simulations the broadening 
strong and weak reflections are marked with black circles to match the experimental broadening 
whereas the upper right part shows only the superimposed, simulated intensities.    
 
The intensity distribution in the hchclc reciprocal section of (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = Ge0.63Sb0.25Te (cf. 
Figure 7, left), like that of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, resembles that of the rocksalt type. The structured 
diffuse streaks along all <111>c directions indicate a fourfold twin of trigonal domains with 
stacking disorder perpendicular [001]t. The asymmetrical shape of the rocksalt-type reflections 
indicates a deviation from the ideal at/ct ratio of a cubic structure in trigonal setting. As discussed 
above, such deviations may result from the presence of hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions in 
the cubic arrangement of Te-atom layers (cf. section 5.1). The distance between Bragg intensities 
and the "comet heads" at their low-angle side is in accordance with a low GeTe content. The 
presence of several maxima on the diffuse streaks corroborates a sharp distance distribution of 
the planar faults. As the experimental intensities along a streak can be more conveniently 
analyzed than that of reciprocal lattice sections, the intensity was integrated along the streaks 
reconstructed from from synchrotron data (cf. Figure 8). The streak 00t, which is not affected by 
the type of transitions between Te-atom layers terminating the distorted rocksalt-type slabs, 
yields a mean distance µ = 13 atom layers between cation defect layers according to δ = 
6/(µ+1) c*. This corresponds to a long-periodic layered structure with n = 4, whereas from the 
composition (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 with n = 5, for a long periodic-layered structure a mean distance of 
µ = 2n + 5 = 15 atom layers would be expected. Such predictions from the composition; 
however, are not always accurate, as has been demonstrated for (GeTe)4Sb2Te3.[31] A 
long-periodic layered structure with µ = 13 atom layers in between van der Waals gaps would be 
expected for this composition; however, a certain range of homogeneity due to mixed site 
occupancies allows for a deviation from this structure prediction. Single-crystal diffraction did 
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reveal an long-periodically ordered structure with µ = 11 atom layers, structurally related to the 
stable phase of (GeTe)3Sb2Te3.[36] In metastable phases such effects can be assumed to be even 
more pronounced which explains why the diffuse scattering corroborates a distance of 13 atom 
layers between cation defect layers. A narrow distance distribution between planar faults 
described by a Gaussian function with σ = 2/3 n yields a simulated streak similar to the 
experimentally observed one. This means that the planar faults are almost equidistantly spaced. 
A good agreement between experimentally and simulated intensities is obtained by shifting the 
atoms positions in the vicinity of the cation defect layers were shifted by + Δzan.1/Δz = 15.6 %, + 
Δzcat.1/Δz = 18 %, + Δzan.2/Δz = 0 %, + Δzcat.2/Δz = 6 %. This corresponds to a Te-Te distance of 
3.798 Å across the cation defect layer, which is significantly smaller then the sum of van der 
Waals radii (about 4 Å) [37] and agrees well with Te-Te distances observed in stable 
modifications which range in between 3.721 and 3.773 Å.[9, 31, 32, 34, 36, 38] Typical short and 
longer distances in the distorted (Ge,Sb)Te6 octahedra directly neighbouring the van der Waals 
gaps in these structures are 2.833-2.939 Å and 3.173-3.209 Å, respectively, which is in good 
agreement with the corresponding distances (2.964 and 3.177 Å) in the model crystal. In the 
neighbouring (Ge,Sb)Te6 octahedra only cations were displaced in the model crystal (Δzcat.2) 
yielding short and long interatomic distances of 2.929 Å and 3.049 Å, respectively. In long-
periodic layered phases for which a similar 3+3 coordination is observed, the short distances 
range between 2.887 - 2.991 Å and the long distances between 3.049 - 3.095 Å. 
In contrast to the 00t streaks, the 11t /11t and 2 2t / 22t streaks contain information about 
the ratio of cubic ABC-V-ABC and hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions. Peak splitting at 
rocksalt-type positions ht kt t with –ht + kt + t = 3n(ht, kt  0, ht = ± kt) (cf. Figure 8) indicates 
that the crystal contains both types of transitions (cf. section 5.4.4.3, 5). However, at these 
positions intensities from different twin domains overlap which impedes the extraction of the 
absolute intensities of one domain. Yet, simulated data with equal probability for ABC-V-ABC 
and ABC-V-BCA Te-atom transitions match the experiment and prove that both types of 
transitions are present at the cation defect layer. The match between experimental and simulated 
reciprocal lattice sections with additional intensity features (cf. Figure 7) is also convincing. 
Thus, the diffuse scattering from quenched (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 = Ge0.63Sb0.25Te clearly indicates that 
the real structure corresponds to an intermediate between the cubic high-temperature phase and 
the stable long-periodic layered polymorph.  
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Figure 8. Experimental intensity along diffuse streaks 00t (the equal directions -t = t are both 
depicted to corroborate the symmetry expected for this streak) and 11t /11t as well as 2 2t / 
22t (t > 0) of the crystal (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 (top histogram in each graph) in comparison to 
corresponding simulated intensities (bottom in each graph). /3 reflections (observed due to the 
high beam intensity) are indicated. Black arrows indicate intensity from twin domains with 
different orientation that cannot be separated. The model used for the simulation is discussed in 
the text. 
 
 
Figure 9. Experimental diffuse streaks along 00t (the equal directions -t = t are both depicted 
to corroborate the symmetry expected for this streak), and 11t /11t as well as 2  2t / 22t 
(t > 0) of the crystal (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 (top histogram in each graph) in comparison to 
corresponding simulated intensities (bottom histogram in each graph). /3 reflections (observed 
due to the high beam intensity) are indicated. The model used for the simulation is discussed in 
the text. 
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In contrast to (GeTe)5Sb2Te3, a reciprocal section hchclc of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 = Ge0.67Sb0.22Te 
reveals rather sharp Bragg reflections of the pseudo-cubic average structure (cf. Figure 7) and 
thus does not indicate a deviation from the cubic metrics. Diffuse "comets" are located at the 
low-angle side of the Bragg reflections. The distance between "comets" and Bragg reflections in 
the streak 00t (cf. Figure 9) indicates a mean distance µ = 15 atom layers between cation defect 
layers which corresponds to n = 5. Similar to the previous sample, diffuse scattering indicates a 
certain homogeneity range. The "comet heads" are distinct maxima accompanied by a tail with a 
smooth intensity distribution. A broad Gaussian function with σ = 5/3 n describing the distance 
distribution of planar faults yields an adequate match between experimental and simulated 
intensities if atom positions in the vicinity of the cation defect layers are displaced by + Δzan1./Δz 
= 10.8 %, + Δzcat1./Δz = 13.2 %, + Δzan2./Δz = 0 %, + Δzcat2/Δz = 6 %. The Te-Te distance is 
3.927 Å, whereas shorter and longer interatomic distances (Ge,Sb)-Te in the first and second 
[(Ge,Sb)Te6] octahedra neighboring the defect layer are 2.964 Å / 3.125 Å and 2.929 Å / 3.049 
Å, respectively. The resulting distortion around the cation defect layer is less pronounced than 
for the previous example with n = 5, indicating that atom positions are closer to those of the 
average structure.   
Whereas the streaks 11t /11t and 2 2t /22t (GeTe)5Sb2Te3 revealed the presence of ~50 % 
hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transitions, such transitions are negligible in (GeTe)6Sb2Te3. In 
combination with the broader distance distribution of planar faults and smaller displacements of 
atoms, this indicates that the structure of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 is closer related to the rocksalt-type 
high-temperature phase with random cation and vacancy distribution than to the stable long-
periodically ordered layered structures with their equidistant spacing of van der Waals gaps.  
 
5.4.6  Conclusion  
 
Layer-like cation defect ordering in metastable germanium antimony tellurides (GeTe)nSb2Te3 
yields structural features comparable to those that are characteristic for trigonal layered 
modifications stable at ambient temperature. On the other hand, other features resemble the 
rocksalt-type high-temperature phases. Their structures, especially for n >> 3, therefore represent 
a snapshot of the atom rearrangements occurring during the equilibrium phase transition between 
the thermodynamically stable polymorphs of compositions.  
In the rocksalt-type high-temperature modification, the Te atom coordination is incomplete due 
to the random arrangement of cation defects. Such an arrangement is unfavorable at low 
temperatures but can occur at high-temperature phases, probably due to its higher entropy. For 
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very small GeTe contents n < 3 too many incomplete anion centred polyhedra would be present 
in a high-temperature phase; such compositions melt before a rocksalt-type structure could be 
stable. This consideration also explains why the transition temperatures to the high-temperature 
phases decrease with increasing cation/anion ratio n+2/n+3 when incomplete coordination 
spheres become less frequent.   
In long-periodic layered structures, however, no cation defects are present. Distorted rocksalt-
type slabs terminated by Te atom layers are only formally separated by missing cation layers in 
the alternating cation and anion sequence. Although the Te atoms at such a “defect layer” are 
coordinated by cations from one side only, a change of the Te-atom stacking sequence yields a 
hexagonal ABC-V-BCA transition and homonuclear Te-Te interactions become favorable. This 
partially covalent interaction leads to Te-Te distances significantly shorter than the sum of the 
van der Waals radii and renders this structural arrangement thermodynamically stable.  
The equilibrium phase transition from the high-temperature phase therefore yields long-periodic 
layered phases, but requires long-range diffusion for the structural rearrangements associated. 
These diffusion processes are hindered if the high-temperature phase is quenched. For high 
defect concentrations, however, diffusion pathways to form extended vacancy layers are shorter, 
and the real structure of quenched samples resembles the long-periodic layered phases. For low 
defect concentrations, diffusion pathways are longer and the real structure of quenched samples 
is closer to that of the high-temperature phase. 
The results obtained from the analysis of diffuse scattering allows one to obtain insight in the 
complex interplay of thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions and emphasized that the 
characterization of the average structure is not enough to understand the properties of these 
materials. The simple rules for the interpretation of diffuse streaks of pseudocubic germanium 
antimony tellurides described in this report can contribute to a better understanding of such 
interesting thermoelectrics and also contribute to the understanding of metastable crystalline 
phases of phase-change materials that play an essential role in write and erase cycles in data 
storage media. 
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5.5 From metastable to stable modifications – in situ 
Laue diffraction investigation of diffusion processes 
related to the phase transitions of GeTe-rich 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)  (n = 6 < n < 15) crystals 
 
Matthias N. Schneider, Xavier Biquard, Christian Stiewe, Thorsten Schröder, 
Philipp Urban, and Oliver Oeckler 
Chemical Communications 2012, 48, 2192-2194. 
 
Abstract 
 
Temperature dependent phase transitions of germanium antimony tellurides (GeTe)nSb2Te3 
(n = 6, 12, 15) have been investigated by in situ microfocus Laue diffraction. Diffusion processes 
involving cation defect ordering at ~300 °C lead to different nanostructures which can be 
correlated to changes of the thermoelectric characteristics. 
Copyright: © 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry 
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5.5.1 Introduction 
 
Thermodynamically stable phases of GeTe-rich compounds in the pseudobinary system 
(GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n > 3) exhibit rocksalt-type average structures at elevated temperatures but 
crystallize in trigonal long-periodically ordered layered structures at room temperature (cf. Fig. 
1).[1,2] The latter exhibit no cation vacancies but are rather composed of distorted rocksalt-type 
slabs with 2n + 5 alternating cation and anion layers which are interconnected by van der Waals 
gaps between Te atom layers terminating the slabs. In contrast, the high-temperature phases 
contain 1/(n + 3) cation defects randomly distributed over one crystallographic site.3 Both 
modifications are related by a phase transition which involves diffusion—formally of cation 
defects which form 2D extended layers at low temperature—and by the alteration of the cubic 
stacking sequence of Te atom layers to yield van der Waals gaps. Metastable modifications 
obtained by quenching the high-temperature phases represent an ‘‘intermediate state’’ of this 
phase transition. They exhibit domains with a trigonally distorted rocksalt-type average structure 
which are eightfold twinned according to the group–subgroup relationship Fm3m → R3m → 
R3m.[4] The deviation from the cubic metrics becomes more pronounced with increasing n.[1] 
Diffraction patterns of such quenched samples exhibit pseudo-cubic symmetry resulting from the 
incoherent superposition of intensities from individual domains. Short-range ordering of cation 
defects produces nanostructures characterized by more or less extended intersecting vacancy 
layers perpendicular to the pseudo-cubic <111> directions (cf. Fig. 1), as indicated by diffuse 
scattering and corroborated by electron microscopy.[3,4] 
Metastable modifications play an important role in write–erase cycles of modern data storage 
media such as Blu-Ray Discs or non-volatile PC-RAM. Furthermore, they are an intriguing class 
of thermoelectrics with figures of merit ZT of up to 1.3.[4,5] Both these applications strongly 
depend on physical properties related to the real structure of the materials.[6,7] As it is mainly 
associated with the defect distribution, it is of great interest to study temperature-dependent 
diffusion processes associated with the phase transitions of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 compounds. 
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Figure 1. Structures of different modifications of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 phases: sections of stable 
phases (top, along [010], trigonal setting), the perspective views indicate the rocksalt-type 
building units. Cubic and trigonal cells are outlined for comparison. A schematic representation 
shows the formal cation defect distribution; average structure of metastable phases with more or 
less pronounced distortion (bottom left, perspective view) and schematic representations of 
different cation defect distributions in metastable modifications (bottom right).  
 
Micro-focus white-beam (Laue) diffraction using synchrotron radiation is an intriguing method 
for such investigations. Micro-focusing partially excludes space-averaging effects typical for 
conventional X-ray diffraction experiments, whereas due to the polychromatic beam large areas 
of reciprocal space are recorded in a single diffraction pattern. Therefore, micro-focus Laue 
diffraction is ideally suited for the in situ temperature-dependent investigation of diffusion 
phenomena. Laue diffraction patterns of various GeTe-rich (GeTe)nSb2Te3 crystals grown by 
chemical transport reactions were collected at BM32 (ESRF, Grenoble) using a micro-beam 
(focus < 1 x 1 mm2) in a temperature range from room temperature to approximately 600 °C and 
a temperature accuracy of ± 15 °C. Details of the sample preparation and the experimental setup 
can be found in the ESI. 
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5.5.2 Results and discussion 
 
Laue diffraction patterns collected from a crystal of Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = (GeTe)6Sb2Te3, which 
was originally grown in the stability range of the cubic high-temperature phase and subsequently 
quenched (cf. Fig. 2), show asymmetrically broadened reflections which are interconnected by 
diffuse streaks. The variation of both the asymmetric broadening as well as the diffuse scattering 
in diffraction patterns collected at different positions on the sample corresponds to the presence 
of individual twin domains which are at least as large as the area irradiated by the micro-beam.  
 
Figure 2. a) Optical microscopy image of the (GeTe)5(Sb2Te3) crystal used for the investigation 
(top right) and three room-temperature Laue diffraction patterns collected from the positions 
indicated by the numbers (black arrows indicate the main orientation of diffuse streaks); b) 
diffraction patterns collected from position 3 (slightly different section of the complete pattern) 
at 450 °C (selected rays of the h1 plane and the h0 zone are indicated) and at 565 °C with 
selected indices  
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The broadening of the Bragg reflections is related to the varying metric distortion of individual 
domains along one of the pseudocubic <111> directions. It is further enhanced due to short-
range order. The orientation of the structured diffuse streaks between the Bragg positions 
continues to the asymmetric broadening and indicates the presence of extended planar defects 
which are parallel but not equidistant. Upon heating, at a rate of 10 °C min-1 (cf. Fig. S1a), 
between 250 and 300 °C the diffuse streaks gradually transform into a series of rather sharp 
reflections characteristic of a long-periodically ordered layered structure (cf. Fig. 2, bottom left). 
Although the Laue experiment does not allow one to determine the absolute lattice parameters, 
the reflections observed in zones with variable l roughly match with a 51R-type structure.[1] This 
is in accordance with the cation/anion ratio of (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 which determines the thickness of 
the rocksalt-type slabs.[2] However, such a structure prediction on the basis of simple rules is 
limited by non-stoichiometry[8] so that details of the long-periodic structure cannot unequivocally 
be determined. At ~500 °C, the characteristic reflections of the layered structure become weak 
and at 550 °C the cubic high-temperature modification is formed. The diffraction pattern above 
this temperature (Fig. 2, bottom right) can be indexed assuming a cF lattice with a = 6.00 Å (cf. 
Fig. S2a) in accordance with lattice parameters reported for such high-temperature 
modifications.[1,3] The absence of structured diffuse scattering confirms the random arrangement 
of the cation defects.  
A similar experiment with a metastable Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 crystal (cf. Fig. S1b 
and S3w) shows very broad reflections at room temperature whose broadening does not exhibit a 
preferred direction and there are no distinct diffuse streaks with specific orientations. These data 
indicate the absence of domains with parallel planar defects larger than the beam size. They 
rather correspond to twinning on the nanoscale. Upon heating, the diffuse intensities become 
more structured at 350 °C and gradually develop into streaks between Bragg reflections. At 400 
°C, the Bragg reflections are sharp and correspond to an hR lattice with a/c = 0.404 (a = 4.25 Å, 
c=10.52 Å). They are interconnected by diffuse streaks along c* corresponding to 2D cation 
defect ordering that results in parallel but not equidistant defect planes. When the temperature is 
further increased by approx. 10 °C min-1, the diffuse streaks 
do not transform into rows of sharp reflections. Instead, from 450 °C on their intensity gradually 
decreases. The absence of structured diffuse scattering at 500 °C indicates a random defect 
distribution in a high-temperature modification; the Bragg reflections can be indexed based on a 
rocksalt-type cell with a = 6.00 Å (cf. Fig. S2b). Thermal cycling experiments reveal that the 
high-temperature modification of the sample can be undercooled to about 30 °C before a 1D 
disordered layered structure is reformed. Diffuse streaks become clearly visible between 430–
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370 °C. Upon reheating, the intensity of these diffuse streaks decreases from 500 °C on; 
however, the rocksalt-type phase without diffuse scattering forms at slightly higher temperature 
compared to the initial heating. The high-temperature modification of Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = 
(GeTe)6Sb2Te3 can also be undercooled to about 30 °C, however, no thermal cycling 
experiments were performed. 
Although both (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 and (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 exhibit a similar high-temperature 
modification, the real structure of quenched crystals is significantly different. As a consequence 
of the higher vacancy concentration, short-range defect ordering is more pronounced in 
(GeTe)6Sb2Te3 and yields extended, parallel defect planes, whereas in (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, the 
diffraction data indicate a nanostructure with finite intersecting defect layers.[4,7] The diffusion 
pathways required to form a long-periodically ordered structure are shorter for (GeTe)6Sb2Te3. 
Therefore, the ordered structure appears within a few seconds when diffusion sets in at 300 °C. 
Although diffusion is activated in a similar temperature range in (GeTe)12Sb2Te3, extended 
defect layers are not formed until the cubic high-temperature phase appears when heating 
quenched crystals by 10 °C min-1. In this case, the formation of a long periodically ordered 
structure requires prolonged annealing times.[1,3,4] 
 
 
 
Figure 3. a) Laue diffraction patterns of (GeTe)15(Sb2Te3) collected at room temperature and at 
415 °C, the inset shows an enlarged group of reflections from different domains (exemplarily 
indices of some reflections are given); b) changing intensity distribution of the reflection group 
indicated in a) between 330 and 340 °C (left to right) during heating. 
 
Laue diffraction patterns of quenched Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 crystals (Fig. 3) do 
not show strongly broadened Bragg reflections at room temperature, in contrast to samples with 
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lower GeTe content. The diffraction patterns exhibit groups of reflections which result from the 
superposition of the intensities from individual domains with unit cells clearly deviating from 
pseudo-cubic metrics. Reflections belonging to individual domains can be indexed based on an 
hR cell with a = 4.22 Å and c = 10.57 Å (cf. Fig. S4). The ratio a/c = 0.399 lies between that of 
α-GeTe (a/c = 0.389)[9] and that of a cubic cell in hR setting (a/c = 0.408). Whereas no diffuse 
scattering is observed between groups of reflections, there are weak diffuse streaks that 
interconnect the reflections of one group. These are due to domain-wall scattering (cf. Fig. 3 and 
Fig. S4). Upon heating the sample above 330 °C, additional Bragg reflections of the rocksalt-
type high temperature phase appear in between the reflections of each group and gain intensity as 
the rhombohedral distortion of the individual domains decreases. At 400 °C only reflections 
which can be indexed with a cF cell with a = 6.00 Å are observed (cf. Fig. 3 and S2c). 
In contrast to samples with lower GeTe contents, (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 does not show nanostructures 
with pronounced short-range correlated cation defects. At all temperatures, there was no diffuse 
scattering indicative of extended planar faults. Intrinsic cation defects can be assumed to 
concentrate at domain boundaries. However, slightly below the transition temperature to the 
cubic high-temperature modification, trigonal and cubic domains coexist. Although the 
(GeTe)15Sb2Te3 crystal can be viewed as a multiply twinned Sb2Te3-doped variant of GeTe, the 
phase transition is different from the continuous, displacive rhombohedral to cubic transition of 
GeTe at ~432 °C[9,10] as it requires diffusion of defects from domains boundaries to form the 
disordered rocksalt type. Upon cooling the crystal below 330 °C, the sharp reflections of the 
high-temperature modification significantly broaden and the diffraction patterns resemble those 
observed for (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 at room temperature (cf. Fig. S5). This indicates that a nano-
domain transformation twin is formed, whereas before heating a growth twin was present. 
Metastable Ge–Sb–Te phases are p-type semiconductors with rather low thermal conductivities, 
κ, rendering them promising candidates for thermoelectric materials. Fig. 4 shows the 
temperature dependence of κ of samples (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 7, 12, 19) quenched from their 
high-temperature phases as well as the Seebeck coefficient and the electrical conductivity of 
(GeTe)12Sb2Te3 during heating (for experimental details refer to ESI). The dependency of the 
thermoelectric properties on the composition is discussed elsewhere.[7] The thermal conductivity 
curves are discontinuous: above 300 °C, κ increases by ~0.2 W mK-1 and decreases again at 
higher temperature. At similar temperatures, both the Seebeck coefficient as well as the electrical 
conductivity of (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 change discontinuously and show a hysteretic behavior in this 
temperature range. 
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Figure 4. Thermal conductivities of quenched samples (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 7, 12, 19) up to a 
temperature of 480 °C (top) and temperature dependency of the Seebeck coefficient as well as 
the electrical conductivity of metastable (GeTe)12(Sb2Te3): during heating up to 450 °C (bottom)  
 
5.5.3 Conclusion 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn from our experiments: the high-temperature phase transitions 
of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n > 3) involve the rearrangement of cation defects and therefore are 
predominantly order–disorder transitions rather than displacive phase transitions such as that of 
GeTe. For all compositions, independent of the real structure, diffusion processes are activated at 
~300 °C. This is mirrored in the thermoelectric characteristics. The diffusion processes influence 
the thermal conductivities and also alter the electronic structure. The hysteresis of the properties 
concurs with the limited mobility of defects. Our investigation clearly demonstrates that 
investigations of the average structure, e.g. by powder diffraction, are not sufficient to fully 
understand the temperature dependencies of the structure–property relationships of these 
materials because the diffusion processes and thus the changes of the real-structure are 
predominantly reflected as diffuse scattering. 
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5.5.5 Supporting information  
 
5.5.5.1 Experimental  
 
Synthesis of crystalline samples  
GeTe-rich metastable (GeTe)nSb2Te3 bulk samples with n  3 were prepared by melting 
stoichiometric amounts of the elements Ge (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), Sb (99.999%, Smart 
Elements) and Te (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) in sealed silica glass ampoules under Ar atmosphere. 
After melting the mixtures at 950 °C, the ampoules were quenched in air. From samples obtained 
this way, octahedral crystals (GeTe)nSb2Te3 n  3 with size of about 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm3 can be 
grown by chemical transport reactions. The crystal Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 was 
grown from approximately 100 mg of powdered material with initial elemental ratio of Ge:Sb:Te 
= 1.44:2:5 in an silica glass ampoule (length 10 cm, diameter 10 mm) under Ar atmosphere. The 
material was kept at 628 °C for 4 h then slowly cooled to 618 °C (within 6 h). After holding this 
temperature for 75 h, the sample was quenched in air. This way GeTe-poor crystals are obtained, 
n varies between 3 and 12. For GeTe-rich crystals such as Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 
and Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 different procedures were used. Powdered starting 
material (ca. 100 mg, the initial elemental ratio for both crystals Ge:Sb:Te = 12:2:15) was sealed 
in evacuated silica glass ampoules (length 15-20 cm, diameter 10-15 mm). SbI3 (< 10 weight%) 
was added to generate the transport agent I2 by decomposition at elevated temperatures. 
Octahedral single crystals Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 grew in a two-zone furnace 
(temperature gradient from 600 to 500 °C, 24 h) and were subsequently quenched to room 
temperature by removing the ampoule from the furnace. Growth twinned crystals 
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Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 were obtained in a standard tube furnace by heating the side 
of the silica glass ampoule containing the starting material to 615 °C (10 days) whereas the side 
was situated outside the furnace. Both these techniques allow to reproducibly synthesize single 
crystals used for the investigations. 
For the measurement of thermoelectric properties, stoichiometric melts of the elements were 
solidified in silica ampoules with flat bottom to obtain disc-shaped ingots with diameters of 
approximately 15 mm and thicknesses of 3-6 mm. The ingots were heated to the stability range 
of the high temperature modification and subsequently quenched to room temperature in water to 
obtain metastable samples. For thermoelectric measurements, they were polished to flat plates. 
 
X-ray diffraction and EDX spectroscopy 
Laboratory single-crystal intensity data were collected on a STOE IPDS-I diffractometer with 
imaging plate detector using Mo-Kα or Ag-Kα radiation (graphite monochromator, λ = 0.71093 Å 
and λ = 0.56087 Å) to check the crystal quality before selecting appropriate samples for the 
synchrotron investigations. This way single crystals of the given compositions and with the 
characteristic diffraction patterns described in the text can be reproduced. The compositions of 
the crystals used for the experiments were checked by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX). EDX analyses were performed using a JSM-6500F (Jeol, USA) scanning electron 
microscope with EDX detector (model 7418, Oxford Instruments, Great Britain). The averaged 
values of 3-7 point analyses on the single crystals used for X-ray data collection at BM32 
(ESRF, Grenoble) correspond to the formulae Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = (GeTe)6Sb2Te3, 
Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 and Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3, respectively.  
 
Laue diffraction at BM32 
The Laue diffraction patterns were collected at ESRF on BM32 with a white beam (energies 
from 5 keV to 25 keV) focused via KB mirrors to a size of about 1 x 1 µm2 on the sample 
(http://www.esrf.eu/UsersAndScience/Experiments/CRG/BM32/). The sample was inclined 40° 
with respect to the beam  and the CCD camera (165 x 165 mm) was placed approximately 70 
mm above the samples, which were fixed in silica capillaries filled with argon attached to silica 
glass or silicon holders with high-temperature cement. A domed hot stage (Anton Paar) was used 
for heating the samples. Its temperature was calibrated using a thermocouple fixed to the furnace 
in the same fashion as the samples (with an estimated error for the temperature of about ± 10 
°C). At exposure times of about 1 second per image and read-out times of about 5 seconds, about 
ten diffraction images per minute can be collected yielding an approximate temperature 
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resolution of 1°C using a heating rate of approximately 10 °C/min. As a microfocused beam was 
used for the experiments, so that only small volumes diffracted in a single exposure. Therefore 
even small samples shifts resulting from the dilation of the heating stage affect the diffraction 
pattern and the sample position had to be optimized repeatedly during the heating process. Data 
evaluation and treatment was performed using the software packages X-ray Microdiffraction 
Analysis Software (X-MAS; N. Tamura, R. S. Celestre, A. A. MacDowell, H. A. Padmore, R. 
Spolenak, B. C. Valek, N. Meier Chang, J. Synchrotron Rad. 2003, 10, 137) and the Laue 
Daresbury Software Suite (modified for the CCD-detector data, J. R. Helliwell, J. Habash, D. W. 
J. Cruickshank, M. M. Harding, T. J. Greenhough, J. W. Campbell, I. J. Clifton, M. Elder, P. A. 
Machin, M. Z. Papiz, and S. Zurek, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 1989, 22, 483). For indexing exemplary 
diffraction patterns, the (approximate) sample-detector distance for room temperature as well as 
high temperature diffraction patterns was determined from a silicon or germanium reference 
fixed on the sample holders using X-MAS. For further indexing, the Laue Daresbury Software 
Suite was used. Initially, a cubic cell with acubic = 6.00 Å in trigonal setting (atrigonal = (1/2)acubic; 
ctrigonal = (3)acubic) was used for indexing the diffraction patterns of the high-temperature 
modifications. Although a white beam diffraction experiment does not allow one to obtain the 
absolute lattice parameters, the unit cell parameters (i.e. c, with a fixed) were refined to 
determine the deviation from the axis ratio atrigonal/ctrigonal = (1/2)/(3). For the high-temperature 
modifications, there was no significant deviation, hence the patterns were indexed based on a cF-
lattice acubic = 6.00 Å. Simulated spot positions match well with the observed ones (cf. Fig. 2S). 
To index the diffraction patterns of other not long-periodically ordered structures, the axis ratio 
of the trigonal average structure atrigonal/ctrigonal was manually varied in between 0.408 (cubic, 
β-GeTe) and 0.389 (rhombohedral, α-GeTe) to find the best match between observed and 
predicted spot positions (cF. Fig. 3S and 4S). For the diffraction patterns indicative of a 
long-periodically ordered structure, an initial cell can be derived from a structural prediction 
based on the composition described in detail elsewhere (L. E. Shelimova, O. G. Karpinsky, M. 
A. Kretova, V. I. Kosyakov, V. A. Shestakov, V. S. Zemskov, F. A. Kuznetsov, Inorg. Mater. 
2000, 36, 768; M. N. Schneider, O. Oeckler, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem. 2008, 634, 2557). For the 
composition (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 a 51R-type (a ≈ 4.2 Å, c ≈ 93.8 Å) layered structure is expected. 
This cell allows one approximately index the Bragg reflections characteristic for the long-
periodically ordered structure. However, they are rather broad so that the indexing is not 
unequivocal with respect to closely related stacking sequences. All lattice parameters given in 
the text contain two digits as given by the Laue Daresbury Software Suite and with an estimated 
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error < 0.03. For the trigonal phases, the axis ratios atrigonal/ctrigonal which are not affected by 
detector distance errors are given in addition. 
 
Thermoelectric characterization  
To determine the temperature dependency of the thermoelectric properties, both commercial and 
in-house built facilities were used to characterize the electrical and the thermal conductivities as 
well as the Seebeck coefficient in the range from room temperature to approx. 500 °C under 
vacuum. In order to avoid Peltier influences on the measurement a four point-probe setup above 
room temperature using an AC method was used to measure the eletrical conductivity. The 
Seebeck coefficient was determined using a small temperature gradient across the sample while 
slowly changing the environmental temperature, in order to the values for each mean 
temperature. The thermal conductivity was calculated from measurements of the thermal 
diffusivity by a Laser Flash Apparatus (Netzsch LFA 427) and heat capacity determined by 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (Netzsch DSC 404). The samples’ density was measured 
using a Mohr’s balance.  
 
5.5.5.2 Additional Figures  
 
 
 
Figure S1. Enlarged sections of the experimental Laue diffraction patterns collected during 
heating a) Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = (GeTe)6Sb2Te3, and b) Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3; the 
temperatures at which the selected diffraction patterns were collected are depicted next to the 
diffraction patterns 
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Figure S2. Experimental Laue diffraction patterns of the high-temperature modifications of a) 
Ge0.65(3)Sb0.22(1)Te = (GeTe)6Sb2Te3 (565 °C), b) Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 (515 °C), 
and c) Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 (415 °C) with simulated reflection positions 
corresponding to a cubic cell (a = 6.00 Å) derived from a combined approach using the software 
packages X-MAS and the Laue Daresbury Software suite which allow one to index the 
reflections of the crystal in the corresponding orientation.  
 
 
Figure S3. a) Laue diffraction patterns of Ge0.83(4)Sb0.14(1)Te = (GeTe)12Sb2Te3 collected from 
different positions on the sample at room temperature; b) Experimental diffraction pattern from 
the same crystal collected at 400 °C overlayed with reflection positions simulated by the Laue 
Daresbury Software suite which was used to index the reflections (hR a = 4.25 Å, c = 10.52 Å 
a/c = 0.404) 
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Figure S4. a) Laue diffraction pattern of Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 collected at room 
temperature; the pattern is depicted twice as the individual patterns are overlayed with the 
reflection positions of one domain each which can be individually indexed (hR a = 4.22 Å, c = 
10.57 Å a/c = 0.399) b) enlarged sections indicated in a); (I) a group of reflections which shows 
that all domain orientations expected for a fourfold twin according to the group-subgroup 
scheme Fm3m – R3m – R3m contribute to the diffraction patterns (two orientations are indexed 
as indicated by crosses only and a cross-square combination); (II) Groups of several reflections 
belonging to different domain orientations which are interconnected by diffuse six diffuse 
streaks as expected for six different domain wall orientation possible in a fourfold twin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S5. Diffraction pattern of a Ge0.84(1)Sb0.12(1)Te = (GeTe)15Sb2Te3 crystal after cooling 
from the cubic high-temperature phase (see text and compare with Fig. 3a) at 260 °C 
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6 Conclusion and prospects 
 
In the course of this work, a broad spectrum of analytical methods yielded various insights into 
the structural chemistry of pnicogen tellurides. The structure elucidation of stable layered 
compounds (Chapter 2) provided the basis for a comprehensive investigation of metastable 
polymorphs. Novel, metastable compounds with long-periodically ordered layered structures 
with the general formula (MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (M = Ge, Sn, Ag/Sb) contain structural building 
units similar to those that are present in the pseudobinary series of stable compounds 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3) and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k (Chapter 3). The knowledge of structural details of such 
building units faciliated the structure elucidation of materials that can be viewed as model 
systems for "superlattices" with extremely long stacking periodicities which are otherwise 
prepared by layer-per-layer deposition. It turned out that for some of these layered pnicogen 
tellurides, the determination of interatomic distances is not unambigious. In the case of (pseudo-) 
homometry, two non-congruent structure models yield (almost) the same diffraction pattern. For 
such different models, however, reasonable atom assignments yield different compositions so 
that chemical analysis can identify the correct model. In this process, mixed site occupancies on 
cation positions play an important role and were shown to be a characteristic feature of most 
ternary pnicogen tellurides. The cation distribution on the crystallographic sites is neither 
ordered nor random, but significantly influenced by van der Waals gaps. These are accompanied 
by characteristic interatomic distance sets in their vicinity, and their spacing defines the 
periodicities of such structures. If the compounds contain elements with similiar atomic 
numbers, the element distribution cannot be reliably elucidated by standard X-ray diffraction. 
Therefore, resonant diffraction using synchrotron radiation was used, e. g., to elucidate the 
distribution of Sn, Sb and Te in 21R-SnSb2Te4. The experience from this rather simple 
compound helped during the characterization of two isostructural complex phases. Although the 
structure of the compounds 39R-MSb10Te4 (M = Ge, Sn) is related to that of 39R-Sb10Te3, the 
latter contains antimony and tetradymite-type slabs that are clearly separated whereas in the new 
phases, antimony layers are partially substituted by GeTe or SnTe, respectively. The resulting 
concentration gradient resembles an interdiffusion of distorted rocksalt-type slabs typical for 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3) and antimony slabs characteristic for (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k, and hence represents a 
snapshot of diffusion processes which might also occur in "multilayer" compounds that are 
discussed as thin-film "superlattice" thermoelectrics or phase-change materials with new device 
hierarchy, to name the most prominent ones with respect to this work . It would be interesting to 
further study such diffusion processes that influence the element distribution in stable and 
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metastable long-periodic layered structures in future works, for example by temperature 
dependent synchrotron diffraction experiments. 
As diffusion processes often accompany phase transitions towards stable modifications, it is 
essential to prevent them in order to obtain kinetically inert metastable phases (Chapter 4). 
Phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n  3) exhibit rocksalt-type high-temperature modifications that contain 
1/n+3 cation defects per anion which are randomly distributed, whereas their trigonal long-
periodically ordered polymorphs, which are stable at ambient conditions, do not contain 
significant amounts of cation vacancies. The phase transition between both modifications 
formally involves the layer-like ordering of cation defects, associated with the rearrangment of 
the anion-layer stacking sequence from a cubic towards a hexagonal stacking across the defect 
layers. This yields van der Waals gaps between rocksalt-type slabs with a partially covalent 
interaction between Te atoms. At ambient conditions, this arrangment is more stable than a 
random distribution of cation defects which is always associated with "incomplete" anion centred 
polyhedra. Due to the higher entropy, the latter arrangment can be stable at high temperatures, 
and the transition temperatures consequently increase with increasing defect concentration. 
Quenching high-temperature modifications with n (n  3) partially hinders the formation of long-
periodic layered structures and yields metastable samples with seemingly simple average 
structure corresponding to a rhombohedrally distorted rocksalt-type. Although the metrics does 
not significantly deviate from the cubic one, multiple twinning yields domains with disordered 
trigonal structure. Quenching GeBi2Te4 (n = 2) under high pressure also yields a metastable 
modification that exhibits a distorted rocksalt type; however, the distortion is more pronounced 
and the average structure corresponds to the CuPt type. This finding indicates that further 
disordered high-temperature phases exist under non-ambient pressure conditions.  
The metastable modifications of both germanium bismuth tellurides and germanium antimony 
tellurides exhibit comparable real-structure effects. Short-range order of cation defects leads to 
nanostructures characterized by cation defect layers (Chapter 5) that can be viewed as snapshots 
of the diffusion processes involved in phase transitions. The comparison of simulated and 
experimental diffuse scattering intensities from quenched phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 2, 5, 6, 
12) corroborates this assumption. With decreasing n, a higher correlation between cation defects 
leads to a more pronounced similarity between the real structure and the long-peridically ordered 
layered phases. In such cases, almost equidistantly spaced an der Waals gaps are present, 
whereas for larger values of n, "missing" cation layers in a cubic anion-layer stacking sequence 
are present and the almost randomly distrubuted. It might be an intriguing future project to refine 
the corresponding disorder models on the experimental diffuse scattering data, possibly based on 
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the models used for simulations in this work. In this context, it would be a challenging plan to 
extract additional information from anomalous dispersion effects on the diffuse scattering. As 
shown by in-situ temperature dependent micro-focused Laue diffraction, the real structure of 
quenched crystals (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (6 < n < 15) significantly changes upon heating when 
diffusion processes set in at approximately 300 °C. The diffusion processes have been monitored 
by the change of the diffuse scattering; and this method seems promising to further study other 
time-dependent structural rearrangments correlated with phase transitions.  
The real structures of the metastable materials investigated in this work significantly influence 
their properties and render them an intriguing class of new thermoelectrics. Their nanostructures 
lead to rather low thermal conductivities while their electronic structures yield high Seebeck 
coefficients. When diffusion is activated at elevated temperatures and the nanostructures become 
unstable, the thermal conductivity changes significantly, i.e. increases and the electrical 
conductivity as well as the Seebeck coefficient exhibit a hysterestic behavior. GeTe-rich phases 
with compositions comparable to those of phase-change materials used in non-volatile RAM 
devices or Blu-Ray discs exhibit figures of merit ZT of ~ 1.3 at 450 °C, mostly due to very high 
Seebeck coefficients of ~ 180 µV/K. It would be very interesting to obtain insight into the 
electronic structure that leads to these Seebeck coefficients; however, theoretical caculations for 
such disordered materials are almost impossible. Angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 
(ARPES) might be an intriguing approach. From the preparative chemist's point of view, it could 
be promising to alter the thermal conductivity not only by nanostructuring the material but also 
by doping with lighter or heavier elements in order to introduce new phonon scattering centres. 
Such an approach need not be restricted to temperatures were the atom arrangment, i. e. the real 
structure, is kinetically inert. High figures of merit can also be expected at temperatures where 
dynamic disorder is activated. This work has demonstrated that the investigation of structure-
property relationships for multinary pnicogen tellurides needs to go hand in hand with the 
structural characterization of both stable and metastable compounds. Understanding the complex 
interplay of interesting structures and intriguing properties will for sure remain a rewarding 
approach. 
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7 Summary 
 
7.1 Resonant X-ray diffraction to distinguish Sn, Sb and Te in 21R-
SnSb2Te4 
 
Chapter 2.2 (Page 14)  
Crystals of 21R-SnSb2Te4 (R3m, a = 4.298(1), 
c = 41.57(1) Å, R1 = 0.028) were grown by 
chemical transport using SbI3 as transport 
agent. The periodicity of the layered structure 
is defined by van der Waals gaps between 
rocksalt-type slabs that comprise four anion 
and three cation layers. The atom distribution 
was determined by means of resonant single-
crystal diffraction at the K-absorption edges of 
the elements present. Five datasets were used 
in a joint refinement. Sb atoms are distributed 
over all cation sites but prefer those in the vicinity of the van der Waals gap. The determination 
of the element distribution in 21R-SnSb2Te4 by means of resonant X-ray diffraction can be 
regarded as case study for the application of this elegant technique with respect to the structural 
elucidation of multinary antimony tellurides. 
 
7.2  Limitations of structure predictions based on the composition of 
germanium antimony tellurides  
 
Chapter 2.3 (Page 26)  
For pseudobinary compounds (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m rules for predicting the structure of the stable 
layered structures have been devised based on their stoichiometry and crystal chemistry. 
However, although, a 39R layer stacking is expected for Ge4Sb2Te7, powder diffraction data of 
bulk material Ge4Sb2Te7 obtained by quenching a stoichiometric melt and subsequent annealing 
indicate a 33R-type structure. Single crystal diffraction confirms that the layered structure is 
closely related to that of 33R-Ge3Sb2Te6 (R3m, a = 4.1891(5) Å, c = 62.169(15), R1 = 0.047). 
Mixed occupancy of cation positions with Ge and Sb and possibly defects cause this unusual 
range of homogeneity in the kinetically stable compound.  
 
 
Anomalous dispersion terms at the K-egdes 
of Sn, Sb and Te and a rocksalt-type slab of 
21R-SnSb2Te4.  
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7.3 Homometry and stacking disorder in antimony tellurides  
 
Chapter 2.4 (Page 39)  
Ambiguities in the interpretation of 
diffraction data from long-range 
ordered layered chalcogenides can 
arise from almost homometric 
structure models, which can be refined 
equally well on experimental data sets, 
as demonstrated for 39R-Sb10Te3 
(R3m, a = 4.2874(6) Å, c = 
64.300(16) Å, R1 = 0.0298). Mixed 
site occupancies may further reduce 
the differences between the calculated 
diffraction patterns of non-congruent 
structure models as shown for 33R-(Sb0.978(3)Pb0.022(3))8Te3 (R3m, a = 4.2890(10), c = 75.51(2) Å, 
R1 = 0.0615). In both cases, chemical analysis proves the correct structure as reasonable atom 
assignments lead to different compositions for the almost homometric models. Further pitfalls 
for the structure elucidation can result from stacking disorder of tetradymite and A7 (gray 
arsenic) type building units and leads to powder diffraction patterns which can be misinterpreted 
in terms of 3D randomly disordered almost isotropic structures with a simple α-Hg type basic 
structure. 
 
7.4 A new metastable long-periodic layered germanium antimony telluride 
9P-GeSb4Te4  
 
Chapter 3.2 (Page 63)  
Homogeneous samples of the new phase 9P-GeSb4Te4 can be obtained by quenching a 
stoichiometric melt and subsequent annealing at 500 °C. They exhibit metallic conductivity 
(33 Scm-1 at room temperature). Single-crystal X-ray structure analysis (P3m1, a = 4.2466(2) Å, 
c = 17.483 Å, R1 = 0.0355) reveals that the compound consists of antimony layers similar to 
those in elemental Sb that alternate with rocksalt-type slabs related to those in 21R-GeSb2Te4. 
Although this new member in the series of long-periodic layered germanium antimony tellurides 
is not thermodynamically stable according to the phase diagram, it is remarkably inert up to 
540 °C, where it starts to melt incongruently.  
 
Almost homometric structure models of 
Pb0.18Sb7.82Te3; difference of PXRD intensities 
simulated with the correct and wrong model 
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7.5 Long-range ordered metastable phases as models for "superlattices"  
 
Chapter 3.3 (Page 81) 
Single-crystal structure refinements on 
51R-Ge2-xSb2+xTe5.Sb8 (x = 0.43; R3m, a = 4.258(1) Å, 
c = 97.23(2) Å, R = 4.38%; n=2, k=4) and 
15P-AgxSb3-xTe4.Sb8 (x = 0.24; P3m1, a = 4.282(1) Å, 
c = 28.638(5) Å, R = 5.38%; n=1, k=4) reveal that these 
metastable compounds contain structure elements known 
from the pseudobinary series (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3)m (including 
substitution of Ge with Ag/Sb) and (Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k. 
Although the phases are valence compounds, the temperature 
dependence of resistance shows metallic behavior (51R-type 
structure: 2500 Scm-1, 15P-type structure: 588 Scm-1 at room 
temperature). Partial spinodal decomposition might be the 
reason for their extremely long stacking periodicities that 
make them comparable to “superlattice” metal (A7-type lamellae) – semiconductor (rocksalt-
type slabs) heterostructures prepared by layer-per-layer deposition.  
 
7.6 Concentration gradients of the elements in new metastable layered 
tellurides 39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M = Ge, Sn) 
 
Chapter 3.4 (Page 99)  
Structure refinements on resonant single-crystal diffraction 
data reveal that the isostructural phases 
39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (R3m, a = 4.2649(1), 
c = 75.061(2) Å) and 39R-Sn0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (R3m, a = 
4.2959(1), c = 75.392(2) Å) exhibit structures that are 
similar to that of 39R-Sb10Te3 (= Sb0.769Te0.231). Four gray 
arsenic type layers of antimony alternate with Sb2Te3 slabs, 
but are partially substituted by GeTe and SnTe. A wave-like 
element distribution results which, for 
39R-Ge0.067Sb0.667Te0.266, was corroborated by Z-contrast 
(HAADF-STEM) imaging. The concentration gradient of 
the elements can be regarded as a model for interdiffusion in 
 
Schematic representation of 
new metastable compounds 
(MTe)n(Sb2Te3)m(Sb2)k;  
 
Representation of the 
concentration gradients in 
39R-M0.067Sb0.667Te0.266 (M=Ge, 
Sn) 
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“superlattice” heterostructures. The phases exhibit a thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) of 0.06 
at 400 °C; their thermal conductivity (κ ~ 8 – 9.5 W/mK at 400 °C) lies in between that of 
elemental antimony and pure Sb2Te3.  
7.7 Similarities between phase-change materials and thermoelectrics 
 
Chapter 4.1 (Page 124)  
Metastable crystalline phase-change materials 
are usually small-bandgap semiconductors 
that exhibit low thermal conductivities. These 
properties are also required for good 
thermoelectrics. For phases (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) 
(n ≥ 3) with compositions comparable to 
phase-change materials used in Blu-Ray discs 
and PC-RAM devices, rocksalt-type high-
temperature polymorphs with a high 
concentration of randomly distributed cation 
vacancies can be quenched to yield bulk samples that are better suited for a thermoelectric 
characterization than thin-film samples. In situ temperature dependent powder diffraction proves 
the metastability of such samples. They exhibit pronounced nanostructures that result from the 
formation of twin domains and finite intersecting vacancy layers. In contrast, in slowly cooled or 
annealed samples (below the transition temperature to the high-temperature polymorph), 
vacancies order in parallel layers. A comparative investigation of the thermoelectric properties of 
metastable (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 3,12) demonstrates that initially quenched materials can exhibit 
figures of merit of up to ZT = 1.3 at 450 °C, as found for (GeTe)nSb2Te3 with n = 12 or 19. 
Metastable germanium antimony tellurides are therefore intriguing disordered precursors for 
nanostructured thermoelectrics. 
 
7.8 High-pressure synthesis of metastable germanium bismuth tellurides 
 
Chapter 4.2 (Page142)  
Metastable samples of GeBi2Te4 with simple average structures cannot be obtained by thermal 
quenching under ambient pressure; however, a new metastable modification with CuPt-type 
average structure was obtained by high-pressure high-temperature synthesis using a Walker-type 
multi-anvil press. They exhibit pronounced nanostructures that depend on the thermal treatment 
applied under a constant pressure of 12 GPa, e.g. the particle size changes from < 10 nm in 
In situ temperature programmed powder 
diffraction and ZT values of (GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) 
(n = 3,12).  
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quenched samples to > 100 nm for melts slowly crystallized. The temperature characteristics of 
the electrical conductivity changes from metallic to semiconducting behavior with decreasing 
domain size which is accompanied by a more random orientation distribution of domains. A 
comparative investigation of annealed ingots and pressed powder pellets of stable 21R-GeBi2Te4 
reveals that with an increasing amount of grain boundaries, the ZT value drops by more than one 
order of magnitude.  
 
7.9 Influence of stress and strain on the stability of metastable germanium 
antimony tellurides 
 
Chapter 5.2 (Page173) 
Metastable crystalline modifications of 
(GeTe)n(Sb2Te3) (n = 7, 12) have been 
obtained by quenching the corresponding 
high-temperature polymorphs. Despite the 
pseudocubic metrics, the average structure of 
individual domains in a multiply twinned 
metastable crystal (GeTe)7(Sb2Te3) is 
rhombohedral and approximates a layered 
GeTe-type atom arrangement (Ge0.7Sb0.2Te, 
R3m, a = 4.237 Å, c = 10.29 Å, R1 = 0.0319). 
Powder diffraction patterns of samples of 
(GeTe)12(Sb2Te3) with defined particle sizes 
reveal that the rearrangement of cation 
defects, which is required to form a parallel 
arrangement of vacancy layers is influenced by microstrain that hinders necessary relaxation. 
After annealing at 400 °C, cation defect layers adopt a non-equidistant parallel arrangment as 
shown by HR-TEM. These findings show that metastable phases interesting as phase-change 
materials and nanostructured thermoelectrics are kinetically stabilized by microstrain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HRTEM images and powder diffraction 
patterns of quenched as well as annealed 
samples of (GeTe)12(Sb2Te3) and average 
structure of metastable (GeTe)7(Sb2Te3). 
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7.10 Real structure and properties of quenched germanium antimony 
tellurides  
 
Chapter 5.3 (Page 194) 
Both the composition and the thermal treatment of quenched samples (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 3-19) 
significantly influences their nanostructures. For example, a more random distribution of defect 
layers results for larger GeTe contents. A parallel arrangement of defect layers characteristic for 
stable layered phases can gradually be approached by annealing metastable bulk material at 
temperatures below the stability range of the high-temperature modifications which lies at lower 
temperatures for larger values of n. Variations of the nanostructures influence the lattice thermal 
conductivity (κL) and thus the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). At temperatures below 300 °C 
the nanostructures are stable and ZT-values up to ~ 0.6 are found due to moderate thermal 
conductivities. Nevertheless even above the temperature at which diffusion is activated 
increasing Seebeck coefficients yield ZT values up to 1.3 at 450 °C for GeTe-rich samples.  
 
7.11 Analyis of diffuse scattering from metastable germanium antimony 
tellurides  
 
Chapter 5.4 (Page 212) 
Pseudocubic diffraction patterns of 
quenched crystals of (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 2; 
5, 6, 12) are an incoherent superposition of 
intensities from twin domains with trigonal 
average structure but (pseudo-)cubic 
metrics. Short-range order of vacancies 
yields a 1D disordered arrangement of 
defect layers that leads to “comet-like" 
diffuse intensity features, e.g. a maximum 
(“comet head") that is accompanied by 
strongly broadened side maxima (“comet 
tail") at the low-angle side of 
Bragg reflections. The analysis of diffuse scattering reveals that a decreasing GeTe content leads 
to real structures that are comparable to the stable long-periodic layered structures, i. e. almost 
equidistantly spaced van der Waals gaps with hexagonal stacking of Te-atom layers around them 
are predominant. For GeTe-rich samples, planar defects correspond to “missing” cation layers in 
the cubic ABC stacking sequence of the Te-atom layers. These real structures correspond to 
 
Characteristic hchclc reciprocal section with 
"comet-like" diffuse streaks at the low angle 
side of Bragg reflections. 
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different “frozen” states of the phase transition from stable high-temperature to the stable room-
temperature modifications.  
  
7.12 In situ Laue diffraction investigation of diffusion processes involved in 
the phase transitions of germanium antimony tellurides  
 
 
Chapter 5.5 (Page 240) 
 
The change of the real structures of 
metastable (GeTe)nSb2Te3 (n = 6, 12, 
15) crystals upon heating was 
investigated by microfocused Laue 
diffraction. Diffusion processes 
involving cation defect ordering are 
activated at ~300 °C which is also 
mirrored in the thermoelectric characteristics of the materials. For low GeTe contents, a parallel 
equidistant arrangement of defect layers readily forms upon heating whereas for larger GeTe 
contents this process requires longer annealing times due to increased diffusion pathways. The 
formation of a stable layered structure therefore is kinetically controlled. Upon further increasing 
the temperature, the equilibrium phase transition to the high-temperature phase is observed. 
Although it involves the diffusion of defects, it is thermodynamically controlled as a random 
arrangement of cation defects leads to energetically unfavorable "incomplete" anion centred 
polyhedra. A higher defect concentration therefore leads to higher transition temperatures. The 
results show that phase transitions of Ge-Sb-Te materials are order-disorder transitions that 
involve a complex interplay of kinetics and thermodynamics. 
 
Laue diffraction pattern during heating of a metastable 
crystal and schematic representation of the defect 
distribution. 
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